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The Mission of AGARD 

According to its Charter, the mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the 
fields of science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes: 

- Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and development capabilities for . @  the 

-Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the Military Committee in the field of aerospace research 

common benefit of the NATO community; 

and development (with particular regard to its military application); 

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence posture; 

- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development; 

- Exchange of scientific and technical information; 

- Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential; 

- Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as. requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations in 
connection with research and development problems in the aerospace field. 

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior 
representatives from each member nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are composed of 
experts appointed by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Programme and the Aerospace Applications 
Studies Programme. The results of AGARD work are reported to the member nations and the NATO Authorities through the 
AGARD series of publications of which this is one. 

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NATO nations. 
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... . Theme 

Advanced air-defence has become one of the primary issues of operational concern for NATO. Within this context 
operational aspects of potential scenarios must be expected to be considerably diversified. Previously assumed scenarios have 
become obsolete and NATO must redefine the structure and role of its air-defence. 

Advances in  guidance and control techniques and technologies which can be applied to battle management, threat detection 
and identitication as well as threat deception and suppression are of great importance (technology push). 

The Gulf War has demonstrated how stealth technology can reduce the effectiveness of air-defence systems. Advances in 
stealthy and fast moving nap-of-the-earth strategic and tactical weapon systems as well as strategic and tactical ballistic 
missiles, operating either individually or in combination necessitates the development and application of effective guidance 
and control techniques (requirements pull) for advanced air-defence. 

The topics covered by the Symposium will include: 

- Air Defence Architecture Study and Ballistic Missile Defence 

- Advanced Sensor Technology and Techniques 

- Data Fusion, Tracking and Identification 

- Threat Detection, Suppression and Situation Assessment 

- Missile Guidance and Control 

- Future Air Defence Aircraft 

- C31 aspects 

Thkme 

La defense anti-aCrienne de pointe est I’une des premikres preoccupations op6rationnelle.s de I’OTAN. Dans ce contexte, il 
faut s’attendre 3 ce que les aspects opCrationnels des scenarios possibles soient considkrablement diversitiks. Les scenarios 
Ctablis anttrieurement sont devenus obsolbtes et I’OTAN doit redCtinir le r6le et la structure de sa defense anti-aCrienne. 

Les progrks rCalisCs dans les techniques et les technologies de guidage et de pilotage qui sont susceptibles d’&tre appliquees 3 
la gestion de la bataille, la dCtection et I’identitication de la menace, ainsi qu’h la dCception et la suppression de la menace 
sont d’une grande importance (la pousske des technologies). 

La guerre du golfe a montre comment les technologies de furtivite peuvent reduire I’efficacitC des systkmes de defense anti- 
aerienne. Les progrks rCalisCs dans le domaine de la furtivite des s y s t h e s  d’armes tactiques et strategiques utilisant des 
engins furtifs Cvoluant h grande vitesse et en rase-mottes, ainsi que des missiles balistiques tactiques et strategiques, opCrant 
soit seuls soit en formation, nCcessitent le dCveloppement et I’application de techniques efticaces de guidage et de pilotage 
pour la dCfense anti-aCrienne de pointe (appel de technologies). 

Les sujets examines lors du symposium comprennent: 

- ktude de la configuration de la defense anti-aerienne et de la dCfense anti-missiles balistiques, 

- Progrks rCalisCs dans le domaine des technologies et techniques des capteurs, 

- Fusion de donnCes, poursuite et identitication, 

- DCtection, suppression et evaluation de la menace, 

- Guidage et pilotage des missiles, 

- Futurs appareils de defense aCrienne, 

- Aspects C9. 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT 
on the 

MISSION SYSTEMS PANEL 
1s t Symposium 

on 
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE AIR-DEFENCE SYSTEMS 

Paul Zarchan 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. 

555 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA, USA 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The 1st Symposium of the AGARD Mission Systems 
Panel (MSP) was convened in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
17-20 May 1994. The Symposium dealt with various 
guidance and control techniques for future airdefence 
systems. The program. as presented in the 
Symposium, is appended to this report. The overall 
theme is described in the following paragraphs. 

Advand  airdefence has become one of the primary 
issues of operational concem for NATO. Within this 
context operational aspects of potential scenarios must 
be expected to be considerably diversified. Previously 
assumed scenarios have become obsolete and NATO 
must redefine the struchm and role of its airdefence. 

Advances in guidance and control techniques and 
technologies which can be applied to battle 
management, threat detection and identification as well 
as threat deception and suppression are of great 

L 

importance (technology push). 

The Gulf War has demonstrated how stealth technology 
can reduce the effectiveness of air-defence systems. 
Advances in stealthy and fast moving napof-theearth 
strategic and tactical weapon systems as well as 
strategic and tactical ballistic missiles, operating either 
individually or in combination. necessitates the 
development and application of effective guidance and 
control techniques (quimnents pull) for advanced 
air-. 

The keynote address discussed the importance of the 
hit-to-kill concept in yielding the required lethality 
against various theater missile defence threats and how 
hit-to-kill has been made possible through advances in 
guidance and control technology. The invited papers 
also discussed the importance of theater missile defence 
and identified key technology areas for future work. 
Session 1 was concemed with both the architectural 
issues and the guidauce and control requirements for 
theater missile defence systems. Various simulation 
tools for evaluating system pexformance were also 
discussed. Session 2 information concerning advanced 
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sensor suites used for future air defence systems. In 
addition, technical papers were presented on detector 
technology and new definitions for the figure of merit. 
Session 3 showed how acquisition, tracking and 
pointing are important for the boost-phase intercept 
problem. In addition, information on the status of 
various experiments was presented. Session 4 was 
concerned with data fusion as applied to missile . 
guidance algorithms and the combining of 
informationfrom sensors observing air-breathing threats. 
The use of artificial intelligence and improving the 
man-machine interface were presented as valid 
technologies for the multi-sensor data fusion problem. 
Session 5 discussed the application of visual 
stereoscopy for inverse synthetic aperture radar and 
using F G  emissions for detection, localization and 
identification. Session 6 presented both theory and 
practice for missile guidance and control. Session 7 
showed how fuzzy logic could be applied to the C31 
problem. Finally, the Round-Table Discussion was 
rather lively and the points raised were excellent. It is 
too bad that some of the questions/concerns were not 
raised after the appropriate technical presentations. 

Thirty-two presentations were made at this Symposium. 
Most of the papers on ballistic missile defence did not 
get into the technical details of the challenges in this 
area. Perhaps this was due to classification problems or 
for fear of giving away trade secrets. On the other hand 
most of the papers on data fusion, tracking and 
identification went into significant detail. I would 
fecommend that the Mission Systems Panel consider a 
Symposium exclusively devoted to Theater Missile 
Defence. 

Not withstanding minor disappointments, the 
Symposium achieved most of its objectives in bringing 
together in a timely fashion, many of the leading 
engineers in the guidance and control field. Both the 
Program Committee, National Hosts and Panel 
Executive/Secretary should be congratulated for their 
outstanding efforts in arranging the Symposium. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 1st Symposium of the MSP was titled "Guidance 
and Control Techniques for Future Air-Defence 
Systems." The Acting MSP Chairman was Mr. J. K. 
Ramage (US). The Program Committee chaired by Dr. 
D. F. Liang (CA) also included 

IPA A. Salomon (FR) 
Mr. U. K. Krogmann (GE) 
Dr. Ing. B. Mazzetti 0 
Mr. J. Bardal 0 
Dr. P. Sanz-Aranguez (SP) 
Mr. G. F. Butler 0 
Dr. S .  Butler (VS)  

Opening remarks concerning the downsizing of various 
panels were made by Mr. Ramage. Dr. Gang also made 
a few open remarks about the political and 
psychological significance of the Scud type tactical 
ballistic missiles. We were welcomed by our Danish 
hosts. 

The keynote address was presented by Dr. J. David 
Martin, Director for Strategic Relations, Ballistic 
Missile Defense Organization, U.S. His talk described 
the emerging ballistic missile threat and how the U.S. 
Ballistic Missile Defense Program is responding to that 
threat. He discussed the importance of the hit-to-kill 
concept in yielding the required lethality against 
chemical and biological submunitions and how 
hit-tekill has been made possible through advances in 
guidance and control technology. 

Although a key tenet in the U.S. theater missile defense 
program is to normally develop capability in an 
evolutionary manner, the U.S. is embarked on an 
aggressive program to put "rubber on the ramp" as soon 
as possible so that when the next crisis arrives, the 
U.S. and it's allies will be better protected than was the 
case during Desert Storm. There is a plan to coordinate 
the implementation of theater missile defense programs 
with friends and allies in order to avoid duplication, 
reduce costs (or at least to share costs) and to increase 
interoperability. Dr. Martin concluded by emphasizing 
that we must work together to meet the threat both 
technically and ecunomically. 

INVITED PAPERS 

The first talk, not based on a written paper, was entitled 
"Ballistic Missile Defense in the Post Cold War Era" 
and was presented by Mr. C. Morton of the Defense 
Research Agency (UK). He mentioned that there was a 
need to understand the lethality phenomenon, 
discrimination techniques and kill assessment. The 
speaker believed that there was a significant risk from 
ballistic missiles due to both proliferation and the 
relative ease to which chemical warheads could be added 
to Scud-like missiles. 

The second talk in this session was based on the 
invited paper "NIAG Study on Extended Air Defence 
Post 2000" by P. J. Mantle of Lockheed Missiles and 
Space Company (US). The presentation covered some 
of the key findings by NIAG SG-37 during a one year 
activity exploring the issues and solutions to the 
general topic of providing Extended Air Defence 
capability for NATO and it's Out of Area Forces. It 
was recognized that there was a need for a Multi-Layer 
Defense system made up of various combinations of 
space-based assets, aircraft, missiles and other assets. 
Key technol&s grouped d e r  the headmgs: 
computers, software, sensors. communications network, 
electronic devices, materials & processes. energy storage 
& lethality and propulsion were identified in the paper. 
Future funding "mendations were made. 

TECHNICAL SESSIONS 
SESSION 1: BALLISTIC MISSILE 
DEFENCE ARCHITECTURE AND 
AIR-DEFENCE SIMULATION 

The first paper (Deas and Tanter) dealt with a ballistic 
missile defence architecture for Europe. The 
presentation. which was on an overview level, focused 
on the important ballistic missile threat. The authors 
believed that the key problems in theater missile defence 
were in integration of subsystems not in component 
technology. 

The second paper (Roche and Cotillard) c o x e d  itself 
with the guidance and umtrol reQuirements for a 
possible allied ballistic missile defence system. Two 
types of k a t s  (medium and long range ballistic 
missiles). three types of interceptors (i.e., upgraded 
versions of Patriot. exo/endo intemptors with no air 
breathing threat capability but able to intempt ballistic 
missiles and pure ex0 systems), and three types of 
architectures (medium range attack, long range rustic 
attack and long range attack with countermeasures) were 
discussed in the paper. Some of the key technical 
issues such as the large deceleration of an 
endoatmospheric RV making it a difficult target to hit 
were highlighted and three generic defence dtectms 
were overviewed. Examples of expected footprints were 
also presented. 

The third presentation (Gregoire, Eatock and Richard) 
concerned itself with the surveillance performance of a 
space-based radar system. This technical presentation 
umtained numerous t r a d d c w e s  concerning 
performance and was the first presentation to actually 
generate questions from the audience. 

The next paper Uanter and Deas) described the 
simulation SOSE which is used to evaluate 
performance against scenarios involving ballistic 
missile attack. An overview of two other useful 
simulations (TACSIT and SPOOK) was provided 
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showing how they could be used in conjunction with 
SOSIE to yield more insight into the analysis. 

The last paper (Seavers and Butler) described an 
application of the JOUST air combat simulator facility 
for pilots to model simulated beyond visual range 
combat. JOUST consists of eight man-in-the-loop 
pilot stations linked to a powerful computer simulation 
network. This tool is useful in deciding what makes 
one fighter aircraft better than another. The authors 
describe how JOUST combat effectiveness studies focus 
on aircraft performance, avionic systems and weapon 

JOUST, new tactics have been developed. JOUST is 
being improved to better model multi-role fighter 
operations, particularly low level fighter ground attack 
missions. with digital terrain database within the 
simulation. The surface-teair missile representation is 
planned to be improved together with the detailed 
modeling of other airborne assets. 

systems. It was mentioned that as a spin-off of 

SESSION 2: ADVANCED SENSOR 
TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES 

The first paper (Petersen. Kinashi and Leslie) described 
the benefits of advanced theater missile defense 
surveillance provided by the EAGLE airborne sensor 
suite designed for the AWACS platform. It is shown 
that precise. early knowledge of threat missile 
trajectories give defence weapon systems enhanred 
performance and capability. Using an integrated 
passive/active sensor suite, EAGLE establishes a very 
accurate threat track immediately after booster burnout. 
Early broadcast of precise impact point predictions helps 
in attack assessment and enables passive defense 
elements to react sooner. Timely threat launch point 
estimates aid the counter force response. 

The second paper (phong) discussed the technical details 
on the fabrication and testing of PB doped BiSrCaCuO 
detectors. The presentation suggested that these devices 
might be useful as primary or complimentary detectors 
in applications which quire  a wide band coverage in 
different spectral regions. Since the figure of merit of 
these devices has not yet been optimized, it is 
postulated that detector performance can be substantially 
improved. 

The next paper (Uda and Barani) discusses a new figure 
of merit called the Spreading Factor which helps in 
evaluating the capability of a detector array in detecting 
point sources. Using this figure of merit the paper 
examines some typical detector and system 
configurations. 

The last paper (Coates) discusses the use of IR search 
and track technology for satisfying the surveillance and 
threat acquisition sensor requirements for future 
&-defence systems. Some methods are presented for 
improvixg the long range detection and tracking of 

- 

airbcsne targets in a ground-based air defense role. 
Techniques are presented to improve the range 
performance of passive systems dealing with low 
observability targets. The use of an IR search and track 
system in conjunction with a passive millimeter wave 
sensor is discussed as a way of reducing the adverse 
effects of weather on an infrared only solution. 

SESSION 3: ACQUISITION, POINTING, 
FIRE CONTROL AND SYSTEM 
INTEGRATION 

The first paper (Humpherys, Wolfe and Gurski) 
discusses why aquisition, tracking and pointing (ATP) 
are important for ballistic missile defence - particularly 
the boost phase intercept problem. The status of 
various ATP fire control programs such as the ADAIT 
program and the HABE experiment were discussed in 
the presentation. The benefits of the ATP assets to 
theater missile defence m that the platform provides 
high resolution standoff sensors at low cost and can 
provide sub microradian tracking and imaging of 
dynamic targets, active and passive multispectral data 
and non-cooperative fm control algorithms. 

The second paper (Dimiduk. Caylor, Williamson and 
Larson) gives an overview of the High Altitude Balloon 
Experiment W E )  in which a thrusting missile is to 
be laser tracked and a surrogate laser weapon beam is to 
be pointed at the target. The acquisition, tracking and 
pointing system on the High Altitude Balloon 
Experiment must stabilize and control a relative line of 
sight between the platform and the target to a 1 
microradian accuracy. The SWIR acquisition and 
MWIR intermediate fine track sensors image the 
signature of the rocket plume. After hardbody handover, 
active fine tracking is conducted within a visible focal 
plane viewing the laser illuminated target body. Since 
the balloon system is reusable, it is expected to fly 
many times during the development program. 

The third presentation (AV& and Asperti) discusses an 
integrated fm and flight control system for future 
airdefenCeaiFcraft. 

The fourth paper (Noll. Warm and Kassens) discusses 
Merent methods for destroying sensors by using 
reduced laser energy against the detectors of optical 
systems (in-band engagement) or using higher laser 
energy to achieve a thermal destruction of the optics 
(out-of-band engagement). The environmental and 
physical phenomena affecting laser weapon performance 
are examined in the paper. Methods for improving the 
system's anti-sensor capability m discussed. 

The last paper (Watkins. Noonan, Roberts and Upton) 
discusses a compnhensive program of mission 
management aid development for the airdefense 
scenario. A series of workstation prototypes in the 
areas of sensor management, sensor data fusion, tactical 
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situation assessment and tactical decision aids are 
described. The paper examines both the issues involved 
in the integration process and the benefits to be gained 
from integration. 

SESSION 4: DATA FUSION, TRACKING, 
AND IDENTIFICATION 

The fust presentation Wavell) dealt with the 
operational benefits of passive sensors for the SHAPE 
deployable ACCS component. 

The second paper (Enington) presents three case studies 
to illustrate that the design of the estimation and data 
fusion algorithms play an important role in different 
parts of the weapon system during different phases of 
the engagement. Examples are presented showing how 
multiple model estimators can produce estimates which 
help bridge the gap between any individual sensor's 
capability and the target state estimates required for 
missile guidance. The examples presented in the paper 
illustrate some important interactions between seekers 
& sensors, estimation & data fusion and guidance & 
control. The paper also mentions close interactions 
with image processing. aerodynamic design, propulsion 
and the command & control system. The paper 
concludes that the future design task will require very 
close liaison between various skill areas to an extent far 
beyond what has happened in the past. 

The third paper (Lyons) summarizes the characteristics 
of an air tracking algorithm which will be used to 
upgrade the capability of the North American Aerospace 
Defense Command and the United States Space 
Command to track air breathing threats. The paper 
describes the current system and discusses a candidate 
correlation system. 

The fourth paper (Nahum and Cantalloube) described the 
design of a multi sensor surveillance system simulation 
for air defence. The simulation was programmed in C 
and works on a UNM platform using X-Windows. 

The next presentation (Premji and Ponsford) went into 
technical detail on multiple target tracking. An 
overview of track association logic, multiple hypothesis 
testing, track filters and track fusion was described. 

The following technical presentation Kim. Liang and 
Blan&ette) u"ed itself with an air-def- radar 
surveillance systems tracking assessment. Topics 
included in the presentation were the nearest neighbor 
standard filter. the branching algorithm, multiple 
hypothesis testing and joint probabilistic data 
association. Numerous test results were presented to 
demonstrate reliable tracking, easy implementability and 
system robustness. 

' 

The seventh paper (Zuidgeest) demonstrated the 
potential use of artificial intelligence in the 

multi-sensor data fusion problem. The goal is to help 
the operator by processing the huge amount of sensor 
data and transforming them into umcise and surveyable 
information. The paper shows the potential use of 
artificial intelligence for representing knowledge and 
reasoning with it in the context of multi-sensor data 
fusion. 

, 

The eigth paper (Ebmeyer and F ~ y e r )  described the 
AIDEX expert system developed for aircraft 
identification. The system, using loo0 rules, is 
programmed in ADA and incorporates data from various 
sensors and identification sounxs. The color slides in 
the presentation demonstrated an excellent man-machine 
interface. The many questions from the audience 
indicated that this expert system was indeed unique. 

The last paper megin. Boily. Mignacca, Shahbazian and 
Valin) described the demonstration model of a 
multi-sensor data fusion implementation for the 
Canadian Patrol Frigate. The paper places emphasis on 
the architecture of both the simulation and the fusion 
systems. The implementation discussed in the paper 
selects simple but proven algorithms which are 
appropriate for the data available from real sensors 
installed in the Canadian Patrol Frigate. 

Mr. G. F. Butler was innovative as Session Chairman 
in that he had a standardized question which a l l  
presenters had to answer (i.e. What part of this work is 
science and what part is art?). Even more innovative 
was the humorous response he m i v e d  from Dr. 
Zuidgeest who presented his answer in cartoon form. In 
general most participants in Mr. Butler's session 
admitted that their work was approximately 50% science 
and 50% art. 

- 

SESSION 5: THREAT DETECTION, 
SUPPRESSION AND SITUATION 
ASSESSMENT 

The first paper (Drake, Wallace, apRhys and 
Humphries) discusses the application of visual 
stereoscopy for inverse synthetic aperhue radar utilizing 
liquid crystal switching. Experimental results from 
field testing are discussed and enbancements are 
demonstrated. Potential applications include ship 
classification and land target classification. 

The second paper (Rose) discusses electronic combat and 
lethal defence suppression which means destroying radar 
sites even if they tum aff electronically. In this case 
the RF emissions are only used as an initial means of 
detection, localization and identification. 

The third paper (Swedenburg) discussed several 
examples of how a red team has been used to devise 
countermeasures. The paper describes the experience of 
the U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense Organization Theater 
Missile Defense Red Team since the 1991 Gulf War and 



the value it has provided U.S. missile designers. 

SESSION 6: MISSILE GUIDANCE AND 
CONTROL 

The first paper (Meloux and Delpy) describes long range 
guidance for a homing missile. Details of the 
mathematics and simulation results can be found in the 
paper. 

The second presentation (Leek and Tilsley) dealt with 
the guidance and control aspects of ASRAAM. Three 
unique features of ASRAAM are its low drag for 
extended range, high angle of attack operation for 
increased maneuverability and the use of a transputer for 
increased processing power. The high angle of attack 
capabilities presented many challenges in the design of a 
flight control system. 

SESSION 7: c31  ASPECTS 

The first paper (Guerchet, Germain, Blanchad and 
Aubert) shows that to maintain overall performance of 
the ~3 system inspite of limited communication 
bandwidth, the principles of data exchange management 
are quired. Fuzzy logic is used in selectbg the 
requid data to maintain a tactical air picture U€ 
sufficient quality. 

The second presentation (Flavell for Retzer) discussed 
the air command and control system surveillance 
exploratory prototype. An overview was provided on 
the surveillance system along with it's architecture. 
With this system a capability has been developed to 
support the evaluation of operational and technical 
options for future air picture generation systems. 

- 

- ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 

A lively round table discussion followed the papers. In 
general, the issues which were raised during the ensuing 
discussion were excellent and its too bad that some of 
the questions/coarns were not raised after the 
appropriate technical presentation. Below is a summary 
of the various points made during the discussion. 

Concern was raised that by building on existing 
systems for theater missile defence, the Europeans are 
being left out. 

With the emphasis on acquisition and-the pressure to 
field a theater missile defence system as soon as 
possible using off-the-shelf technology, less emphasis 
is being placed on technology development. 

Why is the U.S. relying so heavily on the hit-to-kill 
concept? 

U.S. Army says hit-to-kill is the way to go to reduce 
cost and increase lethality. 
There is going to be an emphasis on boost phase 

intercept because that's where the payoff is greatest. 
NATO can help theater missile defence with 
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component technologies. 
Sensor technology is beiig driven by detector 

technology. 
How can we use sensors in a better way. 
Improvements in simulation technology will change 

the way we design systems. 
Understanding the physics is paramount to solving 

problems. 
Are the= opportunities for bringing ground-based and 

airborne systems together? 
Is it possible to make a dual usage interceptor? 
How can we protect people from friendly fire? 
We always want to keep a human in the loop 

because an aimaft (i.e.. MIG 29) can be a friend or a 
foe. 

Precision guidance saves lives. 
Europe can participate in the future'but not with 

current systems. 
We must address all threats (i.e., cruise missiles. 

aircraft and ballistic missiles) 
Today's systems are not effective against tactical 

ballistic missiles. 
Endgame guidance and BMC3 are important. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I would recommend that the Mission Systems Panel 
consider a Symposium exclusively devoted to Theater 
Missile Defence. 
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0 
o The Emerging Ballistic Missile Threat 

The proliferation of theater-range ballistic missiles 
armed with chemical, biological and nuclear warheads 
represents an existing, significant missile threat to 
deployed forces of the United States, its friends and 
allies. Ballistic missile deployments are expected to 
increase worldwide, despite stepped up efforts to 
inhibit their proliferation, and several countries other 
than the acknowledged nuclear states are developing 
both nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. Similarly, 
anumber of countries haveoraredevelopingchemical 
or biological weapons that could be delivered by 
ballistic missiles. Many potentially hostile nations 
now possess tactical ballistic missiles capable of 
targeting wide areas within Europe, the Middle East, 
South Korea and Japan. Concerted efforts are 
underway in several potentially hostile nations to 
enhance their tactical ballistic missile capabilities 
with longer-range missiles. These nations are 
developing indigenous missile production facilities, 
accurate missile delivery systems, and missile 
warheads with weapons of mass destruction. Of 
particular concern are those missile programs in 
Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya, and North Korea - 
- all of which have or could develop weapons of mass 
destruction for use on their ballistic missiles. This 
growing comprehensive threat capability, coupled 
with the unpredictability of potential adversaries, 
represents a serious threat to vital United States 
national interests, and to those of NATO. 

- 

- 

I would like to cite Mr. James Woolsey, the 
United States Director of Central Intelligence: 

Ballistic missiles are becoming the weapon of choice 
for nations otherwise unable to strike their enemies 
at long range. Today there are 25 countries, many 
hostile to our interests.. .thatare developing nuclear, 
biological, or chemical weapons. . some of these 
countries may place little stock in the classic theory 
ojdeterrence which keptthe Cold Warfiom becoming 
n hot one. . . 

Missiles 
A case in point is North Korea. In March of this year 
Mr. Woolsey noted that another challenge is North 
Korean development of ballistic missiles -- including 
those in the range of 1,000 kilometers and greater - 
- which can be made capable of carrying nuclear, 
chemical, or biological weapons. Although no exports 
have yet taken place, North Korea’s traditional 
customers in the Middle East, such as Iran, are 
seeking these missiles, which could reach targets in 
Israel, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia. 

The North Koreans are reportedly developing 
two additional missiles with ranges greater than the 
1,000 kilometer missile that it flew last year. These 
new missiles have yet to be flown, but their 
development will be monitored, including any 
attempts to export them in the future to countries such 
as Iran. Unlike the missiles the North Koreans have 
already tested, these two -- if they are developed and 
flight tested -- could put at risk all of North East Asia, 
Southeast Asia and the Pacific area, and, if exported 
to the Middle East, could threaten Europe. 

Presently, the Patriot system used during Desert 
Storm is theonlydefense against this rapidly evolving 
tactical ballistic missile threat. However, limitations 
of the Patriot system in a stand-alone role against a 
more capable developing ballistic missile threat has 
become a key concern for future conflicts. In response 
to this threat, Congress and the Clinton Administration 
have directed that the Department of Defense develop 
an accelerated program to counter the ongoing 
widespread proliferation of long-range tactical 
ballistic missile systems. 

o The United States Ballistic Missile Defense 
Program 

Following a fundamental overall review of U.S. 
national security strategy and future force structure - 
- the so-called Bottom-up Review or BUR --conducted 
early in the Clinton Administration, the Department 
of Defense has decided, in the case of missiledefenses, 
to give highest priority to Theater Missile Defense 
(TMD). The threat of shorter range missiles, as seen 
in Desert Storm, is where our principal near-term 
security concern lies. TMD, in our view, is intended 
to provide both protection for American military 
forces and those of our allies and coalition partners as 
well as for friends and allies themselves. Defense of 
the United States itself - or what we call national 
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missile defense - which was our principal concern in 
the days of the Cold War, now is a lower priority. 

Congress has consistently demonstrated its strong 
support for the course the Department of Defense is 
pursuing with regard to Theater Missile Defenses. 
The Missile Defense Act of 199 1, as part of the Fiscal 
Year 1992 Defense Authorization Act, stated that it 
is 

“. . .a goal of the United States to provide highly 
effective theater missile defenses to forward deployed 
and expeditionary elements of the armedforces of the 
United States and to friends and allies of the United 
States. ” 

The TMD program, moreover, is based on valid 
military requirements. This requirement, set forth by 
our Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), states that the United 
States is required to respond to the full range of 
theater missile threats that should include capabilities 
for both “near leak proof’ defense of critical assets 
dispersed over wide areas integrated with capabilities 
for command, control and communications. The 
Bottom-up Review’s sober assessment of the existing 
and emerging ballistic missile threats endorsed the 
programmatic response the Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization embarked on as a result of the Missile 
Defense Act and JCS requirements. 

Given this background, DoD’s Ballistic Missile 
Defense Organization designed a comprehensive 
TMD program to achieve in-depth defensecapabilities 
against Theater Ballistic Missiles (TBMs) with a 
spectrum of range and warhead capabilities. The 
mainstream program consists of two complementary 
basic thrusts: (1) upgrades to the existing Army 
Patriot and Navy Aegis Block IV A missile interceptor 
for terminal, or “last-minute”, defense against TBMs 
with short to medium range, and (2) development of 
the Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) 
system to both provide a high-altitude overlay for the 
terminal defense systems and extend the battle space 
against long-rangeTBMs. Thebattlespaceisextended 
by intercepting attacking missiles at both higher 
altitudes and ranges that are much further away from 
thedefended assets. This in-depth defensecapability 
against the more capable, developing TBM threat is 
vital to minimize TBM leakage to the defended area 
from threat saturation attack strategies based upon 
synchronized launching of multiple missiles for the 
penetration of missiledefenses. In addition,THAAD 
provides thecapability for multiple shoot-look-shoot 
engagement opportunities due to its longer range 
capability. Simply stated, THAAD allows thedefense 
to intercept attacking theater ballistic missiles early, 
often and further away from their intended targets. It 

represents a particularly significant, qualitative 
advance in thedefenseconcept - the ability to provide 
for a wide-area defense. 

Currently the THAAD program has achieved the 
design of the three basic components of the system: 
the THAAD missile interceptor; the supporting TMD 
ground-based radar; and the battle-management, 
command ,  control ,  and communicat ions 
infrastructure. The THAAD program is employing 
advanced missile technologies that were developed 
in various BMD programs, and places emphasis on 
downsizing the THAAD interceptor for its rapid 
worldwide deployment by U.S. transport aircraft. 
The THAAD system is currently being developed in 
a DemonstratiotdValidation phase, which will include 
an extensive flight test program to validate the 
capabilities of the THAAD interceptor against 
simulated theater ballistic missile targets. 

o Hit-to-Kill Interceptors - A Guidance/ 
Control Challenge 

A system like THAAD provides a conceptual 
breakthrough by providing an area defense capability. 
Technologically, THAAD and the Patriot PAC-3 
system (ERINT) demonstrate another major 
breakthrough Le., hit-to-kill capability, where no 
warheads are now required onboard the interceptor. 
It has been a major guidance and control challenge 
for the interceptor community this past decade. 

Theater ballistic missiles, particularly those that 
can carry chemical or biological submunitions, 
demand very high levels of lethality to provide the 
maximum protection to U.S., allied and friendly 
troops and targeted population centers. This lethality 
requirement places significant new demands on anti- 
tactical ballistic missile (ATBM) designs, particularly 
on their guidance and control. 

ATBM interceptorsfunctionally differ little from 
those that defend against aerodynamic threats; those 
functions, however, must be faster, more accurate, 
and be far more capable. These new or improved 
designs are particularly critical in two areas improved 
methods of terminal guidance that include target 
imaging and superior missile agility in the last seconds 
before intercept -- in the end game. Other functions 
such as propulsion, firepower, etc. can be improved 
with concomitant improvements in effectiveness and 
increased cost. ATBM effectiveness is governed by 
three key factors: 

Target characteristics: TBMs havesome unique 
characteristics that significantly differ from 
aerodynamic targets (the traditional air defense 
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threat). Threat missiles can have either separating or 
non-separating warheads (e.g., Scud, SS-2 1). While 
non-separating TBMs are similar in size to aircraft, 
their susceptible areas are localized to the forward 
end. Both types provide a much smaller susceptible 
cross section’, on the order of 1-2 m2; while aircraft 
are usually at least an order of magnitude higher. 
TB M velocities are typically two to ten times greater 
than high performance fighter aircraft. These size 
and susceptibility characteristics combined with the 
generally head-on engagements reduce the end game 
time to just afew seconds. WhileTBMs do not have 
the ability to consciously jink, there have been 
examples of unintended high-accelerations that have 
the same result. 

Lethality requirements: There are several types 
of TBM warheads, including unitary and submunition, 
that must be countered. Each type has a measure of 
inherent resistance to damage to anything other than 
a direct impact. Conventional high-explosive unitary 
munitions may have thick exterior skins that can 
deflect or mitigate the effect of normal air defense 
warheads. Tests have shown that individual TBM 
submunitions can be damaged by fragments, but that 
many can survive intact and impact the target area. A 
direct hit by an interceptor with a mass of about 
lOOkg can transfer three to five orders of magnitude 
greater energy into the threat warhead. While the 
lethality mechanisms and absolute effectiveness are 
still being debated the relative value of hit-to-kill is 
clear. 

Missile characteristics: Very high levels of 
lethality favors hit-to-kill interceptors that in turn 
places unique demands on the ATBM’s functional 
design. It requires in the endgame a seeker that can 
image the target, very high agility and precise control, 
and closed-loop guidance. The interceptor must not 
only directly hit the TBM, but must select the a priori 
designated warhead area. This requires an imaging 
seeker that can adequately resolve the target in time 
to compute the designated impact point. This 
necessitates a relatively short wavelength that can 
best be provided by either active millimeter wave 
radar or passive medium wave infrared. The 
processing must be fast and accurate enough to select 
the aimpoint.’ 

- 

- 

While some sensor requirements are more stressing 
for the TBM threat, some are less. For example, 
ATBM seekers has greatly reduced requirement for 
clutter and background suppression than seekers 
designed for the aerodynamic threat at low altitudes. 

The closure rates with the threat that ATBMs 
experience coupled with their relatively low signatures 
significantly shorten the engagement timeline. Errors 
that exist upon target acquisition must be very rapidly 
corrected. For missiles flying in the atmosphere and 
generating lift, the demands for agility and precise 
control are extraordinary. The interceptor must be 
laterally accelerated to place it on the proper trajectory 
and then decelerated to keep it there. Overshooting 
or hunting cannot be tolerated. The accuracies that 
are required are measured in centimeters not meters. 
Errors must be sensed, corrections computed, and the 
missile flown to the proper point all the way to the 
target. These actions require very fast onboard 
closed-loop guidance. Little or no latency time is 
available to transmit the TMB’s position to the 
ground for processing an intercept solution as is done 
in many current air defense systems (e.g., HAWK, 
STANDARD). 

In summary, the lethality requirements of tactical 
ballistic missile interceptors place great demands on 
the guidance and control functions. They mandate 
very high throughput flight data computers; accurate 
inertial measurement units and accelerometers; fast 
acting reaction or aerodynamic controls; and high 
resolution sensors. Finally, the integration and system 
engineering of all these subsystems must take into 
account the range of threats and environments 
expected and provide the best solution to the user. 

o The BMD Program and the ABM Treaty 

While our challenge in the BMDO is technical 
and programmatic, there are also policy factors that 
have an important bearing on the “way-ahead’’ in 
TMD. The DoD is planning to develop and deploy 
theater missile defense systems to counter the 
projected threat to our forces abroad and to our allies. 
Thismission is well within thepurposesand objectives 
of the ABM Treaty. The objective of the ABM 
Treaty is to enhance strategic stability by limiting 
defenses of the parties’ territories against strategic 
ballistic missiles. The Treaty does not limit defenses 
against tactical or theater ballistic missiles, per se. 
However, the Treaty offers no concrete guidelines 
for distinguishing between ABM and non-ABM 
systems and strategic and theater ballistic missiles. 
This ambiguity is the subject of the Administration’s 
current proposal in the Standing Consultative 
Commission, which meets regularly in Geneva, to 
clarify the Treaty by establishing the demarcation 
between ABM and non-ABM systems. Meanwhile, 
all of BMDO’s testing and development activities 
remain compliant, within the narrow interpretation 
of the ABM Treaty. 
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o The  Involvement of Allies 

A key tenet in the U.S. TMD program is to 
develop missiledefensecapabilities in an evolutionary 
manner, e.g., upgrading TPS-59 HAWK systems, 
improving Patriot capabilities by deploying PAC-3, 
etc. The rapid expansion of the tactical ballistic 
missile threat argues strongly for accelerated 
deployment/upgrade of systems to provide more 
capabilities against longer-range tactical missiles. 
Modifications to existing systems can provide point, 
or small area, defense against most existing tactical 
ballistic missile threats. More advanced theater 
defense systems like THAAD, which are capable of 
defeating long-range theater missiles, would form 
the basis for upper-tier wide area defenses. 

This strategy is being extended into our foreign 
discussions with those nations operating export 
versions of U.S. equipment, producing U.S. systems 
under license, or contemplating the possible 
codevelopment or acquisition of U.S. equipment in 
the future. The plan to coordinate the development 
and implementation of TMD programs with friends 
and allies has the goal of avoiding duplication, 
reducing costs, and increasing interoperability. 

This plan is an evolutionary approach that builds 
on the success of earlier programs, to include those 
sponsored by external organizations such as NATO. 
The plan proceeds from a foundation where the 
responsible political and military authorities set forth 
the need for defenses. Coordination is effected (e.g., 
by the NATO Air Defense Committee) to ensure that 
TMD is properly integrated into the existing air 
defense and airspace command/control systems. The 
plan draws on the results of numerous baseline 
analyses such as NATO’s Advisory Group on 
Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD), 
the NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG), and 
BMDO supported missile defense architecture studies 
for Europe. It includes the definition of technology 
alternatives as identified in these baseline architecture 
studies. As individual nations complete their own 

! studies(1ikethosein the United Kingdom and France), 
bilateral discussions provide the basis for future 
cooperative actions. 

The near-/mid-term program identifies the 
potential for relatively rapid, low cost, feasible 
improvements to existing systems and or operational 
concepts that will result in measurable improvement 
in early warning and TMD capability. 

The far-term plan will build on these near/mid- 
term improvements with the objective of further 
enhancing lower tier capabilities and adding the 
upper tier capability. The potential for foreign 
involvement in the development of a new system for 
the far-term, and the magnitude of such involvement, 
will vary depending upon the status of the program, 
i.e., where it is the acquisition process. A key 
determinant will be the timeframe that the United 
States and individual nations engage in discussions 
on participation in the program. The United States 
attempts to initiate bilateral discussions as early as 
possible in a new system’s development cycle. This 
process is one subject to mutual negotiation and 
agreement, and thus of necessity somewhat variable. 

o Concluding Comments 

The United States is embarked on an agressive 
program in Theater Missile Defense designed to put 
“rubber on the ramp” as soon as possible so that, 
when the next crisis arrives, Americans and coalition 
forces will be better protected than was the case 
during Desert Storm. The requisite technical 
challenges, like hit-to-kill concepts, which have been 
built on the significant new capabilities put forward 
by the guidance and control cummunity annually, 
have now been met. The NATOallies and Japan, like 
theU.S., may be faced with this same futureproblem, 
defending its military forces, or perhaps even their 
homelands against ballisitic missile attacks. Our 
defense budgets today preclude each of us from 
working the problem separately. We must work 
together to meet the threat and theeconomic necessity. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In 1991, NIAG SG-37 conducted for the NATO 
Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG), under the 
sponsorship of the NATO Army Armaments Group 
(NAAG), an assessment of the Air-Land Battle for 
Allied Command Europe (ACE) in the Post 2000 
time period. This assessment was specifically 
directed at conducting a Technology Forecast of the 
Key Technologies that would enable System 
Concepts solve particular deficiencies foreseen in 
the NATO defensive systems. This assessment was 
called Technology Forecast Post 2000 or TF-20oO 
(Ref 1). After the completion of the work, it was 
decided that NIAG SG-37 would direct its efforts 
toward a specific part of the Air-Land Battle devoted 
to Extended Air Defence (EM), i.e.conventiona1 
air defence (against aircraft and cruise missiles) plus 
the extension to defence against ballistic missiles. 
This effort conducted during 1992/1993 was 
sponsored by the NATO Air Force Armaments 
Group (NAFAG) and is the subject of this paper. 

Specifically, NIAG SG-37 used the same 
methodology for this effort on Extended Air 
Defence as that used for the TF-2000 work. That is 
to say, after re-examining the geopolitical situation 
that faced Europe, updated the System Concepts 
from TF-2000 that solved NATO perceived 
deficiencies and identified the Key Technologies 
deemed necessary to bring these System Concepts 
into being. Again, as for TF-2000, after 
determining the military cost-effectiveness of the 
System Concepts, NIAG SG-37 prepared R&D 
Programmes recommendations with particular 
emphasis on those that were identified as being 
most suitable for intemational collaboration. 

s These recommendations are provided for: PEACE, 
CRISIS and WAR in the four geopolitical 
scenarios: THEATRE, REGIONAL, BORDER and 
for OUT of AREA operations. This last category 
was added to the original geopolitical scenarios in 

recognition of the new unrest in the world and in 
NATO's new role in the defence of Europe and i b  
interests outside of contiguous Europe. This paper 
is a summary of the main results on EAD-2000. 
The full report may be found in Ref. 2. 

Related Studies 

As a measure of the concern in light of recent world 
events, several groups within NATO have been 
charged with examining complementary aspects of 
EAD. These include AGARD AAS-38, 
concentrating on the architectural aspects of tactical 
ballistic missile defence (one important part of 
EAD), and DRG RSG-16, concentrating on the C2, 
aspects of the broader EAD. 

In this context, the NIAG SG-37 effort has 
concentrated on those particular System Conceprs 
and Key Technologies that apply to EAD. In 
addition to these groups that are concentrating on 
the various sub-sets of Extended Air Defence, there 
is the "sister" NIAG group NIAG SG-47, that has 
been charged with using the TF-2000 methodology 
to Maritime Warfare which includes defence of 
ships against cruise missiles. Where there are 
interfaces between these groups in the area of EAD, 
coordination has been accomplished to ensure 
synergy of effort. In its work, NIAG SG-37 also 
interfaced with NATO organisations such as the 
NATO Air Defence Committee (NADC) and its 
subordinate panels (PADP and PADW); the 
SHAPE military staff and the SHAPE Technical 
Centre, among other groups involved with 
Extended Air Defence. 

2.0 SUMMARY RESULTS 

A primary objective of the EAD-2000 study was to 
make recommendations on R&D Programmes for 
the successful development of an Extended Air 
Defence system for NATO Europe and NATO 
forces. 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems" held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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SYSTEM CONCEPT 

101 Early Warning Satellites 

102 High Altitude Surveillance Aircraft 

103 Medium Altitude Surveillance Aircraft 

104 Skywave & Surface Wave HF Radar 

To ensure that the R&D Programmes address 
technologies that support military needs, it was 
necessary to first develop System Concepts. It was 
convenient for ease of management, to group these 
System Concepts into four (4) groups: 

Expected 
IOC 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

I Early Warning & Detection 
II BM/C3 Systems 
III Engagement Systems 
N Crisis Management 

Figure 2-1 shows these thirteen System Concepts. 
Section 5.0 provides more detailed description. In 
order to bring these System ,Concepts into being it 
was found that there was a need for development of 
certain technologies. Some of the technologies 
were at an engineering level stage and others were 
in early stages of development. Those technologies 

105 

106 

GROUPING 

Modular UHF Radar 2005 

Transportable L-Band Radar 1998 

EARLY WARNING 

& DETECTION 

114 BM/C3 SYSTEMS BM/C3 Systems 

ENGAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS 

C RISI S M AN AG EM ENT 

that were key to the success of the System 
Concepts and were not under active development in 
some nation of the Alliance were particularly given 
attention. Twenty-one (21) Key Technologies were 
identified. These Key Technologies formed the 
basis of the R&D Programme recommendations. 
For ease of management and clarity of presentation, 
these Key Technologies were grouped under eight 
(8) headings: 

1 Computers 
2 Software 
3 Sensors 
4 Communications Network 
5 Electronic Devices 
6 Materials & Processes 
7 Energy Storage & Lethality 
8 Propulsion 

I 2000 I 

11 1 I Aircraft Based Interceptor I 1998 I 
I 1 12 Directed Energy Weapons I 2005 

113 Kinetic Energy Weapons 

115 Crisis Management Systems 

Figure 2-1: EAD-2000 System Concepts 
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TECHNOLOGY GROUPING APPROXIMATE 
R&D COSTS 

1 COMPUTERS <$200M 

2 SOFTWARE $200M 

3 SENSORS $500M 

4 COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK $500M 

5 ELECTRONIC DEVICES $1SB 

6 MATERIALS & PROCESSES $100M 

7 ENERGY STORAGE & LETHALITY $1.5B 

8 PROPULSION $200M 

< Details of the twenty (20) R&D Programmes 
identified to develop the Key Technologies is 
provided in Ref 2. There is a range of development 
times required depending on whether the System 
Concepts were using existing or emerging 
technologies or whether the Key Technologies were 
in an early stage of development. This is reflected 
by the range of dates required to reach Initial 
Operational Capability (IOC) of the System 
Concept. As in TF-2000, the end of prototype 
development and the first operational use of the 
system is taken as the end of the R&D phase. An 
indication of the total R&D costs (including 
prototype development where appropriate) is 
provided in Figure 2-2. 

EXPECTED 
IOC 

1998 - 2000 

1998 - 2005 

1998 - 2000 

1998 - 2005 

1998 - 2005 

1998 - 2005 

1998 - 2010+ 

2000 

Figure 2-3 shows the list of twenty one (21) Key 
Technologies grouped into the eight (8) 
Technology Categories. To provide an indication of 
the relationship between the Key Technologies and 
the System Concepts a cross reference is provided 
in Figure 2-3 to the System Concepts listed in 
Figure 2-1. Also, reference is shown for the 

pertinent R&D Programme Sheets. Details of these 
R&D Programme Sheets is provided in Ref 2. 

Operational Considerations 

In addition to conducting analyses on System 
Concepts and Key Technologies, MAG SG-37 also 
examined the Operational Considerations of the 
System Concepts. A brief synopsis of the System 
Concepts is provided in Section 5.0. The results of 
that Operational Considerations analysis were 
grouped under the following headings: 

Lethality Constraints on Missile Intercepts 
Separation and Forward Basing of Assets 
Multi-National Sharing of Assets 
Boost Phase Intercepts 
Shipbome Operations 
Cueing and Handover 
Airbome Operations 
Strategic Positioning 

Summaries are given in Section 6.0 of this paper. 
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i Massively Parallel HPC Systems 

ii Rapid Signal Processing Upgrade Capabilit) 

vi Atmospheric Characterisation Codes 

xv Laser Beam Director 

xvi R Detector Improvements 

SYSTEM 
CONCEPT 

Applicability 

TECHNOLOGY 
CATEGORY 

R&D 
Prgm 
Sheet 

20 

20 

20 

1 

KEY TECHNOLOGY 

104 

Computers 108, 109 ] 
Expert Systems 

114 

108, 109, 114, 115 

Software 5 108, 109, 114, 115 

112 12 

High Resolution Focal Plane Arrays 
vii I 13 101, 102, 108, 

109,111 
104, 108,109 Improved Discrimination Techniques 

viii I 15, 18 

Sensors ix I NCTRTechniques 108, 109 3, 18 

Common Aperture RF/IR 103 

103 

2 

16 

xii I Interoperability 108, 109, 111, 4 

19 

6 

12 

Communications 
Network 

114, 115 
103, 108, 109, Secure Accessible Communications 

xiii I 111, 112, 114, 115 
103, 106, 108, 109 

112 

xiv I Power Added Efficiency for Radar 

Electronic 
Devices 

101 17 

High Speed Radomes and Windows 
xvii ' I 108, 109, 111, 112 8, 9 

Materials 
& Processes xviii Lightweight Robust Structures 102, 103, 106 

108, 109, 111 

113 

102, 103 

7 

11 

14 

10 

Energy Storage 
& Lethality Improved Switches 

High Efficiency Propulsion Techniques Propulsion 

Figure 2-3: Key Technologies for EAD 
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3.0 METHODOLOGY & STUDY 
DRIVERS 

The methodology used for EAD-2000 mirrors that 
used for TF-2OOO (Ref 1). Various changes have 
occurred on the geopolitical scene since the 1991 
effort on TF-2OO0, and these have been taken into 
account in the current effort on Extended Air 
Defence. The basic method, however, remains 
unchanged. As before, there were several "study 
drivers" that influenced the sub-group's 
deliberations. These study drivers include the 
contract Objectives and Deliverables as called for in 
the Terms of Reference (TOR) but they also include 
the continually unfolding events in the world that 
is influencing the role and charter of NATO. The 
new role in Out of Area (OOA) operations has 
influenced the study's work and recommendations. 
These study drivers are summarised here. 

PEACE, CRISIS and WAR in a new 
Geopolitical Europe 

The geopolitical scene for Europe was unfolding 
during the TF-2OOO effort and continues to change 
today. The three geopolitical scenarios of 
THEATRE, REGIONAL and BORDER treated in 
TF-2000 are still valid and retained in the EAD- 
2000 evaluation. In light of the changing role of 
NATO, it was agreed with the sponsor (NAFAG) 
and other NATO offices to add a fourth geopolitical 
scenario called OUT of AREA. 

The following descriptions of the geopolitical 
scenarios were used for EAD-2000: 

THEATRE 
This geopolitical scenario is characterised by 
Central Europe with a buffer zone created 
between NATO countries and the former Soviet 
Union, caused by the collapse of the Warsaw 
Pact. Such a buffer zone, 500-1000 km, made 
up of countries with their own priorities on 
defence will impact NATO's plans for the 
security of Europe. There is the possibility of 
new postures and alliances between ex-Warsaw 
Pact countries and the new Commonwealth of 
Independent States. 

REGIONAL 
This geopolitical scenario reflects the edges of 
NATO that embody (a) the Northern Region 
where Norway is adjacent to Soviet temtory and 
(b) the Southern Region that is adjacent to areas 
of heightened concern. This Southern Region 
includes the territory of predominately Islamic 

1 

communities that extends from the Western edges 
of the North coast of Africa to the borders of 
Turkey. It also includes the edges of Turkey that 
are adjacent to the Republics of Armenia and 
Georgia. 

BORDER 
This geopolitical scenario is in a sense, 
recognition of how today's technology explosion 
has given new meaning to the old border incident 
where a sudden cross-border skirmish or terrorist 
action has impacted a country. The technology 
expansion in the world, especially missile 
technology, now means that a non-major power 
in the world can threaten NATO from a distance. 
The isolated missile attack by Libya on Italy in 
1986 would be an example of possible new 
border incidents or long range terrorist action. 

OUT of AREA 
This geopolitical scenario represents both the 
new concerns of NATO in protecting its overseas 
interests and NATO action in support of the 
United Nations. The recent use of forces from 
NATO countries to assist the United Nations 
relief work in Somalia is an example of the 
latter. An added complication of this type of 
scenario is the involvement of non-NATO forces. 
There may be difficulties in cooperation, for 
example if the communications systems are not 
interoperable. 

These broad geopolitical scenarios and the three 
phases of PEACE, CRISIS and WAR, became the 
so-called "twelve cell matrix" shown in Figure 2 4  

Relating Technologies to Military Needs 

The methodology used is the same as that used for 
TF-2OOO. The key driver in the approach has been 
to ensure that the NATO planner when using this 
report could audit the recommended R&D 
&grammes (and the associated Key Technologies) 
back through to a NATO military need in the 
postulated geopolitical scenarios in PEACE, 
CRISIS and WAR. 

A key feature here is that if there is a change in 
military priority, or geopolitical scenario, or other 
change, the NATO planner could determine from 
the NIAG SG-37 approach how to interpret and use 
and modify, if need be, the results. 

Accordingly, the same nine step approach was used, 
which is reproduced in Figure 2-5. 
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PEACE 

CRISIS 

WAR 

L 

THEATRE REGIONAL BORDER OUT of AREA 

STEP 1 : 

STEP 2: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 4: 

STEP 5: 

STEP 6: 

STEP 7: 

STEP 8: 

STEP 9: 

Figure 2-4: EAD-2000 Geopolitical Scenarios (The Twelve ‘Cell Matrix) 

“MILITARY “ALLIED COMMAND 
REQUIREMENTS” EUROPE 

‘‘MISSION 
AREAS” 

I I 

SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

CONSOLIDATED CANDIDATE SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
I 

I COST-EFFECTIVE CONCEPTS b m EXTRACT EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

. 
I CONSOLIDATED EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

8 TECHNICAL OpnoNs 

R I D  PROGRAMMES 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE 
R I D  PROGRAMMES 

I 

. 

Figure 2-5: EAD-2000 Study Approach 
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4.0 GEOPOLITICAL and THREAT 
ENVIRONMENT 

The geopolitical situation up to the end of 1991 
was analysed in the NIAG SG-37 TF-2OOO report 
(Ref 1). This was updated for EAD-2000. There 
have been several significant changes since 1991. 
In spite of the success of NATO and UN forces in 
the Gulf War, Iraq remains a risk area and it is 
believed that Iraq is attempting to rebuild its 
ballistic missile inventory. Warfare has broken out 
in the former Yugoslavia and in Somalia. North 
Korea and China continue to develop long range 
ballistic missiles (approx 2000km and longer). The 
cruise missile has become a new threat with ROW 
inventories approaching those of the ballistic 
missile. Nuclear weapon capability continues 
unabated through technology transfer and other 
means. Also, NATO forces continue to draw down 
and economic problems are of concern throughout 
the Alliance. 

Beginning before the end of the Cold War and 
accelerating in pace from the onset of the Gulf War, 
has been the proliferation of sophisticated weapons 
around the world. This proliferation has been both 
in production and sales of hardware and in 
technology transfer to nations that are not 
necessarily friendly to the Alliance or the FSU. It 
is gradually being recognised that the development 
of tactical ballistic missiles is now reaching the 
performance levels once associated with strategic 

Short Range TBM 
(cl000 km) 

Long Range TBM 
(lo00 <range 
<3000 km) 

Subsonic CM 

Supersonic CM 

Aircraft (including 
ALSOW) 

1 - 3 km/sec 

2 - 5 km/sec 

c Mach 1 

c Mach 3 

c Mach 3 

10 - 250 km 
apogee 

100 - 550 km 
apogee 

30 m 

Low: 30 m 
High: 30 km 
I Dive 

c 30 km 

[l ] HE warheads 
(2) HE, chemical, nuclear waste warheads 
[3] HE I NBC warhead options 

i 

missiles. This has already complicated the treaty 
issues among those nations seeking to limit 
strategic missile systems development, testing and 
deployment. 

A new concern is that the cruise missile is also 
beginning to proliferate, with inventories being of 
similar magnitude to the tactical ballistic missile 
worldwide inventories. NIAG SG-37 explored the 
threat (risk) environment with cognizant bodies and 
coordinated with the NATO organisations, 
SACEUR; SHAPE and others for a set of known 
and likely threats through the years 2010+. Also, 
as part of the coordination with other NATO 
groups working on EAD (see Introduction), the 
threat data was checked across the groups and found 
to be compatible. Figure 2-6 is the (unclassified) 
description of the EAD threats (i.e. TBM, CM and 
A/C) used in EAD-2000. 

Of immediate concern is the ballistic missile. 
Figure 2-7 shows the typical characteristics of 
interest to the defender. Just the minimum energy 
(maximum range) trajectories are shown. 

These ballistic missile trajectories are representative 
of today's missiles from the SS-21 (100km) to the 
CSS-2 (2000+km) to the CSS-4 (3000+km range) 
missile. Other known threat missiles have similar 
range capabilities. 

No manoeuvrability 
.No saturation . Small target - no design 

Non separable RV - No manoeuvrability - Small target - no 
slgnature reduction 

- External acquisition 
Basic unitary warhead 

signature reduction 

Some signature reduction 

- None deployed but 
interest shown 

Includes ASMs, UAVs 
-.No stealth 

. Possible homing I 
manoeuvrability 

-Signature reduction 

Separable RV 
Law manoeuvrability - Some signature 
reduction 

Possible submunitions 
indigenous R I D  

reduction 
- Significant signature 

Possibly deployed - SlgniHcant signature 

Possible submunitions 

Includes ASMs I UAVs 
Limited stealth 

reduction 

Manoeuvrability 
Signature reduction 
Possible penaids 

Possible high RV 
manoeuvrability 
Multiple RVs 
Possible Penaids 

Indigenous R I D  
Submunitions 
Advanced signature 
reduction 

Probably deployed 
Full stealth 
Submunitions 

Possible full stealth 

Figure 2-6: The Unfolding EAD Threats 
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I RANGE Vbo BOOST FLIGHT 
(km) (kmlsec) PHASE llME 

(secs) (mins) 

120 1 .o 16 2.7 
500 2.0 36 6.1 

1000 2.9 55 8.4 
2000 3.9 85 11.8 
3000 4.7 122 14.8 

Figure 2-7: Typical Ballistic 

Using these typical trajectories (calculated on 
certain acceleration paths through the atmosphere 
followed by ballistic trajectories through space) one 
can see the nature of the problem facing the NATO 
defender. The missile speeds range from lJkm/sec; 
the flight times range from 3-15 minutes and the 
burn or boost phase time is from 16-122 seconds! 
Such short timelines will stress today's defensive 
systems and introduces many complexities into the 
proposed systems. In many instances it introduces 
non-"man-in-the-loop'' systems and extremely fast 
computational techniques in signal processing and 
other complications that has driven many of the 
Key Technology and R&D Programme 
recommendations. The speed of the incoming 
warhead will, at speeds approaching 5km/sec in the 
coming decade, stress the design of interceptors and 

Missile Trajectories 

radars. Not shown in Figure 2-6, the RCS of the 
warheads will limit the range of detection of the 
radars and also will greatly increase the difficulty of 
intercept. The atmosphere extends from the earth's 
surface to altitudes 35-100km. From Figure 2-7 it 
is seen that this is only a small portion of the 
missile trajectory but it has significant impact on 
seeker and window design. This has driven several 
of the R&D Programme recommendations. Many 
of these concerns are applicable to the cruise 
missile threat. 

Figure 2-7 shows just the minimum energy 
trajectories to be representative of the ballistic 
missile threat. Not shown are the other 
characteristics that are required to obtain a complete 
understanding of the threat. This includes the 
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manaeuvring characteristics of the incoming 
warhead; the mass of the warhead and whether it is 
a unitary warhead or made up of submunitions and 
other parameters that must be considered. Each of 
these characteristics are discussed in Ref 2. 

It is known that it is not possible today to 
determine if the incoming warhead contains HE, 
chemical or biological materials, or nuclear waste 
or a combination. For HE warheads, the signature 
is a key parameter; for chemical or biological 
warheads the mass of the warhead is important. 
Each of these parameters are discussed in more 
detail in Ref 2 as are discussions on the new threat 
of concern namely the cruise missile. 

5.0 SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

As stated in the Introduction, in order to provide 
recommendations on R&D Programmes, it was 
first necessary to put forward System Concepts to 
satisfy "military requirements" to avoid putting 
forward a set of technological developments 
without any perceived military need. The System 
Concepts were specifically constructed to solve 
various issues foreseen in Extended Air Defence. 
These thirteen (13) System Concepts were derived 
from the set put forward in the TF-2000 study and 
refined with later information and combined where 
necessary to form "system solutions". Complete 
details of the System Concepts are given in Ref 2. 
A synopsis of the main features of the System 
Concepts follows: 

Early Warning Satellites (101) 
Three options are proposed for Early Warning 
satellites. They are, (1) a LEO satellite system that 
is launched "on demand say during a CRISIS; (2) a 
LEO satellite system permanently in orbit at 
approx lOOOkm altitude, and (3) a GEO satellite 
system at approx 36,000km altitude. All three 
provide different capabilities in early warning and 
other functions. All three systems are evaluated 

High Altitude Surveillance Aircraft (102) 
This is a very high altitude (approx 25km), long 
endurance aircraft for surveillance purposes and to 
look deep into enemy territory. It is evaluated in 
either of two versions; (1) an aircraft equipped with 
EO sensors, or (2) multimode phased array radar. 

Medium Altitude Surveillance Aircraft 

The medium altitude (approx 12km) aircraft is 
designed to detect and locate enemy missile 
launchers and to provide recognised air picture for 
NATO command. Because of the sophistication and 
size of the various payloads it may be necessary to 

(103)  

outfit two different aircraft for the complete 
mission. 

Skywave and Surface Wave HF Radar 

The Skywave radar operating in the HF band detects 
low signature targets at long range (approx 
4000km) by bouncing off the ionosphere. The 
Surface wave HF radar operates over water at ranges 
out to approx 350km. Both systems are evaluated. 

(104)  

Modular UHF Radar (105) 
This radar operating in the UHF band is designed to 
detect the launch of ballistic missiles (at approx 
1500km range) and track them through mid-course. 
It is also conceived to track low signature aircraft 
and cruise missiles. The radar is designed to be 
modular in construction for ease of transportability 
and set-up in the field. 

Transportable L-Band Radar (106) 
The L-Band radar (NATO D-band), with a range of 
approx lOOOkm, is designed to detect TBM, aircraft 
and cruise missiles. It is also designed to be small 
enough to be suitable for shipbome operations. 

BM/C3 Systems (114) 
The current BM/C3 systems within NATO are 
designed for the air breathing threat and are limited 
to 35km altitude. The proposed system expands the 
BM/C3 network out to 400km altitude. It is 
proposed that improvements be added to the current 
system to handle the upgraded air breathing threat 
and that new functions need to be added to 
accommodate the TBM threat. 

Endo-Exoatmospheric Missile Systems 
(108)  
Various refinements are proposed to the endo- 
exoatmospheric missile system to handle the long 
range TBM threat (100-3000km range). The 
protected footprints are in the range of 30-200km 
radius. The operational envelope extends into the 
exoatmosphere regions (see Figure 2-7). 

Endoatmospheric Missile Systems (109) 
The endoatmosphere missile sys,tems, designed for 
the air breathing threat, are evaluated in three 
subsets because of the different operational and 
technology differences in each; they are (1) the 
SHORAD designed to handle the short range threat 
(out to approx 1Okm); and (2) the medium range or 
MSAM system designed to provide protection at 
ranges measured in tens of kilometres and (3) a 
high endoatmosphere missile system designed to 
overlap with the endo-exoatmosphere missile 
system (SC 108) to provide complete multi-layer 
defence. 
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Aircraft Based Interceptor (111) 
This is an airborne interceptor that is evaluated in 
two versions; (1) an interceptor with air-to-air 
weapon capability to intercept TBM in the mid- 
course or re-entry phase , and aircraft and cruise 
missiles in flight, and (2) an interceptor equipped 
with air-to-ground weapons for the destruction of 
TBM launchers on the ground or possibly 
intercepts of TBM in boost phase. The radius of 
operation is approx 150km. 

Directed Energy Weapons (112) 
Directed Energy Weapons are evaluated both in the 
soft kill mode, where say missile seeker windows 
and aircraft canopies are made opaque, and in the 
hard kill mode where structural damage is inflicted 
on aircraft, cruise missiles and TBM sufficient to 
destroy them. Both CO2 and DF lasers are 
examined. 

Kinetic Energy Weapons (113) 
Although considered to be operational outside the 
foreseeable future (2010+), kinetic energy weapons 
are evaluated because of their potential and as an 
alternative to the DEW. Both electrothermal (ET) 
and electromagnetic (EM) guns are evaluated. 

Crisis Management Systems (115) 
A consideration is provided on possible solutions 
to the important need for a Crisis Management 
system that can operate in PEACE and CRISIS in 
such a manner as to possibly avert WAR or at least 
interface the civilian crisis management functions 
with wartime functions. Consideration is given as 
to how a Crisis Management system can interface 
with the established Data Fusion Centres within 
the BM/C3 systems. 

6.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

After the System Concepts had been derived, it 
became clear that several of them offered certain 
advantages when placed in new operational 
contexts. Although an exhaustive operational 
analysis was not applied, given the time and budget 
constraints, it was possible to conduct a top level 
analysis of the operational considerations in many 
of the areas of interest. A brief synopsis follows on 
some of the operational considerations. 

Lethal i ty  Constraints  on Miss i le  
Intercepts 

Much has been published on the "footprints" of 
various missile interceptor systems. Figure 2-8 
shows footprints for a representative interceptor 
system (Vbo=2km/sec; radar range=500km) 
defending against a 2000km class TBM. For this 

example, the interceptor and radar are collocated at a 
site (Point A) in the south of France. A trajectory 
is shown where the targeted Point T has been 
avoided with an intercept at Point I. 

Typically, for "best" lethality, closing speeds of 
greater than 2km/sec and crossing angles less than 
50-100 degrees are required. The wide range in 
crossing angles reflects the wide range of 
technological solutions to the type of threat (e.g. 
hit-to-kill, warhead fusing, unity or sub-munition 
warheads, chemical warheads, etc., etc.). As can be 
seen from Figure 2-8 (shown overleaf) such 
considerations significantly influence the sue of the 
protected footprint for any given system. This, in 
turn, significantly affects the number of interceptor 
sites required for any given nation; especially since 
the direction of the threat has now taken on a 
variable nature in the light of world events (see 
Section 3.0 on geopolitical scenario discussion). 
Accordingly, from an operational consideration 
viewpoint, this implies several strategically located 
sites with overlapping footprints to offset the angle 
constraints shown in Figure 2-8. Of course, such a 
positioning of interceptor sites brings with it the 
complication of BM/C3 networks. 

Separation and Forward Basing of Assets 

The separation of interceptors and radars was found 
to have a significant advantage for Wide Area 
protection, say for the protection of the civilian 
population, of any particular nation. Similarly, it 
was found that the forward basing of the sensor was 
also of distinct advantage. Figure 2-9 illustrates 
this for the example of the interceptor 
(Vbo=3km/sec and 2km/sec) located at Otranto, 
Italy and the radar (with range of 500km) located at 
Palermo, Sicily. 

Note, for simplicity of presentation, the lethality 
constraints as shown in Figure 2-8 have not been 
drawn in Figure 2-9. A sample trajectory is shown 
on Figure 2-9 which now shows the point of radar 
detection at its projected slant range (Point D) The 
advantages of these types of operational 
considerations points out the increase in protected 
footprint area by separation of the interceptor and 
radar and further it provides the ability to "tailor" 
the footprint to fit the particular geography of the 
nation to be protected. Also, the forward basing of 
the radar has significantly increased the size of the 
footprint, meaning that less interceptor sites will 
be required to protect the country and thus less cost. 
In Figure 2-9, it can be visualised that if lethality 
constraints of the type shown in Figure 2-8 are 
incorporated into the footprints shown then it is 
possible that the footprints would shrink to where 
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Figure 2-9: Effect of Separation of Interceptor and Radar 

just Italian territory would be covered and would 
not change the effectiveness of the system. While 
not shown in Figure 2-9, but covered in more detail 
in Ref 2 is the possiblity of placing the 
interceptors or radars on ships that patrol the 
Mediterranean and provide a forward basing. Such 
considerations shows definite advantages to the 
footprint area. Also, as the threat axis changes then 
of course the ships can reposition themselves to 
again tailor the footprint to match the threat. The 
reader is reminded that the radar detection range is 
the slant range. Thus using the scale at the bottom 
of Figure 2-9 one can determine the altitude of 
intercept which for this example is quite low, but 
still above the 15-20km altitude limit set to 
intercept a chemical warhead. Ref 2 provides more 
analysis of defence against chemical warheads. 

Multi-National Sharing of EAD Assets 

A specific set of analyses was conducted to 
determine the feasibility of expanding on the above 

operational considerations to a multi-national 
scenario. Figure 2-10 shows one example of the 
sharing of one radar site among four (4) interceptor 
sites to protect one or more nations . In this 
example, Italy was chosen to illustrate the 
possibilities. It should be noted that the analyses 
were conducted just for the upper or outer layer of 
defence against the long range TBM (in this 
example a 2000km range missile coming from 
central Libya). 

It is taken as a given that each nation would still 
have to strategically locate many Point Defence 
sites to protect specific assets such as military 
sites, airfields, power stations, etc. The analysis 
shown here is illustrative for the outer layer only. 
In the example shown in Figure 2-10 the radar is at 
Palermo, Sicily. The three interceptor sites are at 
A1 in Sardinia; A2 near Turin; A3 in Palermo and 
A 4  on the western coast of Greece. Both 
the"shoot" and "shoot-look-shoot" boundaries are 
shown. 
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Figure 2-10: Benefits of Sharing Wide Area Defence 

Several points can be made from Figure 2-10. All 
of Italy is protected by the four sites. In a more 
detailed analysis, where lethality constraints are 
included more sites would be required for complete 
coverage. More importantly because of the size of 
the protected areas, it is immediately seen that other 
nations such as Greece, Switzerland and parts of 
France and Germany are also protected. 
Accordingly, in putting together an EAD system 
for Europe considerations such as those shown here 
can be incorporated into the plan and the cost 
burden on each individual nation 'can be 
significantly reduced. Issues that have to be 
resolved are the interoperability of the systems, the 
design of the multi-national BM/C3 system and the 
protocol of firing doctrine among the protected 
nations. Such solutions lend themselves to an 

integrated NATO command structure that takes into 
account the national interests. 

Boost Phase Intercepts 
Considerable attention was given in the study by 
NIAG SG-37 on the subject of boost phase 
intercept. There were several reasons for this. First, 
it is recognised that even with the projected 
performance levels of interceptor systems over the 
next two decades and with the projected performance 
levels of long range radars (cued or uncued) most of 
the intercepts against projected threats would be 
over homeland territory. This brings with it the 
problems of collateral damage and in most cases a 
restricted opportunity for "shoot-look-shoot" firing 
doctrine.This gives rise to the operational use of 
the System Concepts examined by NIAG SG-37 in 
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Figure 2-11: Interceptor Speeds Required to Intercept a TBM 

boost phase operations. Figure 2-11 shows the 
results of some of the work where an examination 
was made of how fast an interceptor would have to 
be to intercept a given missile at various stand-off 
distances from the attacking missile launch point. 

The particular set of calculations shown in Figure 
2-1 1 were done for a ship based system at stand-off 
distances from 50km to lOOOkm from the launch 
point. The lowest curve in Figure 2-11 is for 
50km; the highest curve is for 1000km. Making 
reasonable allowances for aerodynamic drag, the 
data shown can also be used to first approximation 
for aircraft launched interceptors. It is recalled that 
the boost time for a 2000km range threat is of the 
order of 85 seconds. From Figure 2-1 1 this shows 
that for boost phase intercept, high speed 
interceptors are required for distances greater than 
say 500km. 

If cueing and mid-course correction is possible then 
greater distances can be tolerated. Shipborne 
systems would have to move closer in and airborne 
systems would have to be vectored over enemy 
territory with today's interceptor systems. These 
operational considerations show that under 

controlled conditions it is possible to intercept in 
the boost phase and contribute against chemical 
warhead and other attacks. 

Shipborne Operations 
In earlier sections, it was shown that the use of 
shipborne operations offers several significant 
advantages for a NATO wide EAD system. The 
advantages of forward basing of interceptors and 
sensors (radars) have been demonstrated. The 
flexibility of siting is important because of the 
inherent cost of fixed ground based systems and the 
transportability issues of all forms of interceptor 
systems. 

A political factor not examined, is the "non- 
threatening" nature of a ship based system when 
shared amongst nations and the ability to indicate 
strength of will to an intending attacker as the ship 
based defence system "steams" toward the attacker 
allowing him time to reconsider. 

Ref 2 shows how eight (8) ships positioned around 
Europe could protect against long range missile 
threats coming from Iraq. If long range threats 
greater than say 3000-5000km do not materialize 
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then the ships could be reduced to four (4) in the 
Mediterranean and lower the cost. This is a matter 
of threat assessment and timing. In Ref 2, this 
concept is expanded upon further by showing that if 
the threat axis moves to Libya, a minor 
repositioning of the same ships can provide the 
same degree of protection. The ship movement can 
be accomplished within a days's "steaming". 

By installing the interceptor and radar on ships (and 
not necessarily the same ship) provides several 
advantages for EAD. First, like the airborne 
interceptor discussed above, ships can be on station 
in the threat area and because they are now forward 
based, significant improvements can be obtained in 
the size of the protected footprint . Specific 
examples of this shipbome concept are provided in 
Ref 2. 

0 

From a political viewpoint, the use of shipborne 
interceptors can assuage fears of individual nations 
building missile sites around their borders with the 
intention of launching interceptors into the airspace 
over neighbouring nations headed toward some 
hostile nation. Further, because of the uncertainty 
of the threat direction in the coming decades, the 
use of shipborne assets greatly facilitates moving 
the interceptor "sites" to more advantageous 
locations thus avoiding a modem day "Maginot 
Line". It is believed that if such ships were part of 
a NATO command structure then the multi-national 
sharing of the defence burden can be significantly 
lessened. 

Cueing and Handover 

Significant improvements in protected footprints 
can be achieved if the defending radar can be cued by 
a forward based sensor. This sensor could be an IR 
satellite or a forward based aircraft (such as 
described in System Concept 103). This 
improvement comes about through the ability of 
the defending radar to increase its range by 
focussing the beam in a known direction (through 
cueing) rather than being required to continuously 
sweep large volumes, searching for the incoming 
missile. A similar situation applies to the cruise 
missile. An alternative approach is to make use of 
forward based radars which then "handover" the 
target information to the defending radar. The 

' choice between cueing and handover is a matter of 
cost and performance trade for particular scenarios. 

Airborne Operations 

Inherent in the Aircraft Based Interceptor (SC 11 1) 
among other attributes, is the ability to intercept 
TBM during the boost phase. Because of the short 

timelines (see Section 4.0) it is difficult for 
defensive systems located on "home soil" to first 
detect the launch and track boost phase flight, and 
secondly, virtually impossible to intercept during 
boost phase. During CRISIS and WAR operations, 
the airborne interceptor can be on station and 
accomplish boost phase intercepts. The kinematics 
of this possibility is similar to the shipborne case 
shown in Figure 2-1 1, except that now there are no 
sea-land boundary constraints. 

Strategic Positioning 

A major concern for defence against long range 
TBM is that the battle space will reach beyond 
national boundaries and that the debris of intercepts 
may fall on neighbouring nations (friendly or 
otherwise). Such events can clearly complicate the 
defence and incur serious consequences of "friendly 
fire". By strategically positioning the interceptor 
and radar sites around NATO, it can be shown that 
it is possible to cause debris to fall into 
uninhabited regions or in the sea. As a political 
tool, it is also possible when intercepting in the 
boost phase to cause the debris to fall back on the 
attacker. This might have a dissuasion effect 
especially if the attacking missile contains 
chemical or nuclear waste material. More details of 
possible strategic positioning is given in Ref 2. 

An example of how such placement of defence 
assets might be used for this purpose is shown in 
Figure 2-12 for two cases of interceptor speeds 
(Vbo=3km/sec and Vbo=6km/sec). While not 
discussed in Ref 2, it can be seen from Figure 2-12 
that not only does such placement help NATO 
defend against a threat from the Southern Region, it 
serves to protect the FSU from the same threat, 
suggesting some benefit for future alliances. 

For such long ranges, it is now possible to "use" 
the geography of the globe to advantage. For the 
case of Vbo=3km/sec, the interceptor debris (not 
burnt up upon reentry) is seen to land in the 
Mediterranean. For the case of Vbo=6km/sec, the 
interceptor debris can be directed by delayed launch 
of the interceptor, and caused to land in the Atlantic 
Ocean. These are illustrative cases only, and more 
detailed analyses, taking into account all of the 
parameters discussed in this report need to be taken 
into consideration for final evaluation. But the 
principles as stated here are correct. 

It will be noticed from plots such as Figure 2-12, 
that it is possible to position the interceptor site 
such that the debris can be directed back to the 
attacker! 
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Figure 2-12: Strategic Positioning to Minimize Collateral Damage 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has covered some of the key findings by 
NIAG SG-37 during a one year activity exploring 
the issues and solutions to the general topic of 
providing Extended Air Defence capability for 
NATO and it's Out of Area Forces. The full report 
(Ref 2) contains more detailed information 
including the Evaluation Methodology, the Costing 
Methods and detailed technical data on many of the 
technology issues only briefly referred to in this 
overview paper. 
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1 .  Introduction 
La fin des a n n k s  70 et le debut des arinees 80 
ont vu des dkveloppements technologiques 
importants pour les missiles balistiques 
notamment en ce qui conceme la pk is ion  B 
l'impact. Ces ameliorations ont conduit les 
strat2ges occidentaux B se pdoccuper de 
l'utilisation par le Pacte de Varsovie de 
missiles balistiques Quip& de charges 
conventionnelles contre des objectifs 
militaires. La notion de missile balistique 
tactique Ctait n k .  

Le vecteur balistique, qui Ctait jusqu'B cette 
Cpoque marque d'une etiquette "strategique", 
s'est alors "banalise" et a interesd nombre de 
pays en voie de developpement. Le monde 
venait d'entrer dans 1'2re de la proliferation 
balistique. I 

D b  le debut des a n n k s  80, les Etats-Unis et, 
B un d e g d  moindre, 1'OTAN conduisaient 
des etudes et des dflexions concemant la 
defense contre les missiles balistiques 1 
tactiques dans un cadre Est-Ouest : 1"'ATBM" 
(Anti Tactical Ballistic Missile) faisait son 
apparition. Malgr6 les tentatives de contr6le la 
proliferation s'accelkrait et conduisait vers la 
fin des annees 80/debut des ann& 90 ,B la 
prise de conscience d'un nouveau risque dit 
proliferan t. 

La Guerre du Golfe en 1991 accClCrait de la 
mani&re que l'on sait, cette prise de 
conscience. Ce conflit mettait egalemeht en 
lumi2re le fait que l'arme balistique constituait 
un moyen de pression formidable pour; les 
pays qui en disposaient et ce, malgr6 les 
PATRIOT qui faisaient la demonstration de la 
faisabilitk d'une defense active contre missiles 
balistiques malgre les limitations de leurs 
performances. 

La pdsente presentation se propose 
d'analyser globalement le risque balistique et 

- 

- 

I 
1 

i 
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la menace eventuelle qui pourrait en dsulter, 
d'examiner l'ensemble des moyens 
disponibles pour la protection contre ce risque 
en approfondissant tous les moyens dkfensifs 
qui constitueront l'essentiel du discours. 
Enfin, en guise de conclusions, elle 
s'efforcera d'evaluer les difficult& auxquelles 
les architectes de la DAMB devront faire face. 

2 .  Le risque balistique 
En terme de risque il ne faut pas oublier que 
des missiles stratkgiques intercontinentaux 
(port& supkrieure 5500 km) sont toujours 
deploy& dans les 4 "grandes dpubliques de 
la CEI". Les modifications geostratkgiques 
rkentes ont cependant diminuk 
considkrablement la probabilitk d'une 
confrontation Est-Ouest. L'accord FNI de 
1987 a elimine la menace 500 B 5500 km. Il 
reste neanmoins un inventaire important de 
missiles de portke infkrieure B 500 km dans 
les pays de la CEI.11 s'agit de FROG (70 
km), SS21 (120 km) et SCUD (300 km). Ces 
missiles sont dotks de charges 
conventionnelles, chimiques et nuclCaires. 

Trois r6publiques de la CEI ont la capacitk 
technique d'ameliorer ces missiles en leur 
donnant une grande pdcision. Ceci leur ouvre 
la possibilitk d'attaques efficaces d'objectifs 
militaires avec des charges conventionnelles. 
Les autres dpubliques seront traitks comme 
des pays proliferants. 

La prolifkration, se prksente de deux faCons 
diffkrentes : 

C'est d'abord l'achat "clCs en main'' de 
systi?mes qui seront opkrationnels peu apr&s 
leur livraison, FROG, SS21 et SCUD 
foumisdans le passe par I'URSS, aujourd'hui 
par la Coree du Nord et par la Chine. Cette 
derni2re ne se limite pas B l'exportation de 
missiles courte portke comme le montre la 
fourniture de CSS2 (2700 km) B 1'Arabie 
Saoudite. 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems'' held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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La deuxi2me demarche consiste 2 developper 
des programmes propres de missiles 
balistiques. Cette demarche peut Ctre plus ou 
moins Clabort%, allant de l'assemblage de 
missiles -us en p i k e s  dktachdes au 
dkveloppement national, favorid par la 
diffusion des technologies et du savoir-faire, 
en passant par des modifications ou copies. 

La menace prksente comprend pour l'essentiel 
des missiles de port& infkrieures B lo00 km 
equipCS de charges conventionnelles. 
L'apparition de charges chimiques sur ces 
missiles parait possible B court terme. Cet 
arsenal constitue un risque pour les pays du 
flanc sud de 1'Europe. 

Techniquement il est possible que, d2s 2005, 
de nouveaux pays se dotent de missiles de 
port6e sup6rieure B 3000 km. La totalit6 de 
1'Europe serait alors menack. 

Ce risque pourrait etre considerablement 
augment6 si ces missiles emportaient des 
charges nuclkaires. En dehors de l'achat, 
favorid par le retrait du service op6rationnel 
de nombreuses charges nuclkaires par la CEI 
en application des trait&, des charges 
nuclhires pour missile balistique pourraient 
etre developp6es par des pays proliferants d2s 
2005. 

La pdcision obtenue de centrales de 
navigation d'avion, disponibles sur le 
marche, ne permet pas B des missiles B 
charges conventionnelles d'avoir une delle 
efficacit.6 sur des objectifs militaires. Cette 
pdcision est par contre suffisante pour 
l'attaque, avec des armes de destruction 
massive, d'objectifs etendus tels que 
concentrations urbaines. 
L'approvisionnement de centrales plus 
pdcises ou de dcepteurs NAVSTAR apparait 
comme le risque le plus plausible d'ici 2005. 

Ces missiles proliferants sont considkds 
comme rustiques dans la mesure oii leurs 
signatures sont relativement importantes, ils 
ne sont pas ou peu manoeuvrants et ne font 
pas appel B des aides sophistiquks B la 
penetration. L'exemple du AL Hussein qui se 
brisait en rentrant dans l'atmosphh-e, illustre 
bien en quoi ces manoeuvres et aides, bien 
qu'involontaires, compliquent s6rieusement la 
tiiche de la defense. 

3 .  Les moyens de protection 
Le risque balistique qui etait cantonne B 1'Est 

est maintenant etendu au Sud de 1'Europe. La 
menace peut frapper de mani2re totalement 
impdvisible. 

Les moyens de protection peuvent se classer 
en trois grandes categories : les moyens 
preventifs politiques et diplomatiques, les 
moyens militaires offensifs et les moyens 
militaires dkfensifs. 

Les moyens politiques et  diplomatiques sont 
tous ceux qui tendent B faire baisser le niveau 
de tension dans le monde B travers des 
negociations particuli2res ou la signature 
d'accords internationaux. On peut citer les 
accords sur la dcurit6 en Europe (CSCE) ou 
le dbarmement (CFE), le trait6 de non 
prolifdration nuclhire ou celui sur les armes 
chimiques. 

Dans le domaine plus sp6cifique des missiles 
balistiques, il faut mentionner l'accord MTCR 
(Missile Technology Control Regime) qui a 
pour but de contraler la proliferation des 
technologies balistiques. 

Les moyens militaires offensifs peuvent Stre 
utilids avant le conflit B titre pdventif ou bien 
apr2s le debut des hostilitks. Les moyens 
preventifs concernent surtout des attaques 
preventives sur les installations militaires, ou 
industrielles voire les leaders politiques (tel le 
raid am6ricain sur la Libye en 1986). Les 
mCmes moyens utilids a p r h  le debut des 
hostilit6s pourraient s'attaquer aux lanceurs de 
missiles balistiques, il s'agit alors de contre- 
batterie, ou viser tout autre objectif en 
repdsailles. Dans tous les cas, ils nkessitent 
la mise en oeuvre de syst2mes d'armes 
SophistiquCs tant au plan des senseurs que des 
armes elles-mCmes. 

Les moyens militaires defensifs peuvent Stre 
soit de nature passive, soit active. Ils ont pour 
but de prot6ger le theiitre ou les zones contre 
la menace balistiyue. 11s font l'objet d'une 
description plus d6taill6e dans le reste de 
l'article. 

Tous ces moyens sont complkmentaires ; 
aucun ne peut garantir B lui seul une 
assurance de protection suffisante. 
L'exp6rience actuelle montre que la diplomatie 
a ses limites, mCme quand elle s'appuye sur 
des moyens militaires puissants mis en oeuvre 
dans le cadre d'organisations internationales. 
Les moyens dkfensifs sont pour l'instant 
inexistants B l'exception des ameliorations du 

e 
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PATRIOT en cours de developpemenq mais 
dont les capacitks resteront limitks face B la 
menace longue port&. 

4 .  Les moyens dCfensifs 
I1 n'est pas dans I'objet de cette presenption 
de se livrer B une analyse d6taillk de la 
defense passive, mCme si le problhme de la 
protection des habitants d'une tour de I 
bureaux de 40 Ctages, avec un preavis 
inferieur au quart d'heure, merite dflexion 
approfondie. La mise en oeuvre de la defense 
passive necessitera l'utilisation d'information 
d'alerte qui seront foumie par un syskme 
similaire B un syseme d'alerte pour defense 
active d k r i t  dans cet article. 

Les missions de de f e n s  

i 

0 

~ 

Avant de s'interesser B la description dFs 
differents segments d'une defense antimissile 
balistique, il convient de considerer les 
missions d'une telle defense. En premier lieu, 
il faut indiquer ce que cette defense ne fera 
pas : d t e r  une attaque massive 
synchroniske de missiles sophistiques et de 
longue port&. Une telle attaque appelle une 
riposte de la force de dissuasion nucl6a;ire qui 
reste le fondement de la doctrine de defense franpise. I 

Pour rester cddible, la force de dissuasion ne 
doit pas pouvoir donner l'impression d'Ctre 
act ivk sur une simple provocation 
repdsentk  par un ou deux missiles 
balistiques lances sur le territoire europkn. 
La DAMB est donc destinee B fournir qne 
protection contre les attaques limit& d'une 
menace rustique, au moins quand elle est B 

I 
Trois missions peuvent Etre identifiks * 

- protection d'objectifs militaires contk une 
menace courte port& eventuellement 
sop his tiquee, I 

- protection de forces d'intervention , 
deploy& sur un theitre d'opkrations 
extkrieur et protection des populations 

I 
- 

- 

longue portke. I 

i 

I 

I amies, I 

- protection des populations sur le teqtoire 
europkn contre une attaque limitke mettant 
en oeuvre des missiles rustiques quelle 
que soit la port&. 

La premihre mission est proche des mijsions 

imaginks par I'OTAN lors d'une attaque du 
Pacte de Varsovie B la diff6rence p&s que ce 
seraient les pays de l'ex-Pacte qui seraient 
attaques par les pays de I'ex-URSS. 

La deuxi2me mission correspond 
complhtement au scenario de la Guerre du 
Golfe. 

La troisihme mission est nouvelle et diffi?re 
des pdcedentes en ce qu'elle conceme 
principalement les populations civiles donc la 
protection de vastes territoires tels que 
1'Europe. 

Les architectures 

La conception et la mise en oeuvre des 
defenses contre missiles balistiques se font B 
travers des architectures que I'on pourrait 
kgalement qualifier de syskmes de systhmes. 

Une architecture de defense comprend, si l'on 
excepte les moyens de defense passive, trois 
grands segments (que les Americains appellent 
"piliers") eux-mCmes constitues de "briques". 
Le segment alerte constituk d'un syseme 
satellitaire et de radars longue port&, le 
segment interception constituk d'un certain 
nombre de systhmes d'interception operant 
dans des tranches d'altitudes diffkrentes, 
enfin, le Systhme d'Information et de 
Communications (SIC) constituant l'ossature 
sur laquelle repose tout I'edifice. 

Le Svseme d'alerte 

Les fonctions principales d'un systhme 
d'alerte sont de pdvenir d'une attaque mais 
Cgalement de determiner le point de lancement 
pour aider B l'identification de l'agresseur, 
estimer le point d'impact avec une pdcision , 
de quelques dizaines de kilomhtres et donner 
un pdavis compatible des d u r k s  de vols 
extdmement brhves des missiles balistiques. 

La detection d'un lancement peut se faire 
griice B un ou deux satellites gCostationnaires 
fonctionnant en stMoscopie, ou grice B un 
grand radar bas6 au sol. Ces radars peuvent 
Stre soit des radars dalle A balayage 
Clectronique, soit des radars en dseaux. 

Le satellite gkostationnaire est B mCme de 
fournir avec une prkision suffisante la 
determination du point de lancement, par 
contre, il h i  est difficile d'avoir une bonne 
precision pour le point d'impact Ctant donne 

I '  
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que la detection ne s'effectue que pendant la 
phase propulstk des missiles. Les radars qui 
continuent la dCtection pendant la phase 
balistique sont nkcessaires pour une bonne 
trajec tographie. 

Une pdcision Quivalente pourrait Etre 
obtenue en utilisant une constellation de 
satellites defilants (de type Brilliant Eyes 
am6ricain). Les premihes analyses montrent 
cependant qu'h moins de p e r c h  
technologiques importantes permettant de 
diminuer les coats de plusieurs ordres de 
grandeur, une telle solution n'est pas 
kconomiquement viable pour la protection de 
1'Europe. 

Compte tenu des missions sptkifiques aux 
th6Btres exthieurs, l'alerte dans ce cas-18 peut 
Stre fournie par des radars dkployables avec 
les forces d'intervention. 

Accessoirement, le syst&me d'alerte deploy6 
participera h la fonction renseignement 
permettant de nourrir les bases de 
connaissances utilides pour l'identification 
des missiles voire des agresseurs. 

Les svstk me d'interception 

Les syskmes basse altitude doivent faire face 
au probkme de la menace multiple. En effet, 
dans la tranche d'altitude 0 h 2 0  km 
"cohabitent" les menaces balistiques et 
akrobies (avions, h6licoptC?res, missiles de 
croisi6re et/ou antiradiations). Un des 
problkmes qui en dsulte concerne la mise au 
point de syst6mes polyvalents. Ceci a un 
impact sur la conception des radars et des 
autodirecteurs (accroissement de PO& 
necessaire pour la menace balistique), des 
charges de combat (nombreux petits eclats 8 
grande vitesse contre la menace akrobie 
oppos6s h moins d'kclats plus gros h plus 
faible vitesse contre la menace balistique) et 
des fusees de proximite (angle d'approche 
different compte tenu des vitesses de 
rapprochement). 

Les systkmes les plus connus dans cette 
categoric sont le PATRIOT utili& pendant la 
G u e m  du Golfe et le syst6me SAMPT 
dkvelopp6 en coop6ration par la France et 
1'Italie au sein du GIE EUROSAM. 

L'interception h haute altitude, voire 
exoatmospherique est nkcessaire pour 
permettre de defendre de larges zones. De 

plus elle comporte l'avantage de r a u i r e  les 
retombks des debris du missile assaillant. 
Ceci est d'autant plus intbressant que les 
charges peuvent &tre chimiques voire 
nucleaires. 

Pour Stre efficaces les intercepteurs haute 
altitude ont des vitesses d'injection comprises, 
suivant les concepts, entre 2500 et 5000 m/s la 
charge utile est de masse faible et constituk 
d'un autodirecteur infrarouge et  d'un vehicule 
terminal leger B propulsion laerale. Ce 
vkhicule terminal repose sur le principe de 
destruction B l'impact direct ("hit to kill" en 
anglais). Il n'est alors plus question d'eclats 
g6ned.s par une charge de combat 
volumineuse mais de tout moyen permettant 
au moment de l'impact de dduire la distance 
de passage et d'augmenter le maitre-couple de 
l'intercepteur. Les Am6ricains dans 
l'experience HOE (High Overlay Experiment) 
ont utili& le principe des baleines de 
parapluies, un des concepts utilises dans 
I'ERIS serait constitue de masselottes collees 
sur un ballon en mylar gonflC peu avant 
l'impact. 

Lors d'une interception exoatmospherique 
(altitude supkrieure B 100 km) un des 
probl6mes h rboudre sera celui de la 
discrimination de la charge h dktruire au 
milieu du cadge constituk par un certain 
nombre d'objets, tels que sangles, coiffes, 
boulons voire de leurres. 

C'est en phase p r o p u l k  que le missile 
assaillant est le plus vulnerable. Il faut 
cependant pouvoir le detecter et l'intercepter 
suffisamment t6t. Quand les conditions 
gkographiques s'y pr&tent, et c'est le cas en 
Mkditerrannee, une composante navale de la 
Mfense Anti-Missile Balistique pdsente un 
grand interSt. Si l'on ajoute les avantages lies 
h la taille des z6nes protkg&s, l'interception 
'au-dessus du territoire de l'agresseur qui 
presente un intk&t evident dans le cas d'armes 
de destruction massive (chimique ou 
nucl6ah-e) ou de t&tes multiples, la mobiliti5, la 
non designation a priori de l'agresseur, 
l'utilisation en eaux internationales et p&s du 
territoire h prot6ger il ne faut pas s'etonner de 
l'attention grandissante portfk h cette 
composante. La Marine americaine qui 
s'engage dans la modification du systkme 
d'arme AEGIS montre encore ici la voie. 

' 

L'interception en phase de propulsion ou 
ascendante peut Cgalement s'envisager h partir 
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de systkmes akropods  avions ou droles. La 
faisabilitk technique et  I'intkrCt op6rationnel 
pour la protection du territoire europtkn 
restent B demontrer. 

Les Svs& mes d'hformations et de 
Communication (SIC) 

Les segments alerte et interception ne 
pourront pas fonctionner correctement, ni 
remplir leurs missions s'ils ne sont pas 
connect& avec et par un ou des SIC. Le 
conflit "balistique" auquel nous nous I 
intkressons est limit& c'est-B-dire mettant en 
oeuvre des missiles assaillants dont la 
quantit.6 et  la complexit6 ne conduisent'pas au 
traitement d'une masse d'informations 
prohibitive en matikre de puissance de calcul. 
Par contre l'autre caractkristique de la menace 
balistique est le faible temps de vol et de 
pdavis qui exclut pratiquement l'intedention 
de l'homme dans la boucle de dkision 
d'engagement (sauf peut-etre pour imppser 
un veto). L'automatisation des procedures qui 
en dsulte nkessitera des mises au point 
ext$mement delicates. I 

I 

I 

a 

L'internationalisation du problkme sigqfie 
que le SIC DAMB aura des interfaces 
nombreux avec des SIC existants ou en cours 
de developpements en Europe y compris 
centrale et orientale. 1 

- Qui dit multinational, dit concertation, kspect 
de l'independance de chaque pays participant, 
notions qui sont difficilement conciliables 
avec les problkmes de temps de daction et 
d'absence d'homme dans la boucle. 

- 
I 

5 . Constructions d 'archi tecture  et 

Si l'on considkre l'etat actuel du deploiJment 
des missiles balistiques dans le monde,, on 
s'apergoit que les missiles les plus dpahdus 
sont ceux de port& inferieure B 500 km. Ces 
missiles sont gCn6ralement mono Ctagei de 
surface @uivalente radar importante et de 
vitesse de rent& voisine de 1700 m/s. 

aspect multinational 

I1 est possible d'envisager l'interception de 
tels missiles dans leur phase finale de 
trajectoire avec des systkmes d'interception 
bas endoatmospherique tels le PATRIOT et le 
SAMPT deja mentionnes ou les systi?mi=s en 
dkveloppement moins avancC tels que TLVS 
et CORPSAM. ~ 

Une architecture monocouche bas& sur ces 

syskmes pour faire face B une telle menace est 
deployable autour de l'an 2000 et  est 
envisageable pour la protection du Sud de 
1'Europe et sur des th&tres extkrieurs. 
L'architecture complkte doit inclure un 
systkme d'alerte comportant des radars bases 
au sol alert& ou non par des satellites. 

L'avantage d'une telle architecture outre la 
possibilitk de deplacement rapide ds ide  dans 
le fait qu'elle peut etre pratiquement envisagee 
comme une architecture nationale. Elle est 
cependant limit& en performance face B une 
menace longue port&. 

Cette menace longue port& dont un exemple 
d6ploy6 actuellement au Moyen Orient est le 
missile type CSS2 est caractkris6 piu une 
port& proche de 3000 km. Bien que ce ne 
soit pas le cas du CSS2 elle est en g6nCral 
multi-etage avec un temps de vol voisin de 17 
mn et une vitesse de rentr& voisine de 4800 
d s .  Outre la difficult6 d'interception en phase 
terminale dune telle menace la recherche de 
couverture de larges zones pour prot6ger les 
populations et l'intkret d'intercepter des 
charges chimiques en t&s haute altitude, voire 
hors de l'atmosphkre, conduisent B deployer 
une couche dinterception haute altitude. Cette 
couche peut elle-mCme Ctre divi& en deux 
sous-couches : haut endoatmospherique et 
exoatmospherique. 

Dans la cat6gorie haut endoatmospherique les 
sysemes candidats sont le THAAD (Theater 
High Altitude Area Defense) amCricain ou 
l'ARROW isrdliens. Dans la categoric 
exoatmospherique les concepts candidats sont 
amkricains, il s'agit du GBI (Ground Based 
Interception) sans oublier les modifications du 
missile STANDARD pour lui faire emporter 
le LEAP. 

Dans le cas de la protection contre les missiles 
longue port& les contraintes li&s B la 
d6tection et l'interception conduiront 
obligatoirement B intemationaliser le 
problkme. 

La detection et l'interception d'un missile type 
CSS2 lance d'un point situ6 au Sud de la 
Maiterram& contre Bruxelles peuvent 
donner lieu au scenario fictif ci-ap&s. 

To Un satellite du sys&me d'alerte 
dktecte le lancement. L'information 
est relay& au centre satellitaire de 
TORREJON en Espagne. 
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T0+1' 

T0+2' 

T0+5' 

T0+7' 

Ap&s confirmation, l'alerte est 
transmise au Centre de 
commandement de DARMSTADT 
en Allemagne. 
Les responsables politiques 
nationaux sont immkdiatement 
informes et le syst6me de defense 
antibalistique europkn est mis en 
alerte. 

Le radar longue port& situ6 B Bari, 
(Italie) detecte le missile assaillant et 
entreprend sa poursuite. 
Les informations qu'il transmet au 
centre de commandement permettent 
&identifier le type de missile : 
CSS2, sa cible : le sud de la 
Belgique et  son heure probable 
d'im pac t. 

L'alerte est don& sur la zone 
menade. 

Darmstadt pdcise que l'impact est 
prkvu B Bruxelles B T0+17. 

TO+ 10' Le radar du centre d'interception de 
Marseille, (France) accroche le 
missile et  commence le pistage. 

T0+11' La mise B feu d'un missile 
intercepteur est automatiquement 
ordonnk par la conduite de tir. 

haute altitude. 
TO+ 14' Le missile a s d a n t  est intercept6 en 

Cet exemple dkmontre bien le caracere 
multinational de la defense contre missiles 
longue port&. Cet aspect est d6jB compris 
dans 1'ACCS mais il prend une dimension 
plus importante quand on envisage la 
protection de toute 1'Europe. Dans ce cas il 
sera nkessaire dinterconnecter deux mondes 
qui Ctaient adversaires il y a peu de temps. 

6 .  Les difficultCS 
La description des elements constitutifs de 
l'architecture n'a jamais fait dfkrence B des 
problkmes technologiques majeurs. 11 n'a kt6 
fait qu'une seule fois allusion a des 
technologies laser et  autres faisceaux de 
particules. L'utilisation de ces technologies ou 
de technologies dites exotiques telles que les 
canons 6lectromagnCtiques n'est pas 
n k s s a i r e  pour atteindre les performances 
requises dans le cadre limit6 de la defense 
contre missiles balistiques rustiques. 

Le fait que les architectures proposkes ne 
fassent appel qu'B des technologies 
disponibles ou en voie de maturation ne 
signifie pas pour autant que les problkmes B 
dsoudre, soient simples. Cependant, le 
nombre limit6 de paramktres et leur plage 
etroite de variations permettent de dire qu'il 
n'y a pas de risque technologique majeur dans 
le dkveloppement des systhmes composant 
l'architecture. 

En revanche les difficules pourraient 
apparaitre B l'occasion de l'intkgration des 
technologies dans les equipements. Par 
exemple, il n'a jamais kt6 prodde  en Europe B 
l'int6gration d'un satellite geostationnaire 
optique bien que toutes les technologies 
existent. L'exemple du satellite DSP 
amCricain reposant sur les memes principes 
prouve que cette intkgration est possible. De 
mCme si les technologies de pilotage en force 
sont connues, seul les Am6ricains en ont 
demon& l'int6gration et ont effectue une 
interception non nucleaire d'un missile 
exoatmospherique (interception d'un 
MINUTEMAN par le vehicule ERIS). 

D'autres difficultes sont B pdvoir pour les 
essais et Cvaluation de ces syskmes 
notamment les systkmes &interceptions. La 
definition et  l'analyse des performances d'une 
architecture de defense fera appel B des 
moyens de simulations regroupks dans des 
centres ou interconnectks. La bataille complkte 
ne pourra qu'etre simul& mais il faudra 
cependant verifier sur champ de tirs 
l'efficacite des intercepteurs sur des cibles 
repdsentatives. 

Compte tenu de la cinkmatique des 
interceptions et des problkmes de securit6, il 
semble a priori exclu d'effectuer ce type 
d'essai en Europe. Mais effectuer de tels 
essais dans des pays meme amis ou sur des 
champs de tirs dans le Pacifique imposera des 
contraintes supplkmentaires. 

Cependant les principales difficult& seront 
d'ordre politique et op6rationnel. Elles se 
retrouveront principalement dans les SIC. 
Comment concilier les soucis dindependance 
nationale et la coordination multinationale avec 
un temps de prkavis extri?mement court ? 
Comment garantir le libre acch 3 
l'information tout en prot6geant ses propres 
sources ? La duplication des dseaux SIC sera 
certainement un Ccueil qui ne sera pas facile h 
&iter. 



I 7 .  Conclusion 
La Wfense antimissile Balistique est ~ 

accessible technologiquement et 
techniquement. 11 ne semble pas pour I 

l'instant qu'il y ait des probl6mes I 

technologiques critiques. 

Ceci s'entend pour une architecture DAMB 
contre une attaque h i &  telle que dkc@te 
sommairement dans ces pages. L'analyse des 
missions proposkes sera B faire de mani6re 
d6taill& voire contradictoire car toute I 

extension de la mission vers des missiles plus 
sophistiquks ou des scharios  d'attaque plus 
Clabods aura un impact important sur les 
performances des systkmes et surtout 17s 
quantites deployks donc le coGt. 

La dkfinition des missions Ctant du ressprt 
des responsables politiques, il est evident que 
la majorit6 des problkmes sera d'ordre 
politique. La mise en oeuvre d'une defense 
des populations civiles B travers des 
Quipements dCployCs ou sous contrale' d'un 
autre pays risque de poser de graves 
probl6mes. 11 sera necessaire de proceder B 
une etroite coop6ration internationale pour la 
definition des architectures de defense r i a i s  
egalement, leur mise en oeuvre. Vu l'ampleur 
de la tiiche, il est souhaitable que cette 
coop6ration s'engage d6s B pr6sent. 

I 
I 

a 

I 

I 

I 
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1. T W O  TYPES OF THREATS 
Different scenario can be build up for NATO forcLs showing 
deployment and use of anti ballistic missiles defekes.  
Most of these scenarii imply open crisis, and complex mix 
of attack, retaliation and deterrence actions. The description 
of these could evidently lead to unnecessary sensitivity 
about the probability of such or such hostile nat,ion being 
implied, or about the credibility of such and such deterrence. 
Nevertheless some ideas or principles can be raised and 
presented. 
Two main types of ballistic attacks appear : medium range 
and long range attacks : 

- Medium range attacks use missiles with ranges ut, to 1000 
km. They can be Scud, modified Scuds, Nodong's, Chinese 
M's. They show the greatest numker and also the greatest 
increase of number in the non NATO countries. 
They can be used according to their ranges either from one 
country to another, when they are close, or from one 
country to deployed close by forces in a 1 military 
engagement. The launching areas would have sizFs around 
500 km. the aimed at areas would have also sizes around 
500 km. The goals of these attacks can either be, strategic 
or tactic. And the results can be fear / panic and deads in 
the civil population, as well as deads and operational 

~ 

, 

- inefficiency amongst troops and defense means. 
Geographically this can occur on some flanks of European 
Nato countries, and mainly in out of areal theater 
operat ions. I 

~ 

t Mioik 

- Long range attacks use missile which ranges higher than 
lo00 km. They can be Chinese CSS's or hssian SS's. They 
are much less proliferating that the others, but from many 
possible countries they can reach all European Nato 
countries, with much bigger strategical impacts and 
deterrence capacities. 
They can be launched from all parts of hostile countries, 
that is most of the time below 2000 km size zones per 
country. the possible aimed at area can be the whole of 
Europe. 
Outside few scenarios that look like cold war scenarios and 
that lead to be handled the same way, the attacks would be' 
with less number of ammunitions and launches that the 
medium range case, but with bigger probability of mass 
destruction warheads. 
Also less probability occurs of their use in theater attacks 
against troops. 
In both, medium and long range attacks cases, the 
possible hostile means are with rustic warheads, with no 
decoys or a minimum of decoys. After a more or less long 
period of time, decoys and Mirv's could appear. They more 
likely will appear first in the long range h e a t s .  for two 
important reasons : 

1 Long range systems leads to the more expensive 
investment from the hostile. with the bigger strategical / 
political value of the success of a strike. 

2 This is the case where the antimissile defenses have the 
smaller efficiency against the decoys (cf after). 

I 
Fig. 1 - Statistics of ranges of  hostile missiles, against size of l aunch ing  zone  

Paper presented at the Mission System; Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems" held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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Fig. 2 - TBM's velocity and  deceleration character is t ics  
in the 5 - 25 km altitude domain 

2. THREE TYPES O F  M T E R d E P T O R S  
Against these types of attacks, anti ballistic interceptors 
can also be divided into categories : 

- Medium / Long range air defense missiles with extended 
capabilities or upgraded versions to intercept ballistic 
missiles. As exemple we find US Patriot's and SM2 BLK 
IV, russian S 300 V. european SAMPfl systems. 

- Endo / exo ATBMs which have no capabilities against air 
breathing threats but are able to intercept ballistic 

missiles in the upper range of the atmosphere and also in 
exo atmospheric conditions. The typical and only 
example is the American Thaad. under advanced 
development. 

-Pure  exo intercept system with only exo atmospheric 
intercept capabilities, they can be ship launched or air 
launched, with different operational conditions. and 
different technical interests. The typical systems are LEAP 
based, for instance US SM2 + LEAP, or UK GUees. 
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1 l r a j .  m a r .  a v e c  e t  s a n s  c u e i i i y  
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T r a j .  m a r .  / d y r  / I f 1  
Hen. b0eL / C u e i n g  / -1BJB 

Fig. 3 - Endo system footprint example 

2.1 MSAM with ATBM capabilit ies 
Air defense missile systems with ATBM capabilities will 
intercept TBM's under 20-25 km altitude. They are equipped 
with RF seeker, IR  being not suitable for all-weather 
operations. In this region of the atmosphere, the ballistic 
target will suffer aerodynamic deceleration and may even 
maneuver. The range of TBM velocity and deceleration is 
wide when going from short range TBM (range less than 
lo00 km) to long range TBM and this also depends on h e  
type of trajectory (minimum energy, lofted and depressed). 
Based on these considerations, hit to kill is very difficult to 
achieve, therefore heavy warheads (large fragment size to 
ensure sufficent kill probability levels) is often required to 
ensure sufficient kill probability levels. Taking into 
account the high target velocities and possible low 
signatures, the time dedicated to engagement sequence is 
short and therefore high average interceptor velocity 
together with extended radar range are required. Radar cueing 
is one of the most important point in order to enhance 

footprint size, this means that detection and pre- 
designation systems such as satellite and/or long range 
radars are required for an effective TBM's defense. 
Such systems with dual capabilities (airbreathing targets 
and TBM's) will have sufficient performance against short 
range TBM's (less than lo00 km) but will be limited against 
longer range missiles (missile and radar limitations). 
The laws of guidance and optimization of warhead killing 
lead to a front end attack inside a rather small angle cone. 
This together with the range and altitude of the kill lead to a 
footprint (that is the protected zone per battery) with a size 
of about 100 to 1000 km2 and approximately centered at 
the location of the defense battery. 
The efficiency of hese  MSAM's against most of decoys are 
rather good, as the latter are considerably slowed down 
entering the atmosphere. Heavy decoys and MIRV's can 
have to be handled by coordinated multishots, using several 
batteries. discriminating radars and seeker coordination. 
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T r a j .  m a r .  dvec e t  sans c u e i n g  
M e n a c e  l0'dSL / - 1 0 d H  

I 

T r a j .  max. / dpr 1 I f 1  / c u e i n g  
M e n a c e  l 0 ' d l l L  / -1 l )dB 

Fig. 4 - Endo  exo system footprint  example 

2.2 Endo-exo sys tems 
Endo-exo systems will intercept TEiM's between 50 to 160 
km altitude. They require longer range acquisition radars 
(500 to lo00 km detection range on TEiM's) in order to fully 
use the possibilities of intercept vehicles. The kill vehicle 
is equipped with both aerodynamic and thrust control in 
order to achieve endo and exo-atmospheric intercepts. Hit 
to kill (with possible enhanced lethality radius) is achieved 
by using infrared guidance technics. As the kill vehicle 
must operate in endo and exo conditions, kinetic heating 
will require IR window cooling for endo operations. 
Therefore, the endo-exo kill vehicle will be heavier than a 
pure exo kill vehicle. 
The laws of guidance and optimization of warhead killing 
preferably lead to a front end attack inside angle cone 
smaller when the intercept is lower in atmosphere. These 
lead to a footprint ranging from 20000 to 1000000 km2 
depending on the cueing and the range of the hostile 
missile. They are also approximately centered at the 

location of the defense battery. The efficiency of these 
endo-exo systems is good against light decoys. They have 
to be handled by more complex coordinated multishots. 
discriminating radars and seeker coordination. 

2.3 Exo sys tems 
Exo atmospheric kill vehicle requires the same basic 
elements as endo-exo kill vehicle, but the exo kill vehicle 
will have to operate without atmospheric heating. On the 
other hand, against proliferating threats which may deploy 
even light decoys, discrimination will be one of the critical 
point for the kill vehicle. The exo kill vehicle requires also 
very long range acquisition and fire control systems in 
order to fully use the kill vehicle capabilities and give large 
footprint sizes. If range of the sensor is such that it is not a 
constraint like in Brilliant Eyes, footprints could reach 
3000 km in diameter. If radar is used and well placed 
footprint could be 100 km wide. In any case, the battery has 
to be forward based. almost at the fringe of the protected 
zone. 
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3. T H R E E  TYPES O F  ARCHITECTURES 
3.1 Defense architecture against medium range 
a t t a c k  
The medium range attacks are such that the missile often do 
not fly enough time in space, and time of impact is to short, 
to efficiently use pure exo atmospheric systems. But if the 
ranges of the attack is above 300 / 500'km. they have 
technical efficiency. The ATBM banery with the very long 
range radar has to be forward based at the fringe of the zone 
to be protected towards the hostile. This has to be 
operationnally managed, given the battery can be ship 
bome or ground based. The footprint of this defense is such 
that a theater with size up to 1000 x 500 km can be 
protected by one only battery. 
The endo / exo systems have also good efficiency and a 
theater with size up to lo00 x 500 km could be protected by 
2 to 3 batteries, if their powerful mobile GBR radars are cued 
by early warning satellite. When no cue is performed, about 
ten times more batteries should be necessary. 
The endo systems have also good efficiency, but as they are 
lighter and more mobile, they have smaller footprints and 
protect only 100 to 1000 km2 : the fact that their radar is 
cued or not has also a great importance. 
The cue can be done in that case either by satellite or by 
GBR's. 
Hence the medium range attacks could be handled by a two 
layers defense using both endosystems and endocxo or exo 
systems. In that case endosystems should be used for 
doubling the protection of more sensitive points like air 
bases. headquarters, telecommunication nodes and the endo 
/ exo batteries themselves or exo. ?he less sensitive part of 
the theater zone would then be protected by only one layer 
exo / endo or exo system only. 
In some cases, where possible, picket radars could enhance 
the cueing of the battery radars. They have then to be 
forward based. The easiest mean is ship bome radars, but sea 
has to exist and air and sea superiority have to be achieved. 
Picket ship radars have also to be cued in order to handle 
these missions : if not, 800 km to 1000 km missiles 
launched from far inside the hostile country could pass over 
the efficiency volume of the radar. 

1 .  
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In the next 20 years these types of attack s e e m  likely to 
have rustic warhead maybe light decoys but not heavy 
decoys and MIRV's. In these cases the presented defense 
architecture is efficient. 

3.2 Defense arch i tec ture  against  long range 
rustic attack 
If attack range is bigger than 1000 km. most of the 
endoatmospheric systems seems likely to have smaller 
efficiency with shorter footprints .and smaller probability 
of kill. 
Altogether this type of attacks is such that the warhead 
should be powerful and the sensitive "points" to be 
protected are much bigger than the latter case : they should 
be towns, industrial complexes. defense complexes,.. 
Then the adapted defense seems again to be a two layer 
defense with : 
- an endo / exo system deployment, for the "point" 
defense 
- an exo system which is particularly adapted for large 
zone defense : with 2 or 3 batteries which could be ship 
based according to the direction of threat. most of Europe 
can be protected. 
This architecture would be very efficient against rustic 
warheads with rustic decoys that can be easily discriminated 
in space. 
If threat is sophisticated, with MIRV's and heavy decoys, 
the necessary architecture could be the following : 

3.3 Defense arch i tec ture  against  long range 
attack with important countermeasures 
Two defense layers can be deployed in the caSe of long 
range attack with countermeasures involving heavy decoys 
and MIRV's : 
- an endo / exo system deployments, for the point 
defense, with a discriminating radar, and correlating seekers 
system 
- an airborne ascent phase interceptor using exokill 
capabilities much like exointerceptors of 8 2-3 or when 
technics permit Direct Energy weapons. 
Those solutions have still to be studied both technically 
and operationally. 
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Fig. 5 - Exoatmospheric interceptor footprints example.  Radar range 2000 km 
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1 .  Introduction 
Le concept SOSIE repose sur une approche 
consistant B utiliser au maximum les modkles 
de simulation existants au niveau des 
systkmes et sous-systkmes et B les integrer de 
manikre automatique avec un minimum de 
modifications au sein d'un centre de 
simulation. 

La simulation de la defense aerienne elargie, 
qui comprend la defense contre missiles 
balistiques au niveau du th&itre, fait appel B 
trois niveaux de simulation. 

SOSIE met en oeuvre trois modkles de 
simulation : DIAMS au niveau le plus fin pour 
simuler les systkmes d'armes sol-air moyenne 
port& ; TACSIT au niveau de la defense de 
site (base aerienne par exemple) et SPOOK au 
niveau du theatre. 

SOSIE permet B differents types dutilisateurs 
d'utiliser les m2mes simulateurs dktailles 
dkveloppks par un concepteur de systkmes 
d'armes ou d'informations et de 
communications sans avoir B connaitre dans le 
detail ces modkles de simulation. 

- 

I1 est prevu dans le futur d'integrer d'autres 
mod2les de simulations concernant en 
particulier le combat air-air et les dseaux de 
commandement, contrale et communications. 

2 .  GCnCralitCs 
La Defense ACrienne Elargie (DAE) 
comprend la defense classique contre la 
menace aerienne (avions, missiles air-sol, 
missiles de croisikre, ...) et la defense contre 
les missiles balistiques. 

Le missile balistique est caracterid par un 
temps de transfert entre le lancement et 
I'impact (7 mn pour un missile de 600 km de 
port&, 12 mn pour 2000 km) t&s court qui 
stresse la defense, mais sa trajectoire 

deterministe (a la diff6rence de celle dun 
avion) peut Stre calcul& t&s tat. La defense, 
face B cette menace de grande vitesse, 
implique une alerte et une designation 
d'objectif prkoces par les seneurs de 
surveillance, une decision d'engagement de la 
menace trks rapide, transmises sans retard aux 
systkmes d'armes. 

Le caractkre deterministe de la trajectoire 
favorise l'alerte et la designation d'objectif 
pdcoces par une fusion multi-senseurs, 
satellites, radars de veille, avions optiques, 
trks efficace. L'analyse de l'efficacite de la 
defense passe par 1'Ctude (chronologies, 
pdcisions) de cette chaine d'engagement, 
c'est-8-dire d'un systkme de systkmes. 

Le missile balistique de longue port& (3000 
km) menace un territoire tds vaste, B 1'Cchelle 
de 1'Europe mais en revanche il est possible 
d'engager t&s tat des systkmes d'armes de 
longue port&. L'analyse de I'efficacite de la 
defense doit alors se faire au niveau du 
theatre. 

La D6fense Aerienne Elargie fait apparaitre la 
necessite d'une simulation de systkmes de 
systkmes au niveau du theatre, dautant plus 
que la trajectoire deterministe du missile 
balistique permet de rendre tds fidkle cette 
simulation. L'Extended Air Defense Test Bed 
est la solution retenue par I'US Army. La 
plate-forme SOSIE dCvelopp& par COSYDE 
pour la DGA est la solution que nous vous 
pdsentons maintenant. 

3 .  Les objectifs de SOSIE 
Le principe de SOSIE est de reutiliser des 
logiciels de simulation existants, dans une 
plate-forme qui propose pour I'ensemble de 
ces logiciels une gestion commune des objets 
et des scenarios d'attaque-defense au travers 
d'une interface homme-machine conviviale. 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems" held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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L'utilisation de simulations existantes est 
d'abord une solution peu cooteuse mais 
surtout elle a l'avantage d'emporter la 
confiance de leurs utilisateurs habituels et des 
clients qui en ont fait la recette. 

Une enquCte, effectuk par COSYDE pour 
definir le service attendu de SOSIE par les 
concepteurs de doctrine, les opCrationnels et 
les ingknieurs en charge de la conception des 
architectures de defense et des systkmes 
d'armes, a confirm6 cette analyse. Tous ces 
utilisateurs disaient disposer des simulations 
nkessaires, mais souhaitaient les voir integrer 
dans un centre de simulation de dfkrence. 

Les logiciels de simulation existants se 
repartissent en general selon trois niveaux : 

le niveau duel entre une menace assaillante 
(avion, missile) et un systkme d'armes (un 
contre un), 

le niveau site correspond B la defense d'un 
site par un ou quelques systkmes d'armes 
contre un raid akrien ou une salve de missiles 
balistiques (quelques uns contre quelques 
uns), 

le niveau thCltre qui traite de l'ensemble du 
conflit en modelisant les interactions entre 
toutes les menaces et tous les systkmes de 
defense (senseurs, systhmes d'armes, 
BMC3). 

La modelisation, t&s detaillk dans le duel, se 
simplifie en g6nCral dans les deux autres 
niveaux pour limiter l'augmentation des temps 
de calculs lit% B celle du nombre d'objets B 
traiter. 

SOSE met en oeuvre ces trois niveaux de 
simulation. 

L'enquCte deja cit& mettait Cgalement en 
evidence l'int.6rCt des dCveloppeurs de 
doctrine pour la dparation des r6les attaque 
et defense pour la saisie des scCnarios et 
l'introduction de l'homme dans la boucle. Ces 
deux fonctionnalitks permettent en effet de 
mieux reflCter la dalit.6 des op6rations de 
deploiement de la defense d'une part, de 
definition des plans d'attaques d'autre part, 
qui se font le plus souvent sans connaitre 
compl6tement les plans de l'adversaire. 

La &paration des r6les attaque et defense et 
l'introduction de l'homme dans la boucle sont 
deux possibilitCs offertes par SOSIE. 

4 .  La plateforme SOSIE 
4 . 1  Description 
A l'issue de sa premi6re Ctape de 
developpement, la plate-forme SOSIE est un 
outil dCvaluation d'architectures de defense 
aCrienne Clargie, qui simule les systkmes de la 
menace aCrienne et de la menace balistique 
ainsi que l'ensemble des systkmes de defense 
potentiels envisages pour contrer cette 
menace. 

La plate-forme est constituk d'une structure 
d'accueil logicielle qui permet de manipuler 
les objets et les scenarios attaque-defense, 
puis de lancer la simulation choisie parmi les 
trois proposks. 

SPOOK qui simule la dCfense de theltre, 
met en oeuvre tous les systkmes attaque et 
defense ; c'est lui qui permet 1'Cvaluation de 
systkmes de sysemes au niveau thCltre. 

TACSIT permet l'kvaluation technique et 
op6rationnelle des systhmes d'armes surface- 
air de type SAMP/T* et PATRIOT pour la 
defense de site (100 km x 100 km) contre la 
menace aerienne et la menace balistique de 
courte portbe (< 10oO km). 

DIAMS permet l'analyse fine du duel d'un 
intercepteur engage par son radar de conduite 
de tir, contre une menace unique, avion, 
missile de croisi&re, missile balistique ... 
DIAMS fournit principalement la probabilit6 
de destruction de la menace (Pk) et permet de 
calculer les domaines defendus. DIAMS 
mod6lise les systhmes d'armes pour la 
defense de points, tels que SAMP/T*, 
PATRIOT, SA12, SAlO. 

Les simulations SPOOK, TACSIT et DIAMS 
ont Ct.6 choisies en particulier pour leur 
caracere gCnCrique, c'est-&-dire leur capacite B 
modeliser rapidement de nouveaux systkmes. 
Ce caractkre gCnCrique est particuli6rement 
prkieux pour 1'Ctude et la sp6cification 
d'architectures de defense et des systhmes qui 
les composent. 

La structure daccueil favorise les Cchanges de 
donnks entre simulations ; les tables de pk, 
en fonction des configurations de pdsentation 
menace-intercepteur, sont calculks B l'aide de 
DIAMS, elles sont ensuite transmises en 
entrks des simulations TACSIT et SPOOK ; 
les cartes de visibilitk, compte tenu du terrain, 
sont Claborks B l'aide de TACSIT et 
transmises B SPOOK. 
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Trois consoles sont disponibles qui 
permettent la dparation des r6les attaque et 
defense dans la saisie des scenarios. La 
console blanche distribue les forces, defmit la 
mission. La console rouge c r k  le scenario 
dattaque. La console bleue deploie la defense 
et son BMC3. La console blanche permet de 
limiter pour la console rouge la connaissance 
du deploiement bleu et rhiproquement la 
connaissance du scenario d'attaque rouge 
pour la console bleue. 

Pendant le dkroulement de la simulation, 
l'ensemble des rCsultats est disponible sur la 
console blanche ; sur la console rouge 
apparaissent les trajectoires des attaquants, le 
deploiement film? de la defense et les effets de 
la defense sur l'attaque ; sur la console bleue 
apparaissent le deploiement de la defense, les 
plots radar et les effets de l'attaque sur les 
objectifs. 

Pendant le deroulement de TACSIT, 
l'attaquant, B partir de la console rouge, peut 
agir sur les trajectoires des raids d'avion et le 
dkfenseur, B partir de la console bleue, peut 
operer une designation d'objectif manuelle. 

4 .2  L'organisation gCn6rale de 
SOSIE 

SOSIE peut etre utili& en mode une console 
et en mode trois consoles. 

L'interface homme-machine doit permettre B 
l'utilisateur de mettre en oeuvre le plus 
clairement possible les cinq fonctions 
principales de SOSIE : 

choix de la configuration, 
gestion des objets, 
gestion des scenarios, 
execution, 
exploitation. 

Le menu general de SOSIE est le premier que 
rencontre l'utilisateur ap&s s'etre connect& 11 
pdsente les cinq fonctions principales. 

L'utilisateur ne Deut dlectionner une fonction 
principale qu'8 bartir du menu general de 
SOSIE. 

Le choix de la configuration permet de dkfinir 
la configuration logicielle et magrielle. 
L'utilisateur peut effectuer ce choix 
directement ou choisir de remplir un 
questionnaire qui determiners la (ou les) 
simulations B utiliser ainsi que le nombre de 
consoles nkcessaires (une ou trois). 

La gestion des objets permet de manipuler 
(definir, modifier, ...) les objets (avion, 
missile, objectif, radar, satellite, systkme 
d'armes, ...) utilids dans les simulations. 
Chaque objet est caracterid par un ensemble 
de donnks et stock6 dans la base de donnks 
objets. 

La gestion des scenarios permet d'effectuer 
toutes les ogrations n&ssaires B la cdation 
et B la modification des scCnarios. Elle utilise 
en enmk la banque de donnees objets. La 
cdation d'un scCnario est effectuk en 
plusieurs Ctapes successives, choix du terrain, 
de l'environnement metbrologique, allocation 
des forces, dkploiement des objectifs, 
deploiement des forces bleues, deploiement 
des forces rouges, enregistrement dans la 
banque de donnks scCnarios. 

Le role de la fonction traduction est de 
convertir les informations provenant des bases 
de donnkes scCnarios et objets dans le format 
propre B chaque simulation SPOOK, TACSIT 
et DIAMS. 

La fonction execution permet de lancer, 
suspendre et d'arreter une simulation. 
L'utilisateur peut suspendre TACSIT et 
SPOOK B chaque instant. La suspension 
prend effet au premier Ctat stable rencontd 
dans l'execution. C'est cette fonction qui 
permet egalement de visualiser le deroulement 
de la simulation sur les consoles. 

A la fin de l'execution, les dsultats sont 
sauvegardks systkmatiquement en vue de leur 
exploitation par les utilitaires propres B chaque 
simulation. L'utilisateur doit indiquer les 
dferences qu'il veut donner B ces resultats. 
L'exploitation des dsultats ne peut se faire 
que sur la console blanche. 

4 .3  Les modkles de simulation 
4.3.1 DIAMS 

GCnCralitCs 
DIAMS est un outil gCnerique de simulation 
du duel antiaerien qui peut travailler B deux 
niveaux de finesse de simulation. Les dsultats 
principaux de la simulation sont les 
probabilitks dinterception (Pk), les zones 
defendues (foot print) peuvent Cgalement etre 
calculks. 

Un module generique permet une Cvaluation 
compl8te et rapide du duel antiaerien sans 
entrer dans une analyse fine du comportement 
des mobiles lors de l'interception finale. La 
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determination des zones protegks (foot print) 
est effectuk B l'aide de ce module. 

Un module specifique est Cgalement 
disponible pour effectuer des etudes beaucoup 
plus detaillks du systkme d'armes. 

Les objets et les scCnarios 
Les scenarios de la simulation mettent 
gkneralement en pdsence un syseme d'armes 
antiaerien et un assaillant. L'assaillant est 
caractkrisk par sa trajectoire (altitude, vitesse, 
manoeuvrabilitk), ses signatures radar et 
infrarouge, ses capacites de brouillage et sa 
vulnerabilitk. Le syseme de defense est 
caracteris6 par ses moyens de detection, ses 
algorithmes de trajectographie, son missile 
intercepteur dont les fonctions (paramktres 
akrodynamiques, propulsions, 
guidage/pilotage, guidage final et charge de 
combat) sont modklisks en detail. 

Lors de l'execution du scCnario, l'assaillant 
se rapproche suivant une trajectoire pr6- 
programmk. La detection par les radars et la 
poursuite conduisent B l'initialisation d'une 
piste. Le missile intercepteur est lance dks que 
l'assaillant est consided en port&. Le missile 
est guide vers l'assaillant sur designation 
d'objectif externe puis sur autoguidage. La 
simulation calcule la distance de passage et 
simule la detonation de la charge de combat. 
La simulation de l'efficacitk de la charge 
prend en compte le module de vulnerabilite de 
l'assaillant en face de l'effet de souffle et de la 
cinkmatique des fragments. 

L'influence du brouillage est prise en compte 
pendant toute la dude  de la simulation. 

La simulation est du type temporelle B pas 
variable qui s'ajuste automatiquement en 
fonction B la fois de la quantit6 d'Cvknements 
sur la trajectoire du missile et de la finesse de 
la simulation recherchee. Des analyses 
statistiques type MONTE CARLO sont 
possibles. 

Description du modkle 
DIAMS met en oeuvre six groupes de 
modules diffkrents : 

le programme principal qui gkre la 
simulation en g&Cral, l'intkgration des 
resultats et les entdes / sorties, 

les modules assaillant, 
les modules de detection, 

les modules de poursuite et de politique de 
tir, 

les modules de simulation de vol de 
l'intercepteur sol-air, 

les modules 16talite de la charge de combat 
et de vulnerabilit.6 de l'assaillant. 

A l'inthieur de chaque groupe les fonctions 
sont modelis& de manikre spkcifique. Pour 
chaque fonction importante il existe deux 
algorithmes dont un g6nCrique pour repondre 
aux besoins de modelisation rapide surtout, 
lorsqu'il s'agit d'introduire de nouveaux 
systkmes. 

Les entrCes / sorties 
Les paramktres d'entde se repartissent selon 
trois catkgories : 

paramktres concernant le syseme darme 
sol-air, 

paramktres concernant l'assaillant, 
paramktres sp&ifiques du sc6nario et de 

l'environnement de la simulation. 

Les sorties peuvent etre B la fois pdsentees 
sous forme texte ou graphique. Les 
paramktres sorties concernent les trajectoires 
du missile intercepteur et de l'assaillant, le 
dsumt? des kvknements intervenus au cours 
de la simulation. 

4.3.2 TACSIT 

GCnCralitCs 
TACSIT est une simulation technico- 
op6rationnelle qui permet danalyser 
l'efficacitk au niveau du site dune defense 
anti-drienne face B differents sc6narios 
d'attaque en prenant en compte 
l'environnement physique de la zone 
considC& et la mission op6rationnelle de 
protection B r6aliser. Cette analyse peut 
absolue (mise en evidence de points faibles et 
etudes d'amklioration) ou relative 
(comparaison entre versions ou etudes 
parametriques). 

Les modelisations des sysemes introduits 
dans TACSIT s'appuient sur des donnees de 
haut niveau dabstraction, g6nerks et validks 
par ailleurs B l'aide de modkles techniques 
plus dCtaillCs. Par definition, le modkle de 
comportement est dynamique et couvre en 
gknCral, pour l'ensemble des intervenants, les 
phases de preparation puis de deroulement 
d'un combat attaqueldefense evoluant dans un 
cadre r6aliste d'environnement physique. 
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Objets simulCs 
Missiles movenne port& 
La trajectoire du missile est calcul& en 

prenant en compte sa vitesse estim& B partir 
du bilan traincklpoussk et de l'incidence. La 
loi de guidage utili& est la navigation 
proportionnelle. 

0 -  

La modelisation des radars est dali& A 
partir d'une estimation du rapport signaVbruit 
prenant en compte les paramhtres de 
1'Quation radar (puissance crgte, dude 
d'impulsion, gains d'antenne, longueur 
d'onde, surface Quivalente radar de la cible, 
distance radar-cible, pertes atmospheriques, 
...). 

L'espace est d6coupC en un certain nombre 
de secteurs skpares en site. Des 
caract6ristiques diff6rentes (constante radar, 
thhme de veille) peuvent Ctre dkfinies pour 
chaque secteur. 

0 uerre electroniaue 

et de lance-leums. 
Modelisation de brouilleurs (SSJ et SOJ) 

0 Commande et CO ntrtjle ( 6 )  
La simulation prend en compte les liaisons 

entre elements de la defense et les fonctions 
de commande et contrale (identification, 
corre?lation, Cvaluation de la menace, 
atteignabilite, classement d'urgence, 

- interceptabilitk, engageabilitk, elaboration du 
plan d'engagement, commande et contr6le des 
tirs ...). 

0 Avions d'attaaue et missiles de c roisihre 
Les trajectoires sont caract6rides par des 

points de passage avec possibilit6 de suivi de 
terrain. 

Missiles bal istiques 

point. 
La trajectoire finale est modklide par 

La SER est definie en fonction de la 
fdquence. 

Les sysemes d'armes courte port&, la 
veille infra-rouge et l'artillerie sont Cgalement 
modelids pour les besoins de la defense anti- 
aerienne courte port& classique. 

GCnCration de scCnarios 
En phase de preparation, l'activitk majeure est 
de dkfinir et d'implanter les dispositifs de 

dkfense et d'attaque. Ces manipulations 
d'ensembles aboutissent respectivement au 
deploiement des systhmes d'armes et B 
l'etablissement des plans d'attaque (e.g. plans 
de vol pour des vecteurs aCriens), en tenant 
compte du terrain, de la mCt6o, de 
l'intervisibiliti5 (radar, optique). Elles sont en 
g6nCral assudes par le dialogue interactif 
entre l'utilisateur et la machine. 

Description du modkle 
11 effectue les simulations des Quences  
d'engagement : surveillance (calcul du SIB, 
determination de la Pd et tirage aleatoire, 
formation du plot), pistage (cdation des pistes 
locales, associations plotdpistes, estimation 
de la cinematique), codlations (restitution 
d'une situation tactique akrienne), 
identification, evaluation de la menace, 
assignation armes (choix de la batterie, choix 
de la rampe), engagement et interception 
(evaluation de la miss-distance, ddtermination 
du SSKP, tirage aleatoire). 

4.3.3 SPOOK 

GCnCrali tCs 
SPOOK est un simulateur de type theitre, 
evenementiel et orient6 objet, totalement 
interac tif. 

Cet outil de simulation, &rit en langage 
COMONLISP,C et FORTRAN, a pour 
mission d'aider les acteurs de la defense 
aerienne il dimensionner, confronter et kvaluer 
l'attaque et la dkfense dans des conflits de 
dCfense aerienne Clargie. 

Tous les constituants de la defense peuvent 
Ctre pris en compte : satellite geostationnaire, 
radar, systhmes d'interception, SIC 
(Systhmes d'Information et de 
Communication) ainsi que toute la menace 
a6rienne : avions, missiles balistiques et de 
croisihre, brouilleurs.. . 
Objets simulCs 
11 existe quatre classes principales d'objets de 
defense : les senseurs, les intercepteurs, les 
avions et les sites B protkger. 

Senseur 
Deux types de senseurs sont repdsentes : 

- senseur tlectromagnktique caracthid 
essentiellement par un domaine maximum de 
detection (site, gisement, distance), une 
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constante radar, la frt?quence de veille et de 
poursuite et la sensibilite face au brouillage, 
- senseur infrarouge. 

vstkme d'interception : 

Cet objet est caractkrid par un domaine 
d'action gt!om&trique, une vitesse moyenne de 
l'intercepteur et diff6rents dClais : daction du 
systi?me, mise B feu, dClais entre deux tirs.. . 
A chaque systkme d'interception est asswick 
une table de Pk, fonction du type de la cible, 
et Cventuellement de la position de 
l'interception par rapport au lanceur. 

Site B D r o t 6 E  - r 

En dehors des elements de la defense qui 
peuvent eux-mQmes constituer des sites B 
protdger (par exemple un radar de DCfense 
drienne) deux types de sites sont simulCs : 
les bases driennes et les sites industriels. 
Une base aerienne est caractCri& par le 
nombre de pistes. La vulnCrabilit6 des sites 
est calcul& pour certains points sensibles (les 
pistes pour une base aerienne ou l'akrien d'un 
radar par exemple) par rapport B la mission du 
site. 

La destruction de tous les points sensibles 
entraine la destruction du site. 

Avions intercemu rs 

Ils sont caractkrises par un rayon daction 
et les systkmes d'armes air-air embarques 
(senseur ClectromagnCtique et missile). Leurs 
trajectoires sont construites point B point, 
chaque point Ctant caractkrid par la date, la 
position geographique (longitude, latitude) 
l'altitude et le vecteur vitesse. 

Tous ces objets sont relies par 
l'intermediaire du SIC. Un reseau SIC est 
caractkrid par un certain nombre de centres 
de commandements affectks aux sites ou 
systkmes d'armes et relics entre eux par des 
rheaux de communications. Les liaisons 
entre deux centres sont caractCrisCes par un 
flux d'informations et un dClai de 
transmissions tenant compte de la vitesse de 
transmission des informations. 

I1 existe quatre objets de l'attaque : 

Missile balistiaue 

- une pork% maximum ; les points de 
passage de la trajectoire sont ensuite calculks 
automatiquement en fonction du type de la 
trajectoire : Cnergie minimum, tendue, 
plongeante, 
- deux valeurs de SIR pour la phase 
propulsck et pour la phase balistique, 
- deux valeurs de SER suivant l'angle de 
pdsentation. 

Missiles de c roisi5re 

La trajectoire de missile de croisikre est 
construite point par point comme celle d'un 
avion en fonction des besoins du scCnario. La 
SER est egalement indiquck (en fonction de la 
frQuence). 

Avions 

Quelle que soit leur nature : chasseurs, 
bombardiers ou chasseurs-bombardiers leur 
armement est indiquC (systkmes d'armes 
missiles air-sol ou air-air, bombes, moyens de 
guerre electronique ...). Un test de cohCrence 
est effectuC lors de la dkfinition d'une 
plateforme pour les besoins d'un scenario. La 
trajectoire est introduite point par point. La 
SER est kgalement dkfinie. 

Brouilleurs 

Ils sont dCfinis par une plateforme aerienne 
dont la trajectoire est introduite point par point 
et par la densitc? de puissance 
Clectromagnetique rayonnk. 

GCnCrations de scCnarios 
Les sites Zi protkger sont dCployb sur le 
thkltre par I'intermCdiaire de leurs 
coordonnks geographiques. Les bases 
aeriennes peuvent comporter des quantitks 
variables d'intercepteurs aeriens pfits au 
dhollage. Pour les besoins de la simulation le 
pdavis d'alerte peut Qtre module. 

Les klkments de la defense sont Cgalement 
reperks par leurs coordonnks geographiques. 
La portk des senseurs et des intercepteurs est 
calculck en fonction du terrain et repdsentke 
sur les cartes du thCkre. 

Ces elements sont relics par un Systkme 
d'Information et de Communication dans 
lequel les niveaux hiCrarchiques sont definis. 
Les dClais et flux d'informations peuvent Qtre 
modifies. 

Il est caractkrid par : 
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C'est dans le SIC que sont dCfinis les 
politiques de tirs des missiles sol-air, les 
affectations des systhmes de defense en 
fonction de la menace, les dClais d'alerte, les 
dkisions d'engagement des intercepteurs 
a6riens en quantit6 et par base drienne selon 
les detections effectucks par les senseurs. 

Les elements de l'attaque sont deploy& soit 
par leur point de lancement et dimpact en ce 
qui concerne les missiles balistiques ou leur 
trajectoire pour les missiles de croisihre. Les 
attaques aeriennes sont dCfmies par la nature 
et la quantitk des avions assaillants et leur 
armement. Dans une attaque group& seule la 
trajectoire du leader est introduite, les autres 
appareils sont positionnb par rapport au 
leader. 

Utilisation 
L'utilisateur a la possibilitk par l'interface 
graphique, de supprimer, ajouter ou deplacer 
des systkmes et modifier eventuellement leurs 
caractkristiques : dduire ou augmenter la 
couverture en gisement, modifier son 
orientation.. . 
De mEme, la cdation des trajectoires des 
menaces balistiques est simple et permet donc 
de modifier tr& rapidement le sc6nario 
d 'a ttaque . 
Le deroulement d'une simulation peut 
s'effectuer suivant deux modes : 

- mode pas 8 pas : il permet de comprendre 
le dkroulement du scenario et de contrhler les 
passages de main entre les diffkrents 

- constituants, 
- mode statistique : application de la mCthode 
Montk Carlo. 

5 .  Flexibilite de la configuration 

La plate-forme SOSIE, qui est aujourd'hui 
operationnelle, est donc constituck d'une 
structure d'accueil et de trois simulations 
SPOOK, TACSIT, DIAMS. 

SOSIE 

Elle est adaptk aux besoins des etudes 
actuellement m e n h  en DAE : 

etude detaillck de l'efficacitk de systkmes 
d'armes surface-air de moyenne port& contre 
la menace drienne et les missiles balistiques 
de courte et moyenne port& (DIAMS, 
TACSIT), 

conception d'architectures de defense 
contre l'ensemble de la menace, y compris les 
missiles balistiques de longue port& 
(SPOOK). 

De par sa conception, la configuration de la 
plate-forme SOSIE peut kvoluer facilement en 
fonc tion des besoins. 

Dautres simulations peuvent venir completer 
ou remplacer celles existantes aujourd'hui. 

La structure d'accueil continuera 8 fournir 
l'environnement commun d'exploitation dkri t  
pdddemment. 

L'introduction d'un nouveau logiciel de 
simulation ne nkessitera que le 
developpement d'un traducteur. 

6 .  Conclusion 
L'un des intkrets de SOSIE reside dans 
l'utilisation des modhles de simulations 
existants et la possibilitd de les faire dialoguer. 
La flexibilit6 de SOSIE dsultant de sa 
conception en structure ouverte comme 
indiquc? pdckdemment permet d'intkgrer 
d'autres modhles de simulations. 

11 est d6j8 prkvu d'intkgrer des modhles de 
simulations au niveau duel pour la 
modelisation du canal de tir antiballistique 
SAMFT* ainsi que des modhles de 
simulations du combat air-air ou un modhle 
d6taillC de systhme d'information et de 
communication representatifs des dseaux en 
developpement. A moyen terme l'objectif est 
detendre le catalogue des modhles de 
simulations compatibles aux trois niveaux de 
simulation. En parallhle il sera procCdC 8 
l'enrichissement de la base de donnees et des 
scenarios. La fonction gestion de 
configuration sera dCvelopp6e en consdquence 
afh d'apporter une aide 8 l'utilisateur quant 8 
la def i t ion de la meilleure "architecture" de 
simulation pour rksoudre son problhme. 

Deux types d'kvolutions, 8 partir de la 
plateforme SOSIE actuelle, peuvent E t r e  
envisaghs. Celle qui correspond 8 
l'etablissement d'un noeud de simulation pour 
les concepteurs mais egalement les stratkges 
des Etat Major. Ce noeud de simulation devra 
etre interopdrable avec les autres noeuds 
Ctrangers equivalents en particulier l'EADTB. 
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Une autre kvolution possible pourrait Ctre un 
simulateur portable pour l'entrainement des 
forces. La configuration sera alors fixe, les 
objets dkfinis et seuls les scCnarios pourront 
etre modifiCs pour satisfaire aux besoins 
d'entrainement. 
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(Abstract) 

In response to a congressional goal for the United 
States to provide highly effective theater missile 
defenses (TMD), Ballist ic Missile Defense 
Organization (BMDO) has enacted its acquisition 
plan to develop, test, and field User Operational 
Evaluation Systems (UOES) prototypes for the 
THAAD/GBR and Standard Missile I1 weapon 
systems before the year 2000. The UOES 
configurations are designed for the purpose of 
supporting integrated active defense testing and 
provide limited operational capability in the event of 
a national emergency. The principal motivation for 
the UOES acquisition structure is to provide an 
essential TMD active defense system in countering 
emerging proliferation of increasingly long-range 

- theater ballistic missiles (TBMs) capability by 
countries in politically unstable regions. 

Previous design studies have highlighted the benefits 
- of early warning and cueing from external 

surveillance sensors, increasing the reaction time 
and engagement options of the active defense 
elements to counteract the attacking TBMs. These 
options for expanding the engagement battle space 
may be essential, if. not crucial, for successful very 
low leakage defense. 

This paper identifies an UOES version of an airborne 
surveillance sensor funded by the BMDO. The 
sensors will be integrated into an operational AWACS 
E-3 upgrade program. This BMDO program initiative 
is called Extended Airborne Global Launch 
Evaluator, or EAGLE. Initial Operational Capability 
(IOC) of the EAGLE system will be ready in time to 
support the THAAD/GBR UOES capability. This 
airborne system, when developed, will consist of a 
passive infrared surveillance sensor (IRSS) with an 
active laser-ranger, on board an upgraded AWACS 
E3 aircraft to operate effectively in the TMD mission. 
The objective for the EAGLE is to field, in a 
reasonably short time and at a relatively low cost, a 
cueing sensor capability in regional conflicts to 
augment the existing space-based surveillance 
systems. 

With autonomous surveillance capability to search a 
wide-sector field, the EAGLE can detect and track 
boosting TBMs shortly after launch or as they break 
the clouds. Its passive IR sensor can also detect and 
track warm hardbody targets. Together with its laser- 
ranger, it is able to determine, immediately after the 
booster burn-out, very precise target state vectors 
that are accurate enough to predict their eventual 
impact points, to cue fire control radars, and to 
engage the weapons, if needed. 

Its primary TMD mission is to provide precise cueing 
of fire control radars to initiate the active defense 
weapon systems. Accurate cues from the EAGLE 
will off load radar resources to enable earlier 
detection of the targets at longer extended ranges, 
thereby increasing the interceptor battlespace for 
potentially more effective defense engagements and 
opportunities. It  can also provide a precise early 
warning message to enable immediate TBM attack 
assessment and appropriate selection of defense 
engagement options by the battle manager. The 
functions of the sensor suite can be distributed, such 
that it can be tasked independently to observe the 
threat intercept, while providing continuous 
surveillance of new TBM launches, to support the 
kill assessment function for shoot-look-shoot 
opportunities. Another potential function that can be 
performed by the EAGLE is the estimation of TBM 
launch points (LPE) for counterforce support. 
This technical paper provides an expanded discussion 
of the EAGLE’S mission roles, specific system 
functions, and its detection and tracking performance 
capability. The paper also addresses the sensor and 
the laser subsystem design characteristics and 
operational modes required to accomplish all its 
functions. Initial analyses indicate that the impact of 
scattering and absorption of the 1R signatures and 
laser signals will be minimal on the performance of 
the system. Recent satell i te data provides 
measurement of atmospheric extinction. Propagation 
statistics, based on satellite observations are 
presented for global regions of interest to TMD. 

Paper presented at the Mission System Panel 1st Symposium on “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems” held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) 
with support from the Air Force is planning to develop 
an User Operational Evaluation System (UOES) version 
of the airborne sensor payload for TMD surveillance. 
The system will consist of an infrared surveillance 
sensor (IRSS) with a laser-ranger on board an AWACS 
E-3 aircraft to support Theater Missile Defense (TMD) 
mission against tactical ballistic missiles (TBMs). This 
system is called Extended Airborne Global Launch 
Evaluator, or EAGLE. The EAGLE’S mission is to 
support TMD active defense systems with early and 
accurate track data for the purpose of single-beam 
cueing of the fire control (F/C) radars. supporting 
integrated active defense testing and provide limited 
operational capability for a national emergency. 
Prototype delivery coincides with the Theater High 
Altitude Area Defense/Ground Based Radar (THAAD/ 
GBR) and standard missile 2-block 4A UOES 
development schedules. 

1.1 Background 
In response to congressional direction to provide highly 
effective TMD capability, BMDO is developing, testing, 
and fielding UOES prototypes for the Army’s THAAD/ 
GBR and the Navy’s SM-I1 Block 4A weapon systems 
in the late 1990’s. Previous design studies have 
highlighted the benefits of early warning and cueing 
from external surveillance sensors, increasing the 
reaction time and engagement options of the active 
defense elements to counteract the attacking TBMs. 
These options for expanding the engagement battle 
space may be essential, if not crucial, for successful 
leak-proof defense. The objective for the EAGLE 
Program is to field, in a reasonably short time and at a 

/ 

relatively low cost, acueing sensor capability in regional 
conflicts to augment or substitute for existing space- 
based surveillance systems. 

2.0 AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE MISSION 
DEFINITION 

The primary mission for TMD is a protection of large 
regional areas and high valued point targets against 
TBMs. In support of thismission. the upgraded AWACS, 
or EAGLE, will be required to perform the necessary 
surveillance functions for detecting TBM launches and 
providing accurate tracks on them. 

The EAGLE, as acueing sensor, provides the following 
surveillance functions: 

Early warning, necessary to alert and activate 
active defense elements; 

Attack assessment support, to characterize the 
raid and predict their intended impact point 
locations; 
Cueing to the F/C radars, for earlier acquisition/ 
tracking and weapon commit and engagement; 
and 
Kill assessment for intercept scoring. 

With autonomous surveillance capability to search a 
wide-sector field, the EAGLE can detect and track 
boosting TBMs shortly after their launch or as they 
break the clouds. With its laser-ranger, EAGLE 
computes precise target state vectors accurate enough 
to cue F/C radars for single-beam acquisition. It can 
also function as an ancillary surveillance asset for 
counterforce support by computing a TBM launch point 
estimate (LPE). 

Upgraded AWACS 
(EAGLE) 

Upgraded AWACS 
(EAGLE) 

Figure 1. Airborne Surveillance for TMD Mission 
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2.1 Cueing Requirements 
Accurate cues from the EAGLE enable earlier detection 
of the targets at longer extended ranges, thereby 
increasing the interceptor battle space for potentially 
more effective defense engagements and opportunities. 
It can also provide precise early warning messages to 
enable immediate TBM attack assessment and 
appropriate selection of defense engagement options by 
the battle manager. Its ability to compute a very accurate 
target state vector and IPP, shortly after the booster 
bum-out, can help to support the active defense’s weapon 
engagement selection and weapon-to-target assignment 
(WTA) functions. The functions of the sensor suite can 
be distributed, such that it can be tasked independently 
to observe the threat intercept, while providing 
continuous surveillance of new TBM launches, to 
support the kill assessment function for multiple shoot- 
look-shoot opportunities. 
All military services are rigorously pursuing acquisition 
programs to develop their TMD active defense systems. 
The US Army has a Multi-mode Patriot Upgrade No. 3 
(PAC-3) or Extended Range Interceptor (ERINT) with 
the MPQ-53 F/C radar for a limited area defense and the 
THAAD/GBR for a wide-area defense; the Navy’s 
Aegis AN/SPY-1 radar supports a lower-tier SM-I1 
variant missile and the USMC’s upgraded HAWK with 
TPS-59 surveillance radars. 

2.2 Surveillance Field Coverage Requirements 
A detection range envelope of approximately 500 km 
provides adequate coverage of nearly all representative 
theater campaigns. Longer ranges may be preferred for 
early warning of in-range launches and tracking of 
longer trajectory threats. To substantiate this claim, the 
two mostrepresentative campaigns are presented below. 

The Middle-East Campaign shown in Figure 2 was 
created solely for modeling purposes. It contains a first 
wave attack that lasts about 1200 seconds consisting of 
mostly short range (e300 km) and medium range (300- 
600 km) missiles with few intermediate range (600- 
1500 km) TBMs from inland IRAQ. 

For a defense surveillance system, a single AWACS 
platform patrolling outside of Iraqi airspace can provide 
full coverage of TBM attacks to Israel. For additional 
surveillance, another AWACS platform, near a Kuwait 
border, is required to provide the coverage of all potential 
TBM attacks to the other ally territories. 

Our analysis shows that an alternate platform operating 
at a higher altitude does not provide significantly 
improved coverage for clear blue sky conditions. The 
detection sensitivity is addressed later in the paper. 

Another example is a North Korean Campaign model. 
Short and medium range missile attacks are directed at 
South Korea and intermediate range TBMs toward 
Japan. Given the surveillance envelope defined above 
for the TBMD-capable AWACS, only single platform 
patrolling as shown in Figure 3, could provide full 
coverage of all TBM attacks. All targets, including 
short range missiles, can be easily acquired from early 
boost-assuming favorable weather conditions and 
reasonable earth-terrain contours. 

Both engagement scenarios show that wide azimuth 
field coverage (- 180 degrees) is required for viewing of 
boosting missiles. For total coverage of the entire missile 
trajectory, a nearly 360 degree field of regard is 
necessary. 
For a vertical field coverage, a boost phase missile 
detection and tracking can be achieved by viewing a 

Figure 2. AWACS Field Coverage Requirements for Middle Eastern Campaign 
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Figure 3. AWACS Field Coverage Requirements for North Korean Campaign 

small elevation field-of-view (-10 degrees or less) 
along the local horizon. Target tracking during thepost- 
boost phases requires high and wide elevation field 
coverage, especially as the TBMs are closing in toward 
the platform. The implications on sensor design and 
operation are that for boost phase detection and tracking, 
a fast scanning sensor with continuous viewing near 
local horizon would be desired. 

Multi-mode coverage operation with separate 
surveillance and tracking sensors may provide more 
flexibility and better total coverage. One implementation 
is to perform the search and early acquisition functions, 
then separately maintain high-precision ballistic tracking 
and target states convergence with a second sensor. One 
sensor concept of operations is illustrated in Figure 4. 

2.3. AWACS Platform Constraints 
AWACS was baselined as the platform for the EAGLE 
system based on the Air Force’s strong operational 
interest and the existence of C3 resources aboard the 
aircraft. TBM surveillance fits well with existing 
AWACS surveillance and control missions. 

2.3.1 Physical Integration Constraints 
The location of the EAGLE sensor suite is currently 
open. An initial recommendation, based on last year’s 
design feasibility study sponsored by the AWACS 
program office, was at the opposite edge of the radar 
rotordome. Further studies identified the advantages of 
a fuselage-mounted design. The integration issues 
associated with the selected sensor mounting design 
and location with respect to the aircraft structure will be 
resolved during sensor designhntegration in the design 
development phase. The field-of-view constraints for 
the each sensor mounting location and the impacts on 
aircraft aerodynamics, must be carefully considered. 
The overall IRSSLadar system for the EAGLE must 
provide isolation from the aircraft dynamics and avoid 
electro-magnetic interference (EMI) with existing 
subsystems. The total sensor system must not exceed 
allocated size, weight, and power dissipation limits. 

2.3.2 Operational Limits 
AWACS operates at a stand-off range from the enemy 
border. This study assumed an AWACS operating 
altitude of 35 kft for TBMD. A typical loiter period is 
8 hours per aircraft, with less time for extended 
operations at a higher altitude. Twenty-four hour 
continuous coverage by aircraft requires a fleet of five. 

The required field coverage is a total 360 degree azimuth 
field of regard (limited by airframe occultation) with an 
elevation field of regard from 15 degrees below the 
local horizon to a limit of 80 degrees above the horizon. 
These operational and engagement constraints must be 
reflected in the system design. 

2.4 EAGLE Sensor system Design Constraints 
In order to conform to the weight and aerodynamic 
constraints (-200 kg), the study assumed a telescope 
aperture of 20-25 cm diameter and common shared 
optics for the passive IR sensor and a laser receiver. 
Although smaller aperture for a passive-only sensor 
may be suitable, the telescope aperture size is 
predominantly driven by the transmitter power limitation 
and the required detection range for the laser-ranger. 

- 

- 

2.4.1 Passive IR Sensor 
The passive IRSS will operate, as a minimum, in a 
MWIR band to perform a warm hardbody detection 
during the TBM ascent phase. 

2.4.2 Laser Ranger 
The laser radar must satisfy several design constraints. 
First, it must be eye safe at the transmitter aperture. As 
long as the laser wavelength is beyond about 1 . 4 ~ ~  and 
the short-pulse energy is several joules at most, the 
fluence at the exit aperture, even if underfilled, will be 
well below MPE (maximum permissible exposure) 
levels. The laser system will be designed to operate 
with an aperture no larger than 20-25 cm diameter, and 
will be integrated with the passive system. The mass, 
volume, and electrical requirements shall require no 
substantial modification of the aircraft structure. A 20- 

, 

~ 

1 



50 Hz system is expected to perform the specified TMD 
track mission. 

2.4.3 Pointing and Control 
The pointing and control subsystem will be designed to 
maintain the accuracy (jitter, bias, and drift) required 
for the sensor boresight pointing and control for search 
techniques needed to acquire the targets. This includes, 
aside from an integrated gimbal system and inertial 
measurement unit (IMU), other subsystem components 
to dampen vibration and other motion errors induced 
from the aircraft structures, and interfaces to the 
navigation subsystem. The design must balance the 
pointing requirement for both passive IR sensor and 
laser-ranger. 

Previous design analyses by others have indicated that 
10-20 p a d  pointing stability and 100 p a d  absolute 
bias errors for a real-time processing can be very 
reasonably attained from the current off-the-shelf 
components. 

2.4.4 On-Board Processing 
The EAGLE will be equipped with a dedicated, stand- 
alone, on-board processor to convert raw sensor 
measurement data to useful target information that can 
be transmitted via the JTIDS (Link 16) network. In 
order to compute the target states, the computer will 
have access to the aircraft attitude and navigation data, 
andsensorboresight attitudeandalignment information. 

3.0 AWACSIEAGLE PERFORMANCE 

The BMDOlTMD Sensor Directorate iuitiated a 
technology feasibility study task in the spring of 1993 
to perform feasibility and perfomance analysis of the 
AWACSEAGLE concept. The study quantified 

EAGLE'S detection sensitivity, tracking capability and 
impact of early cueing on the active defense battle 
space. The analysis was limited to the two weapon 
systems similarto thePAC-3 pointdefenseandTHAAD 
area defense systems. The results of the analysis are 
discussed below. 

Initial analyses indicate that the impact of scattering 
and absorption of the infrared signatures and laser 
signals will be minimal on the performance of the 
system. Recent NASA SAGE satellite data provides 
measurement of atmospheric extinction. Propagation 
statistics based on satellite observations are presented 
for global regions of interest to TMD. 

3.1 IRSS DetectiodAcquisition Capability 
The Passive IR surveillance sensor (IRSS) to performs 
wide-area autonomous search and acquires a boosting 
TBM shortly after its launch or as it breaks through the 
cloud cover. The detection and tracking of TBMs during 
aeir initial boost phase is usually accomplished by a 
fast scanning sensor, operating in either short (2-3 pm) 
andmedium (3-5 pm) wavebands. Because ofextremely 
bright and hot IR plume signatures from Scud-type 
TBMs, the signatures are easily detectable with high 
signal-to-clutter ratios (90: 1) and the target viewing is 
only limited by the hard earth limit (see Figure 5) .  

For short to medium range TBMs (i.e., 300600 km), 
the boost burn out occurs at a modest altitude (20-50 
km); hence, a detection range for a scanning MWIR 
sensordrops to6001an orless.ThisisdirecUydependent 
on the apparent target skin temperature assumed, based 
on theascentheating. Withaminimalascentheating for 
short range TBMs, a detection range by a fast-scanning 
MWIR sensor could drop to 200 km. 
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Figure 5. Passive IR Detection Sensitivity for a 600-km TBM Target 

If the sensorsuiteincludesascanning SWIR (or MWIR) 
for the booster plume detection and tracking and a 
separate staring reacquisition sensor for the hardbody 
target tracking, as suggested in the previous section, 
there are enough signal-to-noise in the MWIR band to 
detect an ambient-temperature (-350’K) target at a 
ranges beyond 500 km. The difference in the increased 
performance is the longer detector dwell time on the 
target. 

One obvious performance issue for the airborne sensor 
operating in IR bands is that viewing geometry limits 
combined with cloud cover or other non-ideal weather 
conditions may severely limit its detection range. A 30 
kft altitude was assumed as a nominal cloud top for this 
analysis. 

Figure 5 shows detection range limits due to a complete 
cloud cover at 30 kft. The figure shows that TBMs are 
not detectable until at least 10 km altitude. Although 
this limits boost phase detection of short range TBMs, 
medium and longer range missiles can be seen at long 
ranges (>600 km) before their bum-out. 

This type of the analysis is dependent on the data 
sources of signatures and modeling fidelity. Since, 
there is a lack of reliable measured data on the TBM 
target signatures, this analysis took a reasonably 
conservative approach to quantify predicted 
performance. 

3.2 Laser Radar Capability 
Beyond 1 . 4 ~  there are at least three types of laser radar 
systems which could provide the required precision 
ranging capability. The first type includes several 
techniques for shifting NdYAG laser radiation from 
1.06~ to longer wavelengths. Raman shifting in gases 
such as CHq is a relatively mature technique to provide 
eye-safe wavelengths, but may not be capable of 
operating at high fluence or high repetition rate. 

Frequency shifting 1 . 0 6 ~  radiation in an optical 
parametric oscillator (OW) such as KTP crystal can 
provide 1 . 5 7 1 ~  radiation to the 0.5 J level with current 
crystal sizes, and excellent InGaAs avalanche 
photodiodes work well in this region. A number of 
wavelengths between 1.5 and 1 . 6 ~  are available 
depending on choice of OPO crystal and pump 
wavelength. A second type of laser is directly pumped 
solid state devices sucb as Ho:YAG or Tu:YAG which 
operate in the 2.0-2. lp region. Several Joule pulses are 
available from these devices, but relatively noisy 
detectors may require heterodyne operation. The third 
typeoflaserradarsystemistheC02gaslaser, optimized 
for laser radar use. Several hundred distinct laser lines 
are available between 9 and 1 2 ~ .  For long atmospheric 
propagation paths an isotope of C or 0 is used to 
minimize absorption by atmospheric CO2. The CO2 
laser technology is relatively mature, but high repetition 
rate devices must use mechanical blowers to circulate 
the gas. Heterodyne detection would probably be used, 
and Doppler as well as range data may be available for 
tracking. 

The laser pointing control is integrated with the IRSS. 
An intermediate IR focal plane could be used to provide 
10 p a d  target location precision to a calibrated fast 
steeringmirror. Thesystem will becapableofaddressing 
multiple targets to acquire precise range and angle data. 

3.3 Atmospheric Effects 
The principal atmospheric effects on laser propagation 
fromEAGLE include aerosol scattering and absorption, 
and molecular scattering and absorption. The following 
plot summarizes the total extinction provided by a 
(cloud-free) atmosphere at several laser wavelengths, 
as modeled using the AFGL FASCOD3P propagation 
code and HITRAN92 database. Transmission is 
calculated from the extinction curves by integrating 
along the propagation path. Excellent mansmissionexists 

- 
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Figure 6. Atmospheric extinction coefficient vs. altitude at six laser wavelengths. A mid-latitude 
summer atmosphere was assumed, with a rural-23 km boundary layer, and background 
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Figure 7. Frequency of occurrence of acceptable transmission (T>80%) vs. aircraft altitude for three 

TMD propagation paths, using SAGE satellite data for the Mid-East, 1985-1989. 

for TMD optical paths for five of the six wavelengths. Laser transmission was calculated using measured 
Selfabsorptionat 10.59pbyambientC02wouldprevent extinction profiles for the Mid-East, for TMD 
use of the normal isotope. geometries. These includedpropagation from an aircraft 

to short, medium, and long range targets at altitude/ Assessmentoftheimpactofcloudsandvolcanicaerosols Slant ranges of 20/320, 50,500, and 1oo/620 b. The 

fortheUSAFPhi~ipsLabomtoryAirbomeLaser(ABL) as>80%, wascalculated.Thismethodof accounting for 

data from the NASA SAGE satellite were used to assess 
the impact of clouds and volcanic aerosols on ABL 
propagation. The SAGE data provides direct optical 
measurement of extinction, with near-global coverage. 
and over 70,000 profiles were used in the analysis. 

On airborne laser been recently performed 

Program.111 In that study Over eight years o f h b - v i e w  
frequency ofacceptable transfission, a r b i m y  defjed 

clouds is biased low since cloud occunence~ over the 
entire earth 

From Figure 7 we see that for an aircraft at 35,000 feet, 
medium and long range targets are available over 70- 

were used. 
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80% of the time. Also. post-burnout altitudes are even 
higher, improving transmission. 

3.4 Tracking Performance 
The passive IRSS, together with an active laser-ranger, 
must establish an early track on the boosting TBMs, 
quickly converge on accurate target states to cue the F/ 
C radar. For the boost-phase tracking, a post-flight data 
analysis on a recent BMDO-sponsored TMD flight 
experiment demonstrated booster tracking performance 
based on data fusion of active ranging by ground radars 
andapassive airborne sensor on an experimentalHAL0 
(High Altitude Observatory) aircraft.[zl Performance 
results of 10&50Gm root-sum-square (RSS) accuracies 
were obtained from less accurate instruments with 
relatively poor engagement geometries. The analysis 
also showed that a passive sensor with angles-only 
measurements can maintain an accurate track on a 
boosting missile with asinglemeasurementbyanactive 
ranging to initiate the track. For an operational system, 
more frequent ranging would be assumed, but this does 
show an extent of the system performance feasibility. 
The EAGLE system with co-aligned sensors and more 
accurate instruments should easily surpass the best 
experimental result obtained, at even longer detection 
ranges. 

One of the most critical points in the trajectory may be 
immediately after the booster burn-out. This is the time 
from which the accurate convergence of the ballistic 
track is established. Typical performance of amonocular 
trackprocessing byapassivesensormaytakeabout 100 
to 150 seconds to converge on an accurate track 
estimate-this is dependent on engagement dynamics; 
the stereo processing of the passive sensors takes 
between 50 and 100 seconds (or 5-5 hits at a regular 5 
to IO second intervals). For the AWACSEAGLE 
system, two measurements each from the passive IRSS 
and the active laser-ranger are enough to quickly 
converge on an accurate ballistic trajectory estimate 
from which all potential cueing functions could be 
performed. An example of the tracking accuracy 
prediction for the EAGLE sensor suite is shown in 

Assumed Sensor Parameters: 

Figure 8 for a IO second rarget viewing interval. If 
required, comparable results can be obtained at faster 
rates (analyzed down to 2 seconds). 

The performance shown in Figure 8 indicates that 
because of additional timely ranging data an equivalent 
passive IR sensor performance is far superior to a 
multiple-sensor stereo processing. A few very accurate 
range measurements from the co-aligned receiver yield 
a velocity estimate that can not be equaled by the stereo 
passive-only systems. The performance comparison is 
equally valid for boost-phase tracking. Not only earlier 
accurate trackhandover ispossible, but 50-100 seconds 
improvement in the engagement timeline compared to 
other cueing methods affords the downrange active 
defense system greater intercept opportunities. For 
longer range TBM attacks, passive stereo tracking has 
a definite utility because of longer TBM flight times 
and the limited operational range of the laser-ranger. 

3.5 Radar Cueing Performance 
This analysis was performed using a computer tool, 
cal1ed"RadarCueing Work Station (CWS)," originally 
developed for the Air Force Space Command to model 
space-based sensor cueing performance. A model for 
the AWACSEAGLE system was generated, then the 
analysis tool was modified to have the radars accept a 
cueing from the airborne sensor platform. Results of the 
analysis are discussed below. 

An assumed point defense interceptor andradar, similar 
to the Patriot PAC-3 and MPQ-53, benefits from an 
external cueing of the medium range (600 km) TBMs. 
The detection range improvement buys the weapon 
systemanadditional 100secondofthebattleengagement 
time, as shown in Figure 9. However, the kinematic 
limit of the interceptor precludes any shooting 
advantage. 

Benefits to an assumed area defense interceptor and 
radar, similar to THAAD/GBR, are highly scenario 
dependent. EAGLE cueing is useful against intermediate 
range and longer TBMs (>600 km). 

0 

. 

Angular Measurements = 20 lrad (lo) Precision and 20 prad (lo) Bias 
Range Measurement 
Revisii Rate = l 0Sec  

= 2.5 m (lo) Precision and 0 m Bias 

TRACKTIME (sec) TRACK TIYE (sec) D.A,u.FDo 

Figure 8. EAGLE System Tracking Performance at Time after Booster Burn-out 
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Figure 9. Point Defense System Detection and Intercept Opportunities against a 600-km TBM 

for Auto-Search Mode vs. Cueing from the AWACWEAGLE 
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Cross-Range From Area Defense System Site to Impact Point (km) 
Figure 10. Area Defense System Detection and Intercept Opportunities against a 1000-km 

TBM for Auto Search Mode vs. Cued Mode 
Cueing performance against intermediate range TBMs 
is impressive, as illustrated in Figure 10, since the 
missiles can be detected by the radar 200-300 seconds 
sooner, depending on the cross-range distance of the 
area defense system battery site to the intended TBM 
impact point. The interceptor engagement battle space 
increases significantly as shown in the figure. The 

defense battery sites are needed to defend most of 
Japan, while about a dozen batteries may be necessary 
without cueing. Similar analyses by others have reached 
the same conclusions. System benefits improve with 
longerrangemissiles. Becauseofadditional surveillance 
and track time, passive only tracking becomesa feasible 
oatiou in some limited engazements. 

interceptor engagement can take the full advantage of 
the increased timeline at these ranges. Also, one area 
defense battery site can defend against the intermediate- 
range TBMs impacting almost as far as *SO0 km cross- 
range from the site with early cueing versus only f300 
km cross-range for no cue. This means that less weapon 
battery sites are needed to defend the same area. For 
North Korean campaign, No Dong Launches to Japan 
can be intercepted sooner and as few as three area 

_ _  
Although not analyzed, Naval systems such as the 
AEGIS AN/SPY-I radar with an upper tier weapons 
system based on the LEAP interceptor technology may 
benefit the most from early cueing against medium to 
long range TBMs. Since the weapons are not limited by 
kinematics, every second of increase battle space 
afforded by a very early cue can be used to engage the 
targets. 
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4.0 SUMMARY 

This paper has described the benefits of advanced TMD 
surveillance provided by the EAGLE airborne sensor 
suite designed for the AWACS platform. Precise, early 
knowledge of TBM trajectories affords TMD active 
defense weapon systems enhanced performance and 
flexibility. 

Usinganintegratedpassive/activesensor suite, EAGLE 
establishes avery precise andaccurate trackimmediately 
after the booster bum-out, thereby increasing the active 
defense engagement battle space and enhancing the 
overall system effectiveness. Early broadcast of precise 
impact point predictions helps the BWC3 system in 
attackassessmentandenablespassive defense elements 
to react sooner. Timely TBM launch point estimates aid 
the counterforce response. 

The AWACS system is already an integral and very key 
asset for the theater battle campaigns as ably 
demonstrated during Desert Storm. The sensor 
technology for the EAGLE is readily in hand enabling 
development of the prototype and fielding aboard an 
AWACS platform to perform the TBMD Active Defense 
mission. 
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infrared and millimeter wave detection using thin films ot 
Pb doped BiSrCaCuO superconductor 
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Thin film detectors made of CuO superconductors 
were developed in our laboratory. This article reports 
details of rhe fabrication and testing of Ph doped 
BiSrCaCuO detectors. The detector comprises a fdm 
sensor housed in a small cryostat with built-in bias 
supply and temperature control circuitry. The fdm 
sensor was first deposited by magnetron rf sputtering 
and then crystallized under a rapid thermal annealing 
process. The Characteristics of the response of the 
detector under millimeter wave and infrared illumina- 
tion were investigated. The millimeter wave response 
exhibited a Josephson component with a D’- 10’- IO9 
cm.HzIf2/W in the wavelength range of 3 - 8 mm. 
The transient response to short pulses indicated a time 
constant T 5 10 ns for this component. The response 
to laser pulses was thermal in origin and inherently 
compressible, preventing saturation of the detector 
electronics to intense beams. The wide band charac- 
teristic of the responses at both infrared and millimeter 
wavelengths could be confirmed. The damage thres- 
hold of the film sensor was shown to exceed 10 mJ I 
cm2 per 3 ns pulse. The possible use of these detectors 
for threat detection and the optimization of their 
figure of merit are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The worldwide arsenal of radar- and laser-aided wea- 
pons is growing in numbers and sophistication. The 
recent advances in tunable sources with sufficiently 
high power densities led to the requirement for an 
extended band width of future threat classification and 
localization devices. A solution to increasing the effec- 
tive wavelength hand of the latter devices is to 
combine the use of different detectors. In general, 

these detectors have dissimilar properties and operating 
requirements so that the design o fa  hybrid device may 
be complex. The use of a single wide band detector 
offers a simpler alternative. Furthermore, it is better 
suited to certain configuration designs for wavelength 
discrimination or direction finding. The efficiency of 
conventional wide band detectors, however. is limited 
either by their low speed and detectivity or by the 
liquid helium cooling requirement. 

Superconductors can be used as wide band detectors 
under specific conditions. Fast sensitive responses have 
been demonstrated at infrared and millimeter wave- 
lengths in thin films of low temperature BaPbBiO and 
Sn.I3 The sensing applications of the recent cuo 
superconductors with critical temperatures (TJ above 
77 K have, therefore, received considerable attention. 
In this work, the fabrication and testing of Pb doped 
BiSrCaCuO thin fdm detectors were specifically inves- 
tigated. The relevant details of the device fabrication 
are described in section 11. In sections 111 and lV the 
characteristics of the responses at infrared and milli- 
meter wavelengths are presented and discussed. The 
main focus in the discussion of the results is on the 
identification of the detection modes from the 
response signatures. 

II. DEVICE FABRICATION 

The enhanced formation of the high T. 
Bi2Sr,Ca2Cu3Ol0 phase by the addition of lead wu 
confirmed in our previous work.’ To fabricate the 
sensing device with a high operating temperature, 
single target magnetron rf sputtering has first been 
used to deposit Pb doped BiSrCaCuO onto (100) 
LAO, or MgO substrates. The sputter target was 
manufactured under a solid state reaction of high 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel Isf Symposium on “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems” held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May fo 20th May IW4. 
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purity compounds of PbO, Bi20,, SrCO,, CaCO,, 
and CuO. The stoichiometric weight of each com- 
pound j was 

where nt is the number of moles required for achieving 
the nominal composition Pb:Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu = 22223 
of the target, p, is the molecular weight, and M,, 35 g, 
is the weight selected for the target. These compounds 
were repeatedly mixed, ground, and sintered during 12 
hours at 800 'C in air. The resulting homogeneous, 
well-reacted mixture was pressed at 140 MPa into a 
disk target with a diameter of 50 mm. The disk target 
was subsequently bonded to a copper base plate using 
silver epoxy. The copper plate served as a mechanical 
support and provided a better thermal conductivity 
between the target and the heat sink. 

The rf  sputtering deposition was performed in 4 
mTorr of argon at a power level of 80 W. The 
distance between the target and the substrate table was 
8 cm. The thickness and area of the substrate were 
respectively 200 pm and 1 an2. The substrata were 
mounted on the substrate table at a distance from 3 to 
4.5 cm with respect to the ducharge axis. In this range 
the deposition rate was established to be - 10 nmlmin. 
The deposition time was controlled to produce films 
with rhicknesses ranging from 200 to 1000 nm. The 
as-deposited films were amorphous and insulating as 
no intentional heating was applied to the substrates 
during the deposition. A short thermal annealing, first 
in oxygen and then in air, was necesary to form the 
superconducting phases. The temperature for an- 
nealing in oxygen ranged from 810 to 830°C, and 
that in air from 830 to 870 'C. The annealing times 
were varied for different samples, with maxima of 20 
and 40 min in oxygen and air respectively. The effects 
of annealing parameters on the fdm properties have 
been reported elsewhere.' In this work, mainly 
granular films of Bi,SrzCaCuzO, - BiZSr2Ca2Cu,O,, 
multiphase were used since the Josephson detection 
was of primacy interest These tilms show typically a 
sheet resistance R, - 24 51 / 0 at 300 K and a 
resistance transition in the vicinity of 100 K. 

The film sensors were patterned into meander line 

I Ag contact PbBiSrCaCuO sensor 

I 

I 
1 

% 
v1 

m 
LaAlO3 subseate I 

1 = 17,200 pm 
w = 250 pm 
R, (300K) = 24 Wsq 

FIG. 1. PbBiSrGCuO meander line sensor in four-rermid 
contiguntion. 

structure with a length-to-width ratio 1 / U) - 70. The 
patterning process was performed by first coating a 1- 
pm thick layer of positive photoresist onto the super- 
conductor film. The film with the coated photoresist 
was exposed under ultra violet light for about 40 s 
with a photomask placed directly on it. The photo- 
resist was subsequently developed in a solution for 
about 2 min and washed in de-ionized water. To 
remove the unwanted film areas, the sample was 
immersed in diluted HCI at mom temperature for a 
period of about 10 s. After the etching, the sample was 
immersed in acetone to remove the photoresist on the 
superconductor pattern. Once done, an AI mask was 
placed in direct contact to the f h  with the four 
square windows aligned to the four rectangular contact 
pads in the pattern. The electric contacts to the sensor 
were formed by vacuum evaporation of Ag. The resul- 
ting superconductor sensor is schematically shown in 
Fig. 1. 

In order to construct the detector unit, the sensor was 
thermally anchored to the cold finger of a small liquid 
nitrogen cryostat with photon access via a ZnSe 
window. The infrared and millimeter wavelength 
transmittances of this window were measured to be - 
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0.9 and 0.7 respectively. The sensor temperature was 
first monitored by a Si sensor imbedded in the cold 
finger and then relayed to a feedback controller circuit. 
This' circuit set the sensor temperature to the desired 
value by adjusting the thermal load of 2 high power 
transistors located on both sides of the sensor. The 
built-in bias supply consisted of standard 3 V lithium 
cells providing dc currents of up to 20 mA in the 
sensor through a variable resistor. The voltage signal 
generated across the sensor was driven to an rf 
amplifier with a band width of + 500 MHz and a gain 
of + 30 dB. All detectors have a bnc output connector 
and are terminated into 50 R. A 500 MHz digitizing 
oscilloscope with a resolution of 500 ps was used to 
record the voltage signals. A lock-in amplifier was 
occasionally used to detect the rms voltage fluctuation 
under modulated cw illumination or dark condition 
(noise). The voltage sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier 
was set at 0.1 nV for a frequency of 5 kHz. For the 
purpose of recording the resistance-temperature charac- 
teristics of the detector, a nanovoltmeter was also used 
to measure the output dc voltage. 

Ill. MM-WAVE DETECTION 

The millimeter wave was generated by different Gunn 
diode oscillators operating in the frequency band from 
35 to 90 GHz (h = 8.6 to 3.3 mm). The maximum 
cw power P, of this source was measured to be + 70 
mW. The main component of the millimeter wave was 
transmitted to the superconductor detector from a 
pyramidal horn antenna. The gain of the antenna of 
height H and width W was estimated as - 

assuming an aperture efficiency E = 50 %. Typically, 
G ,  is + 25 dB at h = 8.6 mm. With the far field 
condition z > 2 V I h satisfied, the power density p 
of the radiation incident on the detector could be 
evaluated, 

where z is the separation between the antenna and the 
detector, and q denotes the transmittance of the ZnSe 
window at wavelength h. The millimeter wave source 

could be operated either in cw or pulsed mode. In cw 
operation mode the incident radiation was amplitude 
modulated into square wave pulses with a 50% duty 
cycle. This was done by using a wave form generator 
which drives the electronics control of the Gunn 
diode. The pulse at this generator was hrther relayed 
to the lock-in amplifier so that the modulation 
frequency f served as a reference frequency in the 
detection. In pulsed operation mode the pulse at the 
wave form generator was transmitted to a broadband 
p-i-n switch in the waveguide through a driver. The p- 
i-n device provided a relatively fast switching of the 
incident wave so that pulses with a width as narrow as 
30 ns could be produced. T o  characterize the transient 
power of the incident wave, a portion of it was driven I 
to a fast GaAs point contact detector via a directional I 

coupler. I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

, 

I t  was previously established that the interaction 
between millimeter wave photons and superconductors 
may lead to two principal response modes, hereby 
referred to as bolometric and nonbolometric modes. In 
the bolometric mode, radiation induces a temperature 
rise ST in the superconductor film sensor by lattice 
heating. When the sensor is current biased at a given 
temperature in the resistance transition region, this 
results in an increase SR of the bias resistance which 
produces a voltage change SV across the sensor. If ST 
is small compared to the transition width, then the 
responsivity r of a sensor with an active area S can be 
expressed as 

r = I S R  I ap S = I (dR/d7) ST I ap 1 W ,  (4) 

where I is the dc bias current and a is the power 
absorbance. This equation provides insight as to the 
specific behavior of the bolometric responsivity. It 
suggests, for instance] that the temperature dependence 
of r is similar to that of dR / dT, provided that any 
variation of ST and a in the temperature range 
considered can be neglected. A deviation from this 
behavior may be indicative of a nonbolometric mecha- 
nism such as the Josephson detection. However, no 
conclusion can be drawn from this criterion alone. 

To envision the effect of operating temperature] in 
Fig. 2 the responsivity r of a representative detector to 
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FIG. 2. Left vertical scale (open circles): temperature dependence 
of the mm-wave responsivity, I = 2.5 mA, f = 100 Hz. Right 
vertical scale (solid dots): resistance-temperature characteristic of 
the detector measured at I = 2.5 mA. The solid line shows the 
temperature variation of aR/aT. 

modulated 8.1-mm cw radiation is plotted versus T. 
Here, T denotes the rms value of S V  normalized to the 
cw power delivered onto the sensor assuming a = 1. 
The detector was biased at I = 2.5 mA. Its R - T 
characteristic at the same magnitude of I and the 
corresponding temperature dependence of dR / a Tare 
also shown. We noted that the superconductor sensor 
exhibits a To, - 110 K and a T, c 77 K, which are 
indicative of the constituent Bi2Sr2CaCu20, - 
Bi,Sr2Ca2Cu30,, multiphase. This rather broad 
transition suggests also a strong granularity of the 
device. As the sensor is first biased into a partially 
resistive regime where aR / aT values are small, T is 
seen to reach a peak value at T = 80 K. With T 
increasing hrther to about 106 K at which aR / aT 
peaks, T decreases by contrast to the noise level. I t  
appears from this discrepancy that the behavior of T 

( T )  deviates from that predicted by the thermal model. 
Further disagreement with the thermal model stems 
from the fact that the responsivity of c 90 V I W 
measured at T = 80 K is many times larger than the 
largest possible value of bolometric responsivity. In 
effect, the upper bound on the bolometric responsivity 
could be estimated as follows. After a haft cycle period 

t = 1 I 2 f the maximum heat energy received by the 
sensor is E = p I 2 f, assuming full absorption and 
neglecting any cooling. The temperature increase due 
to heat storage within a diffusion length 5 = ( Dt ) I ”  

in the sensor of specific heat c and thermal diffusivity 
D is 

6T = E I c 5 = (p I e )  (t I D)“’. ( 5 )  

To evaluate more precisely 6T we need to compare 
the thermal diffusion length 5 to the sensor thickness 
U. Using typical values of thermal conductivity6(R = 

W I cm K) and specific heat’ ( e  = 0.9 J I cm3 K) 
around T, for BiSrCaCuO, the diffusivity constant was 
estimated to be D = k I c = 1.1 x 10’ cm’ I s. It 
follows that 5 >> II for f = 100 Hz, where U = 400 
nm. Since the absorbed heat was assumed to be 
confined in the sensor during the period t, the value 
of U is taken for c,,. Therefore, according to Eqs. (4) 
and (5) the bolometric responsivity should not exceed 

(6) T,, = I ( aR I a T )  I 2 f c U 1 w. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the magnitude of aR I dT can be 
derived to be - 3.3 f2 I K at T = 80 K, yielding T,, = 
26 V I W. This value is seen to be much smaller than 
the measured responsivity despite the assumption that 
the heat energy was totally absorbed and confined in 
the sensor. Since a bolometric component may contri- 
bute negligibly to the overall response in the vicinity 
of T,, this response is believed to be predominantly 
nonbolometric. 

Further support to the nonbolometric origin of the 
response stems from the observation that the rms value 
of SV remained unchanged as f was increased. 
Whereas the detector exhibits a square law response to 
low power radiation, that is, 6V = p, the above 
observation clearly shows that SV is independent of 
heat energy delivered to the sensor. Moreover, the 
transient voltage response of the sensor was observed 
to reproduce the square wave pulse of the cw 
radiation, indicating that it has a short time constant. 
T o  confirm the high speed detection of the 
superconductor sensor, its response to short millimeter 
wave pulses was investigated. Figure 3 shows the 
transient voltages of both incident and detected signals 

~ 
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FIG. 3. Top (dotted line): incident millimeter wave pulses 
recorded by a GaAs point contact detector, the responsivity of 
which was magnified 4 times for compariion. Bottom (solid line): 
corresponding transient response of a PbBiSrCaCuO detector at 
T = 80 K and I = 1.5 mA. 

as normalized to the peak power generating each 
signal. At a repetition frequency of 4 MHz, the 
incident pulses were recorded with a fast GaAs point 
contact detector and detected simultaneously with the 
PbBiSrCaCuO detector. The latter detector was biased 
at T = 80 K and I = 1.5 mA, where its responsivity is 
seen to be about 4 times larger than that of the GaAs 
detector. The rise time t,, fall time 9 and pulse width 
At  of the incident and detected pulses are compared in 
Table I. I t  can be seen that, except for a small diffe- 
rence in pulse width, the temporal structure of the 
incident pulse could be reproduced with the supercon- 
ductor detector. The response time 'I: of this device, 
defined as the recovery time of the response signal 
from 100 % to 36 % of its amplitude, was measured 
to be less than 10 ns. As compared to the diffusion 
time td - U' / D for heat propagation through the film 
sensor along c-axis, 'I: is approximately 15 times 
shorter. Such a response speed is too fast to be consis- 
tently attributed to a thermal mechanism. Another 

- 

TABLE I. Time constants of incident and detected millimeter 
wave pulses. The incident pulses were characterized with a GaAs 
point contact detector and detected with a PbBiSrGCuO detector 
operating at T = 80 K and I = 1.5 mA. 

Incident pulse Detected pulse 

r 10%-90* (4 17.6 17.6 
Ifsaclocr (d 11.2 11.2 
h f H m  (4 31 33 

feature that rules out this mechanism is the large 
responsivity of the detected signal. After a pulse period 
t = At = 30 ns the thermal diffusion 6 can be 
estimated to be inferior to the sensor thickness U. 

Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), the maximum bolometric 
responsivity 

r m u  = I ( aR I a T )  ( t  / 0)"' 1 c 1 w, (7) 

yields r,, 200 pV I W in this case. As anticipated 
from the short heating period, this value is excessively 
small compared to the detected signal amplitude. This 
observation, again, comfirms the occurrence of a 
nonbolometric detection mechanism under the condi- 
tions used in this study. Also noted in Fig. 3 is a 
secondary pulse component with reversed sign in the 
detected signal. Its origin has not been identified. 
Although the secondary pulse appears to have a large 
time constant, it also shows a large responsivity. The 
latter fact, in precise analogy to the above, excludes the 
bolometric mechanism as being responsible for the 
observed anomaly. 

. 

Since the observed nonbolometric response mode 
occurred solely in granular film sensors, the Josephson 
detection appears to be the most likely mechanism. A 
granular sensor may be modeled as an array of 
superconducting grains interconnected via Josephson 
junctions or weak links. This model assumes that the 
macroscopic response results from a superposition of 
the response signals of individual junctions forming 
the network. A discussion on this model has been 
given el~ewhere.~ In this work, we could further 
confirm the Josephson detection in the wavelength 
range from 3 to 9 mm. Figure 4 shows the wavelength 
dependence of the detectivity D' of a PbBiSrCaCuO 
detector at T = 80 K and I = 2.5 mA. The detectivity 
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FIG. 4. Wavelength dependence of the detectivity of a 
PbBiSrCaCuO detector at f =  5 kHz. The solid line is provided 
as visual aid. The detectivities of a bolometric detector (S = 0.2 
cm’; T = 35 p; dotted line) and a pyroelectric detector (S = 0.03 
cm’; T = 10 ms; dashed line) are also plotted for comparison. 

was estimated from the noise measurement, 

where V, = 20 nV at f = 5 kHz and Af = 2.45 Hz. 
Although the detector parameters and operating condi- 
tions have not yet been optimized, detectivities above 
lo8 cm Hz”’ / W were obtained for h in the range of 
3 - 5 mm. At h = 8.1 mm, the detectivity was eva- 
luated to exceed IO9 cm Hz”’ / W. These levels of D’ 
compare favorably with those of low speed, wide band 
detectors such as bolometric and pyroelectric detec- 
tors. I t  should be recalled that the variation of a (A) 
was not accounted for in the evaluation of T in Eq. 
(4). As a consequence of the assumption a = 1 ,  the 
estimated values of D’ may be significantly smaller 
than the actual values. Furthermore, the wavelength 
dependence of the estimated D’ cannot be attributed 
to that of the Josephson responsivity alone. The 
increasing values of D’ at longer wavelengths appear, 
however, to be consistent with the hZ dependence of 
the Josephson responsivity. If this dependence holds 
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FIG. 5. Top: incident CO, laser pulse recorded by a Ge photon 
drag detector, the responsivity of which was magnified 100 times 
for comparison. Bottom: corresponding transient response of a 
PbBiSrCaCuO detector at T = 105 K and Z = 10 mA. The inset 
figure shows the laser power density and fluence incident on the 
PbBiSrCaCuO detector on a smaller time scale. 

for microwave frequencies, an increase of 1 - 2 orders 
of magnitude of D‘ in this range may be anticipated. 

IV. INFRARED DETECTION 

As for millimeter wave photons, the interaction 
between infrared photons and superconductors may 
lead to a bolometric and a nonbolometric response 
mode. The bolometric mode results from the same 
temperature dependence of the sensor resistance as 
previously described. O n  the other hand, the me- 
chanism of the infrared nonbolometric mode may 
differ from that responsible for the millimeter wave 
response. As the order parameter reported for 
Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, films is 4 25 meV, infrared photons 
may cause dissociation of Cooper pairs and produce 



TABLE 11. Time consrants of incident and detected CO, laser 
pulses. The incident pulses were characterized with a Ge photon 
drag detector and detected with a PbBiSrCaCuO detector 
operating at T = 105 K and I = 10 mA. 

Incident pulse Detected pulse 

41 
250 
210 

excess quasiparticles. Due to the resulting decrease of 0 
the relative fraction of Cooper pairs to quasiparticles, 
the Josephson critical current in the film is reduced. If 
the film is biased by a current close to the critical 
value, a fast voltage change will be induced under 
infrared illumination. In order to determine whether 
such a nonbolometric detection mode occurs in the 
fabricated detectors, their responses to short laser 
pulses were measured at different infrared wavelengths. 
The preliminary results of this study are described in 
this section. 

In Fig. 5 the transient response of a PbBiSrCaCuO 
detector to 10.6-pm laser pulses is shown together 
with the laser pulse characteristic. The infrared source 
consisted of a TEA CO, pulsed laser with a beam 
diameter of about 2 mm at the output. A Ge photon 
drag detector was used to characterize the laser pulse. 
This detector has a responsivity of - 0.14 V / M W  and 

- a time constant smaller than 1 ns when terminated 
into 50 ZZ. The power densityp and fluence E of laser 
pulse incident on the superconductor sensor were mea- 
sured to be about 54 kW / cm2 and 15 mJ / cm2 
respectively. To  facilitate the analysis of the result, the 
superconductor sensor was patterned into a bridge 
with an active area slightly larger than the beam size. 
The thickness of the sensor was 240 nm. 

There are several features of the transient response of 
the PbBiSrCaCuO detector which suggest that it is 
rather predominantly thermal in origin. We first noted 
an increase of phase shift between the incident and 
detected signals, both of which simultaneously 
recorded, when the operating temperature T was 
decreased at temperatures below T,. The observed time 
delay may correspond to the period of heat delivery 
required for increasing the sensor temperature from T 
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FIG. 6. Left vertical scale (open circles): temperature dependence 
of the responsivity to CO2 laser pulses, I = 10 mA. Right vertical 
scale (solid dots): resistance-temperature characteristic of the 
detector measured at I = 10 mA. The solid line is provided as 
visual aid. 

to - T, where a response can be induced. Another 
relevant fact is the relatively slow recovery time of the 
transient response. Table I1 presents a comparison of 
the transient characteristics of the incident and detec- 
ted pulses. Whereas the rise time remains unchanged 
for both pulses, the recovery time of the detected pulse 
is about 3.5 times larger than that of the incident 
pulse. Despite this difference, the time constants of the 
superconductor detector are seen to be small compared 
to those of conventional thermal detectors. This result 
may be partly attributed to the small thickness of the 
sensor. 

Figure 6 illustrates the temperature dependence of the 
responsivity r and resistance R of the superconductor 
detector. Here, r denotes the peak voltage of the 
response signal, normalized to the peak power of the 
laser pulse incident on the sensor. Again, the behavior 
of r (T ) is seen to be in good agreement with the 
thermal model described in Eq. (4) with 6T - 0.7 K. 
At T = 105 K where aR / aT peaks, r also reaches its 
maximum value which, referring to Fig. 5,  is about 2 
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FIG. 7. Peak voltage response to CO, laser pulse as a function of 
laser power incident on the PbBiSrCaCuO detector, T = 105 K, 
I = 10 mA. The solid line is provided as visual aid. 

orders of magnitude larger than the responsivity of the 
Ge detector. 

As a direct result of its thermal origin, the infrared 
response of the superconductor detector is inherently 
compressible. This characteristic can be illustrated as 
follows. When the sensor is biased at an operating 
temperature T in the transition region, the voltage 
response can be expressed as 

6 V I ( T ) - I [ R ( T + G T ) - R ( T ) ] .  (9) 

For simplicity, assuming that by doubling the power 
density p of the laser pulse the temperature increase 
6T attains twice its initial value, so that the voltage 
response becomes 

Referring to the R - T characteristic in .Fig. 6, it can 
be seen that SV, - 2 SV, within the linear region of 
the transition, and 6Vz c 2 SV, when T + 2 6T > 
To,,. I t  follows that, even if a linear relation between 
6T and p can be maintained, the one between 6V 
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FIG. 8. Top: incident Q-switched Nd:YLF laser pulse recorded 
by an InGah detector. Bottom: corresponding transient response 
of a PbBiSrCaCuO detector at T = 105 K and Z = 10 mA. The 
inset figure shows the laser power density and fluence incident on 
the PbBiSrCaCuO detector on a smaller time scale. 

- 

and p is nonlinear for large values of p. Figure 7 
presents the power dependence of the voltage response 
of a superconductor detector operating at T = I05 K 
and I = 10 mA. As the laser power delivered to the 
sensor is increased by 10 dB, from 1.6 to 16 kW 
approximately, 6V is seen to increase by only 3.6 dB. 
Such a compressible response makes it possible to 
prevent saturation of the detector electronics under 
illumination of high power lasers. 

- 

The characteristics of infrared detection given above 
could be further confirmed at shorter wavelengths. 
Figure 8 shows, for example, the transient response of 
the superconductor detector to 1.05-pm laser pulses, 
together with the laser pulse characteristic. The infra- 
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TABLE 111. Time constants of incident and detected NdYLF 
laser pulses. The incident pulses were characterized with an 
InGaAs detector and detected with a PbBiSrGCuO detector 
operating at T =  105 Kand I =  10 mA. 

Incident pulse Detected pulse 

5 
50 
28 

~~~ ~ 

red source consisted of a Q-switched Nd:YL,F laser 
with a beam diameter of about 2.5 mm at the output. 
In order to characterize the. laser pulse, an InGaAs 
detector with a response time of 500 ps was used. 
The power density and fluence of laser pulse incident 
on the superconductor sensor were + 2.7 kW I cm2 and 
10 pJ I cmz respectively. Under this condition, the 
responsivity was evaluated to be r - 45 V I M W  when 
the superconductor detector was biased at T = 105 K 
and I = 10 mA. The transient response of the latter 
device is seen to exhibit a relatively slow recovery after 
completion of the single laser pulse. The rise time, fall 
time, and pulse width of this response, as shown in 
Table 111, are many times larger than the time 
constants of the incident pulse. As for the previous 
case, these results again suggest a predominantly bolo- 
metric origin of the observed response. The absence of 
the nonbolometric response under the conditions of 
this study may be attributed to different causes. One 
possible cause is the large thickness (- 240 nm) of the 
film sensor. In a thick film, since the recombination 
time of the quasiparticles is much shorter than the 
diffusion time, the nonbolometric signal induced 
within the absorption depth may be short-circuited by 
the superconductivity of the dark portion of the film. 

- 

In order to assess the potential of using the 
PbBiSrCaCuO detector as a high power detector, the 
surface damage threshold of the film sensor was 
further evaluated. Due to the difficulty in correctly 
comparing different microstructures of granular poly- 
crystal films, the change in the film resistance R after 
an exposure to laser irradiation was instead considered 
as an indication of surface damage. The damage 
threshold value was defined to be one order of 
magnitude below the value of incident fluence above 
which R is modified. The Q-switched Nd:YLF laser 

whose output characteristic was given in Fig. 8 and 
Table I11 was used as radiation source in this 
experiment. For a 200-nm thick sensor, the surface 
damage threshold measured at T = 300 K was - 10 mJ 
I cm2 per 3 ns pulse for a pulse repetition frequency of 
1 kHz. This relatively large value shows that 
PbBiSrCaCuO sensors can inherently withstand high 
power laser beams being used intentionally to defeat 
them. Subsequent testing of the exposed detector also 
confirmed that exceeding the threshold only degrades 
detector performance without causing complete failure. 

V. CONCLUSION 

PbBiSrCaCuO superconductor detectors were fabrica- 
ted and characterized at millimeter and infrared 
wavelengths. The detector unit comprises a film sensor 
housed in a small cryostat with built-in bias supply 
and temperature control circuitry. The film sensor was 
first deposited by magnetron rf sputtering and then 
crystallized under a rapid thermal annealing process 
which controlled its operating temperature range. The 
millimeter wave response exhibited a fast Josephson 
component with a D’ 10’ - lo9 cm.Hz”’ I W in the 
wavelength range of 3 - 8 mm. The response to short 
millimeter wave pulses indicated a time constant 
smaller than 10 ns for this component. The infrared 
response did not show nonthermal components under 
the conditions used in this work. Preliminary studies 
on the bolometric response to laser pulses confirmed 
the potential of PbBiSrCaCuO detectors for wide 
band detection of high power laser beams. These 
studies also established that the detectors can with- 
stand fluences exceeding 10 mJ I cm2 for 3 ns pulses 
and their response to high power pulses is inherently 
compressible. 

The above results suggest that the developed devices 
may be useful as primary or complementary detectors 
in applications which require a wide band coverage in 
different spectral regions. Their figure of merit has not 
yet been optimized, meaning that the detector 
performance can be substantially improved. For exam- 
ple, the radiation absorbance can be enhanced by 
integrating the detector to a broadband antenna or by 
coating the sensor with antireflective layers. Also, work 
is under way to estimate the optimum parameters of 
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the film sensor including film thickness, granularity, 
and resistivity. 
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1. SUMMARY 
The airtarget detection by a thermal camera is a typical 
problem of "hot spot detection" and the knowledge of 
the available energy on the Mared sensor becomes a 
critical item to analyse.In order to evaluate the 
performances of an infrared system in search and track, 
threat warning or passive surveillance, it is necessary to 
compute the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the system. 
The maximization of the SNR is an important goal to 
assure long detection ranges against stealth threats or 
cruise missiles with very low emissivities.The large 
number of detectors is just one of the requirements for 
this kind of applications and some energetic 
considerations lead up to consider particular geometrical 
array configurations. Usually, in the S N R  evaluation it 
is assumed that all the energy from a &get is focused by 
the optical system on a single detector element of the 
array. However, the image of a point source on the focal 
plane has a finite extent (spot) and its energy 
distribution is given by the Point Spread Function (PSF) 
of the optics.The interaction of the finite spot size with 
the array gives rise to a spreading of the energy 
impinging on the individul detectors, which causes a 
decrease of performances. In this paper a statistical 
evaluation of the loss of energy impinging on the 
detector due to the finite image size of point targets was 
performed through a Montecarlo simulation. By 
considering the maximum of the energy integrated by a 
single detector, it is possible to compute the effective 
SNR of the system. A new figure of merit, called 
Spreading Factor (SF), defined as the ratio between the 
maximum of the energy integrated by the single detector 
of the array and the total energy subtended by the PSF, 
permits to evaluate the capability of a detector array to 
detect point sources. Some typical detector and system 
configurations with their technological impacts have 
been examined. 

- 

- 

2. INTRODUCTION 
To evaluate the performance of an infrared system in 
"spot detection", it is necessary to compute the Signal- 
to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Usually, in the SNR evaluation it 
is assumed that all the energy from the target is 
focalized by the the optics on a single detector element 
of the array. However, it is well known that the image of 
the point source on the focal plane has a finite extent 
and its energy distribution is given by the Point Spread 
Function (PSF) of the optics. In order to evaluate an 
optimal detector configuration for "air target detection" 
application, it is necessary to take into account the 
interaction of the finite spot size with the array, because 

there is a spreading of the energy impinging on the 
individual detector and a corresponding decrease in 
performances occours and an average blur spot 
efficiency factor for this loss can be computed. 
The aim of this work is to compute this loss factor and 
to compare some typical detector-optics systems, in 
order to define the optimal configuration for this kind of 
application, in each spectral waveband. 

3. POINT TARGET DETECTION 
If a point target is considered, the S N R  directly depends 
on radiant intensity J of the target, and the radiant 
power incident on the detector can be written as (l) : 

J.A,-rO-ra(R) @= 
R2 

where : 

4 
za - Atmospheric transmittance 
R -Range 

- Area of the optical pupil 
TO -0pticstransmittance 

When all the other parameters of the system are 
considered, the usual Signal-to-Noise Ratio is : 

D* -Detectivity 

Af - Equivalent noise bandwidth 
-Detector area 

4. EFFECTIVE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 
In the previous expressions it has been assumed that all 
the energy from the target is focalized on the single 
detector element; however if an optical system is 
composed by a circular aperture with uniform 
transmission, the image of a distant point source on the 
focal plane, is a finite size blur spot and the 
corresponding energy distribution is @+en by the Point 
Spread Function (PSF). Ifthe system is aberration free, 
the irradiance distribution on the focal plane of a target 
having a radiant intensity J, is given by (2) : 

Paper presented at the Mission Systerns Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systerns" held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May IO 20th May 1994. 
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with: 
randomly shifted on the focal plane; therefore, the 
integrated energy must be written as: 

where 

(4) 

J1 - First Order Bessel function of the k s t  kind 
h - Average operating wavelength 
f - Focal length of the optics 
F# - Focal number of the optics 
X,Y - Coordinates in the image plane 

The radius of the blur spot on the focal plane 
corresponds to the first zero of the PSF ( the quadratic 
term in equation (3)): 

Figure 1 illustrates the relative position of the PSF on 
the focal plane and the interaction of the finite image 
size with the discrete structure of the detector array. In 
order to characterize an optimal detector configuration 
for spot detection, the energy loss due to relative 
positioning of the PSF, with respect to some different 
detector arrays, has been considered. 
The detector configurations we have analyzed are : 

- Scanning MaRed Charge Coupled Devices 
(IRCCD) with charge integration 

- Staring with and without microscanning 

- Scanning without charge integration 

4.1 SCANNING IRCCD WITH CHARGE 
INTEGRATION 
In a scanning IRCCD array (fig. 2), each detector 
integrates the signal falling on it during the integration 
time zi and the corresponding displacement on the focal 
plane is given by: 

where vs is the linear scan speed on the focal plane. It is 
important to note that for a fixed detector -optics 
configuration the product vs zi must be a costant. If all 
the radiant power impinging onto the optics would be 
focalized on the single detector, the total energy 
collected after the integration stage could be written as: 

However, if we choose a particular detector as a 
reference element, in the most general case the PSF will 
not be centered on this detector, because its axis is 

where 

xo - Time dependent horizontal shift of the PSF 
( 3) = x, + v,t 1 

%,ys - S d g  horizontal and vertical shift of the PSF 
a,b 
rect(z/w)- Rectangular function of z having width w 

- Detector width and height 

With these assumptions it is possible to define a factor q 
which gives the loss of energy due to the finite blur spot 
size and to its shift with respect to the detector: 

(9) 

4.2 STARING ARRAYS WITH AND WITHOUT 
MICROSCANNING 
In a staring array the scanning speed has not been 
considered, thus the integrated energy will be : 

Equations (7) and (9) are still valid. 

4.3 SCANNING WITHOUT CHARGE 
INTEGRATION 
In these detectors the integration time can not be 
considered, therefore the percentage energy loss reduce 
to the ratio between the following expression : 

and the expression : 

The ratio q between equation (1 1) and (12), has to be 
performed when the spot is centered onto the reference 
detector to maximize the signal. 
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5. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Because equation (9) refers to a particular geometry PSF 
- detector, a Montecarlo simulation has been performed 
in order to evaluate the average of q, with respect to all 
the possible horizontal and vertical shift which 
maximize the SNR over the reference detector. 
According to the particular detectors configuration, we 
have to define a region centered on the reference 
detector, where the PSF has the same probability of 
OcCuTence (3). 
In particular for a scanning IRCCD (fig. 3 ) the region 
is : 

where P, and Py are the horizontal and vertical pitch of 
the array, respectively . Note that for a staring array ( vs 
= 0 ), condition (13) reduces to: 

Tab. 1 - Svstem characteristics 

For a scanninv detector without charve intemation we 
have to define this region only in the vertical direction, 
because in the horizontal one we consider that the 
detection occurs when the spot is centered on the 
reference detector: 

x =o 
-- PY py <y<- 

2 2 

By considering NRUN Montecarlo iterations, we 
compute the average SPREADING FACTOR (SF), for 
the particular optics and detector configuration which 
has been chosen. 

6. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS ANALYSIS 
In order to evaluate an optimal detector configuration 
for “air target detection”, a comparison among seven 
typical different systems, operating in the 3 - 5 and 8 - 
12 pm wavebands, has been performed. 
The parameters of the analyzed systems are summarized 
in the following table: 

* microscanning 2 x 2 ** 
*** 
Geometrical configuration of system 6 and 7, are represented in fig 4 and 5 ,  respectively 

interlaced 2 : I and TDI = 4 
interlaced 2 : I without TDI 

F number I Int. time I 

1.8 13.1 I 
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I 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the following table are reported spreading factors 
corresponding to the previous systems, for a Montecarlo 
simulation with NRUN = 1000. 

Waveband 3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  8 - 1 2 p m  8 - 1 2 ~  
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 System 5 System 6 System 7 

Spreading Factor 0.56 0.517 0.334 0.348 0.88 0.458 0.712 

Tab. 2 - Spreadinp factors 

Waveband 

SNRat 5 km 
SNRat 1Okm 

3 - 5 p  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p m  8 - 1 2 p m  8 - 1 2 p m  
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 System 5 System 6 System 7 
3845 5127 3818 779 1891 729 16 
602 804 599 122 296 56 1.3 

Tab. 3 - Simal to Noise Ratio without Spreading Factor 

Waveband 

SNRat 5 km 
SNRat 1Okm 

3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p  3 - 5 p  3 - 5 p m  3 - 5 p  8 - 1 2 p m  8 - 1 2 p n  
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 System 5 System 6 System 7 
2152 2651 1277 27 1 1665 334 12 
337 416 200 42 26 1 26 0.9 

Tab. 4 - Simal to Noise Ratio with Spreading Factor 

To have a quick compendia, SF and SNR at medium 
range ( 5 - 10 km ) are reported in tab. 2,3,4. Global 
results are represented in figure 6 + 12, where SNR is 
shown vs range. For each spectral band we assumed a 
standard atmospheric condition with LOWTRAN 7 code 
(MIDLATITUDE SUMMER, RURAL EXTINCTION, 
VISIBILITY: 23 km) and a target radiant intensity of 50 
Wlsr . 
Results concerning SNR have to be evaluated inside the 
respective spectral band, because the detectivity values 
have to be matched with the spectral exitance and with 
the atmospheric transmission coefficient across the band 
of interest. From tables and figures examination results 
that the system with highest Signal to Noise Ratio is 
number 2, irrespective of the SF value which reaches its 
maximum value on system # 5 (microscanning). In the 8 
+ 12 pm band, the best SNR is obtained by the system 
#6 and the best SF by the system #7. 
Results concerning "spot detection", state that system #2 
is the optimal choice in the 3 + 5 pm band, as well as 
system #6 is the best in 8 + 12 pm band. 
The importance of SF as a discriminating parameter in 
system evaluation clearly appears by the comparison 
between systems #1 and #3. Infact if the classical 
mathematical formulation of SNR is used, both the 
systems appear to have the same SNR value; otherwise 
if the SF is introduced, system #1 results to have better 

performances than system #3 of almost a factor 2 and 
thus in order to make a choice between different 
systems, a tradeoff between the standard mathematical 
SNR formulation and the SF value must be done. 
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Fig. 1 - Relative motion of the Point Spread Function (PSF) on the focal plane 
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Fig. 5 - Geometry of a scanning detector without charge integration 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Desert Storm showed the political, psychological and 
military potential of SCUD type missiles in a theater 
conflict. Intercepting these missiles in their boost phase 
can dramatically reduce the chance of damage due tn 
submunitions and l i t  the number of targets which must 
be handled by terminal defense systems like Patriot and 
THAAD. The key to the effectiveness of weapons for 
Boost Phase Intercept (BPI) is thedevelopment of precision 
acquisition, tracking, and pointing subsystem which enable 
BPIsystems toperform thefull rangeofdefensefunctions: 
local surveillance and detection, tracking, target typing, 
target engagement, destruction and damage assessment. 

There is an ongoing program in the Ballistic Missile 
Defense Organization to address Acquisition, Tracking, 
Pointing and Fire Control Technologies (ATP-FC). Over 
the past decade there have been dramatic advances in the 
component technologies for ATP-FC. The focus for this 
program has been Directed Energy Weapon system 
development, such as high power lasers for air or space 
based systems. The program is currently entering a field 
testing phase to validate the technologies for boost phase 
intercept of Theater Missile Defense (TMD) targets. 

Other Boost Phase Intercept (BPI) candidate weapon 
systems, suchaskineticenergy weapons, appeartorequire 
many of the same technologies and supporting 
phenomenology as directed energy systems. This paper 
will describe the ongoing BMDO ATP-FC program and 
the potential utility of a balloon borne ATP testbed to 
support TMD testing. 

0 

. 

2. ATP-FC PROBLEM 

A BMD weapon system for boost phase intercept must 
include subsystems or components to paform the functions 
of finding and establishing the position of the targets, 
controlling the line of sight to the target andcontrolling the 
sequence of functions needed to manage the engagements 
of multiple targets in a short time. For a directed energy 
systemthismeanspointingabeamat avulnerahlelocation 
on the booster. For a kinetic energy weapon, this means 
pointing the interceptor so that it can strike the missile 
hardbcdy. 

The following definitions of acquisition, tracking, pointing 
and fire control which will be used during this paper. 

Acquisition of a target involves all of the sensing, 
processing, and control functions necessary to detect a 
target or target group and transfer the target location to the 
fine tracker. 

Tracking is the ability to measure targethimpoint position 
with sufficient accuracy to generatepointingcommands to 
future targetfaimpoint positions. 

Pointing is the ability to maintain a reference line-of-sight 
direction to a target while following a target or targets at 
high angular rate. 

Fire Control is the set of decision functions needed to 
engage a target or multiple targets in a short time. 

To demonstrate the ATP process, consider the directed 
energy weapon boost phase intercpet example shown in 
Figure 1. Multi-target tracking requires optical sensors 

- SEIRCHANDACQUIREWllH - PASSJVELYACWIRE - PASIUVELVAMWIRE - ACTPELYTRACK 
ON-BOARDOR EXTERNAL SUBSETOFTAWEIS SINOLETARGET SINGLETARGETTO 
SURVEILUNCE ANDlRACKTO<ylm PLUMEAND <<I111 . ESTABLISH MMUTH AND - ESTABLISH TARGET ESTABLISH TRICKTO - PROVDE WI"G 
UNRESOLVED uuLnpLE TYPE <IO111 COMMWDSTD 

- HANDOVER TO PLATFORM SINGLE TARGET FINETRICK - ASSESDAMAGE 
TR*cKs - HANDOVERTO - HANDOVERTOACT~VE WEIWN 

TRICKER PASSIVE FINETRACK - lDENWY HARDBODY 
FROM PWME 

- ESTABLISH AIMPOINT 

DE ATP SYSTEMS ACHIEVE HIGH PRECISION TAACKlNG (<< 1 METER) 
WITH A HIERARCHAL SET OF FOCAL PLANES, EACH WITH NARROWER 

R E M  OF VIEW AND HIGHER RESOLUTION 

Figure 1. Directed Energy Weapons ATP-FC Problem (Boost Phase Example) 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on "Cuidunce and Confrolfor Furure 
Air-Defence Systems" heU in Copenliaagen, Denmark from 17th May IO ZOrh May 1994. 
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with a large fieId of view. However, optical sensors 
cannot simultaneously provide sufficient resoluuon to 
locate vulnerable areas of the booster and maintain 
sufficient field of view to ensure rapid engagement of 
subsequent targets. As a result a series of sensors are 
required, each providing successively more accurate target 
location information. Thisseriesofsensors canbeexpected 
to operate over different spectral regimes (ultraviolet, 
visible and infrared) and be presented with varying target 
and background phenomenology effects. 

The envisioned succession of sensors begins with the 
surveillance sensoras partof a battlemanagement system. 
Surveillance is the process of identifying and locating a 
threat, in this case. a gmup of boosters. The surveillance 
sensor may be located on a separate platform or on the 
weapon platform itself. This sensor must search a large 
areaoralocalized <'threat area"andbecapab1e ofdetecting 
multiple targets. 

After the surveillance sensor has established an initial 
target state vector, it is passed to the platform acquisition 
coarse track (ACT) sensor which must identify the threat 
and begin the process of engaging individual targets. For 
the boost phase example, this is shown as the booster 
plume acquisition. These sensors will passively acquire 
targets within its field of view, track to an accuracy of less 
than 50m, establish the target type and handover the state 
vector of a single target to the passive fine tracker. 

The passive finetrackeracquires asingletargetplumeand 
processes to less than 1Gm track accuracy to identify the 
hardbody relative to the missile plume. This sequence is 
often referred to as hardbady handover. 

Once the passive tine track is refined, the active illuminator 
is tumed on, closed loop active track begins and track 

accuracy is rapidly reduced to fractions of a meter. 
Additional fm control processing establishes an aimpoint, 
assesses the damage and retargets the weapon systsem as 
required. This precision is sufficient to place a energy 
beam on the target or guide a kinetic intercept to hit the 
target. 

3. ATP-FC ROLE FOR TMD 

All Theater Missile Defense concepts are limited by 
common sensing and guidance issues. Theater missiles 
bum for only afew tens of seconds. To insure intercept in 
boost phase, missiles must be acquired soon after launch 
to support either launch ofthe interceptor orweapon b@ 
tumon attheearliestpossibletime. In-trackflight updates 
must be supplied for midcourse guidance and sensing 
must provide knowledge of the aimpoint to less than 1 m 
to ensure high probability of kill. Thus an integrated 
sensorlfue control solution must be developed for all 
weapon concepts. Sensing and fue control issues are 
substantially common for all hit to kill weapons. The 
principal differencesareinthetargetphenomenology and 
timelines for committing the weapon. 

The ATP-FC elements which must be addressed for boost 
phase TMD are illustrated in Figure 2 which shows the 
ATP-FC needs for kinetic energy and directed energy 
weapons. The shaded areas show the needs for these two 
weapon types. The central shaded area illustrates the 
substantial overlap in the technologies required for 
detecting missiles in a cluttered environment, extracting 
imaging information, early commit state estimation, and 
end-to-end fire control processing. The current BMDO 
ATP-FC program will address all the issues for directed 
energy ATP-FC. Since many of these issues are common 
to directed energy and kinetic energy, the BMDO ATP- 
FC program is capable of providing significant issue 
resoluition for kinetic energy systems as well. 

. 

SENSING AND ARE CONTROL ISSUES SUBSTANTIALLY COMMON FOR HTT-TO-KILL WEAPONS 

Figure 2. How ATP Plays In TMD (Boost Phase Illustration) 
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4. ATP-FC TECHNOLOGY STATUS 

There has been significant progress in ATP-FC 
development during SDI, which was established in 1983 
(see Figure 3). The ATP program has focused on four 
primary areas of performance: pointing and stabilization 
(the ability to stabilize a weapon beam while pointing at 
high angular rate); tracking (the ability to measure target/ 
aimpoint position and generate pointing commands to 
future targethimpoint positions); fm contml decision 
functions (the ability to manage the engagements of 
multiple targets in a short time); and system integration 
(end to end functional compatibility from target detection 
to damage assessment and engagement of the next target. 

The advances in several areas have been significant. The 
numbers next to the ovals indicate the magnitude of the 
performance improvement since the start of SDI. 

The most dramatic advances have come in the area of 
pointing and stabilization where improvements have been 
as much as two orders or magnitude. 

In the area of isolatioddisturbance rejection, the Talon 
Goldgroundexperimentdemonstratedscaled size pointing, 
boresight and alignment and disturbance isolation at the 
100 nrad level. It utilized high bandwidth boresight and 
alignmenttecbniques, faststeeringmirrors for disturbance 
rejection and a magnetic suspension for disturbance 
isolation. The Space Active Vibration Isolation (SAVI) 
program demonstrated large capacity isolation at the 6@ 
8Odb isolation level. SAVI technology was integrated 
into the 6m scale beam expander Space Pointing and 
Integrated ControlsExperiment (SPICE). This laboratory 

0 

structural pointing experiment recently demonstrated a 
disturbance rejection reduction ratio of 68: 1. 

In the boresight and alignment area, the Talon Gold 
brassboard demonstrated long term separate aperture 
alignment to 100 nrad and internal alignment to 20 nrad 
levels. The ARTS (Alignment Reference Transfer 
System), an optical system for transferring boresight 
between separate apertures, was fabricated and tested 
below the 100  ad level. 

In the inertial reference area, the current PSRU (Inertial 
PseudoStarReferenceUnit)progr~isa3 axis stabilized 
gyro system which is demonstrating significantly less 
than 100 Mad stabilization at 300% bandwidth. 

In the fine pointing area, the relay mirror experiment 
(RME) successfully demonstrated beam stabilization and 
precisionpointingofalaserfromagroundsite totherelay 
mirror on a satellite and back down to a ground target 
board at another location. Stabilization and drift levels 
were comparable to those required for full scale strategic 
directed energy system. 

In the area of long range tracking, the issues are best 
addressed as part of integrated field tests since they 
requirethe comectphenomenology and excellent pointing 
levels. Originally these were planned as pact of space 
based experiments which have not been completed. The 
empty boxes indicate areas whicb require development 
and are now being addressed in the current ATP program. 
Relevant achievements in focal plane and processor 
component developments were sponsored in related 
programs outside of ATP. 

. "  

. . .I.r . ... . 

Figure 3. Dramatic ATP-FC Advances Since Start of SDI 
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In the area of illuminator development, a significant 
component development accomplishment has been 
achieved. The recently completed SSLRS (Solid State 
LaserRaduSource) program hasprovidedaspace system 
compatible laser illuminator at the 50W level designed for 
60 pps operation. 

In the area of fire control, fxst order algorithms and 
techniques for decision functions such as plume to 
hardbody handover and multi-target track have been 
demonstrated in computer simulations against real and 
synthetic data. The work to date has successfully 
establishedthefeasibility oftherequiredfunctions but has 
yet to establish their practicality and robustness in 
integrated field operation. This issue will be addressed in 
the balloon borne test platform for the current program. 

Integrated performance has been delayed due to 
cancellation of space experiments. The current program 
is focusing on demonstrating integrated performanceusing 
arelatively inexpensive balloon borne ATP testbed. This 
effortwill establish the validity oftheavailabletechniques 

. L - r l l m n . w *  
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5. ATP-FC PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

. WmbDObRnpd . - ,- . ATPFC PROGRAM IS DEVELOPING CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR SBL 
THAT IS COMMON TO ALL DEWS AND APPLICABLE TO KEWS AS WELL &, 

The key and supporting elements of the ATP program arc 
shown in Figure 4. The fust of two primary elements of 
the program are the Advanced DEW Active Precision 
Tracker (ADAPT) program which will developoperational 
concepts, explore experiment options and resolve key 
integration issues for a spaced based, operational directed 
energy system. The ADAPT project includcs analyzing 
and documenting technology scaling. developing design 

a .*.ax ' 1  

i 'I;r 

RAPID RETARGETING 

concepts and producing a development roadmap for an 
operational directed energy weapon system. In addition 
lab experiments will be used to investigate technologies 
for integration with ahighpower systemsuchas anoptical 
aperture sharing element. ADAPT contractors have 
demonstrated the feasibility of two different approaches 
to sharing the large telescope between the high power 
weapon beamandthe precisiontrackerduringhigh power 
operation. They have also developed designs for an ATP 
suite to be used in a future space based laser space 
integration experiment called StarLITE. 

The secondprimary element is the High Altitude Balloon 
Experiment (HABE). HABE will be the primary means 
for conducting integrated end to end testing to validate 
ATPhardware,componentsandconcepts. HABEincludes 
a 60 cm multi-spectral active and passive ATP system 
suspendedfromaballoon. Theseexperiments will address 
active and passivetracking issues againstboostingtargets. 
These tests, executed by the USAF Phillips Laboratory, 
areaverycosteffectivealtemativetospacebasedtesting. 

Both ADAPT and HABE build upon the successes 
achieved in recent ATP accomplishments in technology 
programs and space experiments. 

The Relay Mirror Experiment (RME), mentioned earlier, 
and the Low Power Atmospheric Compensation 
Experiment (LACE) were space experiments that feed 
into HABE. LACE flew a target board in low earth orbit 
and addressed atmospheric correction for lasers 
propagating from the ground. The platform also canied 
the ultra violet plume instrument (UVPI) which collected 
W plume data for thrusting missiles. 

P- 

RRE CONTROL(l98SOII) 

, 

Figure 4. Acquisition, Tracking, Pointing and Fire Control 



Two elements of the ATP program have addressed 
technologies for control and pointing of large structures. 

The Rapid Retargeting Testbed provided an analog 
hardware simulation of large structures slewed over large 
retargetingangles. Modal avoidanceandother techniques 
have been developed to maintain structural distortions 
within the operatingrangeofthepision active alignment 
system employed in directed energy concepts. 

The Space Integrated Controls Experiment (SPICE) 
completed a closed Iwp demonstration of active control 
of structural disturbances in a large, lightweight space 
structure. Jitter rejection ratios of 651 (ratio of base 
disturbance input to optical line-of-sight jitter) were 
achieved. By reducing 100 microradian jitter to less than 
2 microradians, SPICEdemonstrated that the large optical 
structures required by space based DEW can be controlled 
and isolated from satellite disturbances at levels 
approaching the performance requirements for an 
operational system. 

TheFire Control element contributes to HABEand ADAFT 
by developing fire control decision algorithms which will 
be tested on HABE and monitoring the development of 
end to end simulations and design tools which can provide 
analytic integration of all ATPcomponentspriortodetailed 
testing in experiments. 
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The Inertial Pseudo-Star Reference Unit (IPSRU) has 
been fabncated, assembled and tested. It is a high 
accuracy, 3 axis, flight qualifiable inertial reference unit 
that will provide the high precision stabilization needed 
for active track in the HABE ATP experiments. PSRU 
meets unique DEW requirements for very low noise 
output signal over a wide band of platform angular rates 
and disturbance inputs. In FY93, IPSRU demonstrated 
stabilization to Iws than 100 Nad. An operational unit 
was delivered to HABE in March 1994. 

The Solid S ta t ehe r  Radar Source (SSLRS) program has 
recently developed a 50W solid state laser which will 
serveastheilluminatorintheHABEactivetracking tests. 
In FY93 the initial brass board system was reconfigured 
and packaged for compatibility with the HABE system. 
This instrument substantially improves the state-of-the- 
art for power output efficiency, and power-to-weight 
ratio for diode-pumped solid state lasers. This space 
qualifiable laser will be delivered to HABE in February 
1994. 

Theseelementsaretbe twlswhichareavailahletoaddress 
the common needs of directed energy and kinetic energy 
systems working against TMD targets. 

Figures 5-9 give further details on each of the elements of 
the current program. 

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 

* DEYONSTRArr ANDTESTCRmCALIMEGRITEDA~.l I FUNCTIONS IN A REALISTIC ENMRONMUrr 

. .  
GATHER PASSIVE AND ACTIVE TARGET SIGNATURE I DATA 

TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTSETATUS 

- MMPLETED PDR. COR, AND INITIAL FLIGHT SVSTEM I GROUNOTEST 

PHILUPS LAB 

DWELDPWENT PAYIOAD INTEGRATED INTO F U G M  
CANNISTER 

GROUND AGAINST SCALED ROCKETS 
PERKlRMlNG ACCEPTANCE TESllNG FOR ILLUMINATOR 
AND INERTIAL REFERENCE UIUT 

DEMONSTRATED PAWE eLosuI LOOP WCK FROM 

Figure 5. High Altitude Balloon Experiment (HABE) 
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Calmdn 
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MAJOR PARTICIPANTS 1 
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I I I I 

WRIGHT LABORATORY 
FIBERTEK 
HUGHES 

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 

* ONELOP COMPACT, LIGHTWEIGHT. SPACE TRACEABLE, 
SOLID STATE, DIODE PUYPEO LASER ILLUMINATOR 

* PERFORMANCE GOALS - Dlod. Pumped - 500 mJ, 100 Hz 42 532 nm 
- 15 n m  Pulse Wldth 
- 5% Wall Plua Eff 

- < 1 cm Coherence Length - < 2 x OL Beam Oudlty 
- 0.05 d 
- a k a  

I TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTSISTATUS I 
* FIBERTEK LASER SELECTED FOR HABE 

RECONFIGURE TO SUPPORT HABE (FIBERTEK) - 60 HZ Oponllon Conwanlon . Longer Pump P u I n  ModHlMlons To A c h b w  2 500 mJ 
e 532 nm (3W mJ B a O.L.) 

DELIVERY TO PHILLIPS LAB IN APRIL 1994 

.A." .- 

Figure 6. Illuminator Development 
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I TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 
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FOR ATP-FC SVSlEM ALIGNMENT AND ANGULAR RATE 
MEASUREMENTS - DEVELOP. TEST, DELIVER IPSRU UNIT FOR BALLOON 
AND/OR FUTURE SPACE ATP UPERIMENlS 

* REOUIREMENTS FOR HABE 
- R d a m c s  B u m  Jmr 5 1W 
- Angular Acmkration Umll 2.0.6 - Angular Raw Llmlt 5 2  

- .Dr l f lRM 5 0.08 - Iwkdon - 

TECHNICAL A C C O M P L I S H M E N S  

* COMPLETED ACCEPTANCE TESnNG FOR HABE - MEASURE0 54 n n d  OF REFERENCE BEAM Jlt lER (nns) 
* DELIVERY OF FIRST UNIT APRIL 19W 
* FABRlCAllON AN0 OELWERY OF 2nd UNIT ON HOLD 

PENDING FUNDING 

. 

Figure 7. Inertial Reference Unit 
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Figure 8. Fire Control 
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Figure 9. Space Integrated Controls Experiment (SPICE) 
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6. APPLICATION OF ATP-FC ASSETS FOR 
TMD 

The assets being developed for directed energy ATP can 
play a broader role in TMD assessments. The HABE 
balloonplatformcanaccommodatearangeofsensors and 
the existing package offers wide flexibility for testing 
TMD sensors and ATP or providing high resolution 
viewing of tests of TMD exercises or experiments. The 
platform sensors can collect data to address issues of 
weapon commit early in the target boost phase and the in- 
track flight guidance updates required for successful 
intercept. The supporting system engineering structure 
provides an existing means for developing certified data 
and data analysis products. 

HABE can provide data to help address the common 
issues related tomidcourse guidanceupdates andendgame 
hit-to-kill techniques. 

Based on the previous discussion of issues for directed 
energy and kinetic energy systems, there appear to be 
common technology and technique issues in the sensor 
and guidance areas. Kinetic systems rely upon in-flight 
guidance updates similar to intermediate track needs for 
directed energy systems. The endgame and hit-to-kill for 
kinetic systems requires active signature with resolution 
and accuracy similar to directed energy systems. 

In fact. there are two balloon payloads which could be 
available for testingrelated t o w  concepts. In addition 
to the HABE platform, Lawrence Livermore National - 

HABE 

- 4wo Ib 

KESTREL 

- 25W Ib 

Laboratory developed a balloon payload called Kestrel 
(shown on the right side of Figure 10) to be use primarily 
forphenomenology datacollection with a range ofpassive 
and active sensors. The platform was designed for sea 
launch and recovery and includes a steering flat. The 
canister was successfully flight tested after a sea based 
launch. The sensorsandcanisterdevelopment wasstopped 
due to funding constraints and is currently in storage at 
Livermore. 

The following ATP-FC assets have several potential 
applications for TMD testing. 

HABE or Kestrel payload can provide quantitative 3d 
imaging and tracking of TMD experiments or exercises. 
This data can essentially provide photo documentation 
for use in scoring and documenting tests. 

The high resolution IR and visible sensors on the existing 0 

Either payload can collect essential phenomenology data 
and associated elements can provide certified data to 
users. 

The reconfigurable nature of the HABE payload make it 
useful for precursor field tests of TMD sensors or TMD 
integrated seeker payloads. HABE can provide data 
which is directly scalable to an operational system. 

HABE can also provide direct data for either midcourse or 
endgame sensing and tracking data to address in flight 
guidance issue resolution for kinetic systems. 

- 
Diameter 200 R 
Volume 4 Y W  
Walght 8 W l b  

* DESIGNED FOR ATP - DESIGNED FOR DATA 
CONCEPT EVALUATION COLLECTION 

2 E." 
I.bri 8 

Figure 10. Experiment Platform Configuration 
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of the relative cost of obtaining high resolution data from 
differentplatforms. Theairbomeassets withsmallapelture 
systems are inherently low resolution and must stand off 
far enough from a test to insure human safety. Aircraft 
based systems with large optics can provide higher 
resolutions but they require expensive assets and ground 
support whichdrives up thecost. HABEoperationalcosts 
are relatively low, the platform can station keep for hours 
and the current program can support 3-6 flights per year 
at current funding levels. The HABE platform has the 
potential to be both lower cost along with the advantage 
of a large optic and passive and active sensors which 
provide very high resolution. 

7. SUMMARY 

The benefits of the ATP assets to TMD are that the 
platform provides high resolution standoff sensors at low 
cost and can provide sub micro radian tracking and 
imaging of dynamic targets, active and passive 
multispectral data and non-cooperative fire control 
algorithms. Theplatformisrelativelylowcostandcan be 
flow from 4-6 times a year for either sensor performance 
or phenomenology data collection. ?he process for 
collecting andcertifying the dataare in place and available 
today. 

Duringthepastdecade wehavemadesignificant advances 
in ATP-FCtechnologies forballistic missiledefense. The 
current BMDO ATP assets in general and the HABE 
testbedin particularcan be a key asset indevelopingTh4D 
weapon systems by providing a means to collect key 
phenomenology data, test sensor and guidance 
components, or view and collect data to score test or 
exercises. 

In addition, the extensive system engineering simulation 
support that exists in the ATP program can assist in 
experiment planning and prediction ofexperiment results. 
'Ihis allows numerous "what if' exercises to be run to 
increase the retum from experiments or exercises. 

Following are two examples of the applications just 
discussed. 

Figure 11 illustrates potential sensor images available 
from the multi-spectral sensor package on HABE. The 
payload includes SWIR, MWIR and passive and active 
visible sensors and can prcduce images with resolutions 
from IOOmdown to 1Ocm. An LWIR design is available 

These images indicate the quality of the data available 
from the baseline platform. Since HABE can be easily 
reconftgured, this level of sensor data can be collected 
with wavelengths of interest. 

Inadditiontoprovidinghighresolution viewing of intercept 
tests. HABE can act as a full scale operational testbed. 
Figure IZshowssimuIatedimages whichcouldbeobtained 
from sensors abard an airborne surveillance platform 
like AWACS viewing a post-burnout TMD hardmy. 
The images show high quality data which can be obtained 
from the testbed which can operate at the actual ranges of 
a target engagement. 

These examples show the potential utility of HABE and 
related assets for TMD tests. The cost benefit of using a 
platform like HABE depends on the specific 
implementation and need Figure 13 gives anotional view 

for HABE but is not in the current baseline. 

TARGET LAUNCHED FROM U.S. WESTERN TEST RANGE 

. 

Time = 120s Range = 178km 
Altitude = 153km maa = I I T  

WITH RESOLUTIONS OF 100s TO 1 MICRORADIAN (100 m + 10 cm) 
BALLOON PLATFORM PROVIDES MULTI-SPECTRAL SENSOR HIERARCHY 

Figure 11. Balloon Sensor Suite Imaging Examples 
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THE HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOON EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATION OF ACQUISITION, TRACKING, AND POINTING 
TECHNOLOGIES (HABEATP) 

D. Dimiduk, M. Caylor, D. Williamson, and L. Larson 
Phillips Laboratory 

Kistland Air Force Base New Mexico, 871 11-6008, USA 

The High Altitude Balloon Experiment demonstration of Acquisition, aSUMManu Tracking, and Pointing (HABE-ATP) is a system built around 
balloon-bome payload which is carried to a nominal 26-km altitude. 
The goal is laser tracking thrusting theater and strategic missiles, and 
then pointing a surrogate laser weapon beam, with performance levels 
and a timeline traceable to operational laser weapon system 
requirements. This goal leads to an experiment system design which 
combines hardware from many technology areas: an optical telescope 
and IR sensors; an advanced angular inertial reference; a flexible, 
multi-level of actuation digital control system; digital tracking 
processors which incorporate real-time image analysis and a pulsed, 
diode-pumped solid state tracking laser. The system components have 
been selected to meet the overall experiment goals of tracking 
unmodified boosters at 50- 200 km range. 

The ATP system on HABE must stabilize and control a relative line 
of sight between the platform and the unmodified target booster to a 1 
p a d  accuracy. The angular pointing reference system supports both 
open loop and closed loop track modes; GPS provides absolute 
position reference. The control system which positions the line of 
sight for the ATP system must sequence through accepting a state 
vector handoff, closed-loop passive IR acquisition, passive IR 
intermediate fine track, active fine track, and then finally aimpoint 
determination and maintenance modes. Line of sight stabilization to 
fine accuracy levels is accomplished by actuating wide bandwidth fast 
steering mirrors (FSMs). These control loops off-load large- 
amplitude mors to the outer gimbal in order to remain within the 
limited angular throw of the FSMs.. 

The SWIR acquisition and MWIR intermediate fine track sensors 
(both PtSi focal planes) image the signature of the rocket plume. 
Mer Hard Body Handover (HBHO), active fine tracking is 
conducted with a visible focal plane viewing the laser-illuminated 
target rocket body. The track and fire control performance must be 
developed to the point that an aimpoint can be selected, maintained, 
and then track performance scored with a low-power “surrogate” 
weapon beam. Extensive instrumentation monitors not only the 
optical sensors and the video data, but all aspects of each of the 
experiment subsystems such as the control system, the experiment 
flight vehicle, and the tracker. Because the system is balloon-bome 
and recoverable, it is expected to fly many times during its 
development program. 

INTRODUCTION 
The USAF Phillips Laboratory in Albuquerque is developing and 
conducting a integration and technology demonstration experiment for 
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) Directed Energy 
office. The purpose of the experiment is to integrate the Acquisition 
Tracking, and Pointing (ATP), and sensor technologies into a fire 
control system which is representative of that required for a Space- 
Based Laser (SBL) weapon for strategic and Theater Missile Defense 
(TMD). The experiment will demonstrate the functions required by 
the SBL through the point of hand-off to the weapon firing; thus 
technologies are chosen with attention to the utility in a space system. 
The program additionally supports the theater Airbome Laser (ABL) 
Directed Energy weapon system, demonstrating the fire control 
functions required up to the point of handover to the atmospheric 
compensation system. HABE-ATP advances a technology base 

which has applicability to LIDAR and other optical surveillance and 
fm control technologies for TMD. 

Directed energy laser weapons are a subject of confinuous study by 
the Department of defense for a variety of applications. TMD appears 
to benefit greatly from this technology, and efforts are being directed 
toward development of laser weapons for TMD. Either a Space 
Based Laser (SBL) or an Airbome Laser (ABL) appear to have 
substantial capability to destroy these ballistic missiles during the 
boost phase of flight. This capability stems from fust principles of 
rocket design, which require staggering fuel-to-structural-mass ratios. 
this is manifested in minimal structural strength margins. The 
vehicle, while under powered flight, is under substantial stress due to 
internal pressure, as well as aerodynamic forces, and the force of 
acceleration. The majority of the rocket mass, of course, is highly 
flammable fuel and oxidizer. Destruction of the rocket during boost 
phase ensures that none of the fragments reach the target area, and 
they may in fact land on the territory of the attacker. 

To engage the target from long range with a laser weapon during this 
vulnerable portion of flight is possible because of the development of 
high power weapon laser beams which have the desired lethality 
range. Weapon engagement, however, requires substantial advances 
in the integration of guidance, control, and pointing technologies. The 
short thrust duration of theater missiles (50-100 sec) requires v“y 
high performance tracking and pointing be achieved rapidly and 
flawlessly; thus the fue control designer is driven to a system which 
performs these preparatory phases of the engagement sequence as 
rapidly and autonomously as possible. 

BMDO is now pursuing an integrated demonstration of these 
acquisition, tracking, and pointing technologies from a reusable 
balloon-bome platform. In addition to meeting the fire control needs 
of the laser weapon community, this experiment and the related 
technology development is demonstrating capabilities important to 
forward-based sensors which may be deployed to acquire state vectors 
for battle management of other boost, ascent, midcourse, or terminal 
phase defensive systems. 

HABE EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW 
The HABE mission goal i s  to very precisely track accelerating 
booster targets. (Figure 1.) Track must be with sufficient accuracy 
that stabilized rocket hardbody imagery can be obtained and 
processed in real time to compute a laser weapon aimpoint. The 
experiment will then propagate a surrogate weapon beam - a low 
powered laser beam - to the target for performance scoring. Motion of 
this scoring beam about the desired aimpoint on the target is an 
integrated measure of the limitations of the end-to-end tracking and 
pointing system. 

The final objective of stabilizing the beam on the target to a fraction 
of a missile body diameter is to be achieved by demonstrating, step by 
step, the successively more difficult operational modes of the system. 
The experiment is being conducted at a nominal altitude of 26 km 
(85,000 fl) to achieve distortion-free imagery of the target, as can be 
expected by the SBL in space, or by the ABL after atmospheric 
compensation. Target engagement ranges of 50 - 200 km are 
sufficiently close to operational laser weapon system engagement 
ranges that accurate engineering performance scaling is possible. 

Paper presented at the Mission System Panel 1st Sjwiposiiwi on “Cuidar~ce arid Control for Future 
Air-Defence System” held in Copeiihageii, Deiiiiiark fioiii 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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Thus laser weapon system designers can confidently specify ATP 
subsystems. 

The ability to perform this tracking is not expected to be achieved in 
one step. The sensor/ control modes planned for this pointing and 
tracking systems are shown in Figure 2. The system sequentially 
progresses from processing target handoff information to a stable 
acquisition track; it then increases the track accuracy by stepping up 
the focal plane magnification and the control loop gain. It engages 
higher bandwidth fast steering mirror control loops, and ultimately the 
increases the track signal intensity by transmitting a visible laser 
illumination pulse, enabling active ranging and very high 
magnification active visible fine track. This last stage, while low in 
bandwidth because of the limited pulse rate of the illumination laser 
(60 Hz), is executed at very high control loop gain in order to permit 
making boresight adjustments to the marker (or surrogate weapon) 
laser which are much finer that the angular size of the target. These 
successive pointing and control modes must be stable and robust, and 
the autonomous transitions between them must be smooth and fast. 
While this general approach has been pursued for high energy laser 
Acquisition, Tracking, and Pointing/ Fire Control (ATP-FC) for more 
than 15 years, the technology tools available to carry out these 
functions have improved dramatically as the desired performance 
levels have gone up only modestly. 

The challenge to achieving the tracking and pointing performance 
required by laser weapons is not so much dependent on any individual 
technology. The challenge is rather in integrating these individual 
technical capabilities into a combined system which can 
autonomously and robustly bring them into play as required. Specific 
developments have occurred which have resulted in markedly 
improved performance of each of the functions required for laser 
weapon pointing and tracking. These functions and the associated 
technologies are depicted in Figure 3. The value in this improved 
component technology is a substantial improvement in design margin 
for an integrated system. Because of the complexity of the integrated 
system, this design margin becomes an enabling capability on its own. 

The HABE experiment, in particular, benefits from significant 
advances in SDIOBMDO development of the Inertial Pseudo-Star 
Reference Unit (IPSRU), an advanced inertial reference; 'from the 
structural modeling tools and methodologies developed on the Space 
Integrated Control (structures) Experiment (SPICE) program; from 
the real-time image processing developed in the Advanced Modular 
Tracker (AMT), and from advanced diode-pumped solid state 
tracking illuminator lasers developed on the Solid State Laser Radar 
Source (SSLRS) program. 

REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN CONCEPT 
The critical performance measures for a laser weapon tracking and 
pointing system are chosen to illustrate how well the laser beam 
weapon is stabilized on the desired target aimpoint. We define this 
performance for HABE based on three quantities: weapon (or 
marker) beam pointing bias, drift, and jitter. These are illustrated 
graphically in Figure 4. Bias is residual mean displacement of the 
beam from the desired aimpoint; drift is the low frequency (within the 
aimpoint maintenance control loop bandwidth) motion of the beam 
with respect to the aimpoint, and jitter is the pointing error at 
frequencies above the limited bandwidth of the system's very high 
gain active fine track control system. Most HABE quantitative 
engineering specifications were derived from pointing specifications 
in these three areas. For example, track sensors were designed to 
achieve the derived required noise equivalent angles and the optical 
magnification necessary for the desired control loop gains. Control 
loop bandwidths were chosen to provide sufficient margin in rejecting 
platform base motion so to meet the line-of-sight (LOS) jitter 
requirements. Processor suite throughput performance was sized by 
the bandwidth and accuracy requirements which flowed down from 
the control system design. 

The required control system performance has been recently described 
in reference 1; the derivation and flowdown of the requirements are 
summarized here. 

Because pointing errors can arise from many sources throughout the 
tracking and pointing system, the system design assigns an error 
budget to the subsystems. Design choices and component 
specifications were made in accordance with such a budget. The 
angular jitter budget for the balloon tracking and pointing system is 
also shown in Figure 4. The shaded boxes represent areas where 
subcomponent tests of actual or representative flight hardware has 
been incorporated into the budget. The nodes in the tree show root- 
sum-squared allocatiodperformance for each branch. As suggested 
earlier, technologies exist for each of the major functions to be 
performed to better than these budgets. The challenge in this 
experiment is to integrate the subsystems and to develop a suEciently 
detailed understanding of the interaction between them. This 
understanding is embodied in validated modeling tools which the 
experiment develops. This understanding then enables the 
development of the autonomous fue control mode logic which will 
permit execution of these hnctions autonomously. 

An optical pointing subsystem capable of the performance just 
described is quite complex. The design incorporates three wide 
bandwidth control elements along with the coarse pointing of the 
gimbaled telescope. Figure 5 depicts the major optical elements, 
control elements, and the feedback sensors used in the system. The 
main optical aperture is a 60 cm diameter telescope, used by the IR 
intermediate track sensor, the visible active fme track sensor, and for 
projection of the marker, or surrogate weapon, laser beam. The base 
motion-induced disturbances along these lines-of-sight (LOS) are 
sensed by an inertially stabilized platform which injects an alignment 
beam into the main aperture with an extended comer cube optical 
element. This alignment beam is sensed at a location physically near 
the visible and IR focal planes, and alignment errors are nulled by a 
fast steering mirror, thus stabilizing the LOS. The alignment beam 
also propagates to the separate optical bench for the illuminator and 
marker lasers. Separate fast steering mirror control loops use the 
inertial reference information from the locally-sensed position of the 
stabilized alignment beam, plus separate speed-of-light point-ahead 
and other correction information, to control the pointing of these laser 
beams. Coarse acquisition, ranging, and scoring sensors use optical 
apertures separate from the main 60 cm telescope; these hnctions do 
not require fine pointing or line of sight stabilization. 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

a 

Simulation 
The system concept illustrated in figure 5,  which is considerably 
simpler than the actual pointing and tracking system, illustrates the 
complexities involved in achieving the desired system performance. 
To validate the engineering concept, the flow-down of specifications, 
and the adequacy of actual subcomponent performance, an end-to-end 
system simulation is used. Figure 6 is a diagram indicating the major 
modules in the simulation we have developed, HABESIM. 
Comparison of Figure 5 to Figure 6 shows that there is a clear 
correlation between each subsystems in the payload and simulation 
modules. The simulation is built from the SDIO-developed Attack 
Mimagement Development Facility (AMDF) simulation tool. It is 
designed to model, in an integrated way, the performance of the entire 
system with any desired level of fidelity in the subsystem models. 
Because the program engineering methodology requires that each 
subsystem design iteration or component test result is incorporated 
into the simulation, incrementally increasing the simulation level of 
detail and fidelity, the simulation s m e s  as the engineering accounting 
tool for the entire system. This simulation approach permits the end- 
to-end ramifications of any incremental design refmement to be fully 
understood. The simulation is periodically benchmarked with a full 
engagement run; the most recent benchmark examines a system 
engagement against a Black Brant Nine target rocket (which is 
representative of a solid-fueled TMD target) and is of high fidelity 
through passive intermediate track engagement phase, with some 
fidelity on the transition to active fine track. 

Developmental Payload 
Hardware development of a hll flight system encompasses many 
elements: flight systems, ground systems; platform housekeeping, 
and full mechanical structure, in addition to the pointing system we 
are discussing. To partition this development, and to ensure flight 
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challenges are properly accounted for, a "pathfinder" developmental 
payload has been put together ahead of the full mission payload. This 
structure is being used to develop the coarse gimbals pointing system, 
its structure; the payload housekeeping and flight environmental 
control capabilities; the landing system; and the interfaces to the 
balloon systems. The developmental payload is used to develop 
operational capabilities and to provide field hardware experience for 
the laboratory team. It will demonstrate functionality of the system at 
altitude. Its visible-only optics system has full functionality up 
through the coarse point/ acquisition modes of the pointing system. It 
includes highly capable executive and data handling processors to 
execute and monitor all payload activities, including flight, 
mechanical, and pointing systems, with capability to log data at rates 
up to 20 kHz and at up to 16 bit accuracies. The payload 
environment (to include thermal and base motion) is also carefully 
instrumented. 

The hardware for this payload's pointing system has been completely 
assembled. In Figure 7, it is shown hanging from a balloon- 
suspension compliance simulator. (Inertial pointing and attitude 
control has been initially demonstrated using this fixture.) For scale, 
the telescope which is facing the reader is 50 cm in diameter. The 
structure is about 4 meters tall, and weighs 5000 Ibs. Two major 
features of the payload are to be noted from the photograph. The 
pressurizeable electronics compartment (without its pressure cover) is 
toward the top of the assembly. The gimbaled optical assembly is just 
below it; this assembly is sealed and pressurized for ascent and 
descent. The assembly rotates to a vertical position and then rubber 
seals inflate to seal the joint between the optics and the electronics 
compartments. The vehicle was designed for eventual use over water, 
with water landings, although all early flights are expected to be 
conducted over land. 

To date, the all-visible-sensor tracking systems on this developmental 
payload have been exercised against stars to develop the inertial 
platform calibration algorithms. The system has also been used to 
acquisition-track small-scale solid-fuel rockets at 4.5 km range, 
producing angular rates and accelerations comparable to that expected 
for laser weapons systems engaging TMD targets. These small-scale 
rocket tests are to be an important part of the system development and 
test plan. Autonomous operation of the successively more-complex 
pointing system will be "wrung out" in this type of test. Results of the 
first system test with these rockets are being analyzed and used to 
increase the fidelity of the HABESIM simulation, and to prioritize 
additional development activities. 

System Engineering Tools 
The system modeling tools (described earlier) and a computerized 
engineering data management system (MISHABE) are used to 
facilitate transferring the test results from developmental activities to 
the incremental development of a fully-capable payload which meets 
the full mission specifications. The MISHABE system incorporates 
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both a documents database and an analysis and data archiving 
capability which has all the hnctionality of the VISAGE system used 
on previous ATP experiments such as the Relay Mirror Experiment. 
It is being extended so some of the analysis hct ions are available in 
a menu-driven, graphical user interface so that engineers can perform 
analysis independent of the batch-mode processing needed for major 
system tests. The development of the analysis capabilities are based 
on the requirements described in reference 5. 

PRIMARY PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT 
The primary payload to be used for the integrated pointing and 
tracking tests will be similar in external appearance to the 
developmental payload. However, considerably more complex and 
sophisticated sensor and pointing subsystems will be incorporated. In 
Figure 8, the hardware layout of the fully-gimbaled primary 
telescope is depicted, along with the associated components on the two 
optical benches. The optical sensors, interface optics, lasers, fast 
steering mirrors, and the inertial stabilization reference platform are 
all contained on the gimbaled structure. Not shown are the analog 
and digital electronics and the four processors which control these 
payload elements. These are located in the pressurized electronics 
compartment above this elevation-gimbaled assembly. Also not 
shown are the separate telescopes for the acquisition and ranging/ 
scoring sensors. 

Sensors 
The imaging sensors for. the HABE mission include a combination of 
visible and IR focal plane sensors. Table 1 summarizes the 
performance characteristics of these target sensors on HABE. PtSi 
focal plane cameras, built by Hughes Aircraft, provide high dynamic 
range (12-bit digital) IR imagery in nmow wavebands which are 
custom selected for each engagement. The acquisition sensors use 
separate, 5 cm apertures, while the precision intermediate IR and 
active visible fine track sensors make use of the large 60 cm 
telescope. These high-magnification sensors are both near-difkwtion 
limited. The IR cameras have been radiometrically calibrated; we 
expect an end-to-end system accuracy o f f  25 percent. The digital 
and analog focal plane cameras are being integrated with a digital 
tracking system and a digital data system. 

It should be noted that SDIOIBMDO has conducted an extensive 
program to make accurate radiometric measurements of various 
targets to support a scientific phenomenology data base. The primary 
objective of HABE is to demonstrate pointing and tracking 
performance. However, because the tracking performance with a 
resolved target can be strongly aected by the observed 
phenomenology, it is necessary to conduct tracking investigations 
with nearly the same radiometric capability as in phenomenology 
investigations. Only with this information will it be possible to 
understand all the factors affecting tracking. 

Table 1. HABE Sensors Suite 
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Table 2. Control LOOPS Summaly 

Control Function 

Attitude Determination 
(Star Cal) 

Open Loop Pointing (OLP) 

Acquisition/ Track (ACQ) 

Passive Intermediate 
Track (PIT) 

Active Fine Track (AFT) 

PurDose 

Inertial rate loop position initialization 

Process external and pre-stored trajectory data 
for handoff to coarse target acquisition (4" 
FOV camera) 

Control Gimbal LOS to stabilize rates for hand- 
off to Passive Intermediate Track 

Stabilized microradian track to provide imagery 
for plume to rocket hard body handover 

Approach 

Magnetometer, then star calibration 

GPS platform position. Kalman filter trajec 
estimation to command gimbal rate loop for 
LOS error less than 114 ACQ Camera FOV 

Null-seekina IOOD usina track inDuts from w 
FOV IR ca6era'to ca& gimbal'rate loop 

Cascaded control of fast steering 
gimbal LOS using magnified image trackin 
Point Inertially stabilized alignment beam at 
target; low bandwidth off-load to gimbals 

Track actively illuminated rocket hard body and 
compute aimpoint for surrogate weapon 

PIT-loop architecture (above) with further 
magnified (1 Ox) active-illumination visible 

(maker) laser 

TracMng Laser 
The directed energy ATP community views active visible 
illumination as a requirement to reach the required track signal-to- 
noise performance. Visible illumination and sensing provides higher 
angular resolution than idared. Recent advances have made suitable 
lasers available at 60 Hz repetition rate, allowing increased active 
track bandwidths. The HABE experiment is continuing the 
development of the SSLRS lasers developed for SDI0 by two 
contractors. These Nd-based diode-pumped lasers are frequency 
doubled to obtain 0 . 5 ~  radiation. The lasers have been specifically 
integrating the laser into the flight platform, especially in developing a 
flight laser cooler for the payload system. 

Laser-related issues to be explored in the active tracking program 
include "jitter coupling" which can occur when the laser far field 
intensity pattem is nonuniform, degrading the track; and laser speckle 
"noise" effects on the image to be processed by the tracker. These and 
other effects will continue to limit the range at which track 
performance can be achieved on low albedo (lambertian reflectivity) 
targets. 

Control System 
To accomplish the demanding autonomous acquisition and complex 
track functions derived from the mission requirements, a multitude of 
control modes are required. These modes drove the incorporation of 
the multiple control elements and feedback sensors described earlier 
in the conceptual design. This control system has been described 
recently in reference 1; an overview will be presented here. The 
control modes are summarized in Table 2. The modes are listed in the 
order that they are executed in a normal engagement. However, loss 
of track would require different mode sequences. To implement these 
modes in a flexible manner, a digital control architecture was selected, 
despite the demanding bandwidth requirements in the inertially 
referenced fast steering mirror loops (goal 500 Hz). The outer optics 
gimbal loop is a 10 Hz bandwidth rate loop with rate feed-forward, in 
order to follow the dynamics of an accelerating booster. The 
dynamics of the boosters in the TMD scenarios are the most stressing 
in the trade studies to date. The architecture of the nanoradian 
widebandwidth LOS stabilization system is somewhat unique 
compared to lower-performance tracking systems; its role in the 
implementation of the Passive Intermediate Track (PIT) mode will be 
described to illustrate the concepts. An overview of the digital 
processing implementation will follow this description. 

LOS stabilization using the precision IPSRU beam is incorporated 
into both the PIT and the Active Fine Track (AFT) modes. The 
IPSRU concept is described in detail in reference 2. As described in 

sensor 

Table 2, after the pointing system has stabilized an IR acquisition 
track of a target rocket plume, an intermediate track of with an IR 
sensor having 30 times more magnification is initiated. The sensor 
line of sight is stabilized by propagating an inertially stabilized laser 
beam from the IPSRU through the optical train. The alignment beam 
is injected into the primary of the 60-cm telescope by an extended 
corner cube. The displacement errors on the propagated beam are 
sensed by an Alignment Position Sensing Detector (APSD), driving 
an autoalignment fast steering mirror to null. Track errors sensed by 
the IR focal plane bias the IPSRU beam to maintain it pointing 
towards the target. The IPSRU errors are off-loaded at low 
bandwidth as steering commands to the main system gimbals, on 
which the telescope and the entire optical system are riding. The PIT 
mode will be handing off to an active track mode after plume to Hard 
Body Hand Over (HBHO) computations are performed to permit 
laser illumination of the hard body. Figure 9 shows the PIT mode 
from a controls viewpoint. The IPSRU alignment beam interacts with 
the illuminator control loop for the active tracking illuminator laser, 
a similar loop to controls the marking or scoring laser, but is not 
shown. The control loop topology for this high bandwidth track 
differs substantially fiom the acquisition track loop which interacts 
only with the main gimbal rate loop. Further description of the parts 
ofthe system can be found in Ref. 1. Substantial attention is being 
devoted to the implementation of the digital control system mode 
switching. Transitions to the PIT mode fiom acquisition track, and 
from this mode to a similar-topology active fine track, must be smooth 
in order to acquire in the successively higher gain modes, and 
minimize the overall time required to achieve aimpoint 
selectiodmaintenance. A more detailed control simulation, in 
addition to HABESIM, is being used to understand the complex 
opticaltontrols interactions in these mode changes. 

Error signals for these PIT and ACT loops are taken fiom both the 
image-tracking sensors (target track errors) and sensors which sample 
the inertially-stabilized alignment laser beam (platform dynamics/base 
motion errors). Optimizing specific parameters of the multiple control 
loops required here is one of the major objectives of experiment 
simulations and the experiment itself. The data fiom the extensive 
instrumentation of the control system, processed by the data handling 
processor, is a key component of the pointing experiments. The 
HABE controls team's previous experience on directed energy ATP 
system demonstrations, such as the Airborne Laser Laboratory and the 
Relay Mirror Experiment, suggest that real-world effects may lead to 
different optimization than one fmds in laboratory integration. 
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HABE PROCESSOR SUITE 
Because the chosen design implements most tracking. pointing. and 
control functions digitally, substantial real-time processing capability 
is required. Autonomous operation requirements and the need for a 
high bandwidth, flexible data acquisition system adds to processing 
load. The chosen architecture encompasses 4 processors: an 
executive which handles all communication with the ground and the 
balloon flight control system, and starts and supervises all 
computational processes; a fue control (tracking) processor which 
digests the imagery and other optical sensor data in real time; a Data 
Handling Processor (DHP); and a pointing Control Processor (PCP). 
The processors are networked with a "SCRAMNet," which uses 2 
MByte memories in each processor which are "mirrored between 
nodes with high speed fiber-optic links. The "mirroring" latency is 
800 nsec or less. This processor system architecture is illustrated in 
Figure 10. The 4 VME-bus, M68040-based processors all run a 
commercial real-time derivative of the UNIX operating system, 
VxWorks. The Digital Signal co-Processors (DSPs) in the PCP run 
commercial proprietary kernels which are specifically designed to 
interface to this operating system. The image processing in the f r e  
control processing will be described later. 

The entire processor suite is installed in the developmental payload 
described earlier, and many of challenging computational tasks were 
demonstrated in prototype form in the scaled rocket tests. An interim 
report is being prepared on these tests to describe a performance 
baseline for the system at this developmental stage. No performance 
optimization of the control system has been attempted yet; the efforts 
to date have focused on system functionality. The system did 
demonstrate unoptimized functionality of the gimbal rate loop and a 
simple interface to an acquisition track loop. The software 
architecture appears to be robust and is meeting system needs. 

Pointing Control Processor Summary 
The main gimbal pointing control tasks just described, while 
challenging fiom a complexity point of view, do not drive the 
processing bandwidth requirements for the PCP. Analysis of real time 
processing timelines to support the three 500 Hz digital control loops 
(which impose far more computational burden) showed analog-to- 
digital (A/D) conversion by conventional techniques would be the 
processing bottleneck. Microtontrolled Remote Signal Conditioners 
(RSCs), capable of synchronous or non-synchronous sampling and 
A/D conversion at up to 40 kHz and up to 16 bit resolution, are being 
developed. These will support the 14 bit control system dynamic 
range requirement, and off-load the A/D conversion task from the 
pointing control and data handling processors. This wideband 
pointing control sub-system is currently being tested in prototype form 
with 12-bit A/D converters; initial results indicate good processor 
timing margins. The testing includes use of the i860 DSP 
coprocessors for the real-time control and compensation 
computations, addressing the largest challenge in the computational 
timeline. The higher-performance 16-bit converters (RSCs) are also 
in prototype form and will later be retrofitted into the control system. 

Optical Tracking in HABE 
The fm controll track processor shown in figure 9 is a variant of the 
Phillips-lab developed AMT. This is an advance imaging tracker 
built around commercial real-time image-processing "engines" which 
sit on a commercial Datacube bus. This tracker has been used at 
several Phillips laboratory ground optical observatories, and variants 
are being developed for many types of optical image tracking besides 
the HABE mission. Further details on the design core can be found in 
reference 4. 

The driving reason for incorporation of the modular, upgradeable 
image processing capability is that the varied and challenging 
tracking tasks required for autonomous laser weapon ATP. For 
example, each of the tracking cameras presents substantially different 
types of images because of the various wavelength bands being used 
for the various track modes. The characteristics of each video signal, 
in terms of fiame rate, background, and noise need to be dealt with 
differently withim the track processor. Also, the distribution of plume 
luminance is time-varying during a rocket's ascent, meaning the 
plume image centroid moves with respect to the rocket body. Because 
the intermediate fme track IR sensor will spatially resolve these 

plumes, this spatial distribution of energy can affect the track point, 
complicating the computation of a rocket hard-body location. This 
drives a requirement for relatively sophisticated image tracking 
techniques such as leading-edge track along the velocity vector, 
andlor correlation tracking. The experiment will be developing and 
testing hrther advances to this modular track control processor. 

To facilitate this development, a Tracking Analysis Station (TAS) has 
been assembled This is a ground version of the AMT tracking 
processor with an interfaced workstation; the combination has been 
optimized for analyzing digital or analog video data at real-time rates, 
either on- or off-line. It is being interfaced to the MISHABE data 
analysis system. The interface enables the integrated use of image 
processing analysis tools and linear signal analysis tools, so that, for 
example, control system data and video data fiom a test can be 
acquired, time-synchronized, and then both sets of data can be 
available for integrated analysis. 

Flight Data Acquisition System 
The effect of subsystem performance variations on combined system 
performance is a key issue to be studied by HABE. The digital 
instrumentation system controlled by the DHP has been designed to 
be highly flexible, so that as performance-limiting effects are 
uncovered, instrumentation can be improved along with the subsystem 
performance. The processor uses the advanced RSCs for some of the 
high-speed data acquisition, and since it is networked to the other 
processors via the SCRAMNet, it can have access to any of the 
variables being used by the other processors in experiment execution, 
at very high bandwidth. Reference 5 describes the baseline data 
acquisition plan. 

The data fiom this experiment will provide important benchmarks as 
to what can be achieved in realistic operational scenarios. 

Conclusions 
We have described the status of a development program which will 
mature the various technologies needed for ATP into an integrated 
weapon subsystem. The key advances which enable the approach 
being taken are: The maturity of advanced networked computer 
processors and DSPs, their software design environments, and real- 
time operation systems; the development of light-weight, efficient 
diode-pumped solid state lasers; and the availability of an advanced 
angular inertial reference. Component and subsystem level 
understanding has matured to the point that a highly detailed 
engineering simulation is possible, and the simulation results lend 
confidence to the feasibility of the design approach. A partial- 
performance "pathfinder" payload system has been fully integrated 
fiom a pointing hardware point of view, and the fust integrated 
system test has been completed with this article. Most components 
have been received and subsystem assembly and verification tests are 
underway for the full-performance integrated ATP system. The 
resulting pointing system capability will enable an important step 
forward in directed energy fue control, and will be a valuable testbed 
for achieving full weapon system prototype-level ATP performance. 
Two directed energy weapon systems, the Space Based Laser and the 
Airborne laser, view this demonstration as key to weapon system 
development. 
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Float Altitude 26 km 

Target range 50-200 km 

Figure 1. Overview of HABE-ATP experiment concept. HABE emulates space-based laser weapon 
pointing, tracking, and fire control by approaching the space disturbance environment (optical 
imaging disturbances and mechanical disturbances). 
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Figure 2. Directed Energy Weapon Fire Control Sequence. 
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Figure 4. Definition of the measures of pointing performance, with an example of how performance 
requirements are flowed-down to subsystems in the case of jitter. 
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Figure 5. Payload functional concept. showng the controls/optical interactions. 
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Figure 6. Payload simulation block diagram. Payload simulation is based on the SDIO-developed 
Attack Management Development Facility (AMDF) simulation tool. 
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Figure 7. Photograph of the developmental payload in the testing laboratory. The payload is 
approximately 4 meters tall, and will weigh 5000 Ibs. The telescope aperture is 50 cm 
diameter. 

Illuminator Laser Bench 

II IYnl l~tor  ---- 

Precision Optical Bench 

Telescope 

Figure 8. Payload optical layout for the primary payload. 
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Design Criteria: LOS Error to 114 AFT Camera Field of View 

Flgure 9. Passive Intermediate Track (PIT) control mode. 

THE HABE PROCESSOR SUITE IS DESIGNED TO REALIZE THE HABE ATP FUNCTIONS. THE 
PROCESSOR SUITE PROVIDES DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION PROCESSING FOR 
PERFORMING MULTIPLE TASKS IN REAL TIME. 

THE ATP FUNCTIONS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE, POINTING CONTROL AND 
TRACWFIRE CONTROL PROCESSOR ARRAY. 

Instrumentation 

I 
I I I L I 

I 

::M 3 TRACWFIRECONTROL I D, 
Ranger PROCESS 

Scorer - I - SCRAM Net I 
I TRACKFIRE CONTROL EXECUTIVE I PROCESSOR 1-1 PROCESSOR 
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ASM IPSRU 

Balioon Power 
Command Distribution 

System 

Figure 10. Computer subsystem top-level block diagram showing major features of the processor 
architecture. DSP co-processors and specialized micro-controllers are not shown, but play an 
important role in realizing the required processing bandwidth for many subsystems. 
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1. SUMMARY 
The Mission Management Aid (MMA) programme at 
British Aerospace Defence includes research in the areas 
of Sensor Data Fusion, Sensor Management, Tactical 
Situation Assessment and Tactical Decision Aids. Each 
project has developed and continues to refine workstation 
prototypes. As the technology in these prototypes matures 
they are used to update and improve an integrated MMA 
system prototype. 

This paper is concerned with the integration process and 
the issues surrounding it. The factors which influenced 
progress during integration include the use of compatible 
development platforms and programming languages for 
the prototypes, and the choice of a host architecture which 
allowed a flexible approach to the MMA architecture. The 
benefits gained from the integration framework include 
the ability to develop integrated displays and controls, to 
evaluate performance and effectiveness metrics, and to 
investigate the boundaries and interactions between the 
subsystems. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
To remain effective against the increasingly complex and 
diverse scenarios they will be expected to face, future 
tactical fighter aircraft will be more sophisticated and 
versatile than the current generation. At the same time, 
there is economic pressure to reduce the crew in number, 
in order to reduce aircraft weight and training and support 
costs. A smaller crew will be required to manage more 
numerous aircraft systems. The time taken to assimilate 
information, to decide on action and to cany it out will 
affect the lethality and survivability of the aircraft. 

It has long been predicted that computerised Mission 
Management Aids will play a big part in shortening this 
information - decision - action cycle. To achieve this they 
will have to present information in an intuitive manner 
and have the confidence of the crew. They must be 
flexible and capable of reacting quickly to changing 
circumstances and new intelligence. 

British Aerospace Defence has a comprehensive 
programme of MMA development for the Air Defence 
scenario. A series of workstation prototypes in the areas 
of Sensor Management, Sensor Data Fusion, Tactical 
Situation Assessment and Tactical Decision Aids are 
being developed, and as the technology in these 

prototypes matures they are consolidated within an 
integrated MMA framework. 

This paper describes the individual Mission Management 
Aid elements and examines both the issues involved in the 
integration process and the benefits to be gained from 
integration. It considers the likely thrust of progress in 
related areas in the coming years, such as sensor 
technology, data communications networks and on- 
platform processing capabilities, and predicts the effect 
that this progress will have on MMA performance and 
effectiveness. 

3. MMA PROGRAMME 
Mission Management Aid research began at British 
Aerospace Defence over eight years ago. It was realised in 
the early days that the size and complexity of the problem 
were great. As a consequence, a generic model was sought 
which would identify the major contributing components 
in the MMA process and highlight the critical 
requirements for investigation and research. It would 
identify the natural module boundaries. The MMA model 
which was devised is shown in figure 1. It comprises 
Sensor Data Fusion, Sensor Management, Prioritisation 
and Tactical Planning. At this level of generality the 
model may represent many sensor based, automatic 
Mission Management systems. It is not specific to air 
superiority aircraft and their operations. 

Programmes were initiated to investigate the components 
of the model in air superiority applications. Studies of 
sensors and sensor suites deployed by current and future 
aircraft yielded information regarding the composition 
and quality of information arriving at the Mission 
Management system. Programmes of modelling and 
prototype development for the subsystems would yield 
processing options and prototype algorithms. 

To promote concurrent development, the individual 
programmes were made as independent as possible. 
Whilst the constraints of the Mission Management system 
model and its modularity were observed, and compatible 
computers and development environments were 
employed, the processes were allowed to develop to 
satisfy their own particular requirements and constraints. 
The objective was to produce prototypes for Sensor Data 
Fusion, Sensor Management, Tactical Situation 
Assessment and Tactical Decision Aids in their own 
individual development environments, and to integrate 

I 

Paper presented at the Missioii Systenis Panel 1st Syrrtposium 011 “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems” held in Copenhagen, Denmark froin 171h May to 201h May 1994. 
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them to demonstrate a complete and operational Mission 
Management system. 
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4. AIMS OF THE INTEGRATION 
This section explains why it was important to perform the 
initial integration of the MMA modules relatively early in 
the overall programme. 

DISPLAYS .................. * PILOT 

4.1 MMA Arcbitecture 
The initial MMA studies defined a process model from 
which the component subsystems could be identified. This 
is not the same as an implementation architecture. By 
integrating early we were able to prototype the 
architecture in parallel with the modules, and hence 
reduce the risk involved in designing it from scratch. This 
helped us to maintain the modular aspects of the process 
model, allowing different versions of each module to be 
evaluated without affecting the rest of the system. 

4.2 Process Model 
We needed to confirm that the process model derived 
from the earlier analysis was appropriate to the MMA 
task. The boundaries between subsystems were 
investigated to ensure that there were no functional 
overlaps and, more importantly, no omissions. We needed 
to understand the input requirements of each module and 
ensure that they could be and were being met and that 
their some was clearly identified. 
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4.3 Subsystem Interfaces 
We wished to examine the interfaces between subsystems 
to confirm the content of the data exchanges, the 

frequency at which they occurred and their operational 
confexf. For the MMA system to operate effectively, the 
right data must be available and up to date at all times. 
h a s  of conflict and incompatibility were highlighted in 
the course of the integration. 

4.4 Data Quality 
The quality of the data available is an issue for some 
modules, particularly those required to respond quickly to 
changes in the tactical situation. A lot of the workstation 
modelling for subsystem development relied on simple 
emulations of the expected data quality. The integration 
employed detailed sensor models in a realistic network, 
resulting in a better representation of the likely level of 
information available to the MMA. 

4.5 Displays and Controls 
Each subsystem has been developed with its own displays, 
some of which were for engineering and evaluation 
purposes and not intended for use by aircrew. We will use 
the integration rig to develop displays which will be 
refined towards a cockpit standard. 

~ 
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Similarly, the controls for each subsystem will be 
rationalized and a logical control configuration for the 
integrated system will be designed and implemented. 

4.6 Performance and Effectiveness Evaluation 
The integrated MMA must undergo evaluation. We need 
to produce evidence that the crew will be better able to 
accomplish a realistic mission when assisted by the 
MMA. Once integrated displays and controls have been 
developed, pilot assessments of the MMA will be carried 
out on an Air Combat Simulator. The fust trials will 
assess the utility of the MMA as a whole, using a mixture 
of objective measures and aircrew opinion. The completed 
system will support comparative trials of altemative 
MMAS.  

5. INTEGRATION FACILITIES 
The integration process is taking place in two stages, 
using two types of facility. The first stage uses a flexible 
framework for architecture prototyping and display 
development, and then a more realistic system is used for 
formal assessments. The Systems Development 
Framework (SDF) provides the necessary flexibility for 
initial integration. The integrated system will then be 
transferred to the Air Combat Simulator (ACS) for 
aircrew evaluations. Both facilities make use of Silicon 
Graphics and SUN workstations, enabling direct transfer 
of C code from departmental workstations to the rigs. 

5.1 Systems Development Framework 
The SDF consists of a network of UNIX workstations, a 
cockpit mock-up with a projected display of the simulated 
outside world, and a software mechanism for fast 
reading/writing of model data frondto a central object 
orientated database. The SDF is illustrated in figure 2. 

The MMA subsystems and simulation models are 
distributed among the workstations and run 
asynchronously. Communication between application 
workstations and the database workstation runs over 
ethemet. This system is not ideal for real-time 
applications, but the flexibility it offers in architecture 
definition outweighs any disadvantages at this stage. 

5.2 Air Combat Simulator 
The Warton Twin Dome Air Combat Simulator facilitates 
realistic and demanding 'Close In' and'Beyond Visual 
Range' air combat. This may be between human pilots or 
human pilots and a combination of aggressive 'intelligent' 
computer controlled opponents in multi-player scenarios 
with pilots in secondary cockpits. A library of around 40 
different types of aircraft are available for simulation and 
can be combined with any of the detailed missile and 
sensor models for assessment purposes. The aircraft 
cockpits within each dome contain three colour monitors 
on which a variety of avionic displays can be shown. 
Powerful distributed computing resources provide the 
flexibility and capability for the many different tasks 
which can be undertaken on the ACS. This system is 
illustrated in figure 3. 

Shared Memory 
I I I I 

Fig 3 The Air Combat Simulator 

This facility has already been used for pilot assessments 
of individual MMA subsystem prototypes, and will be 
used for trials of the whole MMA system. 

6. MMA SUBSYSTEMS 
The following sections describe the individual 
components of the MMA. They deal with the purpose and 
function of each subsystem, indicating the future direction 
of our research in these areas. 

Fig 2: The Systems Development Framework 
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6.1 Sensor Data Fusion 
A programme of development and evaluation of sensor 
data fusion for tactical aircraft operations began in 1989. 
One of the major objectives of the programme was to 
develop data fusion algorithms for use in an integrated 
MMA system. During the period up to 1992 suites of 
operational scenarios, sensor models, prototype data 
fusion algorithms and evaluation tools were developed. 
Collectively, they are referred to as the BAe Sensor Data 
Fusion Test Harness. The test hamess and some of the 
results drawn from the evaluation programme were 
reported in 113. 

Within the MMA model (fig l), the purpose of sensor data 
fusion is to consolidate the situation data arriving at the 
aircraft via sensors and communication networks. The 
consolidated data is made available to the crew and 
aircraft subsystems as the prime source of tactical 
situation data. Other system models use the term Sensor 
Data Fusion differently, recognising different levels of 
data fusion. Within such a classification, ours is described 
as level 1 data fusion. 

The model allows data to be received in the'form of plots 
which may be regarded as single detections, as tracks 
which are based on a time series of plots and have a 
recorded history, and as images. Future air superiority 
aircraft will not routinely employ automatic fusion of all 
three types of data in a single stage process. A 
hierarchical approach is more likely, whereby image data 
will be processed to extract detections: these detections 
will be treated as plots and processed along with other 
plots to create tracks: and tracks from several sources will 
be processed together to update the tactical situation 
database. 

The choice of performing fusion at image, plot or track 
level is often constrained by factors over which the fusion 
system designer has little influence. For instance, 
communicated data is often only available in track form 
and some sensors may be supplied in standard packages 
with built in plot extraction and tracking. Thus large parts 
of a fusion system architecture are likely to be defined by 
the needs and standards of the data sources. Where 
genuine opportunities for choice exist there are trade-offs 
which need to be observed. It is usually easier and more 
reliable to initiate new tracks on the basis of plots from a 
single sensor. However, once a track is established a more 
accurate estimate may be obtained using plots from 
multiple sensors. These trade-offs are dealt with in many 
books on data fusion (for example reference [2]). 

Algorithms were evaluated on the test harness prior to 
incorporation in the sensor data fusion subsystem. The 
system model, shown in figure 4, was chosen to represent 

a typical sensor suite and associated sensor data fusion 
processing for a "state of the art" air superiority aircraft. 

The sensor suite comprises RADAR, Infrared Search and 
Track (IRST), Electronic Support Measures (ESM) and 
data communications to friendly sensor platforms. ESM 
and data communications are fully implemented within 
the data fusion subsystem but have not yet been 
stimulated with on-line data during the MMA evaluations. 
The RADAR and IRST sensors each have their own in- 
built plot extraction and tracking. 

Figure 4 shows a so called track-level data fusion process 
(altematively referred to as "autonomous" or "sensor level 
tracking"). It implements the data fusion process in two 
stages. The first stage forms single source tracks and is 
distributed among the sensors and data communications 
terminal, each of which forms its own track list. Thus 
each data source employs a tracking algorithm which is 
optimised to its particular characteristics. The individual 
track lists are communicated to the data fusion process 
where the second stage takes place. 
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........... . . . . .  
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................ ............ ............. * -.. . .  
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Fig 4: Sensor Data Fusion System Model 

The track-level data fusion process fuses the tracks to 
create and maintain the situation database. The database is 
then the prime source of situation data for the aircraft and 
all its subsystems. It holds a single entry for each known 
target, comprising a consolidated, multi-sensor location 
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and motion estimate and a single, most likely, inferred 
identity. The following section describes the track-level 
data fusion algorithm in more detail. 

6.1 .I The Data Fusion Algorithm 
The data fusion algorithm is represented by figure 5. It 
accepts target data f" the sensors and communications 
and updates the situation database accordingly. It 
comprises data alignment, gating, allocation, track 
management, state fusion and identity fusion. The 
functions of the individual processes are described below. 

The algorithm employs batch processing of sensor tracks 
whereby the data received between time t-61 and t is 
assimilated into the situation database within a single 
iteration of the data fusion algorithm. To enable this, dota 
alignment extrapolates all data to the same point in 
time (t) and transforms it all to the same axis set. 

Data I Alignment I 

I I- 

Fig 5: The Sensor Data Fusion Algorithm 

The gating process applies a data reduction filter to the 
sensor tracks. By applying a series of statistical 
hypothesis tests to the possible sensor track combinations, 
it rejects all unlikely ones at an early stage. 

The allocation process selects optimal sensor track 
combinations for data fusion. A likelihood is calculated 
for each feasible sensor track combination which 
represents the probability that the tracks arose from 

observations of the same target. By an optimal search 
process, it chooses the combinations which yield the 
greatest joint likelihood. This way, target tracks are 
established which offer the most likely explanation of the 
sensor and communications data. 

Track life-cycle management is concerned with the 
"housekeeping" surrounding the maintenance of a track 
list. It creates new situation database entries when 
previously undetected targets are tracked for the first time; 
it ensures that existing entries are updated when new data 
becomes available: and it deletes tracks which are no 
longer within the potential coverage of any of the sensors 
or a cooperating friendly sensor platform. 

State fusion and identityfusion consolidate the data for 
each situation database target observed by the multiple 
sensors to form the fused estimates. State fusion employs 
a rule based sensor hierarchy to form a composite state 
vector, comprising data from the "best" sensor 
contributing to each data element. Identity fusion employs 
a Bayesian algorithm to combine all the identity related 
attributes associated with each situation database entry, 
and produce a single inferred identity. 

These algorithms were found, during the dam fusion 
evaluation programme, to use processing resources 
efficiently and deliver suitably high estimation accuracy 
performance when coupled with a sensor suite similar to 
the one shown in figure 4. 

6.1.2 Limitations on Sensor Data Fusion 
The above data fusion subsystem has limitations when 
current sensors and data communications are used. These 
limitations will impair the performance of mission 
management systems if they remain unaddressed. They 
stem from the information quality provided by the data 
sources rather than from the data fusion architecture or 
algorithm. Alternative architectures and algorithms are 
prone to the same limitations. 

First, ESM data is difficult to correlate with data from 
other sources because its line of sight estimation is so 
poor. This means that the likelihood calculations 
involving ESM are often ambiguous. The exceptions to 
this are situations where the opposing aircraft approach in 
well spread out formations. Otherwise, the result is 
uncertain identity estimation and MMA functions relying 
on identity are prone to poor performance. The obvious 
remedy is to improve the sight line estimation accuracy of 
ESM type sensors. A more radical approach might 
redefine completely the way identity is treated and used 
within such systems and avoid the ambiguities by asking 
slightly different questions of the identification process. 
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Second, communicated data from friendly platforms is 
highly under-utilised due to the restrictive nature of out- 
of-date communications standards and message formats. 
When this is addressed the data available to future 
generations of air superiority airrraft will be capable of 
full utilisation. 

With these limitations lifted, a data fusion subsystem like 
the one described will provide accurate and reliable data 
to the Mission Management functions. 

6.2 Sensor Manager 
The Sensor Manager has three objectives. First, it aims to 
contribute to the provision of high quality situation data 
for the pilot by effective control of the tactical sensors. 
Second, the Sensor Manager will reduce pilot workload 
by automating much of the sensor control processes. 
Third, it will help enforce mission requirements such as 
covertness by ensuring adequate control of sensor 
emission levels. 

These three objectives are achieved by translating pilot 
nominated and autonomously generated situation data 
requirements into precise instructions to the sensors. This 
translation must occur in real-time and it must exploit the 
different characteristics of the sensors. 

The Sensor Manager will receive information from 
various sources, including the pilot, other MMA 
subsystems (primarily Sensor Data Fusion and Tactical 
Situation Assessment), and the sensors. The nature of this 
information will vary from data requirements and mission 
requirements to situation data. For example, the pilot may 
request data about a target (a data requirement), he may 
specify that the radar may not emit in a given sector (a 
mission requirement), and Sensor Data Fusion may 
inform the Sensor Manager of the position of a target 
(situation data). 

The role of the Sensor Manager is to consider these 
different types of data, then, using this knowledge, make 
intelligent decisions about how the sensors should be 
utilised. That is, the Sensor Manager must devise a plan 
for each of the sensors. 

The complexity of these plans will depend on the urgency 
of the current tactical situation as well as the 
sophistication of the Sensor Manager decision making 
process. If a particular target attribute must be quantified 
urgently then responsiveness must be paramount. 
Alternatively, if the situation is non-critical then the 
Sensor Manager may have time to produce plans that 
achieve optimal utilization of the sensors by applying 
them to satisfy a range of data requirements. 

A Sensor Manager which uses a Knowledge Based 
Systems (KBS) approach has been developed and 
integrated with the other MMA subsystems on the SDF. It 
was developed as part of a knowledge elicitation exercise 
with military aircrew to determine the operational 
requirements of an automated sensor manager. A series of 
interviews were held with RAF pilots and navigators, 
using specially designed questionnaires. The first sessions 
investigated the broad aspects of sensor management for 
the various phases of air-to-air combat: later interviews 
went into more detail and included display issues. 

The information gathered was analysed and encoded in. 
KES (Knowledge Elicitation System) to produce a 
prototype Sensor Manager. This enabled engineers to gain 
a better understanding of the way in which the aircrew 
currently employ their sensors, as well as providing a tool 
for further knowledge elicitation. 

This prototype emulates how aircrew currently control the 
Sensors taking into account target proximity, the necessity 
for a periodic search to check for new targets, the need for 
improving data on targets currently being tracked, and the 
level of sensor loading. Initial concept prototypes in KES 
were easily transcribed to, and subsequently developed in, 
C. 
A number of other data processing techniques are also 
being considered. The application of utility theory to 
multiple sensor management has been investigated. Linear 
programming methods [3] can be of value if the situation 
is non-critical and there is time to devise an optimal plan. 
A collaborative programme with the University of York is 
investigating the application of neural networks to the 
sensor management problem. It is likely that the 
production of a high quality Sensor Manager will require 
the synthesis of several data processing techniques. 

The techniques just mentioned are very diverse, therefore 
it is essential that they have a common focal point to 
ensure that research adds value to the development of the 
MMA as a whole. A sensor management test harness 
exists to resolve any internal performance problems 
arising from the introduction of new system or processing 
concepts to the current Sensor Management model. Once 
these problems have been overcome, new prototype 
Sensor Managers will be integrated fully with the MMA 
system. 

6.3 Tactical Situation Assessment 
Situation Assessment was probably the least well defined 
of all the MMA subsystems in the original decomposition. 
It was seen in part as a means of reducing a highly 
complex scenario with a large number of target tracks into 
a smaller set that the Tactical Decision Aids could cope 
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Fig 6: Tactical Situation Assessment Requirements 

with. To this end a simple geomemc filter, described by 
Mitchell [4], was developed. It is an enhanced version of 
this filter that has been incorporated into the initial 
integrated MMA. 

It was nevertheless evident that there was much more to 
Situation Assessment than this, and so in 1992 the 
Tactical Situation Assessment project was started. 
Working closely with aircrew we identified several areas 
for research, which are depicted in figure 6 in the form of 
an influence diagram. 

The complexity of the interactions between the 
requirements is clearly visible. Furthermore, no 
implemented system will have met its requirements unless 
the associated displays are lucid, intuitive and free of 
clutter. 

Our analysis of the requirements led us to believe that 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques could help us to 
unravel the complex requirements and their dependencies. 
We selected the KADS(KBS Analysis and Design 
Support) methodology [51 to follow in the development of 
this system. KADS is emerging as a European standard 
for the development of KBS systems. It consists of the 
following parallel phases: 

Task analysis 
This is a high level task analysis of both the current and 
proposed systems to identify tasks that will meet the top 
level requirement. 

Cooperation Model 
This is an analysis of the user - system interface to specify 
the information flow across it. 

Expertise Model 
This analysis is sub-divided into four tasks: Domain 
Analysis, where the knowledge in the domain is identified 
and structured in terms of its relationships: an Inference 
Analysis where the fundamental inference steps in each of 
the tasks identified by the Task analysis are defined and 
related to the domain knowledge; a further Task Analysis 
where a control structure is imposed on the fundamental 
inference steps; and finally a Strategy Analysis, where 
task execution schedule is defined. 

Underlying all the KADS analysis phases is a 
comprehensive programme of knowledge elicitation 
giving the project a strong user (pilot) focus. 

The Analysis Phase has produced a high level 
specification for the Situation Assessment MMA. We are 
extremely encouraged by the results to date. A systematic 
approach to such a broad and vague set of requirements 
has been invaluable. In fact we do not believe a solution 
would have been possible without the use of such a 
methodology. A conventional process decomposition 
would not have been suitable for this task. In conjunction 
with our Artificial Intelligence group we will produce 
metrics for the KBS software life-cycle that will aid in 
project management of future MMAs and other KBS 
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projects within BAe. On the development side we feel that 
the analysis has allowed us to select a more conventional 
language for the implementation (C++ in this case) due to 
the clarity of the specification provided by the KADS 
analysis. This will greatly reduce the risk in the 
integration exercise since C and C++ are the chosen 
development languages for the other MMA components. 
We believe the KADS approach can remove the need for 
prototyping with AI toolkits. 

Our experiences of KADS are not all good. KADS is a 
geneml purpose methodology for Knowledge Based 
Systems and as such does not meet the special demands 
and constraints of real time software in the cockpit. Its 
most serious shortfall is the lack of any aid in defining a 
task strategy at the highest level. The control, scheduling, 
and behaviour of situation assessment tasks in real time is 
very important in this project. In other areas the 
methodology seems rather naive. For example, the 
cooperation analysis phase assumes that the user interface 
can be defined at the end of the analysis phase. This is 
totally unrealistic in an aircraft environment: useful 
displays can only be developed through a succession of 
iterative prototypes. 

In summary, the use of an AI methodology has been 
invaluable in this project although KADS still has a way 
to go before it meets the complex requirements of cockpit 
systems. The use of KADS should greatly facilitate the 
integration of AI technology into our future products. We 
should begin to see a clear mapping from requirements, 
specification, design, through to implementation. We can 
at last begin to see a move towards validation and 
verification of KBS systems, though we are still some 
way from third-party implementation of in-house 
specifications. 

6.4 Tactical Decision Aids 
British Aerospace Defence is developing a number of 
prototype Tactical Decision Aids (TDAs). These include 
aids for both the air-to-air and the air-to-ground roles. For 
the air defence scenario we have prototypes of both the 
advisory type and the informative type. 

COMTAC [4] and TACAID [6] are prototype advisory 
aids, similar in functionality but employing different 
technologies. In concept these aids are all-embracing - 
that is they recommend complete plans. Semple [7] tells 
us of the dangers inherent in advisory aids. The process by 
which the advice is derived must be as complete as the 
scope of the advice, before it can be of practical use in the 
cockpit. A partial solution in a wider domain is likely to 
increase workload, confuse the crew or even be ignored; 
this is not acceptable. Significant work remains to be done 
to make the COMTAC and TACAID plans 

comprehensive enough to be useful in the cockpit. These 
aids have not yet been included within the integrated 
MMA. 

Informative TDAs do not create plans or make 
recommendations; they aim to provide the information 
required by the crew at the right time and in an easily 
assimilable form, but leave all the actual decision making 
to the crew. The necessity for completeness is thus 
eliminated; provided the pilot can understand the 
information and its limitations, he can make what use of it 
he will. The manner in which the information is provided 
is very important; the cognitive interpretation of the 
displays required by the pilot should be minimal. 

TACMAP is one of the informative category of TDA. It 
provides a time-projected map of tactical information; this 
information usually comprises. some kind of missile 
engagement zone, but the possibility of mapping other 
tactical parameters, either combined with the missile 
zones or in isolation, also exists. TACMAP is the TDA 
chosen for initial inclusion in the integration facility. 

In its basic form, TACMAP shows "fire zones", where it 
is (or will be) possible to launch a missile at a target, and 
"risk zones", where there is (or will be) danger of being 
hit by an enemy missile. The algorithms to compute these 
zones use the situational data output from the Sensor Data 
Fusion system. Figure 7 shows an example of a TACMAP 
type display. Unfortunately a static monochrome picture 
does not have quite the same impact as a full colour 
dynamic display. Normally the fire zones would be green 
and the risk zones red. 

The uncertain knowledge of the target state and future 
behaviour combined with the multiple options available to 
our own pilot can cause problems to a predictive system 
such as TACMAP. However, we have discovered that 
these effects can be minimised by combining different 
options onto a single display. The selection of suitable 
options to combine is not always straightforward, as the 
excessively large or exceptionally small zones that can 
result do not convey much useful information to the pilot. 

This ability to combine options means that it is not 
necessary to represent each option rigorously, and so the 
modelling of physical and tactical parameters can be 
corrupted towards computational simplicity, thereby 
increasing update rates. Care must be taken in the 
simplification to ensure that any ambiguity from multiple 
options resolves smoothly according to the actions taken, 
and that the pilot is provided with adequate cueing as 
decision points approach. 

The basic concepts of TACMAP have now been proven: 
the results of initial assessments on the ACS by BAe test 
pilots were very favourable; the computation can be 
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Fig 7: TACMAP Azimuth Display 

performed sufficiently quickly for a respectable update 
rate (depending to some extent on scenario and 
parameters chosen); and the information can be displayed 
in a manner which the pilots can understand quickly and 
easily. Nevertheless much work remains to be done. 

Relatively little research has yet been done on the 
discrimination of (adjacent) areas of colour, as opposed to 
discrete symbols. The effects of the cockpit environment, 
especially unfavourable lighting conditions, also need to 
be addressed. The number of colours (or shades of 
colour?) that can be discriminated will affect the number 
of distinct parameters that can be shown. 

We know that many different parameters or combinations 
of parameters can be displayed in the TACMAP format. 
MMI studies have begun to determine which parameters 
are most useful, and in what combinations, distinct or 
aggregate. In addition we need to ascertain what level of 
control the pilot should have over these parameters. 

More extensive tests need to be done to determine the 
effects of inaccuracies in the situation data used as input 
to the TACMAP algorithms. Initial studies with 
artificially noisy data have been encouraging: the 
integrated MMA offers the opportunity to carry out 
assessments with more realistic data quality and quantity. 

These topics are all covered in our research programme 
which, now that the fundamental ideas are established, 
can concentrate on the issues surrounding the aircraft 
implementation of TACMAP. 

7. THE INTEGRATED MMA 
An integrated MMA system has been constructed on the 
SDF. It comprises Sensor Data Fusion, Sensor Manager, 
Situation Assessment and the TACMAP tactical aid. 

7.1 The SDF Environment 
The SDF has provided a flexible and convenient host for 
the integration exercise. Facilities such as the own ship 
platform model, the database management package, the 
mock cockpit, the scenarios and the communications were 
already established within the SDF. To complete the 
simulated environment, sensor models from the Sensor 
Manager test harness were installed. The MMA 
subsystem prototypes were then linked to this 
environment. 

In addition, the usual facilities of the workstation 
environment were available to assist the developers 
during the initial setting to work of the system. 

The result was an implementation in the form shown in 
figure 8. It has the major advantages that individual 
modules can be isolated from the rest and disabled, and 
any module can be easily replaced by an alternative 
version. 

7.2 Scenarios 
Simple scenarios with simple target behaviour were 
satisfactory for the initial studies. Subsequent refinement 
of the MMA will demand intelligent computer and/or 
human controlled targets, which are available on the ACS. 
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7 3  Architecture 
The SDF operates an Object Orientated Database, with 
associated communications protocols, over a network of 
SUN and Silicon Graphics workstations. Applications 
communicate with the rig and with each other via this 
database. Each MMA module was implemented on the 
SDF as a separate application, Writing to and reading from 
the database, as illustrated in figure 8. All data, 
descriptive as well as control, is sent into the database. No 
information passes directly from module to module. 

Fig 8: SDF Implemented Architecture 

The great advantage of this arrangement is flexibility. It 
would be relatively easy to split or combine modules to 
create different process model forms. More complicated 
arrangements, whereby only a subset of the modules have 
access to the database, could also be accommodated. 

7.4 Interfaces 
The need for detailed interface definitions and 
communication standards became apparent at a very early 
stage. The data exchanges between the modules of an 
MMA are extremely complex and small changes in the 
interpretation of an interface definition were found to 
have the potential for profound effects on system 
operation and performance. 

7 5  Timing Issues 
In any system of this nature, there are potential timing 
problems in the interactions between modules. For 
example, the TACMAP display was slower to reflect 
changes and sometimes updated less frequently than the 
Sensor Data Fusion display. This is not entirely 
unexpected, because the TACMAP function is the last in 
line as well as being the most compute intensive. 

The integration rig enables us to verify where delays are 
significant, and implement the most efficient solution to 
the architecture, the individual modules, the database, or a 
combination of these. 

8. CURRENT STATUS 
The integrated MMA system has been flown successfully 
against multiple, non-manoeuvering targets. Subsystems 
have been tested individually against manoeuvering 
targets. These targets are displayed on two touch screens: 
one showing the fused radar and IRST tracks, and the 
other showing the risk and fire mnes generated by 
TACMAP. 

The ease with which this initial integration was performed 
can be attributed to a number of factors. The individual 
subsystem boundaries emerged from the initial analysis 
and subsequent reintegration was a natural process: 
regular contact between teams was maintained throughout 
prototype development: a lot of care was taken in defining 
the interfaces between the MMA modules: the platform 
chosen to host the integration provides the necessary 
flexibility, and finally all modules were developed in a 
common programming language. 

The next stage is to develop integrated displays and 
controls for the MMA, prior to rransfer to the ACS for 
pilot assessments. The developing system will then be 
ready for flight trials in a fast jet. 
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0 lSSOMMAIRE 
Le logiciel RO- K E  (Optimisation de Systtmes 

Rtalistes. Aide B la Conception et B l'fivaluation). est 
dtveloppt dam le cadre de l'ttude Methodologie 
multi-senseurs en defense anti-aerienne. financte par 
la DRET (contrat no91-34-846). 11 s'agit d'un outil 
interactif. tvolutif. portable, d'aide B la dtfinition, B la 
qualification, et B l'optimisation de configurations de 
systtmes multi-senseurs pour la surveillance et la 
defense anti-atrienne. 
Ce produit constitue un support pour l'expertise et la 
recherche de nouveaux traitements qui font intervenir la 
notion de fusion dinjiormations et qui sont susceptibles 
d'amtliorer les performances du systtme. Ces algo- 
rithmes assurent essentiellement (mais non exclu- 
sivement) les aches de cle'tection, de poursuite ou de 
classification d'engins atriens et permettent d' analyser la 
fiabilitt du systtme confront6 B difftrents sctnarii. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

La rkalisation du logiciel ROSACE rtpond B deux 
objectifs principaux : 
11 s'agit de dtvelopperun outil interactif, portable, d'aide 
B la dtfinitios B l'analyse, B l'tvaluation et B l'optimi- 
sation de systtmes multi-senseurs dans le cadre de la 
surveillance et de la dtfense anti-atrienne. 
Le logiciel doit en outre offrir un support rtaliste B des 
recherches thtoriques sur les traitements, qui ont recours 
B lafusion d informtioris, pour l' tlabora tion et 1' expertise 
de nouvelles techniques de dktectiori. de poursuite ou de 
classification. Ces algorithmes sont susceptibles d' amt- 
liorer les performances du systtme. 

Afin de dtmontrer dam un premier temps la faisabilite' 
d'un tel produit, certaines limitations sont imposCes. Le 
systkme multi-senseurs est constitut de deux types de 
capteurs: des imageurs thermiques et des radars. Ces 
capteurs pourront assurer les tlches de veille ou de 
poursuite. Des simplifications ou des modtlisations de 
certains phtnomtnes physiques seront adopttes. Dans le 
cas d'un systtme de dtfense anti-atiienne, des systtmes 
d'armes courte portte (ohus anti-atriens par exemple) 
seront inttgds. De plus, un reseau de communications 
entre les difftrents composants sera sptcifit. 

La premitre version du logiciel ROSACE, est Ccrite 

en C (systtme d'exploitation Unix. environnement X- 
Windows). Elle comporte quatre modules qui argumen- 
tent cet article. 
Le premier module, dtcrit dans le paragraphe 3. permet 
de dtfinir un systtme de surveillance ou de defense 
multi-senseurs. par selection et positionnement d'tlt- 
ments (capteurs. postes de dtfense eisentiellement) 
figurant dans une base de donntes. Une situation pourra 
etre visualiste. puis tventuellement modifite inter- 
activement 
Le second module dttaillt dam le paragraphe 4. propose 
une quantification des performances globales, optimales, 
du systtme et une visualisation des rtgions de faiblesse. 
Trois critkres ont ttt retenus pour tvaluer le systtme 
c'est-B-dire pour juger du positionnement et de 
l'orientation des capteurs et des systtmes d'armes surun 
terrain. 11 s'agit de sa couverture. (dont le sens sera 
prtcist plus loin), de sa prtcision pour la localisation 
d'un atronef. et du potentiel de survie d'un engin atrien 
situ6 dans la rtgion couverte par le systtme. Ce dernier 
point pourra s'ttendre par la suite B un calcul de 
vulntrabilitt du systtme. 
L'kvaluation procure une bonne comprkhension de la 
situation et suggtre certaines modifications B apporter 
au systtme afin d'amtliorer son efficacitt. 
Un systkme de surveillance ou de defense anti-atrienne, 
ttant adoptt, l'optrateur peut aussi le qualifier en le 
confrontant B difftrents sctnarii. Un S C ~ M ~ ~ O  sera 
essentiellement dtfini par les conditions atmosphtriques. 
et les missions d u n  ensemble d'atronefs (missiles, 
avions. htlicoptkres ...) menaGants ou cooptratifs. Le 
module de dtfinition de sctnarii comprend entre autres 
untditeurde trajectoires, unsynthttiseurd'images radars 
ou infrarouge ... 
Le module de simulations assure les trois t2ches que doit 
remplir le systtme multi-capteurs : dttection. pistage et 
classification (avec dtnombrement) d' atronefs. Une 
quatritme tdche de dtcision(attaque) devra etreeffectuee 
par un systkme de defense. Ces fonctions sont extreme- 
ment dtpendantes les unes des autres. Rappelons que 
l'objectif essentiel est d'kvaluer la fiabilitt, l'efficacitt 
et la vulntrabilitt du systtme multi-senseurs. Le quatri- 
tme module est donc une bibliothtque d'algorithmes de 
traitements. Le paragraphe 5 explique la faqon d'orienter 
le choix vers telle ou telle mtthode, selon la configura- 
tion et les moyens de communications internes au 
systkme. 
11 est important de souligner ici, que le terme syttme ne 
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signifie pas uniquement ensemble d'tltments (capteurs. 
moyens de communicatio ns...) mais comprend aussi tous 
les traitements qui assurent les aches requises. Ainsi le 
probltme d'optim'sation du systtme n'est pas restreint 
sa configuration gtomttrique mais s'ttend aussi au choix 
optimal des traitements. Illustrons ce point par le 
probltme de la d6tection d'un atronef. Plusieurs types de 
tests de dttection multi-capteurs pourront etre tlabor6.s 
selon les moyens de communication internes au systtme. 
Il s'agira d'opter pour le test le plus performant 
(probabilitt de detection maximale) qui ne requiert pas 
une complexit6 de calculs pouvant affecter le compor 
tement du systtme. 
Des statistiques sur la dussite dune mission adverse, 
pourront Ctre effectutes. Elles permettront de jauger les 
performances, la fiabilitt. et les faiblesses du systtme. 

Le logiciel ROSACE n'a nullement la prttention d un 
Simulateur. L'objectif n'est pas de reprtsenter dans leurs 
moindres dttails tous les phtnomtnes physiques engen- 
drts par une situation delle. 11 s'agit plut6t de dtgrossir 
ses caracttristiques et de ne conserver que celles qui ont 
un veritable impact sur le comportement du systtme. Les 
rtsultats numtriques attendus ne seront pas forctment 
des valeurs prtcises mais permettront ntanmoins de 
qualifier le systtme. 
Le logiciel ROSACE n'est pas un Systtme Expert dont 
la ache serait d'orienter le choix des capteurs pour la 
conception d'un systtme de surveillance ou de defense. 
Par contre, il est tout Ii fait envisage de coupler cet outil 
avec un systtme expert afin daider l'optrateur dans sa 
definition initiale. 

3. DEFINITION DWNE SITUATION 

Ce paragraphe prtsente le support du logiciel 
ROSACE. qui offre 1 un opCrateur la possibilitt de 
dtfinir, de visualiser, et de modifier interactivement une 
situation de surveillance ou de defense anti-atrienne. 
Le paragraphe 3.1 prtcise le tenne situation. La gestion 
informatique des tltments de la base de donntes est 
expliqute au 3.2, dtmontrant ainsi lasouplessedu logiciel 
et son potentiel devolution selon les besoins, les 
informations disponibles, et la precision requise. Le 
paragraphe 3.3 prtsente une discussion dont le but est 
d'orienter l'opkrateur dans son choix initial de capteurs 
(ceci pourrait Ctre le dsultat dune analyse rtaliste par 
un systtme expert). 

3.1 Coinposantes d'une situation opkrationnelle 

L'optrateur sptcifie une situation en stlectionnant, 
au moyen d'un menu, une zone gtographique (zone de 
surveillance) dont la superficie est de l'ordre de la 
centaine de km . Cette zone est maritime ou terrestre 
selon le contexte. Une image numtriste du terrain peut 
Ctre fournie au logiciel. La connaissance de l'altimttrie 
est dune importance cmciale pour l'analyse de la 
situation : la portte des capteurs en dtpend directement 
et les manoeuvres des assaillants s'y adaptent pour 
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profiter des parties "aveugles". La vegetation constitue 
aussi un facteur non negligeable. de par les effets de 
masquage et de "cluttei' qui affectent les performances 
des senseurs. La carte de la zone est visualisde 1 l'tcran 
afin d'aider l'operateur dans ses demarches pour la 
dtfinition du systtme. 
L'operateur dispose sur le terrain un ensemble de 
capteurs. Il pdcise donc leur position et leur orientation 
(axe de rotation de l'antenne d u n  radar de surveillance, 
axe de rotation de l'axe optique d'un imageur thermique 
de veille ...). Les senseurs pourront Ctre co-localists (par 
exemple dans un contexte naval, certains se trouveront 
sur un mCme bltiment) ou dtlocalists. La constellation 
de capteurs ainsi dtfinie peut Ctre mtmoriste et restitute 
sur demande. 
Des postes de dtfense (base sol-air. obus anti-atriens. 
missile auto-guidt ou ttlt-guidt) figureront sur le 
terrain. 
Des points sensibles dont la protection doit Ctre particu- 
litrement assurte, sont indiquts. Ces points peuvent C t r e  
des cibles pour l'assaillant, et reprtsentent par exemple 
des b2timents. des ponts, des postes de dtfense, ou encore 
des capteurs. Il est envisageable de considtrer des 
parcelles. ou encore des objets en mouvement, tel un 
bataillon de chars. 
Un reseau de communications entre les difftrents orga- 
nes du systtme (notament entre les senseurs. les postes 
de dtfense et des unites centrales), est indispensable pour 
gtrer la situation Le dtbit des lignes de transmission. 
les dtlais moyens d'accts. le mode (mono ou bi-direc- 
tionnel) devront etre prtcisCs. Ainsi. les difftrents 
processeurs de fusion rtpartis sur le reseau pourront 
connaitre le type dinformations susceptibles d'Ctre 
tchangtes ou assocites (images, ensemble de valeurs 
numtriques ...). et par la-m&me opter pour une cattgorie 
d'algorithmes de traitement. Ce rtseau est reprtsentt par 
un graphe. Trois grandes classes de dtbit sont considtrts : 

Haut de'bit (Ethernet 10 Mega-octetsls. fibres 
optiques 30 Mtga-octetsls) : Transmission de quelques 
sequences vidto (25 imagesls) ou du signal radar non 
dttectt (simplement dtmodult). 

Moyen &bit (RS232 50 Kilo-octetsls) : Imagette 
au voisinage dune menace potentielle, carte radar 
(Energie en distance-azimut) en temps del. 

Faible dkbit (Liaison stcuriste 500 octetsls) : 
Position. variance, confiance de quelques plots. 
Ce rtseau peut aussi comprendre des bus de communi- 
cation, lignes de communication partagtes entre plus de 
deux postes. 

La sptcification des conditions atmosphe'riques et des 
missions, fait partie de la definition du sctnario auquel 
pourra Ctre confront6 le systtme. 11 en est de mCme pour 
les leurres optiques (fumigtnes, pots pyrotechniques) ou 
tlectro-magnttiques (brouilleurs). 

3.2 Gestion inforinatique 

Afin de rendre le programme tvolutif et de lui conftrer 
une ergonomie et une interactivitt attrayantes, il a ttt 
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comte .  parfois suffuante des rapports signal-&-hit. 
pour la synthese des signaux radars. pour l'estimation 
des eneurs de mesuR.. 
Les objets type de la classe A R M E D E D m S R  
contiennent des caract6ristique.s de dispenion a e d y -  
namique pour les obus anti-atriens ou de distance 
d'accmchage pour les missiles auto-guides. 

On ddfint ensuite des qui sont des objets type 
quel'ophteurpositionnedans le tempsetdansl'espace. 
On distingue trois classes d'objets : 

Classe 2 P O S T E D ~ S E  

Par exemple. un objet POSTESENSEUR est par 
consQuent : - 

J. 
position orientation1 

On pdcise non seulement les COOI~OM&S x.y et z dam 
le reprire carthien par rapport A une origine choisie sur 
la zone ghgraphique considtde, mais aussil'orientation 
dam l'espace de l'axe de rotation de l'antenned'unradar. 
ou la &tion de l'axe optique d'un imageur. 

Un mtta-objet est un ensemble (ordonne) d'objets 
issus d'une mCme classe. On a aussi trois classes de 
m6ta-objets : 

ntcessaire de choisir une repdsentation maniable des 
diffkrents elements. 
Unebase de donnh estconstluiteselonlesinformations 
disponiblcs et nteessaka A l'analyse du systtme et aux 
simulations de scenarii Pour valider le logiciel des 
do& rtalistes mais non classifih (publ ih  dam le 
catalogue Jane's Weapons & System) ont t t t  utilisees. Il 
est ntkmoim hzs facile de les remplacer par les valeurs 
exacteS du systeme op6rationnel a tester. 
Tmis classes d'objetstype figuMt dans la base de 
donnees : 

Classe 2 ARME DE D m S E  

Chaque objet type est rephente en machine par une 
structure contenant le nom de l'objet. ainsi que ses 
caract6ristique.s. Lcnomestaussiceluiattribueau fichier 
qui contient les caracteristiques. 

I STRUCTURE objet type I 
I nom caracteristiques I 

Par exemple dam la classe 3. on peut considtrer l'objet 
type AVION-I . Le fichier dont le nom est AVIONI , 
wntient le modrile : 

Farambtre ex - I 

J. 

Remarquons que ces differem attributs semnt utilises 
pour l'identifkation de l'engin lorsque celui-ci aura et6 
dktecteparles senseun, pourlasimulationdunemission. 
ou encore pour l'evaluation de sa vuln.5rabilit.4. 
Dans le cas dun radar de surveillance 2D. A impulsions. 
le type de pammritres retenus pourra Ctre (Voir [l]) : 

I RADAR-3 1.1 
tiIb5m 

Param tre 
Longutur d'onde 
Puissance Cmise p 0 . 1 0 ~  w I 
W u e n c e  de Repetition 500 Hz 
Largeur d' impulsion 0.5.10-6s 1 
Forme antenne rectangle 
Diamttre ou Longnarg 1.2x0.8 m 
Figure de bruit 4 
Temperature de bruit 300 K 

Pour un radar de pounuite doppler. il faudmit pdciser 
d'autm paramktres tels la forme d'onde (chirp, dents de 
scies etc ... ) et la variation de fdquence du signal en 
fonction du temps. 
Ces caracteristiques sont ntcessaim pour l'application 
de l'equation du radar qui foumit une apprmimation 

Classe 1 CONSTELLATION DE SENSEURS 
Classe 2 MOYEN DE D m S E  
Classe 3 MISSION 

Le mtta-objet CONSTELLATION DE SENSEURS est 
donc un fichier qui contient un nombre N d'objets 
POSTE SENSEUR : eux-mhes sont la concatenation 
d'objets SENSEUR (df6r6.s par leur nom). et de 
wordonnees spatiales. 

La plgure 1 dcapitule l'organisation infonnatique des 
donnees. qui a et6 adoptee. 

-rrO,ru, Ll-p, a u L " 9 I i o O  -m.cme= 

w: Cha-mge des informations 

L'intCfit de cette structuratiou h i d e  dans sa mania- 
bilite. tant pour la gestion des situations que pour leur 
visualisation En effet. chaque objet type est repn%entt 
A l'6cran par un symbole. Par exemple. un RADAR de 
surveillance est figud par un secteur angulaire blanc. 
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dont I'angle au sommet est egalhla couvenureazimutale 
de rant- Un POSTE RADAR estun secteurangulaire 
blanc. position& et orient6 (sur I'image num&isee du 
terrainsicelle-ciestdisponible). Edii uneCONSTEG 
LATION DE SENSBURS est une &partition de secteurs 
blancs et rouges (pour distinguer les radam des imageun 
thermiques). 

L'operateuralapossibiJit6 demodifierinteractivement 
(au moyen de la souris) une constellation de capteun (et 
de sauvegarder la nouvelle. si celle-ci s ' a v h  i n t h -  
sante aprts analyse). Fa particulier. il peut : 
-SUPPRIMER uncapteurdela constellationsicelui-ci 
semble inutile. 
- ACTIVER-DESACTIVER un capteur pour simuler 
une dkfaillance du systhe.  - DEPLACER un senseur. 
- AJOUTER et positionner un capteur de la base de 
donn6eS 
Toutes ces demarches s'appliquent aux meta-objets 
MOYEN DED-SE 

La Figure 2 (image d'kcran. premi5re version du 
logiciel) repAsente une situation temstre dam le plan 
horizontal. Une image num6rkCe de la zone de 
surveillance ttant disponible, elle est utilisee comme 
fond d'kran et guide I'operateur dans ses demarches (n 
est en outre possible d'utiliser I'image altimetrique du 
terrain). 

=: RepAsentation d'une situation temstre 

L'kchelledevisualisationest choisieparl'utilisateur(on 
pouna par exemple zoomer sur une zone). L'image 2 
repAsente une supeficie de 8km sur 7.5km sur laquelle 
sont dispos6.s une base sol-air ( c a d  rouge). cinq points 
sensibles ( c a d s  blancs). trois radars de veille (secteurs 
blancs) et deux imageurs thermiques (secteurs rouges). 
Remarquons qu'un des radars est co-localist avec un 
imageur. est aussi possible de visualiser le Aseau de 
communications et les processeurs de fusion 

3.3 Les senseurs 

Bien que le logiciel develop& ne constitue nullement 
un S y s t h e  Expert. il est clair que la conception d'un 
systkme multi-capteurs doit impliquer une cer&qinc 
hiCmhisation des senseurs en fonctionde leurutilisation 
nominale. (Il sera s a m  doute, par la suite. ats pmfitable 
decouplerI'outilROSACE avecunSystheExpenafin 
de guider PopCrateur dans son choix d'objets type.) 
L'analyse ci-dessous permet d'orienter la construction 
de la base de donnees pour les objets type SENSBUR. 
L'CtudeselimitchI'utilisationdedeuxtypcsdecapteurs. 
les radars et les imageurs thermiques. On tronvera une 
pAsentationg~n~raledediverstypcsdecapteursdans[ll. 

En ce qui conceme le choix des radars. dans le cadrc 
de la surveillance et de la defense anti-aerienne, on 
adoptera essentiellement des radars centimetriques (les 
radar millimetriques ne sont pas vraiment approprib) 
pour la veille. la detection. la poursuite et la reconnak- 
sance de menaces. 

- Les radars centimttdgues en bandes L et S (fdquence 
entre 1 GHz et 4GHz) sont consack & la veille grande et 
moyenne portte. On leur pr6fere en general Ies radars en 
bandes C et X (de 4 h 12.5 GHz) pour les Systi" 
d'Armes h Courte Portk. par ailleurs plus adapt& h la 
poursuite. Citons pourlaveille2Dhautealtitude. Ieradar 
ANTARES. ou la famille des TRS 2054. et pour la 
surveillance basse altitude, le radar Doppler RAMS& 
fabriquk par la firme Thomson Pour la poursuite 
multi-cibles onpouna consid6rerleradarATLA.S (haute 
altitude)quifonctionneenbandeC, ouleradarLOUXOR 
(basse altitude) ou encore RODEO (Dassault). 
Les mesum foumies par ces capteurs. lonqu'une cible 
a et6 detectte. sont : 
. (1) la distance R de la cible ainsi que sa vitesseradiale 
R (radar Doppler), avec une prkiision assez fme puisque 
les emurs sont typiquement de l'ordre de 5m pour R et 
de 1 mls pour R 

(2) son azimut ~p avec une pkcision mediocre de 
I'ordre du deg&. Si le radar est 3D (balayage generalc 
ment dectronique). la declinakon est aussi indiquk. 

(3) la Section Efficace Radar (SER) de la menace, 

La longueur d'onde de I'tmission electro-magnktique 
variant entre 2cm et 30" elle est nettement superieure 
h la taille des gouttes de pluie. des particules de brouillard 
ou de fumke. Ceci rend les radars centimetriques t&s peu 
sensibles aux conditions atmosph6rique.s. Par contre. ils 
demeumt trb sensibles au brouillage et facikment 
decelables par l'ennemi 

- Les radars millimktriques Cmettent essentiellement h 
35 et 95GHz car & ces f&quences. l'attknuation 
atmospherique est faible. 
Ils foumissent des mesures de R, Ret  rp avec de b o ~ e ~  
prkiiions typiquement de l'ordre de lm. O.lm/s et 0.5" 
respectivement. des valeurs de SER et de polarisation 
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Ils sont peu encombrants (mais coiiteux). peu sensibles 
aux mntn-mesum. Parcontrc. LeurefficacitCestfiuite 
par temps de pluic. 

Les imageua thenniques sont des senseurs passifs 
(done plus discrcts que les radars) qui pennettent 
thbriquement la detectionet la rrconnaissance d'objets. 
Ils fournissent des mesum d'CmissionIR (Li& par 
l'Cmissivit6 A la tempkrature du '"corps noif), et de 
position angnlairc avec des prtcisions tout B fait 
satisfaisantes puisque les e r "  sont inferieum au 

Ces senseurs fonctionnent dans deux baudes de longueur 
d'onde : 
- la bande 3-5 pm pour la detection d'objets chauds tels 
des autodirecteun de missiles, tuybres d'eng ins... 
- la bande 8-1Zpm pour des objets a tempCrature 
ambiante. 
Ce choix est impose par l'existence de "fenEtres 
atmmphkriques" qui font que l'attenuation atmospheri- 
que est tolCrable B ces longueurs donde. 
La port& de ces imageurs est de l'ordre de quelques km. 
mais est fortement dkgradee parle brouillad les nuages. 
les conkmesum (aerosols et fumigbnes). La couverture 
en azimut est souvent de 360". Citons l'exemple du 
systbme VAMPIR. 

milliradian 

La complementarite des senseurs apparait Cvidente : 
- Les mesum de distance et d'angles combinkes 
astucieusement. pournut pennettre de dtduire la position 
d'une cible dam l'espace 3D. 
- La connaissance conjoiute de l'emission IR d'un objet 
et de sa SER. contribue A U M  meilleure identification 
- Certaines conditions atmospheriques ou contremesures 
degradent le fonctionnement d'un type de capteur et 
demeurent sans effet sur un autre type. 

4. PERFORMANCES OPTIMALES DU SYSTEME 

La configuration multi-capteurs est tvaluee selon 
trois critem. Les calculs sont detaillts dans 121. 

4.1 Couverture du systemr 

Le problbme est de determiner la rtgion de l'espace 
dans laquelle un aeronef (d' un type donne par sa SER ou 
son emission IR) est detect6 presque srirement par le 
systbme. 

L'approche la plus simple. pouraborder ce pmbleme est 
la suivante: considhns un aeronef situ6 en un point 
(x,y.z). de l'espace (a un instant donne). Nous cherchons 
B savoir si cet engin est visible par au moins uu des 
capteurs du systeme B un instant quelconque. 
Par exemple. si un radar se trouve en (xr.yr.zr) avec l'axe 
de rotation Y de l'antenne dtfini comme sur la Figure 3 
par les angles (Q.0). on p a t  deduire la distance R de 
l'enginsonazimut'petsadtclinaison8parlesrelations: 

I d l  
*U(.- , *,- 

~ 

: Orientation d' un radar, r e p h  radar 

avec. 

L'equation du radar pennet d'approximer le rapport 
signal-A-bmit S / N  en fonction des parambtres de la cible 
et de ceux du radar. Par consequent, en appliquant un test 
dedktectionsimpleI31 surlepremierlobed'antenne. par 
seuillage du rapport siganl-a-bruit. il est possible de 
savoir si la probabilite de detecter L'aeronef situ6 en 
(x.y,z) est suphieurea unecertainevaleur. LaprobabilitC 
de fausse alanne est fixee prealablement. On din que 
l'eugiu est visible par le radar dans l'affirmative. Notons 
que l'antenne d u n  radar de surveillance effectue une 
rotation entre qmin et qmax dont il faudra tenir compte. 
Dautre part mCme pour un radar 2D. l'ouverture en 
declinaison (premier l o k  d'antenne) doit E h  int6grte 
aux calculs. 
L'operation etant faite pour toutes les positions (x.y.2) 
de l'espace. on determine ainsi la rtgion couverte par le 
capteur. 
La couverture du systkme sera douc ici assimilee la 
juxtaposition des couvettures iudividuelles. 
Deux remarques s'imposent : 
-Le test de detection employe peut Et re  perfectionnt 
selon la prtcision des rtsultats requise. Par exemple. 
dans le cas de la detection radar. la SER de 1' engin pourra 
EtnmodClisee pardifferentes distributions deprobabilit6. 
Un test de detection du style Neymann-Pearson pourra 
alols etre elabort. De plus, la detection pourra se faire 
sur le lobe principal d'antenne ou aussi sur les lobes 
secondaires. 
- A ce stade. on peut deja exploiter le &eau de 
communications et voir si des tests de detections 
multi-capteurs ([2] & [4]) ne peuvent pas Etre utilises 
pour augmenter la couverture. Dans [41. on etudie quatre 
tests de detection multi-capteurs : deux tests bas debit 
optimaux (test "ou". test "et") pour lesquels une decision 
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ccntraliseC est prise P partir des decisions individuelles. 
le test linCaiE optimal qui comparr un seuil une 
combinaison lintain des energies n ~ u e s  par chaque 
capteur, et enfii le test optimal (toujoun centralise) qui 
wmpan un rapport de vraisemblance wqjointe P un 
s e d  Ce seuil est calcuM en fonction des performances 
quises  pour le systbme global (probabiite de fausse 
alarme pour le syst&me). Une comparaison de ccs tests a 
et15 me& afm de quantifier rapport de chacune des 
mdthodes de fusion. L'impltmentation de ces tests au 

sein du logiciel ROSACE est en cours. La Figurc4 
illustre ee point : dans le cas simple oh les informations 
d6livfies par deux capteurs (1 radar et un imageur ici) 
sont fusionnccS pour la detectioa la probabilite de 
detection du systbme des deux capteurs peut €he tvalute 
en fonction des ( S N  et ( S N 2  pour chaque capteur. 
Lea &ultats sont p k e n t h  sous forme de &eau de 
courbes, P en fonction de ( S N l  avec ( S N 2  constante. d. La probabhte de fausse alarme du systhne a Cte fuk P 

Les modelisations des signaux sont clansiques 131. 

La visualisationde lacouvrrfurr des capteurs proposeC 
ici est faite par plan d'altitude relative z=constante. 
L'altimtuie du terrain. qui peut masquercertaines zone.?, 
est prise en compte pour ces calculs. 

ngure: uwvemure uu sysreme a Z = ~ J L I U ~  

Cepremiercalculpermet dejugerdelabonnedisposition 
des capteurs sur le terrain D'autn part. si I'onapplique 
des tests deddtectionmulti-capteurs, onpourra connab 
Timpact du &eau de communications. 

4.2 Zones de localisation et prkision sur les meaures 

La figion de localisaion est d6finie comme la rkgion 
sur laquelle la position 3D d'un engin peut €tre deduite. 
Rappelons que la plupart des capteurs utilises ici sont 
des capteurs 2D. Lcs radars delivrent des mesures de 
distance et d'azimut. 1- imageun thermiques des 
mesures de site et gisement Par consequent un aeronef 
situ6 dans la zone couverte par le s y s t h e  (la couvertun 
etant definie par l'operateur comme indiquk plus h u t )  
dest pas forcement localisable. C'est-A-dire que m€me 
dans les conditions lu plus favorables. la position 3D de 
l'engin ne peut €tre obtenue. 
Un raisonnement simple va permettn de &terminer la 
dgion de localisation Il est clair que I'aspect temporel 
(syuchnisme des mesures. delai de transmission) n'est 
pas pris en compte ici comme dans tout ce paragraph. 
Les mesum de position delivfies par les capteurs sont 
entach6es d'une erreur. Celle-ci est modeliable par une 
densitt de probabilite de p&ence, gaussienne 2D centfie 
sur la mesure et dont la variance peut s'exprimer en 
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Notons que le pmblhme de localisation qui mnsiste h 
retmuver les coordonnccS d'unengin h partir des mesum, 
est plus complexe et s'assimile en fait au pmblhme de 
poursuite. 

fonction des caracttristiques du capteur et du rapport 
S/N. Par exemple pour un radar h impulsions les 
&arts-type sur R et 'p sont donneS par : El a -- (3) 

ob C d6ignc la vitesse de la lumi&re et Aq l'ouverture 
du premier lobe d' antenna 
La densitt de pmbabilitt de phence  en (x.y.2) d'un 
engin, est le pmduit des densitts de pmbabilitt de 
phence  ZD dtlivrtcs par chacun des captem (en 
supposant quechacunait d~tectcl'enginen(x,y.z)). Dans 
certains cas (em paritculier dans les dgions couvertes 
par au noins deux capteurs) on obtient ainsi une densite 
gaussienne tridimensionnelle. Ces calculs sont justififs 
dans [Z]. Notons qu'ils sous-entendeut des hypothhes 
de linearisation du tore d'erreur pour les radars. qui ne 
sont pas toujoun satisfaites. 
La matrice de covariance de la densitt obtenue parfixion 
des densit6 individuelles. correspond en fait h la 
prtcisionmaximalequePonpeutattendresurlu mesures 
de localisation 
Pour chaque point (x.y.2) de l'espace. on calcule la 
matrice de covariance de la densite de probabilitt de 
pkence  3D. Si celle-ci existe. l'atronef est localisable. 
sinon sa position est indttenniute par le systtme. La 
trace de la matrice est une norme simple et doMC une 
id& de la pn%ision du positionnement. 

0 

4.3 Vulnerabilite d'une menace 

Les calculs de couverture et de localisankm permettent 
de porter un premier jugement quant & la disposition des 
capteun sur le te& et h l'impact du &eau de 
communications. Il est aussi possible dam le cas ob le 
syst&me assure la defense. de porter un jugement sur 
l'efficacitt et la dpartition des systtmes d'armes. 
Pour illustrer simplement ce point, considemus le cas 
d'une plate-forme de tir d'obus anti-abriens situke en 
(xa.ya,za). L'atmnef etant modtlist par un ellipsoYde 
dont les axes sont d6termintS en fonction des camc- 
tkristiques de l'engk la probabilitt d'impact d'un ou de 
N obus sur I'engin situ6 en (x.y.z) (avec une demit6 de 
probabilite de p&ence calcul& au 4.2). peut se deduire. 
Onsupposeralesysttme fige. (pas dedtlais. atroueffixe). 

I 

- 6 :  P&isiou sur la localisation 

Ces calculs permettent de porter un jugement sur la 
disposition des capteun sur le terrain Signalons qu'ils 
pounaient etrc effcctufs par sous-groupes de capteun. 
Ainsi une seconde evaluation du &eau de commu- 
nications serait fournie puisque l'on connaimit les 
capteun qui coo@rent et se completent rtellement 

=: Vulntrabilite bun aeronef A z=4500m 

D'autm crithres pourront etre envisages pour qualifier 
le fonctionnemeut du systhmemulti-capteun. Notament 
il serait inttmssaut de mener un calcul de vulutrabilitt 
du s y s t b e  ou de probbilite de destmctiou face h une 
menace ennemie. 

5. CHOIX ET ANALYSE D'UN SCENARIO 

Uue situation ou un systtme de surveillance etant 
dtfini. ilest possibledeconfronterccsysthmeadifftrents 
SC~MN. et d'analyser ainsi sou efficacitt ou sa fiabilite. 

5.1 Specification d'un scenario 

Un s d ~ r i o  est specifit par. d' uue part des conditions 
atmosphkriques (tempCrature. pressios hydromttrie ...I 
et d' autre part la mission atrienna 
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L'optrateur a alors la possibilitC d'utiliser l'tditeur de 
trajectoh intCgrt au logiciel ROSACE. ll definit 
intcractivement Ies trajectoim d'un certain nom& 
d'ahnefs dans le plan horizontal (x.y). Ensuite. il trace 
l'altitude z en fonction du temps. 

L'opCrateur peut visualiser. @cc au synthetiseur 
d'images radars et infrarouges integr6 au logiciel 
ROSACE. les cartes radam (Cnergie r epc  par le radar 
en fonction de R et cp) ou les cartes thenniques B un 
instant don& Celles-ci pourmnt par exemple etrc 
exploitk pour la classification et le denombrement des 
akronefs. 

, 

5.2 Analyse 

L'analyse du s C C M ~ ~ O  s'effectue en quatre &tapes 
extrhement c o d l k  mais que l'on peut nhuuoins 
classer par o h  de complexit6 cmissante : 

Le pmbltme fondamental est celui de la d4tection des 
akronefs LOIS de la mission Au niveau de chacun des 
processeuls de fusioa I'operateur pouna h i s i r  parmi 
plusieurs tests pmposeS selonlacontiirationdu systeme 
(et. ou. lineaire. optimal). Ic i  conhairement au paragm- 
phe 4, les energies des signaux sont s i m u l k  A paair de 
modeles et de glnerateurs de bruit Sides mesum &lles 
d'tnergie. ou des images. etaient disponibles, on les 
utiliserait pour applique1 les tests de detection 

0 

Hgum8 : Tests de detection pour deux capteurs 

Par exemple. si I'on considtre des tests de detection 
bimodes (fusionnant les informations dClivdes par deux 
capteurs), on tmuve dans 141 l'allure des dgions de 
decision pour ICs quatre tests mention& ci-dessus 
(Rwffi 8). 
Lepistage s'effectne pardes traitements du style fdtrages 
de Kalman ou PDAF [SI et est Cvidemment affect6 par 
b &ultats de la detection. Dautns algorithmes sont 
en coum d' 6tude. 
La fusion des informations se fait soit au niveau des 
mesures dfivrCes par chaque capteua Wsion desplots). 
soit au niveau des estimations issues de traitements 
iudividuels (@ion des pistes), selon la structure et les 
capacitk du &eau de communications. Notons que le 
premier type de fusion permet d'exploiter avantageuse- 

ment les calculs de pdcision de localisation developpes 
au paragraphe 4. 
Les delais de transmission [capteur- processcur de 
fusion]. ainsi que L'asynchmnisme des mesuns ou des 
estimations sont prises en compte. 
D'autre part. le probltme de l'allocation des ressou~ces 
qui consiste a attribuer un gmupe de capteum la ache 
de poursuivffi un ensemble de cibles. devrait &olu 
A ce stade mais est encore B I'Ctude. 

Enfin les probltmes de classification (Mlicopttre, avion, 
missile). et de denombrement ttant trx3.3 complexes. seule 
une ebauche en a et6 faite. dam laquelle la thhrie de 
l'evidence [a. extension de la theorie bayhienne. est 
appliquee. 
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denier calcul pourra par la suite etre remplact par un 
calcul de vulnirabiliri du system face h une menace 
atriennc. 
En second lieu. le module de simulations permet de 
confmnter le systtme h des setnarii choisis par 
I'opcrateur. Desstatistiquessurlaltussiteoul'tchecdu 
systtme pour accomplix les aches de direction. pisrage. 
ou classificarion pourmnt faites. Ainsi l'optimisation 
du systeme multi-senseun devra prendre en compte non 
seulement les ri3ultats de l'analyse globale mais aussi 
ceux des simulations. 
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La quatritme Ctapc de l'analyse consiste & consigner 
les &ultats de ltussite ou d'tchcc (pour la dttection. la 
pounuite. la classification) correspondant h un sctnario. 
Il s'agira d'effectuer des statistiques sur un certain 
nombre de missions afm de mesurer I'efficacitt du 
systtme multi-senseurs. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Le logiciel ROSACE qui est en couls de dtve- 
loppement 1 I'O.N.ERA est un outil d'aide h la 
conception de systtmes de surveillance ou de dcfeme 
anti-atrienne multi-senseun. L'originalitt de cet outil 
est que l'optimisation du systkme comprend non 
seulement le choix des capteun et leurs positionnement 
sur le terrah voire leur mode de fonctionnement mais 
aussi le choii judicieux des m6thode.s de traitements. Ces 
algorithmes souvent originaux font appcl ?I la m i o n  
dinformations et amtliorent les performances et l'effr 
cacitt du systtme. 

Une premitre analyse globale a t t t  pmpos6e qui permet 
de juger & la bonne coofiguration gtomttrique du 
systeme multi-senseurs. c'est-&-dire de la disposition 
des capteurs et des systtmes de defense sur le t enah  et 
de l' impact du ri3eau de communications. La couverture. 
la rigion de localisarion et enfin la vulnirabiliti dun 
Oeronef ont et6 dtfinies et visualistes. Notons que le 

0 
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MULTISENSOR DATA FUSION FOR INTEGRATED MARITIME SURVEILLANCE 

A. Premji and A. M. Ponsford 
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1 SUMMARY 
A prototype Integrated Coastal Surveillance system has 
bccn developed on Canada’s East Coast to provide 
effective surveillance out to and beyond the 200 nauti- 
cal mile Exclusive Economic Zone. The system has 
been designed to protect Canada’s natural resources, 
and to monitor and control the coastline for smuggling, 
drug trafficking, and similar illegal activity. 
This paper describes the Multiple Sensor - Multiple 
Target data fusion system that has been developed. 
The fusion processor has been developed around the 
celebrated Multiple Hypothesis Tracking algorithm 
which accommodates multiple targets, new targets, 
false alarms, and missed detections. This processor 
pcrforms four major functions: plot-to-track- 
association to form individual radar tracks, fusion of 
radar tracks with secondary sensor reports, track 
identification and tagging using secondary reports, and 
track level fusion to form common tracks. 
Radar data from coherent and non-coherent radars has 
bccn uscd to evaluate thc performance of the processor. 
This paper prescnts preliminary results. 

2 INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes a general purpose Multisensor 
Multituget (MSMT) fusion processor that has been 
developed around the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking 
(MHT) algorithm. 
The processor has been developed for use in the Ray- 
theon Canada Limited (RCL) Integrated Maritime Sur- 
veillance (IMS) system that uses long range surface 
wave radars to detect targets on and above the ocean 
surface out to and beyond the 200 nautical mile Exclu- 
sive Economic Zone (EEZ). 
The MSMT processor uses MHT to form local tracks 
for each radar sensor. Adjunct sensor information is 
then used where available to identify tracks provided 
by the MHT. Local tracks from multiple radars are 
fused to form global tracks. 
The MSMT processor is implemented using a modular 
software development strategy in a pure object- 
oriented environment resulting in a highly flexible 
development that pcrmits rapid modification and 
extension. This is reflected in the flexible nature of the 
processor which can be used for coherent radar (pro- 
viding range, range rate, and azimuth) as well as non- 
coherent radars (providing rangc and azimuth). 
Real as well as simulatcd data is uscd to assess the 
performance of the processor for airborne targets. The 
focus of the pcrformance assessmcnt is multiplc target 
tracking (MTT) for both coherent and non-coherent 
radar. 

3 INTEGRATED MARITIME SURVEILLANCE 
The Integrated Maritime Surveillance (IMS) system 
provides continuous, all weather surveillance of the 
200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The shore 
based system, illustrated in Figure 1, detects, tracks, 
and identifies aircraft and ships throughout the EEZ. 
The IMS comprises four principle elements. ’ 
3.1 Long Range Surface Wave Radars 
Radar coverage of coastal waters has traditionally been 
limited to line of sight from the radar antenna and is an 
inherent characleristic of radar systems operating at 
microwave frequencies. Radars operating at the lower 
end of the High Frequency band (3 MHz to 6 MHz), 
that use the surface wave mode of propagation follow 
the curvature of the earth and can detect targets 
hundreds of kilometers beyond the horizon. Surface 
Wave Radars (SWR) are coherent and provide target 
range, azimuth, and range rate. 

3.2 Automatic Dependent Surveillance Systems 
Aircraft and vessels equipped with Automatic Depen- 
dent Surveillance (ADS) systems transmit identifica- 
tion and position information on a regular schedule 
over a preassigned communications channels to a 
shore based tracking system. 

3.3 Adjunct Sensors 
Adjunct sensors arc the systems that traditionally pro- 
vide surveillance and include communications, manda- 
tory reporting procedures as well as visual 
identification from patrol vessels and aircraft. These 
sensors reports are characterized by their infrequent 
and often tardy nature. 

3.4 Multisensor Data Fusion 
The data fusion system automatically correlates tracks 
derived from the long range radar sites with ADS 
tracks and target attributes obtained from communica- 
tions and other identification systems. 

4 MULTISENSOR MULTITARGET PROCES- 
SOR 
The track processor must accommodate multiple tar- 
gets, crossing targets, spurious detections, and missed 
detections. Events of confusion manifest themselves in 
thc report to track assignment procedure and lead to 
association uncertainty. Since the events are short 
lived, the resulting association confusion can be better 
combatted by dcferring assignment decisions until 
additional scans of information are available. This 
allows association conflicts to be resolved by exploit- 
ing the correlation inherent in target dynamics. 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence System” held in Copenhagen, Denmark froin 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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MHT combats association confusion by postulating a 
predcfined number of hypotheses (partitions of rcporls 
into tracks) and propagating the rcsulting tracks till a 
decision can bc made with greater confidcnce. In the 
interim, conflicting assignments that cannot be 
resolved immediately arc carricd in the multiple pani- 
tions. One of the major hurdlcs to thc acccptancc of 
MHT as a viable solution for multiple largct tracking 
(MlT) has bccn the attendant computational requirc- 
mcnts. As shown in this cxposition, wen t  algorithmic 
advances and advances in computalional spccd make 
MHT practical on a gencral purposc PC. 
The MSMT processor is also rcquircd to perform the 
additional task of sensor intcgration or fusion. For thc 
IMS system the MSMT processor performs fusion at 
thc track lcvcl. A discussion of thc sensor fusion 
approach for the IMS is providcd later. The overall 
MSMT processor including thc MHT algorithm and the 
scnsor fusion processing is shown in Figurc 2. 
4.1 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking 
It is widcly acccptcd that MHT provides thc bcst track- 
ing performance amongst all MTT techniqucs asidc 
from batch proccssing [3]. Howcvcr, batch processing 
requircs rctaining data ovcr multiple scans and pcr- 
forming the processing ovcr thc cntirc batch of rcpons. 
Thc MHT algorithm dcveloped is a variant of thc MHT 
as originally reported in [l]. I t  includcs all proccdures 
of the original algorithm rcquircd to makc the algo- 
rithm practical: track gating, clustcr management (for- 
mation, splitting, combining, dclction), h ypothcscs 
managcmcnt for cach clustcr (updating, combining, 
dclction, pruning), and track managemcnt (prcdicting, 
updating as per thc hypotheses, promotion, dclction, 
combining). As suggestcd in thc literaturc [2,3], judi- 
cious application of these proccdurcs produccs track 
performancc that is comparable to the optimum 
pcrformance for MHT. 
Thc fundamental entity in Lhc MHT algorithm is a 
cluster comprising a track list and a hypothcsis list. 
Each cluster is charactcrized by a sct of hypothcscs 
(arrangcd in desccnding order of likclihood). Each 
hypothcses maintains its likclihood (or hypothcsis 
scorc) and a sct of pointcrs to clcmcnts in thc track list. 
Each clcmcnt in thc track list is an object that main- 
tains all the requircd track charactcristics (the Kalman 
filter charactcristics, track scorc, track l i k  stage, track 
Icngth, number of updatcs, numbcr of consccutivc mis- 
ses, last N rcports smoothcd, track label, ctc.). 
Figure 3 shows the proccssing stcps for thc currcnt sct 
of clustcrs and a single scan of rcporls. The first stcp is 
thc clcan up procedurc: remove dclcted tracks from the 
track list, rcnumbcr tracks in thc list, adjust hypolhcsis 
track pointers, delctc cmpty hypolhcscs and clustcrs. 
Ncxt, the rcmaining tracks for all clustcrs arc gatcd 
with the currcnt scan of reports and the track-rcport 
association likclihoods computcd. A two stagc gating 
procedure (a coarsc gatc applicd first) reduccs compu- 
tation considerably. 
The basic stcps for calculating thc association likcli- 
hoods or probabilitics are discusscd in [4,5]. An 
assumption invokcd thcrc is that tracks hypothcsizcd 
from the prcvious scan are cqui-probable. Although 
this assumption lcads to simplifications in thc associ- 
ation probability calculation, it cntails discarding infor- 
mation that is availablc. Specifically, thc MHT 
algorithm proposed here maintains a scorc and status 

for cach track which provides a-priori track informa- 
tion. Thc modifications to the derivations in ([5] equa- 
tion 7) are as follows: 

Assume that after processing the previous scan of 
reports the aggregate number of tracks is K. The 
a-postcriori probability of track i conditioned on report 
j is given by: 

If it is assumed that the a-priori target probabilities are 
equal (p (Tk)  = p(T)  Vk) ,  then equation (7) in [5] fol- 
lows. Sincc a-priori track information is available it 
can bc uscd to dcvclop a more precise likelihood 
calculation. Using the normalization procedure sug- 
gestcd in [4] and continuing the development therein 
provides thc association likelihood for the j-th report 
and the i-th track, thus: 

whcre S, is the residual covariance matrix for track i 
and report j,  j3 is the combined spatial density of new 
targcts and false alarms, PD(ri) is the probability of 
dctcction for track i, and d i  is the normalized square 
distance for thc i-th track and the j-th rcport. For 
furthcr dctails see [l, 3, 51. 

The abovc cxtcnsion for the likelihood computations in 
1451 provides a means for including thc a-priori track 
likclihood as wcll as thc probability of dctection for 
each track. Sincc thc lattcr is not available for each 
individual track, it is assumed to be indcpendent of the 
specific track and is sct to the nominal radar probability 
of dctection. The report-uack associalion likelihoods 
(or log-likelihoods) are determined using equation (2) 
to provide a Iikclihood matrix for all tracks and all 
rcporls. 

The. likclihood matrix dcfincs the association problcm 
for thc currcnt scan of rcports. This matrix is analyzed 
to dctcrminc scts of rcport numbers gated by each 
track. Analysis of set interscctions for all tracks in all 
clusters indicatcs the naturc of the association problem 
for the currcnt scan. This provides the basis for re- 
clustcring the association problem, splitting unasso- 
ciated clusters and merging associatcd clusters. To this 
point thc proccssing has bcen predominantly of a 
database managcmcnt nature asidc from the calculation 
of track-report association likelihoods. 

The ncxt step dctcrmincs the N-best hypotheses for 
each clustcr given thc currcnt scan of rcports and the 
prcvious hypothcscs. An efficient mcthod for finding 
thc N-bcst hypothcscs is a key elcmcnt in making 
pruncd MHT practical. Traditional mcthods are 
cncumbercd with the need to consider all hypotheses 
cxtcnsions in ordcr to find the N-best. Thc total num- 
bcr of hypothcsis cxtcnsions can be vcry large, causing 
brute force search tcchniques to be extremely time 
consuming. 
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A novel constraincd scarch tcchnique proposed in [6] 
provides a means of finding the required hypothcses by 
considering only a small subset of the total numbcr of 
extension hypotheses. This reduction is facilitatcd by 
structuring the search so that rejection of a singlc 
hypothesis (when it doesn't makc the N-best list) 
excludes many other infcrior hypotheses from consid- 
eration. In this way the more unlikely hypothescs (of 
which there are many) are never considered and 
proccssing times are dramatically rcduccd. 
The constrained search technique requires repeatcd 
solution of the assignmcnt problcm. A technique pro- 
posed in [6] is thc Jonker-Volgenant (JV) algorithm. 
Comparisons of a number of solutions for the 
assignment problcm in [7] indicates that the Auction 
solution is faster than the JV algorithm and has becn 
implcmentcd in the N-bcst constraincd search for the 
MHT algorithm. 
The extendcd hypothcses indicate the N-best ways to 
associate the current scan of rcports with prcvious 
tracks. All the tracks postulated by thcsc hypotheses 
are now updatcd with the assigncd reports. In addition, 
reports that are postulatcd to be from new targets are 
uscd to initiate singlc point (potential) tracks. False 
targets arc considcrcd as ncw targets that arc latcr 
dcleted so they need no spccial considcration. The 
proccssing cyclc for the currcnt scan of reports is now 
complcte. 

4.2 Track Filtering 
Thc MSMT systcm supports cohercnt and non- 
cohcrent radar sensors. Cohcrcnt sensors will provide 
mcasurcments of range, azimuth, and range rate, 
whereas non-cohcrcnt sensors will only provide range 
and azimuth. Thc implementation of both Kalman 
filtcrs is discussed hcre with cmphasis on the uniquc 
approachcs adopted to irnprovc processing speed. Both 
filtcrs are fully coupled two dimensional Kalman filtcrs 
with components of the Kalman computations pcr- 
formed in the most suitable coordinate systcm. Cur- 
rcntly the MSMT processor accomodatcs only a single 
level of targct manoeuvre, although work is in progress 
to dctect targct manocuvres and adapt thc filtcr process 
noise. 
In the case of a cohercnt scnsor both the computational 
load and the requircmcnt to includc rangc rate mca- 
suremcnts dictate thc choicc of the coordinate systems, 
whereas for non-coherent scnsors thc driving factor is 
thc computational load. 
Figure 4 shows thc Kalman computations for cohcrent 
radar reports and the coordinate systcms uscd to per- 
form the calculations. Intermediate stcps in the follow- 
ing derivations use standard coordinate 
transformations. The predicted state vcctor in antenna 
Cartesian coordinates (ACC) is given by: 

fa = [x k y yIT (3 )  

where T signifies matrix transpose. Let Pa denote the 
corrcsponding prcdiction covariancc. Initially fa is 
transformed into thc track line of sight cartcsian coor- 
dinatc (TLOSC) systcm, which is thc ACC rotatcd by 
the track prcdiction azimuth angle, to gct SI, and PIC.  
Track-report association is pcrformcd in the track linc 
of sight polar coordinate (TLOSP) systcm. Thc track 
prediction in TLOSP is givcn by 

f I P  = [f,,(1) 0 fl,(2)lT (4) 

whcre the ordering is range, azimuth, and range-rate. 
Lct the measurement rotated into the TLOSP be given 
by s,, then the normalized square distance for track i 
and report j is: 

where the residual covariance matrix is: 

wherc f, is thc standard diagonal radar measurement 
variance matrix and the jacobian (evaluated at the track 
prediction is): 

(7) 

Notc that (6) is indepcndent of the spccific measure- 
ment, j ,  and consequently the matrix inversion in (5) is 
performed only once per predicted track. 

Thc Kalman smoothing equations (omitting track and 
mcasurement indiccs) are: 

i,, = s,, +K [s, - flP] 

p , ,  = [ I - K  MIPI ,  (9) 

whcre thc Kalman gain is determined using: 

K = PI,  M T  [M P I ,  MT + P,]-' 
and the mcasurcment matrix is: 

0 
M =  

0 1 f,c(4)/flc(1) 0 

Non-cohcrcnt radar reports are processed using the 
standard Kalman equations [3] in ACC. The normal- 
ized square distancc calculation for association pur- 
poses is calculatcd in TLOSP as in equation (3, where 
now 

and the radar mcasurcment rotated into TLOSP, s,, 
includes only range and azimuth. The residual covaria- 
nce matrix is givcn by 

s.. 1) = Pi Jl i  + P,] 

whcre f, is the measuremcnt variance matrix for range 
and azimuth, 
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It is evident from the prcccding equations that many of 
the matrices are very sparse. The implcmcntation of all 
Kalman related computations fully exploits this sparsc- 
ness to reduce computation requircments. 

4.3 Track Fusion 
There are two methods for combining data from multi- 
ple sensors, sensor level fusion and track lcvcl fusion. 
Sensor lcvcl fusion combincs rcports from multiplc 
sensors directly into global tracks. Track levcl fusion 
processes reports from each individual sensor to form 
local tracks which are subscqucntly combined into 
global tracks. 
Track level fusion results in reduccd processor com- 
plexity and provides inhcrcnt robustness against single 
site failures due to dccentralizcd processing [3]. 
Although sensor level fusion provides more accurate 
track information (undcr somc circumstanccs), the 
improvement is small [8] and the resulting complcxity 
is significant. Fusion for the MSMT systcm is pcr- 
formed at the track lcvcl. 
Local tracks are first timc aligned (prcdictcd) to a 
common fusion time and Lransfonncd into a global 
coordinate system. Ncxt the proccssor asscsses track 
similarity by applying coarsc tcsts on kinematic quanti- 
ties such as position, spccd and hcading. Tracks that 
pass the coarsc similarity tcsts arc subjcct to a 
likelihood calculation (similar to the calculation in 
equation (2)). Track similarity is dctcrmincd by thrcsh- 
olding this likclihood. 
Tracks passing the likelihood thrcshold tcst arc thcn 
fused using a modified Kalman filtcr [9]. Thc filter 
combincs individual track statcs and covarianccs into a 
singlc track for prcscntation. Tracks failing the track 
similarity test arc prcscntcd as scparate tracks. 

5 TRACK PROCESSOR EVALUAIION 

The pcrformance of thc MHT implcmcntation is tcstcd 
for both cohcrcnt and non-cohcrcnt radar data. Use of 
simulatcd radar data provides thc opportunity to setup 
controlled tracking scenarios of intcrcst. Use of rcal 
radar data adds credibility to the pcrformancc of the 
tracker for real world situations. 

5.1 Simulation Results 
The sccnario is a simulation of 9 targcls, 2 manocuvr- 
ing. The simulation was run for 500 updatcs with an 
updatc interval of 300 scconds. Simulatcd scnsor 
mcasurcmcnt crror (one standard dcviation) arc typical 
of SWR: rangc 0.25 km, azimuth 0.2 dcgrecs, and 
rangc rate 0.2 m/s. Fivc hypothcscs arc rcuincd aftcr 
each scan. Targct vclocitics rangc from 4 to 10 knots. 
Figure 5 plots the resultant tracks, with lifc stagc tcnta- 
tive or bctter. Thc uppcr plot shows all hypothcscs. 
Considcrablc confusion can be seen to rcsult. Thc 
lower plot, which displays only the bcst hypothcsis, 
shows that the MHT algorithm corrcctly maintains all 
tracks inspite of the association confusion. 
Thc MHT algorithm is currcntly implcmcntcd in 
Smalltalk on a 486/33 MHz PC. As an cxamplc of the 
processing spccd, whcn configurcd to rctain thc 5-bcst 
hypotheses pcr cluster pcr scan the algorithm can pro- 
cess approximatcly 80 dctcctions in rcal timc at a scan 
updatc ralc of 10 scconds. Clcarly, this pcrformance 
can be improved considcrably on a fastcr machinc. 

For cxample, the SPARC-10 provides a speed-up fac- 
tor in cxccss of 10 times compared to the 486/33. Now 
the proccssing burden will increase approximately 
linearly with an incrcasc in the numbcr of dctections if 
the clustcr sizes rcmain unchanged and only the num- 
ber of clusters incrcase. This suggests that a factor of 
10 spccd-up will allow processing in the region of 800 
dctcctions (assuming a 10 second radar scan time). An 
incrcasc in thc scan rate will lead to a proportional 
dccrcasc in the number of detections that can be pro- 
ccsscd. 

5.2 Cold Lake Data 
The radar data for this assessment was provided by the 
Dcfcnce Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO), 
Canada. Data gathcring took place during the Raid 
Tracking Trials (RATT) at Canadian Forces Base, Cold 
Lake, Alberta, in Scptcmber 1986. The radar (5  second 
scan ratc) mcasurcmcnt errors are: range 0.15 km, azi- 
muth 0.2 dcgrccs. The nominal radar probability of 
dctcction is 0.8. 
The sccnario includcd a formation of closely spaced 
aircraft in two groups as wcll as other targcts of oppor- 
tunity. Figurc 6 shows thc characteristics of the forma- 
tion on day onc (RATT-l) and day two (RA=-2). 
Thc prcscribcd formation altitude was 20000 feet and 
thc prcscribcd spccd was 500 knots. Two additional 
data scts arc not included hcre due to space limitations. 
Thc data includcd primary , secondary and correlated 
primary-sccondary rcports, the latter with identifica- 
tion. For this asscssmcnt all reports were stripped of 
the idcntification and proccsscd using the MHT. For 
this evaluation two hypothcses were retained after each 
scan. 
The proccsscd data for RAT-1  ( 5  aircraft) is pres- 
cntcd first. Figurc 7 and Figurc 8 (an expansion of 
Figurc 7) show that the processor maintains tracks even 
undcr thc scvcrc conditions prcscntcd by the data. 
Evaluation of thc radar data shows that all five aircraft 
are rcsolvcd in two of the legs, whcreas intra-group 
aircraft arc mostly unresolvcd during thc turns and two 
of thc lcgs. In the centre Icg only four aircraft are 
intcrm ittcntl y rcsolvcd. 
Figurc 9 shows thc radar rcports for RATT-2. The 
corrcsponding MHT tracks are shown in Figure 10. A 
dctailcd considcration of the MHT tracks was per- 
formed ovcr thc first two lcgs (Icg one moving down 
from thc origin and leg two subsequently moving to the 
right). Rcsults indicatc that all six formation flyers are 
accuratcly tracked ovcr thc first Icg. During thc fist 
turn thc MHT uackcr loscs track of the right most 
aircraft in each Cormation group (aircraft numbered 3 
and 6) duc to lack of mcasuremcnts for thcse tracks 
ovcr an cxtcndcd numbcr of scans. The other four 
tracks (inter group and intra group) are accurately 
maintaincd (with no tracc of track switching) through 
thc turn and through the sccond leg. Comparison of 
thcsc results with thc radar data reveals the robustness 
of thc MHT trackcr. 

5.3 SWR Data Results 
During thc fall of 1993 RCL was contractcd by the 
Canadian Dcpartment of National Dcfcnce (DND) to 
dcmonstratc IMS. Dcdicatcd targcts wcrc made avail- 
able by both thc Canadian Coast Guard and the Depart- 
mcnt of Fishcrics and Occans. For the demonstration 
data was collcctcd from thc Cape Bonavista long range 
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surface wave radar system in Newfoundland, dcvcl- 
opcd by RCL under contract to DND. Radar covcrage 
is illustrated in Figurc 1 1. The successful 
demonstration includcd dctcction of targcts out to 200 
nautical miles, tracking of highly manoeuvring targets 
and fusion of SWR data with ADS data. 
For the trials described the radar was opcratcd with an 
average power of Lcn watts. The radar has a range 
resolution of 7.5 km, and a range accuracy of 1.2 km. 
The azimuth rcsolution is 0.22 radians (12.5 dcgrccs), 
and assuming a 10 dB signal to noise ratio, an azimuth 
accuracy of 0.5 degrecs. Range rate accuracy is dcter- 
mined by the coherent integration pcriod (dwcll), for 
aircraft detection this is 10 seconds (range ratc 
accuracy of 3.5 m/s), and for ship detection 160 sec- 
onds (range ratc accuracy of 0.5 m/s). For aircraft 
dctection the update rate is 10 seconds and for ship 
detection it is 300 seconds. 
Figure 12 presents thc bcst tracks propagated by the 
MHT for both an aircraft and a manocuvring ship. The 
ship pcrformed a figure-eight manocuvre spanning a 
timc duration of one hour at the point of closcst 
approach. Twelve targct updatcs were providcd ovcr 
the course of the manoeuvre. The best MHT track was 
maintaincd throughout the manoeuvre and the csti- 
matcd positions showed very good corrclation with 
ships log (on-board navigation fixcs) over the cntirc 
manoeuvre. For this cvaluation the MHT rctaincd 5 
hypotheses at each dwcll. During the trials the average 
probability of false alarm (pcr rcsolution cell) was esti- 
mated to be 2e-3. 
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Abstract 

A new approach to multiple target 

tracking ( MTT ) problem is developed. The data 

association ( DA ) problem is solved by an 

attributed subgraph isomorphism approach called 

constellation matching ( CM ). The CM method 

exploits, in the most direct way, the spatial 

configuration of the collection of targets which are 

subject to temporal and spatial constraints. The 

CM-based tracking system combines the CM 

technique with the Kalman filter to track and 

confirm the trajectories of multiple targets. The 

efficiency of this new approach is demonstrated 

using real-life multiple target radar tracking data 

and the results are compared to those obtained 

by a multiple hypothesis tracking ( MHT ) 

system. 

1. Introduction 

Multiple target tracking (MTT) [l]  

addresses the issues of using one or more 

sensors to simultaneously track many moving 

objects of interest ( targets ). It is an essential 

requirement for surveillance systems to interpret 

an environment that includes both true targets 

and false alarms. The objective of MTT is to 

partition the sensor data into sets of 

observations, or tracks, originated from the same 

Henry Leung 

Surface Radar Section 
Radar and Space Division 

Defence Research Establishment Ottawa 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

KIA O K 2  

source. Once tracks are formed and confirmed, 

a number of quantities, such as number of 

targets, target kinematics and other characteristic 

parameters, can be estimated and predicted. 

For single target tracking, a sequence of 

target positions can be detected from sensed 

data referred to as plots which can be plotted to 

give a trajectory of the target. The detected 

trajectory up to the current frame can be used to 

predict the position of the target using standard 

Kalman filter in the next frame. However, for a 

MTT system, the problem is more complicated. A 

major difficulty in tracking a large number of 

moving targets is the uncertainty in the origin of 

measurements; that is, in general it is not known 

what the correct association is between 

measurements and targets. For example, in the 

case of a single sensor producing noisy 

measurement of the ranges of N targets, there 

are a total of N! possible associations between 

the measurements and the targets. Thus even for 

a relatively small number of targets, the number 

of possible targetlmeasurement associations can 

be very large. The standard approaches to MTT 

are based on some subset of the set of all 

possible associations which can result in 

computationally complex algorithms in the 

application to collections of many targets in the 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems" held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 201h May 1994. 
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same validation gate. 

In this paper, a novel method called 

constellation matching (CM) [2] is proposed to 

solve this assignment problem. The CM-based 

MTT system consists of two major components: 

association and prediction. Because Kalman 

filtering is sequential and optimal in the minimum 

mean-square sense, it is used in our MTT system 

to perform the prediction. As for association, this 

new MTT system uses the CM technique to 

perform observation-to-track assignment. The CM 

method forms a complete graph on the tracks 

and matches it to graphs formed by the 

measurements received in the next scan to 

I , 
I 

minimize possible errors arising from local target 

positional variation or false alarms due to the 

presence of noise. Our MTT system then 

combines the CM technique with the Kalman filter 

to track and confirm the trajectories of multiple 

targets. 

In Section 2, the constellation matching 

technique and its application to the association 

problem is described. In Section 3, we present 

the algorithm of the CM-based MTT system. 

Evaluation of this new MTT system using real-life 

radar tracking data and the comparison with a 

multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) algorithm are 

reported in Section 4. 

2. Data Association and Constellation 

Matching 

Data association (DA) is the process of 

assigning observations to existing tracks. It is of 

fundamental importance to a MTT system. For 

closely spaced targets, it is likely that conflicting 

situations may arise in the following cases: 1) 

when multiple observations fall within the same 

gate; 2) observations fall within the gate of more 

than one track. In general, there are two 

approaches to the DA problem. One is a 

deterministic approach which includes nearest 

neighbor (NN) and global nearest neighbor 

(GNN) data association. The other one is the 

probabilistic approach based on Bayesian 

framework, which includes multiple hypothesis 

tracking (MHT), probabilistic data association 

(PDA) and joint probabilistic data association 

(JPDA). 

In this paper, a novel method called 

constellation matching (CM) [2] is proposed for 

data association. Basically, the CM method is a 

special case of a more general methodology 

known as optimal attributed subgraph 

isomorphism [3,4], where the optimal DA is 

achieved by assigning observations to tracks in 

order to minimize a chosen objective function. In 

the CM method, the objective function takes into 

the consideration the preservation of spatial 

configuration of associated points between 

consecutive frames. The CM method is 

deterministic; it is, however, more general than 

the NN approach since it tries to preserve 

maximal spatial correspondence between 

configurations of data points in two consecutive 

frames. It is also similar to the MHT in the sense 

that it generates possible data correspondence 

between two consecutive frames. However, the 

CM method chooses the best solution for the two 

consecutive scans while the MHT generates a 

number of candidate hypotheses and uses new 



data to select the best track. The general 

principles of CM-based DA is described in the 

following. 

Consider a group of N targets { T,, i = 1 , 
..., N } represented by an attributed graph G in 

which each target T, is represented by a vertex v, 

and d(T, 7j), the distance between 5 and 5, is 

the attribute value assigned to the edge ( v,, 7 ). 
The attribute graph G so defined is referred to as 

a constellation. 

Let G7 and G2 be the constellation in two 

consecutive frames respectively. Association 

between targets in different frames can be 

realized by establishing an optimal one-to-one 

mapping f between the vertices in G7 and G2 
while optimizing a certain objective function F. F 

is defined as: 

where 

0 Ifanyoneofv, v- qvJ, 4vj) Isnull 
I d(v, v -  -d(qvJ , t( vj)) I otherwise 

(2) 

The CM technique is then the problem of 

choosing f that achieves optimal target matching 

which minimizes F, and we denote such an 

optimal mapping by f’: 

The CM-based DA technique can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. For each pair viand 7 in G7, compute d(v, 7); 
2. For each pair U, and U, in G2, compute d(u, U); 

3. Find all possible mapping; that is, find a set of 

points U,’, U*’, ..., u,’in G2 where y’can be a 
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null vertex ( one that assumes a null value but 

can still be matched to a vi in G7 ) or an actual 

vertex in G2 so that y’ is matched to vi in G7; 
4. For each feasible mapping, compute the value 

of the objective function F; 

5. Choose the mapping f” that minimizes F. 

When the number of targets is large, a 

combinatorial explosion may happen in the CM 

method, either in computation time or in storage 

space. Heuristics which exploit spatial/ geometric 

constraints of the constellation are introduced to 

reduce the computational complexity. The 

following are some of the spatial and temporal 

constraints we adopt: 

1. One basic assumption of a MTT system is that 

the distance a target can reach within the time 

interval between consecutive frames which 

cannot exceed a predefined maximum value ( 

i.e. the maximum distance the target can travel 

within that interval ). Thus, a pre-specified 

maximum size of the predicted region is 

imposed while finding the possible matches 

between vertices in G7 and G2. This spatial 

constraint is particularly useful in the track 

initiation stage because there are not enough 

plots to render meaningful prediction. 

2. Another assumption is that the distortion of a 

constellation cannot exceed a certain value, 

i.e. C(v, 7) cannot exceed a predefined 

maximum value. Hence, a pre-specified 

tolerance of the change is distance between 

two consecutive frames is introduced in our 

CM system to eliminate the infeasible matches. 

3. When there are too many vertices in GI 
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needed to match with vertices in G2, a space 

partitioning method using the maximum 

entropy method [5] can be introduced to 

partition G7 into several subgraphs ( or sub- 

constellations ), each" of which would contain 

say 5 to 10 vertices. Thus the solution space 

for CM is drastically reduced. This makes the 

CM method feasible and effective for scenarios 

with large number of plots. 

To illustrate the idea of using CM for DA, an 

example using the real-life radar tracking data is 

shown in figures 1 to 4. Data are extracted from 

five consecutive frames. A,s are used to denote 

plots received in scan number 1,3 and 5, and B,s 

are used to represent those in scan 2 and 4. For 

figures 2 to 4, numbers of plots are the same for 

the two consecutive frames, and we observe that 

the CM produces correct associations for four 

scans. In figure 1, there is an extra plot in the 

first scan, however, the CM method can still 

perform a correct graph matching between the 

two frames of data. 

3. A Constellation Matching Based MTT 

System 

The CM-based MTT system proposed in this 

paper consists of five major components: 

1. Data pre-processing 

The measured kinematic quantities of data 

points may not be in the suitable form for 

performing MTT function. Hence, the first step in 

our MTT system is data pre-processing which 

transform the original data format received by the 

radar to a suitable one to be used for subsequent 

analysis. In this study, the radar data is 

, 

transformed from polar to Cartesian coordinates. 

2. Gatina and clustering 

The purpose of this step is to classify an 

observation into one of the two categories: 

isolated observation and closely spaced 

observation. Clustering is used to form 

constellations for the future target association. 

Gating is used to partition the measurements in 

the next frame into two categories: i) candidates 

within the connected neighborhoods ( or gates ) 

of points in the previous frames, and ii) data 

points that can be considered for new tentative 

track initiation. Figure 5 illustrates the application 

of gating to four new observations based on the 

gates of two points in the previous frame. In 

figure 5, P7 and P2 are the tracks. Let 07, 02, 

03 and 0 4  be four observations in the current 

frame. Gate7 and Gate2 are the circular gates of 

P7 and P2 respectively with the maximum 

estimated target displacement between 

consecutive time frames as their respective 

radius. Here, 07, 02 and 0 3  are within Gate2 

whereas 07 is also within Gatel. Hence, 07, 02 

and 03 can all be considered to be associated 

with P2 whereas 07 can be considered as 

associated with either P7 or P2. These three 

observations belong to the first category. 0 4  is 

outside of both gates and hence cannot be 

associated with either P7 and P2. Hence, 0 4  

belongs to the second category. 

3. Data association usinq CM 

CM method is used to obtain the 

correspondence between the observations in the 

last frame and those in the new frame as 

described in the previous section. 
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4. Track formation 

In this step, each assigned observation is put 

into its corresponding track which records the 

trajectory of the associated target. The maximum 

size of the predicted region is used as the radius 

of the circular gate for the measurement 

association. There are two possible situations: 

isolated observations and closely spaced 

observations. Once a new scan of measurement 

is received, three cases may arise for an isolated 

observation: 

i) If there is no measurement in" its association 

gate, the region is enlarged to the pre- 

specified size. If there is still none, then no 

assignment can be made to that isolated 

observation. 

ii) If only one observation is found in its 

association gate, then it is assigned to the 

proceeding isolated observation. 

iii)lf more than one observation is found in its 

association gate, then use the prediction to 

choose the most suitable observation for the 

assignment. 

Closely spaced targets are those whose 

predicted regions overlap with others. We group 

these observations to form a cluster, and these 

observations together become the vertices of G7. 
In the new frame, choose those observations that 

lie within the combined region ( or cluster ) to 

form another constellation G2. Then apply CM to 

find the target association between G7 and G2. 
5. Trajectory prediction 

In the CM-based MTT system, a Kalman filter 

given as 

where x ( k )  = ( x(k), f l k )  ) is the Mh time point of 

the specific target, is used for trajectory prediction 

to provide predicted gating to reduce the number 

of measurements for data association. 

4. Real Data Analysis and Comparison with 

the MHT 

In September 1986, under the auspices of the 

Technical Cooperation Program, Canada and 

United States established a data base of raw 

radar data on formations of closely spaced 

military aircraft to support research and 

development on multiple target tracking. The 

experiment took place at Canadian Forces Base, 

Cold Lake, Alberta. Six CF-18 fighter aircraft, 

flying prescribed routes in prescribed formations, 

served as "raid" targets. Formations of CF-18 

fighter were flown in two missions, each 

consisting of two tests. For the first mission, a 

formation of three aircrafts and a formation of two 

aircrafts were used; for the second mission, two 

formations of three aircrafts were used. The 

layouts of the two formations are shown in figure 

6. For each test, the spacings between aircrafts 

in the group and between groups were varied. In 

both tests, the aircraft flew the same prescribed 

routes. Flying time per test was about one half 

hour. 

Only four types of data were kept for the 

database: primary radar detections (ASR), 
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secondary radar detections (SSR), correlated 

detections from primary and secondary radars 

(SSRC) and time marks (TIME). There are four 

data sets designated as R1T1 .dat, RlT2.dat, 

R2Tl.dat and R2T2.dat. Table 1 reports the 

statistics of the experimental results of the CM- 

based MTT system. The first row tabulates the 

total number of CMs conducted between 

consecutive frames. The second row reports the 

number of CMs that yield correct data association 

out of the total number tabulated in the first row. 

The third row reports the number of CMs which 

do not yield completely correct data association 

due to abrupt change of the trajectory. The fourth 

row reports the number of CMs which do not 

yield completely correct data association due to 

the presence of noise. The fifth row reports the 

number of CMs which do not yield completely 

correct data association due to the missing 

information in the plots. 

In order to understand the CM-based tracking 

technique further, various experiments are 

conducted. First, we remove all the plots without 

target ID to make it easier to evaluate the 

tracking performance. Since it is impossible to 

show the complete result of the CM for all frames 

in detail ( there are totally around 180 frames ), 

we show part of the matching results in Figure 7. 

In order to get detailed information on the change 

of formation of this constellation we also plot a 

sequence of time frames in Figure 8 where the 

tracks start from the lower right corner of the 

figure. 

Next we use the ASR data to analyze the 

performance of the CM method. There are 

usually five or six targets in a data set, but only 

two of them are given ID. To test the correctness 

of CM, we could only use targets with known ID'S 

for confirmation; i.e., during each step of target 

association, we match all the observations ( both 

ASR and SSR ) between the two consecutive 

frames. But for testing, we are only able to 

determine if the matches are correct for the SSR 

data. If a. target in the previous frame is 

associated with the target in the succeeding 

frame with the same ID, we consider it a correct 

match. Part of "the global results for one CM is 

shown in Figure 9. Also, a sequence of time 

frames starting from the lower right corner are 

plotted in Figure 10 to illustrate the matching 

results. Figure 11 and 12 show the global results 

for two typical targets in R1Tl.dat ( with ID 

numbers of 130 and 205 respectively ). 

To compare the efficiency of the CM-based 

MTT technique with conventional methods, a 

multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT) [7] algorithm 

is implemented and applied to the same real data 

sets for comparison. The main idea of MHT is 

that if a difficult association decision arises when 

a new scan of plots is received, MHT attempts to 

defer the decision by assigning all reasonably 

likely association as hypotheses. Each hypothesis 

is then given a probability given as 

where Pol Pnl Pk, are the probability of detection, 

the density of the false targets, and the density of 
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new targets, respectively. c is a normalization 

constant and P(k-7) is the probability of the 

hypothesis LXk-1). N(x,B) denotes the normal 

distribution and B = H P H  + R where P, is the 

covariance of a target estimate for the prior 

hypothesis LXk-1) and R is the measurement 

noise covariance. It is anticipated that incorrect 

hypotheses will lead to highly unlikely cumulative 

probabilities, and hence only the most likely 

hypothesis will be found at the end. 

Although the MHT is theoretically sound, its 

major handicap is the high computation cost due 

to the exponentially growing hypothesis tree. The 

situation becomes worse when the number of 

targets or clutter are large. In order to limit the 

growth of the hypothesis tree, four auxiliary 

techniques used in the CM-based MTT method 

are also introduced in the MHT algorithm so that 

we can have a fair comparison. 

1. Gating: the same gating used in the CM-based 

MTT method is used here. In other words, 

those plots that fall outside of the gate are not 

used for potential hypotheses of the target. 

2. Pruning: hypotheses with low probability are 

eliminated to keep a manageable hypothesis 

tree. In our implementation, we limit the 

number of new tracks generated to a 

maximum of three. 

3. Merging: those tracks or hypotheses whose 

effects are similar ( say with the same value 

within the newest frames ) are merged to form 

a new track or hypothesis. 

4. Clustering: those hypotheses which interact 

with each other are combined into one cluster. 

The flow chart of our MHT implementation is 

given in Fig.13. 

The same four data sets are applied to both 

MTT systems and the statistical results are listed 

in Table 2. The statistical results are made using 

same targets along same time frames. From 

Table 2, the CM method appears to have a better 

performance than the MHT for these four real 

data sets. Figure 14 shows an example of the 

comparison between the tracking of the same 

target using the CM method and the MHT, and 

the improvements of the CM method are 

highlighted. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, a new multiple target tracking 

system based on the constellation matching 

technique is introduced. Preliminary experimental 

results using real-life radar tracking data indicate 

that the CM-based MTT system is efficient in the 

sense that it produces over 80% of correct target 

associations. It fails only when the aircraft 

performs high maneuvering turns and missed 

detections occur. Comparing with the MHT, the 

CM-based MTT shows improvement in the 

computational cost and tracking accuracy due to 

the effective use of spatial constraints. 
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Figure 3 Pairly Constellation Matching Result 3 

Figure 4 Pairly Constellation Matching Result 4 
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Figure 13 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking Flow Chart 
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RlTl R1T2 R2T1 . 

No. of Occurance of 
Constellation Matching 172 177 187 

Constellation Matching 145 143 147 
No. of Correct 

No of Wrong Constellation 
Matching due to Sudden 

change 

No of Wrong Constellation 
Matching due to Noise 

No of Wrong Constellation 

16 21 29 

8 5 3 

Matching due to Info. Lose 3 8 6 . 

RZT2 

168 

137 

19 

8 

4 

Table 1 Result of the CM-based M l T  System 
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CM 

MHT 

R1Tl.DAT 

Correct Wrong 

177 143 34 

177 127 50 

R2Tl.DAT 

Total Correct Wrong 

MHT 168 13 1 37 

FUT2.DAT 

187 

I 

CM 168 137 31 

116 71 

Table 2 Statistical Results of the CM-based MTT and the MHT Tracking 
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0. SUMMARY 

The human operator observing the real world is 
confronted with a huge amount of data from multiple 
sensor systems observing that world. Multi-sensor data 
fusion (MSDF) is one of the emerging fields in 
advanced information processing, concerned with fusing 
sensor data from these multiple sensor systems. 
Automated multi-sensor data fusion can help the 
operator by processing sensor data into concise and 
surveyable information, that is more useful than every 
sensor system separately can provide. 
The merit of MSDF can be increased by employing the 
knowledge of the human operator about the real world, 
the sensor systems and the fusion process. With the 
aid of this knowledge, automated MSDF can assign 
meaning to sensor data and is able to reason about the 
observed world at a high level, comparable to what 
humans do. 
Artificial intelligence provides techniques to represent 
this knowledge and to reason with it. These techniques 
are discussed in the context of a generic framework 
comprising a world model and fusion processes. These 
techniques can contribute to an effective updating of the 
world model and can support its fusion processes. In 
addition, a global distributed fusion architecture based 
on the framework is proposed. As specific domain of 
fusion, battlefield surveillance is considered. 
This paper shows the potential use of artificial 
intelligence in multi-sensor data fusion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-sensor data fusion (MSDF) can be considered an 
important field in advanced information processing 
[Wa190]. MSDF is the process of combining sensor data 
in space and time in such a way that it provides more 
relevant information than each sensor system 
separately is able to. 

The increasing importance of automated MSDF is 
driven by a technology push as well as by a market 
pull. The technology of sensor systems is rapidly 

growing, more and more sophisticated and complex 
sensor systems are coming available on the market. 
They provide a huge amount of data, creating a need 
for advanced information processing through MSDF. 
On the other hand, the real world is getting more and 
more complex [Har86]. Dissimilar sensors operating in 
different spectral regions are required to detect the full 
variety of objects present in the real world [Cha89]. For 
a human operator monitoring the real world through a 
set of dissimilar sensor systems of increasing 
complexity, it is a significant problem to fuse the sensor 
data, to assess the real world and decide on proper 
reactions within a limited time frame. Because of 
excessive data, ill-digested information and stress, 
wrong interpretations about the situation in the real 
world might be made that may have disastrous 
consequences. 

MSDF can be applied to various domains. Domains of 
research at NLR are air traffic control [Blo88], multi- 
radar tracking employing uncertainty techniques 
[Dongl], navigation based on Kalman filters [PetSl], 
battlefield surveillance [Zui92], air defence, and remote 
sensing. 
World wide, research into MSDF is mostly performed in 
a military context. One domain of applied MSDF and 
where this paper focuses on is command and control 
((3’). In this domain, commanders take decisions on the 
basis of fused information from various sensor systems 
located on and observing a battlefield. An example of a 
naval application in this field is the SIAP-project 
[Dra83]. Other applications are AMUlD performing 
battlefield analysis on basis of sensor information 
[Spa83], and ECRES [Nay88, Den881 and IDA [Edw88], 
performing the same function, but on the basis of 
intelligence information (e.g. human reporting). 

The wide range of delicate applications (e.g. human 
lives are involved in air traffic control and command and 
control) justifies the research into MSDF. Currently, the 
field of artificial intelligence (AI) is in the spot-light to 
support MSDF. Sensors provide only numerical data of 
measurable quantities (e.g. signal strength, 
polarisation). Processing of this numerical data and 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems” held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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performing calculations (such as calculation of the 
position of an object) is necessary. However, a great 
deal of data can be transformed to a higher symbolic 
level and consequently can be reasoned with in a more 
abstract way comparable to'what humans do by using 
explicit knowledge about the domain. AI is a surplus 
value to MSDF, especially in advanced sensor control 
and allocation, identification of objects, assessment of 
the situation in the real world and prediction of future 
states of that world by using knowledge about objects 
(i.e. their structure, their relation with sensor 
information, their behaviour and the contexts in which 
they act, etc.). Systems employing AI technology could 
serve as an intelligent interface transforming excessive 
and complex (sensor) data in real-time into surveyable 
and relevant information for the operator [Leh86]. 

Chapter 2 provides a general functional architecture of 
an MSDF system based on a command and control 
model, applied to battlefield surveillance. Battlefield 
surveillance is considered as the continuous 
observation of the battlefield area to provide timely 
information for command and control functions. 
Chapter 3 globally describes the world model that 
includes MSDF and knowledge about the observed 
world. 
Chapter 4 discusses a specific set of AI techniques for 
representation of that knowledge and reasoning with it. 
These techniques emerge from knowledge-based 
systems (KBSs); neural networks are not considered in 
this paper. KBS techniques have been preferred 
because of their relative maturity, their ability to explain 
their reasoning process in a comprehensive manner 
(might be important in order to convince the operator) 
and the ease with which explicitly represented 
knowledge can be modified. Neural network techniques 
lack these important features. However, neural 
networks and KBSs can be complementary, where 
neural networks reside at a lower level of information 
processing than KBSs. Integration of these two 
techniques might provide interesting results. 
Chapter 5 describes a global distributed architecture for 
MSDF for C2 networks where KBS techniques and 
distributed AI play an important role. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks. 

2. BATTLEFIELD SURVEILLANCE AS CONTEXT 
FOR MSDF 

factors that distinguishes the levels: the lower the level, 
the more time critical and the more detail in the data 
and information. 

The C2 functions for one command level are given in 
Fig. 1. Five main functions are distinguished, presented 
in the inner ring. A commander is tasked by a higher 
command level. In the context of these tasks, the 
current battlefield situation is analyzed. After the 
analysis, decisions are taken (how to implement the 
task) and available resources are allocated. Then the 
orders are prepared to task a lower command level. In 
the execution function, interaction takes place between 
the two command levels; sometimes the orders need to 
be readjusted because the situation has changed during 
preparation of orders or the commander had incomplete 
or wrong information. After the orders have been 
executed, the results are reported, a reassessment 
based on the report information and new sensor data is 
made and reporting is done to the higher command 
level. 

The five main functions can be decomposed in a 
number of processes. These processes are displayed in 
the outer ring of the C2 model. Because this paper 
mainly covers the first function, only the processes (1) 
collection of information from sensor systems and 
intelligence, (2) composition of the battlefield (including 
MSDF) and (3) analysis and assessment of the 
battlefield are discussed here. Note that the processes 
are performed in the context of the task issued by the 
higher command level. 

The function situation analysis containing fusion and 
interpretation of data is currently done in the human's 
mind. However, because of the large amount of data 
which is made available by current technology and the 
inherent complexity of the data, it becomes more and 
more difficult to obtain and combine the relevant 
information out of this data stream and evaluate it 
properly within certain time constraints. AI provides 
tools and techniques for automating at least part of 
human knowledge. Therefore, AI can support 
automation , o f '  fusion processes which are now , 
performed by the human operator. By automating low- 
level routinely tasks, the human operator or commander 
can focus on more important tasks like high-level , 
assessment and decision-making based on interpreted 
fused sensor data. 

The basis of the application of MSDF in the domain of 
battlefield surveillance as presented in this paper is a 
generic C2 model. Four command levels are identified in 
this model: highest, intermediate, lowest and executive. 
These levels have their equivalents in the Air Force, 
Navy and Army C2 structure. 
The data flow between the levels is cyclic. First, global 
tasks are generated by the highest command level, 
which are worked out and decomposed by the lower 
command levels, up to the executive. If the tasks have 
been executed, reporting is done all the way up to the 
highest command level. The C2 cycle is closed when 
these reports have been assessed by the highest 
command level. Time and data are the most important 

Fig. 2 depicts a general architecture for battlefield 
surveillance incorporating automated MSDF. The 
architecture is based on the situation analysis function 

geographically distributed platforms with mounted 
sensor systems observing the battlefield. These 
platforms provide symbolic sensor reports about 
observed events, detected objects, etc. (i.e. the sensor 
reports are the sensor system's output of object 
detection and signal-to-symbol transformation 
processes). These sensor reports are sent to a fusion 
centre (information collection) where they are spatially 
and temporally aligned (scenario composition) to I 
provide a battlefield description which is then I 

I 
of the C2 model. It consists of a number of i 
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Figure 1. A generic model with its functions and processes at one command level '. 
interpreted (analysis) resulting in the battlefield situation In the following chapters, the fusion centre node 
description. This battlefield situation description is containing the battlefield description is worked out in 
presented to the operator through a man-machine more detail. 
interface. 

' Based on the fusion and interpretation results, it .might 
be needed to direct the sensor systems in order to 
obtain an optimal battlefield situation description. The 
fusion centre as well as the operator can issue requests 
for additional sensor information (e.g. focus on specific 
area) to the sensor manager. It constructs and 
maintains a global temporal plan in which 
sensorslplatforms are allocated and distributes it to the 
sensor platforms that implement the plan. 

3. WORLD MODEL AND DATA FUSION 

This chapter focuses on the world model and the fusion 
process. These elements are located in the fusion 
centre node of Fig. 2. The world model is a reflection or 
simulation of the real world in time and space. In the 
context of battlefield surveillance important aspects to 
be represented in a world model are military objects 
(their structure, behaviour, and context), terrain and 
weather circumstances, sensing systems (their 
capabilities and limitations) and the relationships (e.g. 

' This model has been developed at NLR by R.P. De Moel and B.J.P. van der Peet for an expert meeting on Computing 
Technology relevant to Time Critical Command and Control Applications (I EPGIP9ISG-GIWG). 
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Figure 2. A general system architecture for battlefield surveillance incorporating MSDF. 

causal effects) between these aspects (e.g. signature of 
object sensed by specific sensor under certain 
terrainhveather conditions). In addition, the world model 
contains inference knowledge to fuse sensor data, 
assess and predict object status and observed situation, 
identify objects, and deduce more abstract, relevant and 
concise information about the real world in an effective 
and efficient manner. 

The world model has two main input streams which are 
categorised as bottom-up or top-down. Bottom-up data 
is a continuous stream of data about the real world 
such as (pre-processed) sensor data, weather reports, 
terrain conditions, and intelligence data [Gou89]. Top- 
down data is more discrete and consists of requests for 
information (from position of an object to complex what- 
if questions) issued by a human operator through a 
man-machine interface or by an automated system 
such as a resource planning system for counteractive 
actions. These requests initiate a top-down, goal- 

directed search in the world model to extract or infer the 
required information. In fact, the set of possible 
requests for specific types of information defines the 
purpose of the world model, i.e. to provide valid 
answers to questions about the real world, and hence 
defines - given the application domain - the construction 
and contents of the world model. 

, 

For the purpose of this paper, the world model is 
assumed to be based on a blackboard concept [Nii83, 
Hay851. The blackboard concept is well-suitable for 
problem domains in which large amount of different 
source data, large number of competing hypotheses, 
different levels of abstraction and multiple symbolic 
representations are involved [Ad189]. For the problem 
domain MSDF in C2 and in particular battlefield 
surveillance, the blackboard model consists of a 
blackboard information structure representing 
hypotheses about the real world at different levels of 
abstraction, and a number of knowledge sources about 
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the different sensor systems (e.g. ESM, Radar, IR), the 
battlefield environment (i.e. terrain, weather), the 
military domain (objects, tactics, etc.) and their inter- 
relationships. This chapter discusses the world model in 
terms of this blackboard structure and the possible 
fusion processes that can be incorporated in knowledge 
sources operating on that structure. 

As information structure, a hierarchical representation 
fits best in which each level in the hierarchy is an 
abstraction of the lower. The two main reasons are the 
hierarchy in the fusion process (e.g. fuse sensor data 
into one object, see Section 3.2) and in the military 
domain. Four levels have been identified: (1) sensor 
level, (2) object level, (3) recognition level, and (4) 
relational level. 
The sensor level describes the object measurements 
(e.g. contour and temperature), represented in sensor 
reports. Correlation of similar sensor reports in time 
results in sensor report tracks. 
The object level contains information about objects on 
the battlefield and is the result of spatial and temporal 
correlation of sensor reports and sensor report tracks at 
the sensor level. 
The recognition and the relational level comprise the 
tactical level in military terms. The recognition level 
contains military relevant information of single objects 
on the battlefield (e.g. identity). The relational level 
describes relations among objects, resulting in the 
detection and recognition of units or battle formations. 
These two levels contain information which is fully 
abstracted from sensor-dependent data. At these levels, 
concepts like division, tank, and the relationships 
among them are represented. 

The knowledge sources operate on one or two levels of 
the blackboard (i.e. the levels of the world model). 
Knowledge sources can be specialized in fusing similar 
sensor report tracks into one object track, identifying 
objects from the object level to the recognition level, 
recognizing units, identifying representative objects 
within units and monitor them only, etc. These 
knowledge sources are responsible for the fusion of the 
data to higher levels of abstraction. 

The next sections will discuss each level and the 
relationships and the fusion processes between these 
levels. 

, 

3.1. The sensor level 

The sensor level describes object measurements (e.g. 
signal strength, Doppler speed, size) and characteristics 
about the measurement (e.g. type of sensor system, 
resolution, position of sensor system), which are both 
represented in sensor reports. These are the output of 
object detection and signal-to-symbol transformation 
processes of the various sensor systems mounted on 
platforms. The sensor level is the least abstract level of 
the world model. A sensor report is a low-level 
description of a phenomenon (a potential object or 
target or event that has a high degree of discrimination 
in relation to its environment, e.g. a hot spot indicating 
an engine of a tank or an explosion). 

’ 

A sensor report consists of a number of attributes. 
Attributes concerning measurement characteristics 
depend on the sensor system and platform from which 
the sensor report originates. These are: platform ID and 
position, sensor system ID and type, time stamp and 
others like sensor performance, accuracy, and a 
preliminary confidence value of the observed 
phenomenon. 
Other sensor report attributes concern measurement(s) 
about the detected phenomenon. These attributes, 
called object features, are symbolic representations of 
the signal features extracted from phenomena in the 
real world by a sensor system. The kind of attributes 
and their dimensions depend on the sensor system type 
and position of the platform. Table 1 shows the relation 
between various sensor system types, the measured 
signal features and the resulting object features. 

Tracks of sensor reports acquired at successive times, 
but having similar signal/object feature values are 
initiated and maintained, resulting in sensor report track 
hypotheses. Such a hypothesis represents the belief 
that a set of successive sensor reports are 
manifestations of the same object in time. In principle, a 
track is formed by sensor reports from the same sensor 
system or similar sensor systems, because they have a 
common format and attributes and are, therefore, easier 
to correlate. 

This type of fusion of sensor report into tracks happens 
only at the sensor level. From sensor to object level, 
individual sensor reports or sensor report tracks are 
fused into an object or object track. 
Sensor report or sensor report tracks are correlated or 
associated to object tracks on basis of spatial data, 
radiometric data or the context of the sensor report. 
Sensor reports are correlated if their spatial references 
are very close or because their non-spatial object 
features are similar. An example of spatial fusion is the 
fusion of an IR and a radar sensor report track of the 
same platform with overlapping spatial references. An 
example of non-spatial fusion is the cross-section of 
ESM sensor reports having similar values for the non- 
spatial attributes (e.g. common frequency) in order to 
determine precise position. An example of contextual 
fusion is that a sensor report is part of a pattern of 
sensor reports (e.g. representing a column), which 
makes correlation based on context possible (e.g. on 
basis of the relative position in a column). The extent to 
which fusion of sensor reports and tracks can be 
successfully performed depends on a number of 
parameters such as acquisition time, object activity, 
density and discrimination, and sensor characteristics 
and performance. 

3.2. The object level 

The information at the object level consists of objects 
(or events). The objects at object level in the world 
model are hypotheses, expressing the belief that a set 
of sensor reports or sensor report tracks are concerning 
the same real-world object. Different sensor report 
tracks (possibly acquired from different types of sensor 
systems) may refer to the same object. At object level, 
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these tracks are fused. Moreover, for each tracked 
object, more abstract information is inferred on basis of 
knowledge about object features and how they are 
sensed by sensor systems and manifest in sensor data. 
This abstract information does not contain any specific 
sensor data. Examples of such information are mobility, 
fire capability, relation with other objects (context), etc. 
If enough sensor data is acquired and information is 
inferred, an object can be classified and promoted to 
the recognition level. 

At the object level, tracks and features of objects are 
maintained and predicted. Contextual knowledge plays 
an important role with respect to accuracy. For 
example, in case of extrapolation of tracks, if an object 
is following a road for ten minutes (e.g, track mode: 
"road following") then the track can be extrapolated to 
the next crossing met. Moreover, a line of bearing (e.g. 
an ESM sensor report), can be crossed with the road to 
determine precise position under the assumption that 
the object is still following the road. 

concept tank incorporates much implicit information 
(e.g. has a barrel, has treads, is mobile and armoured) 
that was explicitly represented at object level. 
Reasoning about a tank is easier than reasoning about 
a large set of - partly sensor-dependent - attributes 
representing the object. 

Recognition is done on the basis of two types of 
information: (1) structural and behavioral information of 
the object, and (2) contextual information of the object. 

The hypotheses at recognition level depend on these 
two types of information. Recognition based on 
structural and behavioral information is, for example, 
recognizing a tank by respectively its shape obtained 
from a TV sensor and the fact that it is moving. An 
example of recognition based on contextual information 
is the recognition of an object as tank on the fact it 
moves inside the borders of an area in which a tank 
company is operating. 

3.4. The relational level 
3.3. The recognition level 

Also at the recognition level, single objects on the 
battlefield are described, but the information describing 
the objects is much more abstract and contains more 
military relevant information, like identity of an object 
and related potential capabilities (e.g. threat). 

The relation of the recognition level to the object level is 
that an abstract name or class, for example tank, has 
been associated to the object attributes; in other words, 
a conceptual meaning is assigned to the objects. The 
recognition level consists of hypotheses about the 
classes to which the objects belong. This association of 
objects to classes has economical advantages 
regarding processing and memory, because the 

The relational level represents inter-object relations and 
the (tactical) situation of the area under observation. In 
the world model, battle formations (units) are 
represented by means of groupings of (military) objects 
and units. The relational level consists of several sub- 
levels, corresponding to the military hierarchy. These 
sub-levels are bottom-up (derived from [Kon87]): 
platoon, company, battalion, regiment, and division 
level. 
Each unit in the world model is a hypothesis expressing 
the belief that units (or objects) at lower levels together 
form one coherent unit in the real world. At which level 
that hypothesized unit is represented, depends on the 
contents of the real-world unit (types of objects and 
numbers) and its tactical behaviour. An hypothesis 

* Today, certain types of sensors (in particular radar and ESM) can perform preliminary classification of the detected 
objects. This is not considered as a signal feature, but, of course, this information should be provided in the output vector as 
object feature. 
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contains also track information. The maintenance of this 
information is less time critical than object level 
information, because the dynamics of a unit is less than 
of each single object. This makes tracking of units 
without tracking of every individual object possible, 
which is less difficult and saves computing resources. 

Tactical, strategic and doctrinal knowledge (knowledge 
about the order of battle) plays an important role at this 
level in order to determine the status of the situation. 
Also, this knowledge can be used to detect and 
recognize units and objects according to their tactical 
behaviour in the order of battle (type of inference based 
on contextual information and knowledge). 

The purpose of this level is two-fold: (1) provide the 
operator or commander with high-level, surveyable and 
comprehensible information about the battlefield for 
subsequent assessment and decision-making, and (2) 
provide the lower levels and knowledge sources the 
necessary context to assist and direct their inferences. 

4. USING AI TECHNIQUES TO MAINTAIN THE 
WORLD MODEL 

In Chapter 3, the world model and fusion processes 
incorporated in knowledge sources have been 
described. The information describing the battlefield 
situation and the knowledge used to predict possible 
future situations and to infer new information from old 
information and newly acquired sensor reports can be 
supported by a number of techniques from the field of 
AI. This chapter discusses a number of candidate AI 
techniques that can support the maintenance of the 
world model and the provision of answers on questions 
to this model. 

4.1. Representation techniques 

Chapter 3 mainly focused on the structure of the 
blackboard (i.e. the hierarchical representation of 
hypotheses), but the representation of the knowledge in 

. the knowledge sources was not discussed. 
It is unlikely that a common representation of 
knowledge for all the sources can be used. The lower 

I levels (especially the sensor level) include much 
numerical processing algorithms and knowledge is likely 
to be represented implicitly in program code inside 
sensor data processing modules. However, at the 
higher levels, representation techniques from the field of 
AI are applicable. The most well-known are: (1) 
semantic networks suited to describe conceptual 
relationships (tank is a vehicle) and contexts, (2) frames 
to describe and model real world objects and their 
structure, (3) production rules to describe causal 
relationships (if enemy division moves to city then city is 
in danger), and (4) scripts to describe sequence of 
events (e.g. to represent military doctrine and tactics; 
special actions, e.g. crossing a river by a division, can 
reveal its organization). 

4.2. Inference and control techniques 

A number of inference techniques exist in deducing new 
information from old information using explicit 
knowledge. The most well-known techniques are 
forward reasoning and backward reasoning. Forward 
reasoning is typically data-driven that is heavily applied 
to lower levels of information processing. Acquired 
sensor data is quickly processed and prepared for 
higher level inferences. At these higher levels, more 
goal-directed inference techniques are applied in order 
to work towards a solution satisfying some goal (e.g. 
answering an information request from the operator) 
and to control the combinatorial explosion effect 
inherent to data-driven techniques. It is important to 
design a control method that keeps the number of 
inference steps towards an optimal solution restricted 
(i.e. keeping the combinatorial explosion under control) 
by finding the right balance between the application of 
data-driven and goal-driven inference techniques. 
Another inference technique is inheritance. Inheritance 
is based on hierarchical relationships such as is a and 
has a (e.g. a tank is a vehicle and therefore inherits the 
quality that it is movable from the class vehicle, or a 
division has a battalion and therefore the velocity of the 
battalions is inherited by the division where they are 
part of). 

Without sufficient control the basic inference techniques 
can lead to a combinatorial explosion of facts and sub- 
goals. Real-time performance of a knowledge-based 
system requires control techniques to control the 
inference and search processes through knowledge and 
information. Domain;independent search and control 
techniques (e.g. A -algorithm) as well as domain- 
dependent techniques (e.g. expert military knowledge 
for meta-level control and demons that are only 
activated in case of specific events) have to be 
employed to satisfy time constraints [Smi86, Smi891. 

4.3. Techniques dealing with imperfect information 

The fact that sensor systems do not provide accurate 
information, due to internal functioning or external 
conditions (e.g. weather, terrain, ECM, deception) has 
implications on the beliefs in the world model. The 
hypotheses in the world model are not a priori true and 
might be in contradiction to one another. This opens a 
discussion on how to handle imperfect information. 
Information is imperfect if it has one or more of the 
following characteristics. 
1. The information is incomplete: not everything is 

known. Nevertheless, conclusions may have to be 
drawn, possibly in the form of hypotheses. 
Incompleteness may be caused by: sensor 
coverage limited in space and time, lack of 
information about enemies, and non-generality of 
knowledge: exclusions. 

2. The information is uncertain: a proposition can not 
be said to be true or false. Instead, only some 
indication of the 'belief' in a proposition can be 
given. Causes may be: incorrect information (e.g. 
false), incomplete evidence, (ir)reliability of sensoc 
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reports, changing information (when, how?), and 
elapsed time (no update information). 

3. The information is inexact: the information itself is 
intrinsically vague. This can be caused by: sensor 
system inaccuracies and inadequacies, processing 
inadequacies, navigation errors, time delays, vague 
expressions (temporal and spatial), etc. 

Various approaches have been developed to formalize 
reasoning with imperfect knowledge. These approaches 
focus on combination and propagation of uncertainty in 
inferences, on detecting and resolving contradictions 
and on belief revision [DonSl]. It appears that all these 
techniques have their problems. 
With respect to uncertainty management, formalization 
of combination and propagation of uncertainty values in 
inferences appears to be difficult [AbrSO]. For example, 
the Bayesian inference theory [Dud761 suffers from 
problems about assessing subjective prior distributions 
by humans, even if they do not know much about it, 
and requires evidential data to be mutually independent. 
The Dempster-Shafer theory [Sha76] is an improvement 
in this respect, but its formulas are complex and 
therefore suffers from a computational problem that 
could be a drawback with respect to real-time 
performance. 
Another technique is fuzzy logic, which has been 
developed to enable reasoning with fuzzy, vague 
notions (fuzzy sets) as people do [Zad88, HelSI]. Fuzzy 
reasoning is not specifically geared towards real-time 
performance, and defining fuzzy sets and the fuzzy 
logic for a specific application also appears to be 
problematic. 

Other techniques that are complementary to the 
techniques discussed previously focus on the fact that 
the real world is a dynamic world, its state changes 
continuously with time. This requires a continuous 
monitoring of the integrity of the world model. Detected 
contradictions (e.g. between newly acquired information 
and current information) need to be resolved through 
revision of the beliefs (i.e. hypotheses in the world 
model). 
Two techniques dealing with revision of beliefs are truth 
maintenance and non-monotonic reasoning. 
A Truth Maintenance System (TMS) [Doy79, Kle861 
maintains the beliefs (possibly a multiple set of 
hypotheses, representing different beliefs about one 
situation) on which future inferences will be based. A 
TMS serves as a kind of administrative registration 
system. It is able to detect contradictions in the set of 
facts and conclusions from which they were drawn. 
A non-monotonic reasoning process can withdraw 
specific conclusions and facts (assumptions) causing 
the inconsistencies (it is called non-monotonic because 
the set of conclusions might be smaller than before). 
There is a lot of research going on in developing non- 
monotonic logics [RooSl, LukSO], and their integration 
with TMSs [ Rei86, Rei891). Temporal reasoning [A1184, 
Der83, Sho87, Zui941 is closely related to truth 
maintenance and non-monotonic reasoning and much 
research is performed in integration of these fields into 
one single reasoning system that detects and resolves 
contradictive information in time [JouSO, Sch881. Each 

technique has its problems like NP-completeness of 
TMSs, the generality of research on non-monotonic 
logics and reasoning), and the frame problem in 
temporal reasoning. 

5. GLOBAL DISTRIBUTED FUSION ARCHITECTURE 

In the previous chapters, the world model within a 
central fusion node in the context of battlefield 
surveillance was discussed. The framework of the world 
model was based on a blackboard architecture in order 
to provide a surveyable insight into the information 
streams and fusion processes, and applicable AI 
techniques. For C2 applications, one central fusion node 
will not be adequate. An architecture needs to be 
designed that in particular fulfils the following 
requirements. 

1. It shall support the fact that sensor systems are 
geographically distributed. Co m m u n icat ion protocols, 
type of data sent over (such as raw data, processed 
data or interpreted data), throughput, and distributed 
sensor management play an important role. 
2. It shall include the option that fusion might happen 
on platforms as well as in nodes. Fusion might be 
partly performed on the sensor platform. In this case, 
interpreted data (e.g. object tracks) is sent over as the 
result. Reasons for this might be 
- to reduce data throughput which is less than if raw 

sensor data is sent over, or 
- to have interpreted data locally available for 

immediate action or accurate local sensor 
management. 

3. It shall be modular, reconfigurable and scalable. This 
in order to be flexible with respect to 
- investigation of fusion of specific sensor 

combinations in an isolated manner, 
- number of deployed sensor systems, 
- characteristics of the battlefield and theatre of 

operations, 
- the expected sensor data throughput, 
- sensor data processing happening at different sites 

andlor on different machines, etc. 
4. It shall have inherent parallelism, so that architectural 
elements can have private processors. 
5. It shall incorporate robustness. If a fusion function or 
sensor system fails, then the system shall still be 
operational. 
6. The architectural framework shall be general, and 
applicable to many war theatres, C2 network structures, 
and application domains (e.g. crew assistance for 
combat aircraft [Liz88], naval domain or air defence). 

The requirements rule out a centralized or sequential 
processing architecture. A decentralized architecture 
[Dem89, Dur891, based on loosely coupled, a- 
synchronous, course-grained, semi-autonomous agents 
(Fig. 3) may be better. The architecture comprises 
platform nodes, data fusion nodes, assessment and 
sensor management, and man-machine interfacing. 
The platform nodes are located on and around the 
battlefield (ground or airborne) observing the battlefield 
through a number of mounted sensor systems. They 
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Sen(1)l. Sen(m)] 
Platform p( 1) Platform p(i) Platform p(k) 

Sen(1) Sen(m) Sen(1) Sen(m) 
. e .  . . .  

low-level communication network 
(sensor-related data like sensor (object detection) reports, sensor directives, ...) 

high-level communication network 
(abstract non-sensor data like recognized objects and situation reports, information requests ,...) 

Figure 3. Distributed architecture incorporating MSDF. 

broadcast sensor reports which are processed by the 
various fusion nodes. 

The main function of the fusion nodes is interpretation 
of sensor data. All fusion nodes incorporate the world 
model framework as discussed in Chapter 3 and rely on 
conventional as well as advanced information 
processing techniques such as those discussed in 
Chapter 4. Every node might be a specific instance of a 
generic fusion shell, in which specific knowledge is 
entered that mainly depends on the set of sensors to be 
fused and terrain under observation; the knowledge in 
the world model of a fusion node that is specialized in 
fusing heli-borne ' ESM and radar reports, differs from 
knowledge that is specifically focused on fusing ground 
IR and radar. The higher levels, i.e. military and unit 
level, have a common representation of information, 
because these do not include sensor-dependent 
information. This enables the fusion nodes to exchange 
this high-level information across a communication 
network. In this way, the nodes can assist each other 
with the interpretation process. For example, one node 
might ask another whether it saw also a tank at a 
certain position X. If so, accuracy of the position and 
certainty about the identity (it is a tank) can be 
increased. 

The findings of the fusion nodes are used as input to 
the situation assessment node. This node takes the 
high-level information of the specific fusion nodes as 
input for situation and threat assessment. The 
assessment node has been added to the architecture 
because it can provide the operator as well as the 
sensor management system high-level global 
information of the battlefield situation which makes well- 

organized decision-making and sensor management 
possible. In this context, small-scale situation and threat 
assessment is performed. An alternative is to distribute 
this function among the fusion nodes, eliminating 
centralized assessment. In this case, local assessment 
might be the basis for local sensor management. 

The sensor management system provides feedback to 
the sensor systems on the basis of the findings of the 
other processes and the human operator. The nodes (in 
particular the assessment modules) and the human 
operator can send the sensor management system 
requests for sensor data. In this way, the total system is 
able to anticipate to battlefield situations. It does that by 
constructing a global plan that allocates and controls 
the platforms and sensor systems, based on a pre- 
specified plan and sensor data requests. The global 
plan will be distributed to the platforms where local 
sensor managers work out the plan. 
The basic functions of the sensor management system 
are: (1) the monitoring of global sensor system 
performance, (2) the processing of sensor data 
requests into a plan, (3) the allocation of platforms and 
sensor systems and (4) the maintenance of a long-term 
observation strategy plan in order not to loose global 
observation by focusing too much and too long on local 
areas. 
The sensor management plan could be constructed on 
basis of algorithmic techniques as well as advanced 
techniques. It can use explicit knowledge about sensor 
systems (e.g. with respect to terrain and weather) and 
AI-based planning techniques. 

The final component of the architecture is the man- 
machine interface (MMI). Its main goal is to depict in a 
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surveyable manner the battlefield situation, mainly 
based on the information in the assessment node. If 
necessary, the operator can consult other systems or 
nodes represented in the architecture. Through the 
MMI, the operator can directly influence the sensor 
management plan. 

The distributed architecture of agents discussed in this 
chapter opens the world of distributed artificial 
intelligence (DAI) and processing [Les83].- This key 
technology fits very well to the inherent distributeness of 
the C2 process. Several alternatives are possible to 
map this architecture or multiple instances of it [Ad1891 
on existing C2 networks. For example, each C2 node in 
a network may have co-located a number of sensor 
systems, one or more fusion nodes to fuse the sensor 
data, an assessment node, a sensor manager to control 
the sensors and an MMI. In addition, a communication 
module should be available in order to exchange 
information (battlefield information, sensor control plan, 
etc.) with other C2 nodes. Important questions to be 
solved are the way of communication between the 
various agents and between C2 nodes (locally as well 
as globally) and how to perform conflict resolution in 
order to achieve globally coherent behaviour of the C2 
network of data fusion systems [Po193]. 

To conclude this chapter, note that the system 
architecture fulfils the requirements. 
- It copes with geographically distributed sensor 

systems. 
- It is modular, reconfigurable and scalable. The 

modules can be situated on platforms as well as in 
C2 nodes and can be installed on separate 
hardware. Furthermore, if extra sensor systems are 
placed in the field, an extra fusion node can be 
created and added, based on the same framework 
as the others. If the set of sensor systems or the 
operational theatres changes, the architecture still 
holds, the main thing to do is to down load new 
data and knowledge into the various data bases 
and knowledge sources about the used sensor 
systems and operational theatre such as tactical 
data and terrainheather data. 

- The architecture also incorporates robustness in 
case of failure. If a sensor system or fusion node 
fails, the system will still be operational. It is 
preferred that each element in architecture runs on 
private hardware, so that a hardware failure will not 
shutdown the complete system. Beside this, real- 
time performance is increased because processing 
is distributed among multiple parallel machines. 
And finally, it is thought that the architecture is 
flexible enough that it can be applied to many 
battlefield situations and operational theatres, such 
as the naval domain or air defence. 

- 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper describes the potential use of artificial 
intelligence to enhance multi-sensor data fusion in the 
field of C2. A C2 model has been presented, and the 
place of MSDF in this model has been discussed. 

Knowledge about the domain of fusion can contribute to 
better performance of data fusion. To mention some 
basic pieces of knowledge that can support dat fusion 
processes: 
- knowledge on sensor systems and how they 

operate, given the terrain and weather conditions 
and objects to be detected, 

- knowledge on the manifestation of objects in 
different types of sensor data, 

- knowledge on typical contexts of an object (for 
example with which objects it usually cooperates), 

- and knowledge on tactics and doctrines to infer and 
assess the battlefield situation. 

AI techniques using this knowledge can aid in effective 
control of the platform suite and in directing the fusion 
processes by only focusing on relevant parts of sensor 
data instead of processing and fusing all information 
that is offered by the sensor systems. 

Because of the explicit representation of knowledge, it 
is expected that a fusion application in battlefield 
surveillance can be relatively easily transformed into 
e.g. a naval application by "only" replacing the 
knowledge. Flexibility and adaptability is provided in 
case of changing military context by replacing the 
knowledge depending on the theatre of operations. 
The framework of a distributed architecture with its 
multiple communicating agents and incorporated AI 
techniques remains valid in many other applications, 
e.g. crew assistance for combat aircraft. For the Air 
Force, the link between battlefield surveillance and e.g. 
Close Air Support, Battlefield Air Interdiction and Air 
Reconnaissance missions should be clear. 

Research of application of AI in domains like C2 should 
be encouraged, especially with respect to real-time 
performance and integration into C2 infrastructure with 
its existing computer systems which are mostly based 
on conventional technology [Leh86, Sch881. In this 
respect, techniques of major concern are representation 
and inference techniques, and techniques dealing with 
uncertainty. In addition, distributed problem solving 
techniques and related architectural solutions like the 
blackboard model are equally important. Further - 
research should actually prove the usefulness of AI and 
the maturity and applicability of its techniques in the 
domain of multi-sensor data fusion. 
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The AIDEX expert system is the first 
expert system developed for aircraft 
identification providing a knowledge- 
based fusion of identification data 
from various sensors and 
identification sources. 
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1. Preface and Introduction 

Day-to-day tasks in the CRC show 
that operating personnel are 
overburdoned in many aspects. 

A good example of this is the IDO 
whose duties include identifying all 
air tracks in the CRC area of 
operational responsibility (AOR). 
His excessive workload results from 
the high level of air activity and 
the volume of information received 
from the various identification 
sources. 

Automation is urgently needed for 
these duties. Since complex decision 
processes are involved, based on the 
expertise and experience of the IDO, 
this application is a good example 
for using expert systems. 

2. Objective 

The development of the AIDEX system 
pursued several goals: 

- Improving the identificiation 

- Usage of expert systems under 

process 

real-time constraints 

Paper presented at the Mission Systems Panel 1st Symposium on “Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems” held in Coperilmgeri, Denmark from 17th May to 20th May 1994. 
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- Evaluation of user acceptance 

- Evaluation of operational 
benefits. 

Air Space Control Means are also 
incorporated into the fusion process. 

3. Conventional and Knowledge Baaed 
Syetems 

The primary difference between 
knowledge based systems and 
conventional software relates to the 
separation of the expert knowledge 
from the implementation knowledge of 
the software specialist. The expert 
knowledge is stored in knowledge 
bases. The techniques for processing 
this knowledge are separately 
implemented in the inference engine 
(see Fig. 1). 

The advantage of this clear 
separation of knowledge and knowledge 
processing is the possibility to keep 
the expert knowledge intelligible to 
the user by its presentation in a 
virtually natural language. Through 
situation dependent chaining of 
knowledge elements, the inference 
engine can also construct solution 
paths which have not been explicitly 
specified by the developer. 

The explanation component allows the 
user to follow how the system has 
achieved a particular solution. 

User Interface (MMI) 

Knowledge 
Base (KB) 

Inference Engine 

Knowledge Acqulsltion Component 

Fig. 1: Components of an expert 
sys t em 

4. Identification Sources 

The AIDEX expert system processes ID 
data from the same sources as are 
currently available to an ID0 (see 
Fig. 2). These include radar data 
(incl. IFF), ID sources such as 
Mission Plans, Signal Intelligence 
and Radio Telephonie messages (from 
own pilots). Additional information 
such as SIF codes, alarm states and 

Mlsslon Plans 

Radlo B Telephonie Air Picture 
~ 

(Radar, IFF) Slgnai intelllgonce (ESM) 

Air Space Conlrol Means + 
+ 

Recognized Alr Picture 

Fig.2: Information sources and 
identification process. 

5. System Architecture 

The AIDEX system consists of the 
three main components 

- correlation 

- fusion and 

- user interface. 

The ID information from Air Space 
Control Means, Mission Plans, SIGINT 
and Radio Telephonie are correlated 
with the radar tracks in order to 
process all information relating to a 
given track. 

The correlation function is performed 
by neural networks. The actual fusion 
of the ID Data is performed by the 
expert system. 

The inference engine controls the 
fusion process ant the application of 
the identification rules contained in 
the knowledge bases (see Fig. 3 ) .  

The AIDEX system is controlled via 
two 19' ' screens, a keyboard and a 
mouse. One screen (the Plan Position 
Indicator) displays the air 
situation, whereas the access to 
operational functions is realized by 
specific menus. The second screen 
(Auxiliary Read Out) displays 
aphanumeric information such as track 
data, ID information and explanations 
related to system decisions. 

In case of conflict occurance the 
operator is automatically alerted 

AIDEX rbns on standard UNIX computers 
under Ctt, the man machine interface 
is realized by X-Designer. 
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Air Space Control Means RADAR (IFF) Mission Plans RadiolTelephonie Slgnal Intelligence 

Correlatlonl 
Assoclation 

IRadar/MIPl 
IRadar/ACMJ 
(Neural Networks) 

AIDEX-System I 

4b 

MMI 

1 

manual Input 

Fig. 3: AIDEX System Architecture 

6. Knowledge Acquisition 

The quality of the results obtained 
from an expert system is determined 
by the expertise stored in the 
knowledge base. Therefore, the AIDEX 
system was developed in close 
cooperation with military experts. 
The knowledge bases contain the 
current NATO identification rules and 
the empirical knowledge of the IDOs. 

AIDEX is a real-time capable expert 
system. The real-time performance is 
achieved by 

- efficient software structure/ 

- speeding up the inference 

- problem based planning of 

programming 

process 

the solution method. 

The structured form of the 
implemented knowledge is distributed 
among several knowledge bases in 
order to ensure higher transparency 
and more processing efficiency. This 
ensures that the system can be 
quickly adapted to different ID 
criteria, such as may be important 
for crisis reaction forces. 

7. Field Teat 

AIDEX was testet in two German 
Command and Control Centers during a 
field test in 1993. Air Picture, ID 
sources and -information were 
provided by a simulation environment 
both to the ID0 crews and the AIDEX 
system (see Fig. 4 ) .  Operator 
actions, manual identifications and 
the results of the AIDEX system where 
recorded by GEADGE- and AIDEX 
recording software. An evaluation was 
done concerning criteria as follow: 

- load capacity 
- identification quality 
- processing of difficult 

- system reliability 
- user acceptance. 

This field test showed that an expert 
system is capable of supporting an 
ID0 substantially and that the AIDEX 
system processes the identification 
task in real time. The ID quality of 
the system and the complexity of 
knowledge processing has achieved a 
level comparable with that of a 
trained ID0. 

problems 

Operating staff welcomes the AIDEX 
system as a valuable means of support 
in the identification process. 
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SCENARIO FLIGHT PATH 'I 
SCRIPT - 

SCENARIO Dal-R-T 
Dal-ACM - 

____) RAIDTAPE 

I GENERATION 9 I 

U 
Oat-SIG 
Dat-MIP 
Dal-R-T 
Dal-ACM SCENARIO - 

____) RAIDTAPE 

I GENERATION 

U DESCRIPTION i 

9 I 

Fig. 4 :  Configuration of simulation 
environment, GEADGE and AIDEX during 
the field test in a Command and 
Reporting Center 

8. Future Development 

The AIDEX expert system is being 
extended for processing additional 
ID-sources and -information which are 
available for the identification in 
peacetime such as 

- Flight Plans: 
- ADMAR 2000 
- ZKSD 
- AFTN - ATC (Air Traffic Control) 

- ICAO Data. 

The knowledge required for peacetime 
identification will be acquired and 
implemented as new knowledge bases. 

In order to prepare the AIDEX system 
for installation in Command and 
Reporting Centers or mobile shelters 
it will be connected to a modern 
Multi Sensor Tracker. . I 
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al. SUMMARY 
The research and development (R&D) group at UNISYS 
Govemment Systems Group (GSG) Canada is working on a 
demonstration model of a multi-sensor data fusion (MSDF) 
implementation for the Canadian Patrol Frigate (CPF). The 
conditions are made very realistic by the use of the Software 
Test and Development Facility (STDF) situated on the 
premises in MontrCal. The paper describes the implementation 
design of the system. More emphasis is put on the architecture 
of both the simulation and the fusion systems. The fusion 
system is divided into four processes: Information 
Management (IM), Multi-Sensor data Fusion (MSDF), 
Performance Evaluation (PE) and Display Management (DM). 
Each process within the fusion system is outlined. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Future Combat Systems (CS) must improve their tactical 
performance in order to keep pace with the continual 
improvement of the threats. The refinement of position and 
identity estimation as well as situation and threat assesment 
are fundamental elements of this amelioration. Multi-Sensor 
Data Fusion achieves this goal through the association, 
correlation and combination of data and information from 
multiple sources. This has to be performed exhautively and in 
a timely fashion. 

A number of R&D programs studying the various aspects of 
the MSDF technology in preparation for the mid-life upgrade 
of the Canadian Patrol Frigate has, been completed by UNISYS 
GSG Canada. Some of these were funded by Chief of Research 
and Development (CRAD), and some performed as 
independent internal R&D (IRAD). The largest of these 
programs is the development of the MSDF system 
demonstration model fusing nearly all sensor data of the CPF 
within the STDF real-time naval Command and Control 
System (CCS) at UNISYS plant in MontrCal. This project will: 

. 

help better understand the issues of fusion for dissimilar 
sensors onboard a single platform, 
allow analysis of various Operator-Machine Interface 
(OMI) strategies to display the fused data, 
develop a set of performance evaluation criteria for a CCS 
employing an MSDF system, and 
implement modular fusion software programs which can 
be easily updated to include future advances in fusion 
algorithms. 

This paper first presents the environment in which the fusion 
project is being developed and then describes the evolving 
software architecture design and implementation. 

3. ENVIRONMENT 
3.1 STDF simulation an- Dperation 
The CPF CCS has a distributed computer architecture, where 
30 AN/UYK-507 computers (each rated at slightly over 5 
Million Instructions per Second) are connected via a 10 
megabitkecond bandwidth Shipboard Integrated Processing 
and Display System (SHINPADS) serial data bus. The STDF 
has been built within the 1,486 m2 RF-shielded enclosure at 
Paramax in Montrkal to certify and maintain the CPF CCS 
software. Figure 1 below describes the STDF system. It 
consists of two subsystems which have identical distributed 
computer architecture: 

1. Simulation System, which simulates the environmental, 

2. Operations System, which is a full scale CPF CCS. 
target and weapon information. 

The full CCS at the top of Figure 1, without the MSDF 
processor and the network monitor node at the right, is fully 
equivalent to the system on board the CPF. The simulation 
system shown at the bottom of the figure exists only in the RF 
shield. A function running on one of the processors on the SIM 
SHINPADS bus generates sensor data corresponding to a 
scenario (pre-recorded or real time generated). Other 
functions, distributed on the rest of the processors, use the 
identical scenario data distributed to all processors on the SIM 
SHINPADS to generate outputs that each corresponding sensor 
would give in the situation. The functions in the operations 
system (top part) treat the sensor data as the real CCS system 
would. The function in charge of the display takes that 
information from the CCS global database (GDB) distributed 
to all the CCS processors over the SHINPADS bus and 
displays it on the screen according to CPF military standards. 

Certification of the CPF CCS software requires repeatability of 
the simulated scenario. To insure this repeatability, the 
simulated sensor signal is noiseless. For example, all the 
simulated radar tracks contain exact position. Some smearing 
needs to be applied to transform these noiseless tracks into 
more realistic contact-like data that can then be input to the 
MSDF function. 

3.2 MSDF input data 
As can be seen in Figure 1, the data received by the MSDF 
processor is taken from the CCS SHINPADS bus. A network 
monitor node captures the messages of interest and then inputs 
to the MSDF processor (SUN Sparc-10) through an interface 
card (GET Engineering's SBus to NTDS Parallel interface). 
The CCS information is already filtered by the Automatic 
Detection and Tracking (ADT) software of the radar or the 
CANEWS. This pre-filtering hides some information from the 
MSDF processor and will obviously limit the fusion potential 
of the whole system. 

Paper presented at the Mission Sysleriis Panel I S I  Symposium on "Guidance and Control for Future 
Air-Defence Systems" held in Coi~errhagerr, Denmark from 171h May to 201h May 1994. 
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SG-150 
(MRR) 

The. design and implementation of this MSDF demonstration 
model was not intended to address any memory or CPU 
limitations since it is not expected to be ported directly to the 
CPF. Our choice of a suitable computer platform was then 
restricted only by our vision of future trends in computer chip 
design and operating systems. The current market evolution 
towards RISC based processors, and the emergence of UNIX 
like operating systems as the industry-wide standard, makes 
the SUN Sparc-IO a natural choice. It has the added desirable 
features of possible upgrades with multiple processors and the 
expected ruggedization of such chips and platforms in the near 
future. 

Track Number v, time of arrival T, Range R, 
oR = 2x15/3 m, Beam number, Bearing p, 
op = 2x0.17"/3, speed components vx and vy, 
ovx = ovy = 50 km/hr. 

Table 1 describes all the information of interest to the MSDF 
process that can be found on the CCS SHINPADS data bus. 
The information can be divided into 3 parts: positional, 
attribute and general information. The first two sensors (SG- 
150 and SPS-49) are medium and long range radars (MRR and 
LRR) which provide the positional information. The CANEWS 
is an electronic support measure (ESM). It provides the 
attribute information along with the communication intercept 
operator (CIO) and two identification friend or foe (IFF) 
transponder systems slaved to the radars. The general 
information comes from the CCS data base (e.g. own ship 
velocity). 

AN/TPX-54 
IFF 
ccs 

The "input to MSDF" column in Table 1 describes the 
information provided by each sensor. Some of these quantities 
are constants and are not transmitted on the SHINPADS bus. 
They are simply stored in a configuration file along with other 
reconfigurable parameters. Furthermore, the radar detection 

Contact number, T, R, OR, b, op, response 
mode, confidence on response. 
Ownship velocity and position 

STANDARD 
DISPLAV 

errors (constant inputs) are multiplied by a scaling factor (2/3). 
This factor is ad hoc and tries to take into account the effect of 
pre-filtering of the radar data. 

For simplicity in this version of the MSDF process, the CIO 
information is not used. We expect to include the CIO in a 
later version of the program. 

It is important to note that the pre-filtered radar data does not 
include a complete covariance matrix. This matrix would be 

SPS-49 V, T, R, OR = 2~60/3 m, b, op = 2~0.5~13 
v, and vy, ovx = ovy = 150 km/hr. 

cIo CANEWS 1 Emitter Number, T, p, op, Identit! 
(ESM) declaration, confidence on declaration. 

Signal number, T, b, ob. Identity declaration 
confidence on declaration. 

PROCESSOR 
ANIUYK-SO7 AWUYK-SO7 AWUYK-SO7 AWUYI 07 

ANNYK-SO7 

1 I 1 1 I I 
SIM SHINPADS BUS 

Figure 1. The CPF STDF used as the MSDF simulation facility. 
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required to perform a true track-to-track MSDF function. The 
absence of noise in the simulated sensor data should also be 
noted. For the purposes of MSDF processing, some random 
noise is added to the radar data within the CCS system. This is 
done before providing the data to the CCS functions as well as 
to the MSDF processor over the SHINPADS bus. This noise 
permits the evaluation of the MSDF algorithms. 

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
Two main types of fusion architectures exist, based on the 
level at which the sensor data is processed: sensor-level and 
central-level [Reiner, 1985, Blackman, 19861. 

The central-level fusion uses the data detected directly from 
the sensor. Each sensor transmits its observations with 
negligible delay, through large bandwidth communication 
links, to the fusion center where the association of the 
multisensor data and state estimation are performed to 
generate composite tracks. 

Sensor-level or track-to-track fusion is based on an 
independent detection and state estimation performed within 
the signal processor and tracker of each sensor. The tracks in 
the sensor track file would be established primarily based on 
measurements received from the individual sensor. These 
sensor-level tracks are then combined into a central track file. 
Within sensor-level fusion architecture, there are two 
fundamentally different methods of integrating data from 
multiple sensors : fusion with hard-decision sensors (also 
called hard fusion) and fusion with soft-decision sensors (also 
called soft fusion). 

Hard-decision sensors measure signals and return yes/no 
responses (declarations) based upon decision criteria within 
each sensor. That decision is reported to the fusion center. On 
the other hand, soft-decision sensors return a measure of the 
confidence (such as a probability) that quantifies the 
uncertainty in detection and/or identification. Soft-decision 
sensors quantitatively "classify" the measured data. They 
report multiple hypothesis to the fusion center with a measure 
of uncertainty or confidence value for each hypothesis [Buede 
and Waltz, 19891. 

The implementation of the MSDF System is as modular as 
possible to make it simpler to program, to permit to eventually 
retarget modules on different processors (if required) and to 
encapsulate the functions related to each module. Figure 2 
shows the top level data flow diagram of the MSDF System 
software. Each of the individual modules (shaded boxes) are 
implemented as independent UNIX processes and coded in C 
except for the MSDF process which is coded in Ada. These 
processes communicate with each other using UNIX System V 
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) queues, shared memory 
segments and semaphores. The queues provide direct 
synchronous communication between modules (e.g. IM sends 
sensor data to MSDF). The shared memory segments hold the 
databases for asynchronous communication and for fast 
communication of large streams of data. The semaphores are 
used to prevent collision while accessing the databases. There 
is one semaphore for each database and one external queue for 
each of IM, MSDF and PE. There is no need for a queue for 
the DM process since all its inputs are achieved through 
database access. Since DM is the OMI, it can send command 

CCS track / 

h-L ccs & MSDF states, PE info 

PE database 

CCS track 

T 
MSDF track 

MSDF track 

Figure 2. Diagrammatic structure of the MSDF System. The grey boxes represent the processes while the white boxes represent 
the databases. The type of data exchanged between the processes themselves or between the processes and the databases is also 
shown. The command messages issued from the DM process are not shown but DM can send commands to any other process. 
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messages to the other modules (e.g. 'quit' or 'change this 
parameter for that new value'). 

Basically the overall operational functionality of the system is 
as follows: the information management process (IM) reads the 
appropriate data from the SHINPADS bus and formats it into a 
message structure or a database structure according to the type 
of the data read. If the data read is a sensor data, it sends it as 
a contact to the MSDF process. However, if the data read is 
Ownship information or CCS track, it stores it in the CCS 
database. Upon receipt of the contacts, the MSDF process 
aligns and associates them to tracks previously stored in the 
MSDF database. The contacts are fused with the appropriate 
MSDF tracks and the MSDF database is then updated 
accordingly. The PE process wakes up periodically, reads both 
the CCS and MSDF databases, performs some comparison 
tests and criteria computation for the two systems and updates 
its own database with the results. The DM process takes care 
of displaying the information of interest according to the 
military standards used on CPF and also displays some real- 
time performance evaluation results. Moreover, DM provides 
the STDF MSDF operator with control of all of the MSDF 
system's functions via quick action buttons (QAB). The 
displayed information is mainly read from the PE database. 
More details on IM, MSDF, PE and DM are presented in the 
following sections 4.1 to 4.4. 

4.1 IM 
The IM process provides the interface processing between the 
SHINPADS bus and the MSDF processor. The functional 
diagram of the IM process is provided in Figure 3. 

As can be seen in this figure, IM consists of two independent 
sub-processes: IMl and IM2. IM1 rapidly reads from the inter- 
face card, pre-filters the data required for the MSDF Sustem 
and immediatly sends the selected data to IM2 via an IPC 
queue which serves as a buffer between the two sub-processes. 
This design was chosen to ensure that the incoming data from 
the SHINPADS bus is processed with minimal delay, since the 
data buffers in both the network monitor node and the GET 
card are limited and can lose data, if overflowed. The UNIX 
priority of the IMl-IM2 sub-processes as well as the length of 
the queue between IM1 and IM2 can be optimized to handle 
maximum data rates possible from the SHINPADS bus. 

The IMl process first initializes the network monitor node 
(NMN) via the GET card to emulate one of the CCS 
processors to be able to accept CCS data. Since processes 
within the MSDF processor require only a subset of the data 
available to the CCS processors, IM1 filters out all the 
unnecessary data, and sends the pertinent information to the 
IM2 queue as follows: 

1. CPF CCS vehicular track data (position, velocity, time 
of detection, etc.), identification data, and Ownship data 
(position, velocity, heading, roll, pitch, etc.), 

2. Sensor interface data as shown on Table 1. 

Note that, as stated above, the radar data includes some 
random noise. The CCS vehicular tracks are established by the 
CCS functions and also from the radar data that contains this 
noise. 

Figure 3. Functional diagram of IM process. 

The LM2 process reads the SHINPADS data messages from its 
queue, sorts them by their type, CCS data or sensor interface 
data, and processes them as follows: 

1. The CCS data is formatted. Only the data components 
necessary for the MSDF, PE and DM processes are 
saved in the CCS database. 

2. The sensor interface data is formatted. Only the 
information necessary for the MSDF process are sent to 
the MSDF process queue. 

The CPF CCS has a history recording (HR) function, which 
allows recording of any selected information onto a tape as it 
performs a trial. Another version of the IMI process can be 
developed to use such a HR tape as input, where the CCS 
vehicular track, identification, Ownship, and sensor interface 
data have been recorded during trials. The added advantage of 
having the IM split into two processes is that this modification 
to use HR data as input for MSDF will only affect the IMI, 
and will require minimal effort. 

After the MSDF processes have been integrated and evaluated 
in STDF, the HR tapes will demonstrate the MSDF function 
performance using real sensor data in real scenarios. 

4.2 MSDF 
The MSDF process is subdivided into four parts as shown in 
Figure 4: data alignment, gating and data association, position 
update and identity estimation. The fusion process itself is 
integrated with the state estimation and the identity estimation 
processes. We will give a simplified description of these parts. ,, 

Data Alignment: The positional information reported by the 
sensors do not have the same origin. Spatial alignment is 
performed for the SPS-49 radar and the IFF. The SG-150 
position is considered at the origin and a parallax correction 
of the SPS-49 is performed for the reported range and 
bearing. Time alignment is performed to extrapolate the 
MSDF tracks to the time of the reported contact, which is also 
the MSDF fusion time. 
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Gating and data association: The radar "contacts" are coming 
in buffers (lists). These buffers correspond to a spatial sector 
around the ship. The gating process first assigns to each 
contact in the buffer a list of tracks from the MSDF database. 
The assignment is done by searching which contacts are in 
each tracks gate. Track gates are error zones around the 
tracks estimated position (note that the radar track velocity is 
also used for gating). Singleton associations are performed to 
take care of all pairs of tracks and contacts which trivially 
associate together (only one contact in a tracks gate and no 
other contact for that track). The category of the track and 
contact pair (air or surface) is also compared for selecting 
singleton associations. Then the association process calculates 
an assignment matrix to express the cost of the remaining 
potential contact-track pairs. The cost is the statistical 
distance between a track and a contact. Many types of 
methods can be used to solve the linear assignment problem 
arising from this nearest neighbour association. The JVC 
algorithm has been shown to be the most appropriate 
algorithm for this implementation [Drummond, Castanon and 
Bellovin, 19901. The JVC algorithm is a JV algorithm 
optimised for sparse matrices [Jonker R. and Volgenant A., 
19871. The association process ends by fine tuning the time 
update of the contact in each pair. This is to ensure that both 
the contact and the track within the pair have the same time 
index. 

Position update: The State Update uses two linearized and 
adaptive parallel Kalman filters [Bourassa et al, 19931. The 
inputs to this process are respectively a track position (in 
Cartesian coordinates x,y), a measured contact (in polar 
coordinates r, e) and the time interval since the last update 
(At). The output (state vector) is an updated track consisting 
of the new estimated position (x,y), velocity and covariance 
matrix. 

The parallel filters technique was chosen because it ensures 
more reliable tracking than a single filter especially when the 
target is manoeuvring. The two Kalman fiters use different 
plant noise. The first filter is optimised to track a non 
manoeuvering target and the second one takes care of the 
manoeuvres. These manoeuvres manifest themselves as large 
low-probability innovations. This avoids the frequent re- 

- initializations that a single filter would have to do. These re- 
initializations would introduce an error in the state estimates 
(position and velocity) for several scans. The state update 
process finally sends the velocity to the identity estimation 

Y e s S .  
Identity estimation: The details of this process for this 
implementation were presented at the AGARD 66th 
symposium on Challenge of Future EW System Design 
[Simard et al, 19931. A truncated version of the Dempster- 
Shafer algorithm has been selected for the implementation. 

The typical attribute information fused are the target speed 
from the positional data fusion, the target class from the 
radars and IFF, the target allegiance from the IFF, the emitter 
composition from the CANEWS (simulated from a list 
extracted from Jane's). The platform database (PDB) is built 
from Jane's and excludes acceleration and radar cross-section. 

' 

Figure 4. The main components of the data fusion process. 

Some complex generic propositions are of special interest to a 
commander. These generic propositions are related to types of 
attributes such as: allegiance (friend, foe or neutral), origin 
(Canadian, US or other country), air type (helicopter, missile, 
attack aircraft), threat level (very high, high, medium, 
harmless). 

4.3 PE 
The goal of the performance evaluation process is to produce 
data in order to measure and analyse the relative and absolute 
performances of the MSDF System versus the CPF CCS. The 
measurement is done in terms of pre-determined specific 
criteria whose computed values can either be directly used in 
real time to get a measure of performance or be used in a later 
off-line analysis phase. The specific criteria are designed to 
evaluate the performance in terms of tracking, identification 
and system general issues (e.g. tactical criteria, information 
quality criteria). The criteria have been presented in more 
detail elsewhere [Boily, 19941 and will not be repeated here. 

Basically, as shown in Figure 5,  the PE process is a dormant 
task which wakes up periodically (triggered by an external 
forked task sending it an IPC message), reads the CCS and the 
MSDF databases, aligns the data read from the databases, 
computes a number of criteria, saves the results in the PE 
database and gets back to its dormant state waiting for another 
message. The data alignment is done in two parts: the time 
update of the state vectors of both CCS and MSDF tracks, the 
track-to-track association between the CCS tracks and the 
MSDF tracks. A brief description of these parts follows. 

Time update: This first part is performed in order to bring the 
state vector of both CCS and MSDF tracks to the exact same 
moment, permitting error-free track-to-track association 
(described below) and simultaneous performance evaluation 
for both CCS and MSDF systems in the same time frame. The 
time update is a linear projection without acceleration of both 
the state vector and the covariance matrix. 
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Figure 5. General block diagram of the PE process. The 
control point is dormant in the 'read message' function and is 
triggered to resume by any incoming message. 

Track association: Since some comparison of the performances 
of the actual CCS to the MSDF system is done on a track-to- 
track basis, it is important to compare the track numbers that 
correspond to the same target. The track association is done on 
a proximity basis in both position space and velocity space. 
Two gates are then used, one for position and one for velocity, 
and tracks numbers of different systems are associated if they 
are unambiguously in the same gates. In case of ambiguity 
(more than one track of a particular system in the same gates) 
the previous track number association prevails. 

When the time update and the track association have been 
done, it is possible to compute the performance evaluation 
criteria. Each criteria computation has its own independent 
configurable periodicity and some criteria have externally 
configurable parameters. 

Triggering messages can be new configuration parameters 
from DM or messages sent by a special external timer process 
previously forked by PE. This timer has knowledge of all the 
criteria periodicities and sends triggering messages to the PE 
queue when the time has come to compute a criteria. 

There are some constraints imposed on the PE criteria because 
of the limitations in available data. Some tests that we would 
like to perform cannot be implemented because the relevant 
data are not available from the CCS bus. One example of 
unavailable data is the covariance matrices of the CCS state 
vector which are computed by the ADT of each radar but are 
not broadcasted on the bus. Basic direct comparison of the 
CCS and MSDF covariances matrices would have been a 
precise indicator of the precision of the tracking of both 
systems. We must approximate the CCS covariances matrices 
from the typical measurement error associated to each radar in 
order to perform this kind of evaluation. 

The simulated 'ground truth' data is also not available on-line, 
while the scenario is running. For the current implementation, 
the simulated 'ground truth' is available through a file after the 
scenario is completed. This limits the type of PE criteria that 
can be calculated and reviewed on-line. Most on-line 
comparison between CCS and MSDF must be relative to CCS. 

4.4 DM 
DM is the OM1 module which integrates and controls all 
MSDF functions (MSDF, PE, IM and DM). DM was 
developed using UIM/X', a graphical user interface (GUI) 
builder with OSFlMotif2 Widgets in a UN= environment. The 
functionality and appearance of the DM module is determined 
by the CPF standard military display. 

DM is the top level module of the MSDF system, and as such, 
it must manage all other modules. DM must initialize all 
system modules (using UNIX system calls), create all queues, 
semaphores and shared memory segments required for 
communication between modules during run-time. DM must 
also dispose of the above upon exiting the system. The user 
can control which MSDF modules are enabled and can reset 
them during run-time. 

The six areas of the display are shown in Figure 6. Vertically 
and from the upper left corner, we see the Close Control 
Readout (CCRO) and Data Amplification Readout (DARO) 
areas which provide detailed information about a selected 
target. The Operator Guidance Readout area (OGRO) allows 
user interaction with PE and MSDF by prompting for values of 
specific configurable internal parameters. DM enables users to 
navigate through four QAB arrays. Each QAB array consists of 
a matrix of buttons, which permits the user to select the 
desired system functionality. Tracks and associated 
information are represented graphically in the Tactical 
Situation Area (TSA), according to the user's selection of 
QABs. The Auxiliary Readout area (ARO) is used to display 
Ownship data as well as all system messages. 

In addition, DM also provides two pull-down menus. The first 
menu enables the user to set the range of distance represented 
by the TSA drawing area. The TSA menu allows the user to 
modify debug levels, select database functions and quit the 
system. 

Should additional information be required for a particular 
target, the user can simply click the mouse in the TSA near 
that target. DM determines which track was selected by 
locating the closest MSDF track within a given tolerance f . 

exists. This process is known as "hooking". The hook symbol 
is graphically represented in the TSA by a circle surrounding 
the target. Detailed information for both CCS and MSDF 
tracks is displayed in the CCRO area until the user releases 
the hook, or hooks a new target. 

the user's click and then finding the associated CCS track, i P a 

The previous n positions of a hooked track can be monitored 
by selecting the display track history QAB. Track history is 
represented graphically in the TSA by a series of n points. 

. 

1 UIMK is a trademark of Visual Edge Software Ltd. 
2 OSFlMotif is a trademark of Open Software Foundation, Inc. 
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Figure 6. Man-machine interface snapshot of the MSDF System. Two tracks are shown graphically in the TSA with their 
respective track numbers is both CCS and MSDF systems. The track MSDF-1 has been hooked and the result of the hooking is 
shown in the CCRO at the upper left. The upper left numbers associated to each track in the TSA are the results of some tactical 
PE criteria. 

The TSA area is centered upon the Ownship by default. The 
user can move the center point by selecting a QAB and 
pointing to the new center on the TSA. Another QAB resets 
the center of the display to the default value. 

The modular design and flexibility of the DM module, and the 
MSDF system in general, enables rapid prototyping for future 
desired functionality, thereby keeping with the test-bed goal of 
tt* project. 

5, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
The design and implementation aspects of the MSDF 
demonstration model within the STDF real-time CCS have 
been discussed. While most of MSDF implementations in the 
open literature focus at finding optimal algorithms fusing data 
from various types of ideal sensors, this implementation 
selects fusion algorithms which are appropriate for the data 
available from the real sensors installed on CPF. We must deal 
with hard-decision sensors and tracks provided by the 
positional sensors (radars) which are incomplete (no 
covariance matrix). Since each sensor starts broadcasting 
information only for established tracks, it will not be possible 
to increase the target detection range by using sensor fusion. 
However the MSDF is still expected to enhance the CPF CS 
tracking and identification performance. 

This project has taken the "shortest path" for this 
implementation, in that it has selected relatively simple, but 
more proven fusion algorithms. Only a subset of all the 
information available onboard the CPF platform is being used 
in these algorithms (the data from Participating Units (PU) 
through tactical data link systems, from the CIO sensor and the 
communications messaging data is not used). Although the 
first set of algorithms may not be optimal, since they represent 
a compromise, there are many benefits resulting from this 
implementation project, which include: 

1. Establishment of a data fusion research facility, that will 
be used as a workbench by the team of scientists and 
engineers at UNISYS GSG Canada to understand the 
various data fusion implementation aspects within the 
current CPF and prepare for its proposed upgrade, 

2. Analysis and selection of the MSDF algorithms 
appropriate for the type of data available from the CPF 
sensors, 
Establishment of a capability to perform fusion of pre- 
recorded real sensor data collected during a trial, and 
compare the performance of the fusion algorithms with 
the performance of the CPF CCS, 
Establishment of a modular system architecture within a 
UNIX environment that will support the real-time 
requirements of the MSDF system and can be spawned 

3. 

4. 
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into multiple processors, if the processor resource 
requirements increase to match the sophistication of 
MSDF algorithms, 

5. Establishment of PE criteria that will quantitatively 
measure the performance gain as a result of incorporation 
of a MSDF capability within a platform's CCS. 

The MSDF technology is opening a new dimension to the CS 
tactical performance analysis. Implementation programs, such 
as the MSDF demonstration model for CPF are essential for 
understanding this technology for establishment onboard the 
future platforms. With the MSDF workbench operational 
within the STDF, one can tackle several important future 
programs such as: 
1 .  Fusion of all data available on CPF, ,including data 

from PUS, the CIO and messaging data, 
2. Analysis of Wide Area Tactical Situation establishment 

using Joint Operational Tactical System (JOTS), 
3. Analysis of sensor optimization and sensor queuing 

algorithms, 
4. Analysis of Situation Assessment, Threat Evaluation, 

Weapon Engagement, and Cooperative Engagement 
algorithms. 
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SUMMARY 

Air forces across the world strive to 
protect their valuable resources from 
both the air and ground threats. Over 
the past few years, the surface-to-air 
missile threat has become more 
sophisticated and more deadly. It is 
far cheaper and less technical for a 
country to own and operate a ground 
missile system than to maintain a 
creditable air force. It is for this 
reason that the attention to the 
ground threat has grown over the past 
few years. This paper discusses the 
approach the US Air Force has taken in 
protecting its aircraft from these 
ground threats and how the mission of 
Lethal Defense Suppression has evolved 
into the complimentary tasks of 
Reactive Suppression and Pre-emptive 
Destruction. 

TEXT - 
In times of shrinking budgets, force 
structure reductions, and undefined 
threats, the task of protecting 
friendly aircraft from ground threats 
has become more important. For the US 
Air Force, this tasks falls under the 
Operational Objective of Electronic 
Combat. As new advanced fighters 
become more and more costly, the loss 
of even one could amount to a 
political and fiscal price tag too 
high to pay. Potential adversaries 
have concluded that to develop, 
maintain, and train a credible air-to- 
air fighting force to protect their 
air space is far too expensive. A 

. ground system, however, is much 
cheaper, easier to operate and 
maintain and as a result, the 
proliferation of Surface-to-Air 

. Missile systems or SAMs has spread 
.throughout the world. The role of 
Defense Suppression has become more 
important for the US Air Force as 
these threats grow in number and 
sophistication. To keep up with the 
improvements being made to the SAM‘s 
guidance and tracking, the Lethal 
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses 
(SEAD), a subset of Electronic Combat, 
will undergo significant changes in 

~ the upcoming years, marking the end of 
one era and the beginning of another. 

In the past, most modern air forces 
used a combination of tactics to 
improve the survivability of their 
aircraft, yet conducted the missions 
required to win the conflict. The US 
Air Force used the operational tactic 

of suppressing the regional threats 
just before and during the air 
strike. Although this method of 
suppression is somewhat successful, 
it is only a temporary disruption and 
must be repeated, thus requiring a 
great deal of resources throughout 
the campaign. In the next few years, 
a change of operational tactics will 
occur. This includes a shift of 
emphasis from suppressing SAMs to 
destroying them, from a dedicated 
SEAD aircraft like the F-4G Wild 
Weasel to a multi-role fighter 
performing several missions to 
include the SEAD mission, from a two 
seat to a single seat mission and 
finally from a unique missile (i.e. 
HARM) to a multi-purpose munition. 

The US Air Force began this change of 
attitude during Desert Storm. During 
that conflict, the way we addressed 
the SAM threat seemed to be an 
inefficient use of air resources. 
For every strike mission, there was 
an accompanying escort of “HARM 
shooters“ or Weasels tasked to 
provide protection from the surface- 
to-air threats. Even if the 
confidence level was high on the 
destruction of a particular SAM in a 
given region, the Weasel escort was 
still required. These assets could 
have been used more effectively 
escorting in other areas or 
performing different missions. This 
perception of inefficient use of 
resources needed to be proven 
analytically, however, and in 1992 
the Air Force conducted a Mission 
Area Assessment and a Mission Need 
Analysis to document the worthiness 
of destroying SAMs in addition to 
just suppressing them. The Mission 
Area Assessment documents the 
operational objective and outlines 
the overall Concept of Operations. 
This assessment provides a basis for 
defining command-wide areas of 
emphasis and helps focus the Mission 
Need Analysis. The Mission Need 
Analysis assesses the capability to 
accomplish the Pre-emptive 
Destruction task, dealing with a 
defined set of conditions, such as 
force structure, threats, and 
environment, against a specified 
target set. Through this analysis, 
the force shortfalls and mission 
deficiencies that are identified are 
documented in a Mission Need 
Statement or MNS. During the 
simulation portion of the Mission 
Need Analysis, the scenario used was 
the Southwest Asia theater in the 
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year 2005. The enemy threats were 
allowed to operate in three levels of 
emission control: 1) completely 
netted together; 2) semi-autonomous; 
and 3 )  completely independent. The US 
Air Force force structure included F- 
15s, F - 1 6 ~ ~  EF-111 jammers, decoys to 
stimulate the threat, High Speed Anti- 
radiation Missiles or HARMS, HARM 
shooters (F-~Gs), and pre-emp.tive 
destruction weapons. 

The model used to conduct the Mission 
Need Analysis was divided into two 
major methodologies: weapons level 
and campaign level. The weapons level 
model was TAC ARM, which was designed 
to produce HARM tactical probability 
of kill for a given threat or SAM. 
Inputs required include pre-launch and 
launch data for the HARM missile and 
the threat laydown of the SAM systems. 
The campaign level models consist of 
EADSIM - a raid level model, ESAMS - a 
SAM engineering model, and TAC EC - 
the campaign model. Together, these 
models produced several Measures of 
Effectiveness (MOEs). The MOEs 
include attrition of US Air Force 
aircraft, number of SAMs destroyed, 
and effects of each sortie. 

The results of this study laid the 
foundation for the Mission Need 
Statement (MNS) for Lethal SEAD. The 
MNS documents the deficiency and 
discusses the operational aspect of 
the mission. Lethal SEAD mission 
objectives are broken down into two 
components, each complementing the 
other. The first is the immediate 
protection of friendly aircraft from 
SAMs. The second is long term air 
superiority achieved by the 
destruction of the SAMs. Further 
defined, the immediate protection of 
friendly forces is called Localized 
SEAD and is accomplished by reactive 
lethal suppression and non-lethal 
suppression or jamming. The air 
superiority mission is called Campaign 
SEAD and is accomplished by the pre- 
emptive and permanent destruction of 
an integrated air defense system. 

The Lethal SEAD mission area is a sub- 
set of the Strategy-to-Task mission 
area breakdown. The top level mission 
of the Air Force is broken into three 
areas: support the ground forces, 
degrade the war sustaining capability, 
and attain air superiority. The 
strategy of Attaining Air Superiority 
contains four operational objectives, 
each of which contributes to the 
overall mission success. The MNS 
addresses only one of these, 
Countering Air Defenses. This 
objective is further broken down into 
the "task" of Destroying or Degrading 
the Air Defenses Lethally. 

Expanding on this Strategy-to-Task 
concept, the Electronic Combat mission 
area is divided into four combat 
tasks: 1) Non-Lethal SEAD, 2) Command, 
Control, and Communication 
Countermeasures (C3CM), 3 )  Electronic 

Warfare, and 4) Lethal SEAD. Non- 
Lethal SEAD consists of jamming the 
acquisition radars of the SAMs so as 
to confuse the operators and not 
allow them the ability to obtain a 
track solution. C3CM involves jamming 
the communication links of the netted 
SAM systems as well as the "chain of 
command" link. Electronic Warfare is 
the self protection of the strike 
aircraft. The Lethal SEAD task deals 
with the degradation or destruction 
of the SAM system and is further 
divided, as mentioned earlier, into 
Reactive Suppression and Pre-emptive 
Destruction. 

Reactive Suppression, as stated in 
the MNS, is the immediate protection 
of friendly aircraft. Because the 
strike package (i.e. friendly 
aircraft) is in the lethal area of 
the SAMs, the rapid detection, 
identification, and location of the 
threats is critical. The weapon 
launched must be fast enough to get 
to the target, in this case the SAM, 
before the target employs 
countermeasures. The fast missile 
does not imply that a "shoot out" 
exists between the Weasel aircraft 
and the SAM. Since the important 
feature in this mission is to protect 
the strike aircraft, destruction of 
the SAM is not required. As a 
result, assessing the damage 
inflicted upon the SAM is not part of 
the mission. Reactive Suppression 
starts with threat stimulation or 
causing the SAM's acquisition radar 
to turn on. The preferred way to 
accomplish this is by using some sort 
of decoy that acts like a strike 
aircraft. Without having decoys in 
the inventory, the next method would 
be to use the SEAD aircraft or Weasel 
acts as the excitor, playing a "cat 
and mouse" game with the SAM. The 
lest preferred stimulation is using 
the strike aircraft. Currently, the 
US Air Force uses the SEAD aircraft 
to accomplish the stimulation. The 
purpose of stimulation is to activate 
the SAM system in order to gather 
electronic order of battle (EOB) 
information. With this information, 
the SEAD aircraft can detect and 
identify the proper threat/target, 
then locate the target within some 
level of confidence. 
area has been evaluated, the SEAD 
aircraft will prioritize the targets 
and select the ones to encounter. 
The final step is to employ an anti- 
radiation missile (ARM) to suppress 
the SAM. The missile (i.e. HARM) 
must be fast enough to get to the SAM 
before it has a chance to employ 
countermeasures or shutdown. 

Pre-emptive Destruction is the long 
term air superiority campaign 
designed to take out the SAMs for the 
duration of the conflict. In other 
words, the SAM (or threat) becomes 
the target and the mission is planned 
accordinalv. Because strike aircraft 

Once the target, 

a 

(other than the SEAD aircraft) are I 
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not in the area, time to detect, 
identify and locate the SAM is not 
critical. Since the terminal seeke 
will not rely on RF emissions a very 
fast missile is not required. In 
addition, the destruction of the SAM, 
as opposed to temporary disruption in 
the case of Reactive Suppression, is 
necessary to obtain the long term 
objective of air superiority. 
Finally, because the objective is to 
destroy the SAM, Battle Damage 
Assessment (BDA) or Bomb Impact 
Assessment (BIA) is also required. 
Pre-emptive Destruction requires the 
SAM to be stimulated in order to 
achieve Radio Frequency (RF) 
emissions. Because this mission is 
pre-emptive in nature (i.e. no strike 
package in the area) the method of 
gathering EOB data can be from either 
an off-board system or an on-board 
system, or a combination of the two. 
The target then must be identified, 
located, and prioritized. The final 
step of employing an ordinance must 
achieve a "hard kill" or permanently 
destroy the SAM. 

After the Mission Need Statement was 
validated by the Chief of Staff of the 
Air Force, an Acquisition Decision 
Memorandum (ADM) was issued which 
began the development process of the 
program. This step is called a 
Milestone 0 decision in the US 
acquisition process. The ADM directed 
the implementing agency, Air Combat 
Command, in this case, to study the 
Pre-emptive Destruction mission, 
considering on-board and off-board 
targeting methods using Radio 
Frequency (RF) emissions as initial 
means of detection, location, and 
identification, and weapons capable of 
guiding on and destroying a non- 
emitting air defense unit. This study 
is called a Concept Exploration (CE). 
The CE is a top-down systems analysis 
that incorporates the targeting of the 
air defense unit, mid-course and 
terminal guidance of the weapon, and 
destruction of the target. The 
purpose of the CE is to identify 

. alternate methods of accomplishing the 
Pre-emptive Destruction of SAMs. 
These results are passed to the Cost 
and Operational Effectiveness Analysis 

The COEA assesses the user's preferred 
alternative selections including cost 
of the system and technical risk. 
These selections are broad concept 
solutions, not specific designs. 
Those solutions that prove to be more 
cost effective are singled out and its 
characteristics are highlighted. The 
final selection is approved by the 
Chief of Staff of the Air Force and 
forms the basis for the Operational 
Requirements Document (ORD). The ORD 
identifies and documents the 
operational requirements necessary to 
meet the Mission Need Statement 
deficiencies. The ORD describes the 
system specific characteristics and 
related operational variables. It 

' or COEA. 

also defines thresholds and 
objectives of key parameters. These 
parameters form the basis for any 
follow-on demonstrations or 
development. The Concept Exploration 
and COEA combined form the Phase 0 
activity in the acquisition process. 
The schedule for Phase 0 began Jan 94 
and will continue through the end of 
FY95. The final product of the Phase 
0 activity is an Operational 
Requirement Document (ORD) and will 
form the basis for the Statement of 
Work (SOW) for the Demonstration and 
Validation Phase, which will begin in 
FY96. 
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USING A RED TEAM TO DEVISE COUNTERMEASURES 

R. L. Swedenburg, Colonel, USAF 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization/DSIM 

Pentagon 
Washington, D.C., 

SUMMARY 
The ability of a defense 
system to operate effectively 
when deployed in battle is 
dependent on designs able to 
deal with countermeasures 
against the defense. The 
formation of a technical Red 
Team to stress the preliminary 
designs of the defensive 
system with technologically 
feasible and effective 
potential countermeasures 
provides a means to identify 
such potential counter- 
measures. This paper 
describes the experience of 
the U.S. Ballistic Missile 
Defense Organization‘s (BMDO) 
Theater Missile Defense Red 
Team since the Gulf War in 
1991, the Red-Blue Exchange 
process, and the value it has 
provided to the designers of 
the U.S. Theater Missile 
Defense systems for developing 
robust systems. A wide-range 
of technologically feasible 
countermeasures has been 
devised, analyzed, tested for 

~ feasibility, and provided to 
the system developers for 
hitigation design. The 

- process for independently 
analyzing possible suscepti- 
bilities of preliminary 
designs and exploiting the 
susceptibilities to identify 
possible countermeasures is 
explained. Designing and 
characterizing the Red Team’s 
countermeasures, determining 
their feasibility, and 
analyzing their potential 
effectiveness against the 
defense are explained. A 
technique for the Blue Team‘s 
designers to deal with a wide 
range of potential counter- 
measures is explained. 

- 7100 
20301-7100, USA 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Many lessons have been learned 
from the Persian Gulf War when 
the Patriot missile defense 
system was first used to 
intercept tactical ballistic 
missiles. One lesson, evident 
from a perusal of the open 
literature of many countries, 
is that a nation intent on 
using ballistic missiles 
effectively in war will have 
to penetrate theater missile 
defense systems in the future. 
Another lesson widely learned 
by countries following the 
post-war analyses and the open 
discourse on Patriot Anti- 
Tactical Ballistic Missile 
effectiveness is that 
ballistic missiles can 
penetrate theater missile 
defense systems if the 
missiles execute adequate 
measures to counter the 
capabilities of the defense. 
Sometimes even inadvertent 
missile behavior, such as 
unexpected missile body 
breakups on reentry and the 
subsequent gyrating motion, 
can be an effective counter- 
measure to a defense system 
which was not designed to deal 
with such threat behavior. 

Countries with an existing 
tactical ballistic missile 
arsenal intent on using them 
in the future, and countries 
currently building or buying 
tactical ballistic missiles 
for eventual use, and 
countries intent on selling 
their tactical ballistic 
missiles to other countries 
all have an interest in 
assuring their missiles do not 
become obsolete in the face of 
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theater missile defense 
developments. It would appear 
that these countries have 
three choices: (1) accede to 
theater missile defense 
systems and deliver their 
warheads by means other than 
ballistic missiles, (2) 
acquire enough ballistic 
missiles to overwhelm missile 
defenses by sheer numbers, or 
( 3 )  develop or otherwise 
acquire countermeasures for 
their ballistic missiles to 
penetrate the missile defense 
systems. 

The U . S .  Ballistic Missile 
Defense Organization began 
focusing on the above 
considerations shortly after 
the Gulf War. Beginning in 
May 1991, BMDO turned its Red 
Team, which was previously 

nuclear missile defense threat 
responses, toward the problem 
of addressing potential 
countermeasures to theater 
missile defense systems. The 
experience of its Red Team and 
the Red-Blue Exchange process 
was readily adapted to 
activities supporting the 
development of robust theater 
missile defense systems for 
the U.S. 

I concentrated on strategic 

Although Red Teaming is not a 
new technique, its most common 
usage by defense organizations 
has been in a war-gaming 
environment where existing 
military forces are pitted 
against each other. The 
technical Red Teaming 
conducted by BMDO addresses 
the preliminary designs of 
missile defense systems yet to 
be finalized -- not the 
wargaming of existing forces. 
This paper describes the 
utility of a Red Team for 
identifying potential 
adversary countermeasures to 
aid in designing robust 

missile defense systems. The 
paper is organized to describe 
the general need for a Red 
Team, the activities of the 
Red Team in the Red-Blue 
Exchange process, and the 
activities of the Blue Team in 
dealing with a wide range of 
potential countermeasures. 

2 THE NEED FOR A RED TEAM 
In order for a future defense 
system to achieve its 
operational requirements in 
battle it must be designed and 
built to operate effectively 
against enemy countermeasures. 
If the designer knows what 
countermeasures a future enemy 
will employ against his 
system, then he can design 
counter-countermeasures. The 
critical question is thus 
"What countermeasures will the 
enemy employ?" Most often,the 
answer is "We don't know." 
Most often, even the enemy 
doesn't know. 

Countermeasures to a new 
defensive system are usually 
neither conceived nor 
developed by the enemy during 
the period when the new 
defense system is being 
developed. This is because 
the design is not finalized 
and the system is yet to be 
tested and produced. The 
enemy has very little 
knowledge of the defense 
system's operation or 
capabilities during the 
development phase, and 
adversaries are unlikely to - 
devise and deploy counter- 
measures against something yet 
to be built. Consequently, 
there is little or no 
intelligence to be collected 
on enemy countermeasures. 
How, then, can the system 
engineer acquire an 
understanding of potential 
enemy countermeasures? BMDO's 
answer many years ago was to 
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form a Red Team to provide the 
enemy's perspective and to 
devise technologically 
feasible countermeasures to 
study and use for conducting 
counter-countermeasure design 
trade-offs. 

The Red Team does not replace 
the intelligence collection 
activity, but rather 
supplements it. The Red Team 
provides an advance warninq 
service to the system 
engineers designing the 
defense. In addition to 
providing this informal 
advance warning of potential 
countermeasures to the system 
developers, the Red Team's 
work in devising technologi- 
cally feasible countermeasures 
is used by the formal threat 
development process, that is, 
the writing and validation of 
a document called the System 
Threat Assessment Report in 
the U.S. This report, which 
is an official document 
validated by the U . S .  Defense 
Intelligence Agency, includes 
a description of deployed 
enemy countermeasures (when 
known), countermeasures under 
development by possible 
adversaries (when known), and 
countermeasures which are 
technologically feasible 
within the means of potential 
adversaries. Most often, 
however, we have no knowledge 

fielded, if any have been, nor 
of countermeasures under 

secretive nature and the 
simple fact that potential 
enemies do not develop 
countermeasures against a 
defense system that is not yet 
built. This is why it is so 
important to have a Red Team 
devise technoloqically 
feasible countermeasures -- to 
presage the future enemy. 

'of countermeasures actually 

-development, because of their 

Since 1 9 9 1 ,  in the aftermath 
of the Persian Gulf War and 
the demise of the former 
Soviet Union, BMDO's Red Team 
has concentrated on under- 
standing the perspectives of 
Third World adversaries and 
devising potential counter- 
measures to U . S .  Theater 
Missile Defense systems under 
development. The Red Team 
operates within the structure 
of what are called Red-Blue 
Exchanges which will be 
described shortly. BMDO has 
performed three major Red-Blue 
Exchanges and found them 
extremely useful in uncovering 
potential countermeasures 
which need to be considered in 
the system design process. 
These Red-Blue Exchanges have 
been relatively inexpensive 
analytical activities and have 
provided a valuable service to 
the TMD system engineers. 
Technologically feasible 
countermeasures against the 
THAAD interceptor design, the 
Ground-Based Radar design, the 
Patriot ATBM Capability, the 
ERINT interceptor design, the 
CorpSAM interceptor design, 
and the Navy Aegis Combat 
System ATBM design have been 
devised and studied. The 
system engineers in these 
project offices now have 
potential threat counter- 
measure information to use for 
requirements development and 
counter-countermeasure design 
trade-off analyses. 

3 .  RED TEAM ACTIVITIES 
(U) To conduct a Red-Blue 
Exchange, BMDO convenes a Red 
Team of technical experts to 
simulate the adversary's 
perspective, a Blue Team of 
missile defense designers 
which includes the system 
engineers, and a Senior Review 
Panel of ballistic missile 
experts. The process is 
diagrammed in Figure 1. The 
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baseline threat scenario, the 
missile defense system 
architecture, and the ground 
rules are then agreed upon. 
The Red Team begins by 
analyzing the defense system 
and identifying suscepti- 
bilities which they think can 
be exploited by the enemy. 
They then devise counter- 
measures, characterize them 
operationally and technically, 
and provide them to the Blue 
Team. The Blue Team then 
analyzes the impact of the 
countermeasures on their 
designs, devises alternative 
responses, and provides 
counter-countermeasures back 
to the Red Team. The Senior 
Review Panel oversees this 
highly interactive process and 
judges the appropriateness of 
the Red Team's countermeasures 
as well as the Blue Team's 
responses. They also judge 
the effectiveness of the 
countermeasures and the 
responses against pre- 
established measures of 
effectiveness. The process 
usually takes several months 
culminating in a report which 
provides valuable information 
to the system designers as 
well as the threat developers. 

The Red Team begins by 
collecting all the detailed 
technical characteristics of 
the Blue Teams's defense 
system. This includes, for 
example, the radar's 
parameters, the infrared 
missile seeker's 
characteristics, the 
interceptor's fly-out 
performance, guidance 
algorithms, warhead 
information, and the battle 
management rules and command 
and control protocols. The 
entire system is then modelled 
on a computer by the Red Team. 
Once it is modelled, the Red 
Team performs a susceptibility 

analysis to identify areas for 
countermeasure exploitation. 

Specific countermeasures are 
then devised and combined into 
suites. The Red Team then 
performs an analysis to 
estimate the effectiveness of 
the countermeasure suites in 
degrading the defense, and 
estimates the degradation to 
the enemy's ballistic 
missile's performance due to 
adding the countermeasures. 
Typically, this is reduced 
range, reduced warhead mass, 
and possibly reduced accuracy. 
At this point the Red Team 
iterates, reviews its 
countermeasures, and makes 
adjustments to optimize the 
effectiveness of the suite. 
Convinced that they have 
devised the best counter- 
measure suite possible, the 
Red Team calculates the radar 
and infrared signatures, the 
mass, the volume, and other 
characteristics of the 
countermeasure suite design, 
and provides this package of 
data to the Blue Team for 
their response. 

Before proceeding further to 
describe the Red Team's 
functions, it would be useful 
at this point to discuss the 
level of information on the 
technical characteristics of 
the Blue Team's system design 
which is made available to the' 
Red Team. The degree to which - 
the Red Team can devise a 
truly effective potential 
countermeasure is proportional 
to the amount of knowledge it 
has on the defense's technical 
design. If intimate details 
of the design are known, then 
it is usually easier to find 
susceptibilities and exploit 
them with specifically 
tailored countermeasures. 
This, of course, is why 
certain features of system 
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designs are protected through 
security classification. Now, 
although it is true that a 
potential enemy won't know 
everythinq about a system 
design, he may know anythinq. 
This conservative approach is 
the one usually taken in Red- 
Blue Exchanges in order to 
stress the design and to hedge 
against an adversary 
eventually learning the 
technical details of defense 
designs. It is best for the 
system developer to learn of 
any susceptibilities in his 
design before a potential 
adversary does. Then the 
developer can decide on how he 
wants to proceed in his design 
before committing it to test 
and production. 

On the other hand it is useful 
to explore the effects which 
various levels of knowledge on 
the Blue defense system has on 
the ability of the Red Team to 
devise effective 
countermeasures. This can 
provide insight on which 
defense parameters are most 
critical with regard to enemy 
exploitation, and thus provide 
a requirement for protecting 
them to ensure they are not 
divulged. This is a unique 
spin-off of Red-Blue 
Exchanges. It is useful to 

. vary the amount of information 
available to the Red Team in 

- specific parameter, or 
'order to ascertain if any 

combination of parameters, are 
especially useful to an enemy 
for exploitation. BMDO is 
doing this. 

It was implied above that one 
of the many objectives of the 
Red Team is to stress all 
functions of the defense 
system's design. This is done 
to discover potential 

weaknesses before the design 
is committed to production. 
In order to stress the design 
adequately the Red Team must 
know all the details of each 
part of the defense system 
being studied. During the 
interactive play of the Red- 
Blue Exchange, the Red Team is 
tasked to prepare a chart that 
matrixes the defense functions 
across the top and the 
specific countermeasures 
devised by the Red Team down 
the side. The Senior Review 
Panel can then judge if all 
the defense functions have 
been stressed sufficiently by 
the Red Team's counter- 
measures. 

The Red Team models the 
defense design under study 
using the amount o.f 
information on the design 
which is provided within the 
ground rules of the study. It 
uses the model as a primary 
tool throughout the Red-Blue 
Exchange, and its first use is 
to perform a complete 
susceptibility analysis. 
Figure 2 is an example of one 
of many curves generated in a 
typical susceptibility 
analysis. In this example, 
the Red Team determined how 
sensitive a specific 
interceptor's probability of 
kill would be to the 
acquisition range of its 
surveillance radar. The knee 
of the curve is obvious. If 
the Red Team can devise a 
technologically feasible 
countermeasure suite to reduce 
the radar's acquisition range 
to below the point indicated 
on the curve, then they will 
have a good countermeasure to 
stress the defense design. 

The next step in this example 
is for the Red Team to devise 
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a specific countermeasure to 
exploit the steep slope of the 
curve in Figure 2. There are 
many possible ways to reduce 
the acquisition range of the 
sensor for a missile defense 
system. For example, an 
adversary could reduce the 
radar cross section of the 
warhead or reduce the infrared 
signature. He could mask the 
location of the missile or its 
warhead by using a radar 
jammer or infrared flares or 
aerosol clouds. The Red Team 
uses its knowledge of the 
defense system and its 
technical innovation to devise 
potential feasible counter- 
measures to exploit the 
susceptibilities and to 
overcome the capabilities of 
the defense system's design. 
The following two examples 
should help describe this 
process. 

The first example will be I called an envelopinq structure 
countermeasure. This possible 
countermeasure could be I 

I devised in an attempt to 
. preclude an infrared seeker on 

an interceptor in the 
exoatmosphere from locating 
the warhead in time to divert 
and intercept it. The Red 
Team would be stressing the 
end-game functions of the 
interceptor, specifically its 
sensor aimpoint selection 
capability and divert 
velocity. The enveloping 
structure would be deployed 
around the warhead after the 
warhead has separated from the 
booster beyond the atmosphere. 
The Red Team would invent the 
enveloping structure, choose 
its material, determine the 
weight penalty, and calculate 
its radar and infrared 
signatures. If the infrared 
signature of the warhead was 
sufficiently suppressed by the 

enveloping structure, it could 
be an effective countermeasure 
against infrared seekers in 
the exoatmosphere. 

Another example is a 
maneuverinq threat warhead to 
evade an interceptor in the 
lower portion of the 
atmosphere. The Red Team 
could devise a simple spiral 
maneuvering warhead using 
fixed position pitch and roll 
fins on the aft surface, for 
example. Such a modification 
to a warhead could be devised 
to stress the end-game 
functions of an 
endoatmospheric interceptor. 
If the spiraling warhead 
produced large enough 
accelerations without 
degrading its accuracy too 
much, the endoatmospheric 
interceptor may not be able to 
hit it, and the enemy could 
have an effective counter- 
measure. 

The Red Team would model the 
endoatmospheric interceptor 
design and model the simple 
spiral maneuver to determine 
the change in single shot 
probability of kill as a 
function of altitude and 
cross-range. Battlespace and 
probability of kill within the 
battlespace could be the 
measures of effectiveness. 
After the Red Team determined 
the degradation in probability' 
of kill, they may want to make - 
changes to the design of the 
maneuvering warhead to 
optimize its performance. 

4 .  BLUE TEAM ACTIVITIES 
The Red Team could devise 
technologically feasible 
countermeasures, which can 
then be included in threat 
documentation, for use by the 
system developers without any I 
interaction with the system 

I 
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developers. BMDO, however, 
elected many years ago to use 
a Red-Blue Exchange process to 
provide a high degree of 
interaction between the Red 
Team and the Blue Team. The 
Red Team devises 
technologically feasible 
countermeasures and defends 
their credibility to the Blue 
Team. The Blue Team devises 

techniques for their designs 
and defends the restoration of 
the defense effectiveness to 
the Red Team. This back-and- 
forth technical play has 
proven to be a useful 
structure to achieve the 
following: 

designers are made aware of 
design susceptibilities and 
potential countermeasures to 
their designs. 

b) Ensure the system 
designers study countermeasure 
techniques for their designs 
and thoroughly analyze 
alternative responses 

c) Ensure the system 
designers take a conscientious 
and informed decision on when 
and if the system design will 
be made to deal with 
technologically feasible 
countermeasures 

eventually fielded which can 
. achieve its requirements even 
in a battle environment with 
unpredictable threat 

counter-countermeasure 

a) Ensure the system 

d) Ensure a system is 

- countermeasures. 

The Red-Blue Exchange process 
is clearly an interaction 
where a great deal of learning 
and understanding on the 
nature of potential threat 
elements and the possible 
mpact on system design 
requirements takes place. For 
this reason, the Blue Team 
membership should include 
those project engineers 

responsible for establishing 
design requirements. One 
probable result of a Red-Blue 
Exchange would be modification 
or addition of technical 
requirements for the defense 
system. Another probable 
outcome would be changes to 
the functional allocation of 
technical requirements across 
the many components of the 
system design. In theory, the 
Blue Team leader would be the 
chief designer or principal 
system engineer in the 
system's project office. 

Having introduced the need for 
a Blue Team, it is instructive 
now to discuss the two 
examples described earlier. 
These example countermeasures, 
the enveloping structure for 
the exoatmospheric phase of 
flight and the simple spiral 
maneuver for the endoatmos- 
pheric phase of flight, would 
be given to the Blue Team for 
their response in a Red-Blue 
Exchange. The data package 
would include the dimensions, 
weight, materials, operational 
concept, radar signatures in 
the proper band, infrared 
signatures, and six-degree-of- 
freedom trajectories. The 
data package on the counter- 
measures would be described 
and discussed at an 
interactive meeting, and the 
document delivered. 

The Blue Team studies the data 
packages on all the 
countermeasures provided by 
the Red Team (which would be 
approved by the Senior Review 
Panel) and, as a first 
activity, questions the 
feasibility of the counter- 
measures. The Blue Team 
should muster all its 
engineering talent, take the 
role of a skeptic, and 
severely criticize the 
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technical credibility of each 
countermeasure. In this way, 
the Red Team is forced to 
defend the feasibility of 
their countermeasure designs, 
and everyone, including the 
Blue Team, acquires a much 
better understanding of the 
potential countermeasure. 

Then, within the framework of 
their response strateqy, the 
Blue Team devises both 
operational responses and 
technical design responses. 
Through innovation and expert 
knowledge the Blue Team of 
system designers looks for 
alternative counter-counter- 
measures to overcome the 
degradation caused by the Red 
Team's countermeasures. They 
must calculate the degradation 
caused by each countermeasure, 
devise responses, and then 
calculate the effectiveness of 
each response. Alternative 
counter-countermeasure 
responses must be evaluated. 
Trade-offs in design must be 

countermeasures on the design, 
the cost, the schedule for 
acquisition and other 
programmatic impacts must be 
determined. The best 
response, or combination of 
responses, is then selected. 
Often, changes to operational 
procedures of the defense 
system can be found to 
mitigate the countermeasure, 
and these may be preferred 
over technical changes to the 
design. Having done all this, 
the Blue Team is ready to 
defend its responses to the 
Red Team. 

~ made. The impact of 
I incorporating counter- 

~ 

In the examples of the 
enveloping structure and the 
simple spiral maneuver 
countermeasures, the Blue Team 
would devise both technical 
responses and operational 
responses. In the 
exoatmosphere against the 
enveloped warhead, the Blue 
Team could, for example, add a 
large diameter kill 
enhancement devise on the 
endo-exoatmospheric 
interceptor to strip away the 
tube with one shot and then 
follow-up with another shot to 
intercept the bare warhead. 
However, a less expensive 
response may be to simply let 
the atmosphere strip off the 
lightweight envelope, which 
would occur at a high 
altitude, and wait to 
intercept the warhead below 
this altitude. Even though the 
defended area footprint on the 
ground would be reduced if 
they wait to intercept, the 
resultant footprint may still 
meet the operational 
requirements of the system. 

The Blue Team's response to 
the simple spiral maneuver 
could be, technically, to 
increase the interceptor ' s 
maneuver capability and 
guidance response by design 
changes. An operational 
response would be to intercept 
the warhead at a higher 
altitude where the atmosphere * 

is not dense enough to cause 
significant maneuvers. This - 
response could only be an 
option if the interceptor 
design has enough range. 

One of the insights which may 
result from these examples is 
the utility of the high endo- 
atmospheric regime as premium 
battlespace against possible 
countermeasures. Lightweight 
countermeasures are stripped 

~ 
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away by the atmosphere at the 
higher altitude, and 
aerodynamic maneuvers are not 
significant above the lower 
altitude. This is depicted in 
Figure 3 .  

These examples are only two of 
a large number of technolo- 
gically feasible counter- 
measures which a Red Team 
needs to analyze in the 
context of theater missile 
defense system designs. Of 
the many countermeasures which 
could be investigated in Red- 
Blue Exchanges, some will be 
more effective than others in 
degrading the performance of 
the defense system analyzed. 
This is to be expected. A l l  
the countermeasures analyzed 
by BMDO have been quantified 
regarding their effectiveness. 
A l s o ,  all the countermeasure 
concepts have been assessed 
with regard to the difficulty 
an adversary would have in 
designing, fabricating, 
integrating, and employing 
them in an operational 
environment. As expected, the 
difficulty of countermeasures 
for tactical ballistic 
missiles ranges from easy to 
hard. Quantifying the 
difficulty factor is itself 
difficult to do, and BMDO has 

. embarked on a program to 
actually build and test 
'selected potential 

. countermeasures to better 
quantify the difficulty 
factor. This program involves 
the application of specific 
rules to constrain the 
countermeasures engineering 
team for the purpose of more 
closely simulating the 

~ technological capability of 
potential third world 
adversaries with ballistic 
missiles. The details of this 
program are beyond the scope 

of this paper. 

The need to quantify both the 
effectiveness of potential 
countermeasures and the 
difficulty for adversaries to 
construct them is inherent in 
the methodology BMDO is 
applying as an aid for 
decisions on how best to 
address a large number of 
potential countermeasures. 
This methodology was devised 
by the TMD Red-Blue Senior 
Review Panel and it is 
depicted in Figure 4. 

Referring to Figure 4 ,  the 
effectiveness value of the 
countermeasure and the 
difficulty value of the 
countermeasure are plotted. 
Whether it's a radar jammer, 
chaff, an infrared flare 
design concept, decoys, 
intentionally tumbled 
boosters, or any other 
specific countermeasure 
concept, if it has been 
"played" in the Red-Blue 
Exchange then information 
exists to place the counter- 
measure on the effectiveness- 
difficulty plot. Due to the 
range of specific designs 
which are possible, "error 
bars" need to be added to the 
placement of each 
countermeasure. 

Again referring to Figure 4, 
three regions (possibly more) 
can be constructed to aid the 
system engineer in deciding 
which potential 
countermeasures should be 
included in the system design 
requirements. If the 
countermeasure concept is not 
very effective in degrading 
the defense and also is quite 
difficulty to implement, then 
the system designer can 
probably dismiss the 
countermeasure. If, on the 
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other hand, the countermeasure 
would be very effective and 
also relatively easy to 
implement, then the design 
requirements should probably 
include the addressal of the 
countermeasure. The region in 
between these two is an area 
requiring tougher decisions. 
One way of dealing with 
countermeasures in this middle 
region is to estimate the 
"warning time I' which 
intelligence collection 
activities might provide prior 
to the implementation of these 
countermeasures by an 
adversary, and then organize a 
separate upgrade project in 
order to be prepared for 
modifying the defense system 
when and if necessary. 

Although this methodology for 
addressing a wide range of 
potential countermeasures in 
system design requirements is 
certainly not perfect, it does 
provide a reasonable starting 
point for making informed 
decisions concerning an area 
of great uncertainty. 
Designing counter-counter- 
measures against every 
conceivable countermeasure is 
unrealistic. This would be 
unaffordable within the budget 
of most defense systems, it 
would be excessive, and it 
would be unnecessary since 
adversaries would only 
implement a portion of all 
possible countermeasure 
concepts. 

In conclusion, a notion 
expressed by the TMD Red-Blue 
Senior Review Panel chairman 
may be useful to relate. 
Missile defense system 
designers would prefer clear 
evidence of the absence of 

absence of clear evidence due 
to the nature of counter- 
measures. It is this ''absence 
of evidence" which dictates 
the need for a Red Team. 

countermeasures in the threat 
they must address, but most 
likely they will receive 
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